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“HUZZA! – The magic cable’s laid!” goes the opening stance  
of an Atlantic cable poem by Samuel B. Sumner and 
Charles A. Sumner. The brothers’ poem was read at the 

reception of Cyrus W. Field in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, in August 
1858. What struck me when reading it was not the beauty of its phras-
ing, the ingenuity of its rhymes, or the melodic rhythm of the words 
assembled; I was impressed by the expression of “heartfelt thanks” 
that went out to the “men of tireless zeal” who had “ventured all and 
battled all” to accomplish the masterly task of laying an Atlantic tele-
graph cable. There was such authenticity to this thankfulness that it 
outlasted more than 150 years, pressed within the pages of a book that 
had seen more joyful times. The authors’ thank you knew of kindness 
shown and noble deeds done. The poem ends with three more cheers 
of “Huzza! Huzza!! Huzza!!!” I was immediately smitten by the cre-
scendo of exclamation marks and could not help smile when detecting 
a little footnote. There, the authors noted, how the assembly “all rose 
and joined in the cheer at the conclusion.” Reading the little poem, 
I could feel the sensation of how “splendid an effect” this must have 
been in the summer of 1858.

Just as Cyrus W. Field did not dream up the transatlantic telegraph 
entirely on his own as he mused by his globe into the night, neither did 
this book come about entirely from my own work. Like the “hero” of the 
wiring of the Atlantic, I am deeply indebted to the various, oftentimes 
overlapping, networks that helped me to bring this book to light: my aca-
demic network, my archival network, my financial network, and finally, 
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WIRING THE WORLD



0.1 Adam Weingärtner, “American Torchlight Procession Around the World,” 
1858. Pictures and Photograph Division, Library of Congress. 



THE CITY was in uproar. Bells were rung and guns fired. Can-
dles and fireworks lit up New York City Hall. People swarmed 
to the streets with boundless enthusiasm and formed a pro-
cession along Broadway. At the grand fete at Union Square, 

people danced to a specially composed “Telegraph Polka” to commemo-
rate the act of putting “a loving girdle round the earth,” in the lyrics of  
A. Talexy.1 Throughout “the length and breadth of the [entire] country,” 
every tongue talked of only two things: New York businessman Cyrus W. 
Field, the “Columbus of America,” and the “eighth wonder of the world,” 
the Great Atlantic Cable.2 In August 1858, an Anglo-American consor-
tium of engineers, electricians, and entrepreneurs had finally succeeded 
in laying a telegraphic cable across the Atlantic. Via telegraph, Manches-
ter cotton merchant John Pender, British engineers Charles T. Bright and 
William Thomson, and American philanthropist Peter Cooper congratu-
lated themselves upon connecting the Old World and the New by electric 
wire. Meanwhile, newspapers all across the Euro-American hemisphere 
printed special editions with the “spectacular” story of the wiring of the 
world. On the streets of New York, blue silk ribbons with the portrait 
of cable entrepreneur Cyrus W. Field were peddled for women’s jewelry 
and men’s hatbands. Catering to a public clamoring for souvenirs, jew-
elers Tiffany and Company sold the remainder of the Atlantic cable in 
four-inch pieces mounted neatly with brass ferules and a certificate let-
ter signed by Field himself.3 That summer, these emblems of material 
culture created the mythological narrative of the wiring of the world: the 
heroic struggle of male protagonists triumphing over the “opposition of 
nature” through technology.4

INTRODUCTION

The Class of 1866
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Meanwhile, only some blocks from Broadway, a New York artist, 
Adam Weingärtner, finished his depiction of a counter-narrative to white 
masculine technological heroism. Just in time for the September 1 cel-
ebration of the laying of the Great Atlantic Cable, he had a lithograph 
ready for sale. For the artist, this lithograph, “Torchlight Procession 
Around the World,” summed up the apotheosis of global integration in 
the nineteenth century. Instead of another likeness of “Cyrus the Great,” 
“the Ship,” or “the Cable,” Weingärtner had sketched a parade of people 
from all over the world: Euro-Americans, Asians, Africans, and Native 
Americans dance around the globe surmounted by a cloud forming the 
word Liberty. As they hold a telegraph cable girdling the earth, the world’s 
“civilized” and “heathens” join together in technological “revolution” that 
seems to hold out the prospect of “global” liberty. In the lower-left and 
lower-right corners, two cable ships, the American USS Niagara and the 
British HMS Agamemnon, frame the celebration. Ships and crews are 
busy laying out the Great Atlantic Cable. Nearby, an irritated Neptune 
sits with his mermaids in the middle of the Atlantic. The cable laying 
foreshadows the end of his despotic reign over maritime space. The 
lithograph, dedicated “To Young America,” is framed by the vignette of 
four men who had shaped the history of the American Republic through 
telegraphy: Benjamin Franklin, Captain William L. Hudson, Samuel F. B. 
Morse, and Cyrus W. Field. After adorning these portraits, the cable fol-
lows the arch formed where the hands of two female figures meet in the 
upper middle part of the lithograph. Dresses and ornaments give them 
away as Columbia and Britannia. Between the two figures, a member 
of the U.S. fire brigade straddles an eagle. While he seems to be direct-
ing the group’s work, he is also showering the British cable ship HMS 
Agamemnon with arrows of electrical currents.5

“Torchlight Procession Around the World” is unique among cable 
memorabilia. The lithograph departs from the iconography of the heroic 
Atlantic cable entrepreneur established through other portrayals of 
international telegraphy at the time. In his depiction of the events of the 
summer of 1858 when telegraphic transmissions joined the Old World 
and the New for the first time, Weingärtner did not focus solely on sin-
gular individuals, but on various groups of international actors. He did 
not foreground the North Atlantic connection, but the wider world. In 
the lithograph, the geopolitical ramifications of the 1858 Atlantic con-
nection reach far beyond the telegraph plateau now joining the United  
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States and Great Britain as “Anglo-American brethren.” Even the con-
cept of brotherhood appears troubled, given that the American fireman 
is directing electrical currents toward the British cable ship. Moreover, in 
Weingärtner’s image, this new “conduit of manifest destinarian energy” 
was to defibrillate the world and, possibly under the direction of the U.S. 
fire brigade and not Great Britain’s Union Jack, spread liberty to this 
multiethnic and multinational procession.6 “Torchlight Procession” in 
many ways symbolizes the central themes of this study: first, the central-
ity of international actor networks for understanding the social, cultural, 
economic, and technological aspects of these “wonders” of “civilization”; 
second, the multiple, and at times politically and socially highly charged 
and even contradictory, visions of a “unifying” world through electrical 
currents; and third, the great importance of infrastructural projects for 
global integration processes.7

Wiring the World: The Social and Cultural Creation of Global Telegraph 
Networks focuses on the various protagonists of the submarine telegraph 
system. It examines the engineers, entrepreneurs, operators, politicians, 
media reformers, and financiers in the pre-World War I era. It explores 
how these actors negotiated and battled over the very concepts that helped 
define an electric world in union. In their function as actors of global-
ization, these men, and notably also women, linked macrostructural 
processes of economic imperialism and geopolitics with microstruc-
tural interpretations of the means and ends of global communications. 
They charged economic and political processes with social and cultural 
meaning.8

ESTABLISHING A GLOBAL TELEGRAPH NETWORK

From its very beginning, ocean telegraphy spurred people’s imagination 
of the scope and content of the world’s future. When the first successful 
commercial submarine telegraph was laid across the English Channel 
in 1851, the London Morning Herald published an article celebrating the 
electric nuptials of England and France and predicting an electric union 
of the entire planet. In the context of submarine telegraphy, and in con-
trast to landline connections, entrepreneurs, journalists, politicians, 
and the public all thought in global dimensions. The importance of sub-
marine telegraphy did not lay in its singularity, but in its multiplicity. 
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One cable never functioned in isolation but within a system of cables. 
Consequently, the “ultimate progress of electro-Telegraphy,” the author 
of the article wrote, need not be confined solely to the Old World. Since 
the English Channel had been crossed, Ireland must follow next, “as 
but a matter of course.” And once Ireland was reached, there lay only “a 
couple of thousand miles of water or so between the Old World and the 
New.” Where, after all, lay “the practical difficulty”?9

The story of the Great Atlantic Cable exemplifies that there were still 
many “practical difficulties” to overcome. The much-celebrated cable 
of 1858 only functioned for a matter of weeks and transmitted just 271 
messages before the connection died.10 The group surrounding Cyrus W. 
Field, John Pender, and William Thomson only managed to complete a 
new cable across the Atlantic in 1866. In the meantime, they faced tech-
nological capriciousness, financial near-bankruptcy, and the political tur-
moil of the American Civil War. On top of this, rival actors discussed, 
scrapped, and planned alternative routes for a telegraphic connection 
between the Old World and the New. In the end, much cable and money 
were irretrievably sunk into the ocean before another submarine cable 
transmitted messages by electrical currents across the Atlantic.

Yet, when in 1866 ocean telegraphy finally saw its breakthrough, it 
initiated the rapid emergence of a system of global communication 
based on electric speed. After the successful transatlantic connection, 
contemporaries witnessed the laying of more submarine cables through-
out the world. Telegraphs to India (1870), Australia (1872), and Southeast 
Asia (1870), as well as to the Caribbean (1873/1874), Brazil (1874), and 
South Africa (1879), swiftly followed. Indeed, by the late 1870s, virtually 
any place on earth could, at least theoretically, be reached from Europe 
via submarine cable through a network spanning, at that time, roughly 
100,000 miles of ocean cables. In the 1880s and 1890s, popular connec-
tions were duplicated and even triplicated, and the ocean network became 
more densely linked with simultaneously expanding landline connec-
tions. In addition, technological developments, such as duplex telegra-
phy, enabled the passage of two or even four messages from both ends of 
the wire simultaneously. By 1900, thirteen submarine cables crossed the 
North Atlantic processing as many as 10,000 messages a day.11

Irrespective of this future success story, contemporaries already per-
ceived the first failed attempts at submarine telegraphy as a caesura 
separating their age into pretelegraphic and telegraphic eras. In 1858, 
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when the first transatlantic cable proved that long-distance communi-
cation via ocean telegraphs was feasible, Queen Victoria and the Ameri-
can President James Buchanan anticipated a new era opening up before 
them.12 To them, the cable was a “triumph more glorious, because far 
more useful to mankind than was ever won by conqueror on the field 
of battle.”13 The Great Atlantic Cable stimulated people’s imagination 
and hopes for a rapidly changing world synchronized to the beat of the 
electric telegraphs. Journalists, politicians, and merchants expected 
submarine telegraphy, “one of the grandest and most beneficent enter-
prises of the age,” to “remove [political] misconceptions” and allow for 
transactions that would be “worth millions.”14 On top of this, Presi-
dent Buchanan heralded the cable as a “bond of perpetual peace and 
friendship between the kindred nations and an instrument destined 
by Divine Providence to diffuse religion, civilization, liberty, and law 
throughout the world.”15

Indeed, in 1858 and even more so in 1866, the times ahead heralded 
great changes or “a coherent epoch of world development,” according to 
historian Charles Maier.16 The following decades saw a nonlinear growth 
of economic, political, cultural, and social global interdependence as well 
as the expansion of transboundary networks and spaces of interaction. 
The emergence of a global communication system based on electrical 
speed was essential for these processes. With the dematerialization of 
long-distance communication, message and messenger were decoupled. 
Through this relative increase of transmission speed compared with 
material carriers, the telegraph network could be used “to efficiently 
coordinate, control, and command . . . material movement,”17 or as the 
historian Jorma Ahvenainen phrased it, only with the ocean telegraphs 
did world economy and world politics become possible.18

To this day, we continue to assume that communications hold the 
key to a unified world. In 2009, the scientist Charles Kuen Kao was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in physics. His “groundbreaking achievements” 
in the transmission of light in fiber-optic cables form a crucial basis of 
today’s Internet.19 That same year, the laying of 10,000 miles of sub-
marine fiber-optic cable between the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa 
showed that the wiring of the world was not yet completed. “Closing 
the Final Link” was the slogan of the pan-African business consortium 
SEACOM that connected Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique, Uganda, and 
South Africa with the world’s communication network. Those formerly 
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disconnected were finally tapping into the world communication sys-
tem. In his opening address, Jakaya Kikwete, then Tanzania’s president, 
stated that the cable connection represented “the ultimate embodiment 
of modernity.”20

Despite the rhetorical analogy, history does not repeat itself, nor does 
the building of SEACOM’s “African Internet” embody a teleology of 
modernity, in the sense of modernization theorists.21 Nevertheless, these 
examples demonstrate that questions concerning the logic of a global 
media and communications system did and still do matter as modern 
societies depend on communication and the electronic transmission of 
information on a world scale. Regardless of whether a global commu-
nications system is based on ocean telegraphs or fiber-optic cables and 
satellites, there exist network logics inherent to any communications 
system that rely on its structure. Previous works have portrayed the pro-
cesses driving the wiring of the world as an issue of technology, imperial-
ism, or transcontinental business networks. With its focus on the actor 
networks, this book inserts social and cultural considerations alongside 
these political and economic issues to understand the wiring of the world 
and ultimately globalization processes.

ACTOR NETWORKS AND GLOBAL HISTORY

In September 1877, Emma Pender, wife of the British cable magnate 
John Pender, sent a letter to her son-in-law, William des Voeux. William, 
the husband of her daughter Marion, served as an official of the Brit-
ish Colonial Office. At the time, he was stationed on St. Lucia, a small 
island in the British Caribbean. In her letter, Emma Pender informed 
des Voeux about his chances of being transferred back home to London 
or at least to a place less remote (which in Emma Pender’s imagination 
meant somewhere within the global telegraph network). The previous 
day, her husband had consulted about different options with Herbert 
from the Colonial Office. “Herbert,” a frequently reappearing figure in 
Emma Pender’s correspondence, signified Sir Robert George Wyndham 
Herbert, undersecretary of the British Colonial Office and an impor-
tant government official. Pender and Herbert were well acquainted and 
met frequently, as “Mr. Pender’s cable business [was] always sufficiently 
important to take him to the office.”22
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Accounts like these nourish the impression that the cable business 
and its actors were closely connected to British imperial structures. 
Indeed, the cable industries’ excellent connections to Herbert and other 
imperial institutions gave them multiple advantages. It helped them gain 
access at relatively low cost to resources, such as the insulating material 
gutta percha, which was primarily found in British colonies, and to ocean 
sounding data. Additionally, the British government also lent its support 
during landing right negotiations with other governments. Furthermore, 
the buildup of the global communications system and its coordination 
and regulation were deeply entrenched in the logic of imperial power 
relations as well as Eurocentric notions of civilization. Cable routes pri-
marily followed those of imperial trade and governance, and contem-
poraries used the technology as a distinctive marker of Euro-America’s 
superiority over the rest of the world.23

Older scholarship on submarine telegraphy strongly linked cable 
business and imperial interests. After Harold Innis’s 1950 publication 
Empire and Communications, the intricate interrelation of communica-
tion and the “rise and fall” of empires has predominantly been described 
under the heading of geopolitics and technology and as a struggle for 
global control.24 A large majority of the existing literature on global com-
munication and telegraphy accentuates the telegraphs’ importance for 
imperial control and Euro-American nationalist power politics. Schol-
ars portray telegraphs as “tools of empire” that aided the formation and 
consolidation of nation-states and empires or helped to generate narra-
tives of national technological progress and development.25 In the end, 
submarine telegraphy was essential for “Britain’s ascendency as a world 
power.”26 Consequently, cables, cable manufacturers, and cable contrac-
tor companies were attributed a distinct nationality and implicit nation-
alist agendas. Submarine cables were considered indispensable for the 
nations’ economic and political benefit and military security.27

This book reconsiders these grand narratives of imperial control and 
nationalist power politics. Although the actors strongly benefited from 
imperial and national structures and a global coloniality, i.e., a world 
shaped through the experience and logic of centuries of colonialism, they 
did not necessarily embrace imperial interests. Additionally, it is difficult 
to ascribe a particular nationality to distinct cables or cable companies.28 
This methodological nationalism underplays the international financ-
ing structure of the cable companies and the transnational working 
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agreements between the companies, the nation-states, and international 
governance.29 Most of all, this book argues, it underplays the actors’ imag-
ined and real spaces of action as well as their conscious instrumental-
ization of national institutions and their strategic nationalism reflected 
in their rhetoric.30 The relationship between individual actor networks 
and imperial and national structures, or the micro and macro levels, was 
much more complex; the strong entanglements between social and cul-
tural practices and economic and political strategies were much more 
important for the structure, coordination, and regulation of the global 
media system than so far explored.31

The approach of global history provides a new avenue to explore 
telegraphy as a historical force of globalization. Informed by postcolo-
nial theory and subaltern studies, global history challenges Eurocentric 
narratives of modernization or Westernization alongside the method-
ological nationalism that has led scholars to assign cable connections a 
distinct nationality or imperial agenda.32 Global historians of telecom-
munication, by contrast, use concepts of agency, technology-in-use, and 
space to approach telegraphy from a perspective that is not bound to the 
nation-state.33 Following the global history approach, this book empha-
sizes, through its focus on actors and networks, the importance of other 
aspects of telegraphy, such as inter- and nongovernmental modes of reg-
ulation and coordination, transboundary processes of scientific and busi-
ness exchanges, and alternative notions of identity formation beyond and 
outside of the primarily Euro-American nation-state and empire, respec-
tively.34 Finally, the global history approach also reminds us to analyze 
networks of connections against the backdrop of their disconnections 
and to see users in relation to nonusers.35

A group of people holding on to the submarine cable are at the cen-
ter of Weingärtner’s 1858 lithograph, “Torchlight Procession.” Similarly, 
the individual actors of submarine telegraphy holding on to the struc-
tures shaping their world stand at the heart of this study. Yet, while the 
New York artist depicted a “parade” of people including Euro-Americans, 
Asians, Africans, and Native Americans, in reality, the actors actually 
constituting and contesting these cable networks formed a much more 
limited group. They were mainly white, male, and from the middle class. 
During previous centuries, the aristocracy had primarily shaped the logic 
and structures of politics, economy, and culture on a grand scale. Now 
a new, albeit very diverse, Euro-American middle class constituted the 
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prime movers behind the globalization processes so characteristic of the 
nineteenth century.36 Cyrus W. Field’s portrait on New Yorker’s hatbands 
epitomized this class. Field, the son of a clergyman from Massachusetts 
had passed up his chance to go to college for a career in business. At age 
fifteen, he started out as an errand boy for one of New York’s leading 
dry goods stores. Quickly, Field was promoted to senior clerk and soon 
moved on to the paper trade, where he made a fortune within only one 
decade. Barely thirty, Field was one of New York’s richest men before 
entering the telegraph business.37 Field’s British business partners, such 
as John Pender and Richard Glass, were successful merchants emerging 
from Britain’s industrial middle class before they ventured into the busi-
ness of submarine telegraphy. Similar to other infrastructural technolo-
gies of the time, ocean telegraphy opened up spaces for maneuvering 
and assigned agency to those middle-class businessmen, such as Cecil 
Rhodes and Ferdinand de Lesseps, in shaping the course of nineteenth-
century globalization processes.

Within a matter of years after 1866, this group of cable entrepreneurs 
of globalization became an exclusive club. One of the quintessential lega-
cies of the first Atlantic cable is that it not only set in motion the sub-
marine telegraph machinery, but also formed a closed cable community. 
I call this group of gatekeepers the Class of 1866. They used concepts 
such as gender, class, and professionalism in addition to cosmopolitan-
ism and Eurocentrism to define eligibility to their group and the world 
of telegraphy.38 Members of this group of entrepreneurs, electricians 
and engineers, mariners, journalists, and cable operators dominated the 
scenes of the global media system until the outbreak of World War I and, 
in some respects, even beyond. For instance, the cotton merchant turned 
cable magnate John Pender, the Scottish Lord William Montague-Hay, 
and James Anderson, the former captain of the (in)famous cable ship, 
Great Eastern, managed to build up an empire of ocean cables. The global 
monopoly of their conglomerate, the Eastern and Associated Companies, 
lasted until 1934 when the submarine cable business gave way to techno-
logical and market forces and merged with the wireless business.

In their function as the system’s gatekeepers, the Class of 1866 
profited immensely from their fame as telegraphic conquerors of the 
Atlantic—a deliberate manipulation of public memory—as well as the 
business networks they had built up during the Great Atlantic Cable proj-
ect. These cable actors defined not only the layout and structure of the 
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early global media system but also the purpose and extent of global con-
nectivity. It was their notion of Weltcommunication, to use a contempo-
rary term, most notably expressed in the words of James Anderson as 
communication between the wealthy few, that determined the scope of 
global connectivity.39

This does not mean, however, that the Class of 1866 and their under-
standing of Weltcommunication formed a coherent representation of 
“Western” modernity. These Euro-American men were not a homog-
enous group and may not lightly be equated with a universally appli-
cable construction of “the West” as the imperial-capitalist system of 
the industrial Euro-American states.40 Socially and culturally, New York 
high society member Field and Scotsman Pender came from very differ-
ent backgrounds. While Field was deeply religious and believed in the 
missionary and civilizing qualities of the ocean telegraphs, Pender, as a 
student of Manchester Liberalism, merely saw them as economic invest-
ment, for which, and here he agreed with Field, a concept of “universal 
peace” was extremely beneficial. Defining the “West” as a coherent polit-
ical-economic system reduces global entanglements to a unidirectional 
exploitation of commodities and resources. It disregards not only social 
and cultural aspects but also the fact that industrial Euro-America equally 
adapted and responded to its entanglement with “the rest.”41 More than 
once, the cable entrepreneurs, engineers, and operators had to grapple 
with non-Western actors, cultures, and geographies surrounding their 
cable stations.

Historians can challenge the structural approach of a one-dimen-
sional and linear process of modernization not just by looking at cases 
of friction between the West and the rest, of global fragmentation, and 
in extra-European regions. Rather than relabeling colonial history as 
global history, a study that primarily deals with the Euro-American world 
can also rewrite and reclaim a history of modernity in its multiplicity.42 
Until the late nineteenth century, and arguably also beyond, there was no 
homogeneous civilizational community of Euro-America.43 Important 
cultural differences existed between the American, British, Irish, French, 
Canadian, Australian, and German actors involved in the wiring of the 
world. The first news transmissions across the Atlantic, for instance, 
failed, because there was no common cultural code to enable both ends 
of the line to understand telegraphic communications. It proved impos-
sible for the British press to understand the significance of a telegraph 
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message announcing the death of John Van Buren properly, and they 
complained bitterly about receiving “such a scrap as this” instead of the 
price of gold from the North American side of the Atlantic cable. John 
Van Buren was indicative of Anglo-American misunderstandings via 
telegraphy: he was son of former U.S. President Martin Van Buren to 
one side of the Atlantic, but insignificant and wasteful jamming of tele-
graphic space to the other.44

Approaching the history of the wiring of the world from the per-
spective of technology-in-use provides another angle on the plurality of 
visions connected to submarine telegraphy. In particular, the continuous 
battles between those connected and those unconnected, on the provider 
and the user sides, reveal vast power disparities. They illustrate the inher-
ent differences within a Euro-American setting and counter the notion 
of a homogenous form of modernity. From its very beginning, ocean 
telegraphy served only an exclusive few. Although by the late 1870s virtu-
ally any place on earth could be reached from Europe, the network still 
left many gaps. Depending on the entrepreneurs’ and later also on the 
governments’ decisions about the cables’ locations and purposes, many 
places, such as des Voeux’s St. Lucia or rural areas outside of the world’s 
leading commercial centers, remained unconnected. In addition, ocean 
telegraphy’s exorbitant tariffs did not enable social or mass communica-
tion. In the end, the vast majority of the globe’s population remained 
unconnected. Submarine telegraphy was by no means a Victorian Inter-
net.45 Henniker Heaton, Australian newspaper publisher, member of the 
British parliament, and one of this book’s protagonists, fought in vain 
for a generally affordable, “social” cable press in the pre-World War I 
period. Labeled by the New York Times as “unofficial postmaster general 
of the world,” Heaton attempted to secure global communication access 
“for the millions,” on a crusade quite similar to that of human rights 
organizations today.46 Finally, the global communication network also 
supported processes of othering by reconfiguring mental maps of the 
globe.47 As Eric Hobsbawm points out, although global newsmakers at 
the time depended on a “shrinkage of the globe” through the instantane-
ity of news coverage, their reports, such as the “discovery” of David Liv-
ingstone, enforced the notion of the “dark continent” or “far-away” places 
that lay outside of the Euro-American system.48

Disputes on who could use and how to use submarine telegraphy as 
a global communications system generally ran along the lines of race, 
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class, and gender. Yet, throughout the course of the nineteenth century, 
the protagonists of 1866 also faced challenges from inside their class in 
their attempt to dominate and regulate the globe as communicational 
space. Important figures in this struggle are the law reformers David 
Dudley Field, brother of the cable entrepreneur Cyrus W. Field, and Louis 
Renault. Both attempted to structure the global media system according 
to rules and regulations of l’esprit d’internationalité, international law, 
thereby trying to contribute to the promise of “universal” peace. Other 
cable entrepreneurs such as the Anglo-German Siemens Brothers, the 
Americans Jay Gould, John W. Mackay, and James Gordon Bennett, as 
well as the Australian and Canadian media reformers Henniker Heaton 
and Sandford Fleming played an important part in the processes of rene-
gotiating global connectivity. Probably the key opponent of John Pender 
was William Siemens, German émigré, engineer, and head of Siemens 
Brothers London. Carl Wilhelm Siemens, often known under his Angli-
cized name (Charles) William, had immigrated to Great Britain in 1844 
and first worked as a civil engineer before he embarked on telegraphy. By 
the late 1850s, he was a recognized authority in the field. In the 1870s, he 
challenged John Pender’s established Anglo-American Telegraph Com-
pany on the North Atlantic connection setting up his own cable company, 
the Direct United States Cable Company. The Pender-Siemens antago-
nism that evolved was not merely a business rivalry but entailed a deeper 
divide over global communication as an economic system and the place 
of science in it. Read against the story of Britain’s industrial “decline” 
and the commencement of the American century, it reveals how strongly 
those global visions also influenced national narratives.49

Finally, incorporating a spatial perspective, this book extrapolates the 
importance of maritime space as the ground of an alternative modernity 
that challenged existing notions of nationality and territoriality. These 
actors’ identity connected far stronger with their profession and its inter-
national scientific networks and their working schemes connected with 
the logic of emerging global capitalism far more than nationalist inter-
pretations of their history have shown. Almost taking on the form of a 
“maritime empire,” the cable actors’ seascape encompassed all of the 
world’s oceans and transgressed national boundaries. Along the techni-
cal nerves of the globe, almost similar to the Socratic fable of the Greeks 
as “frogs around a pond,” the telegraph actors constructed a distinct sea-
scape.50 Networks of family dynasties of telegraph operators such as the 
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Graves, Mackays, or Perrys ran the various cable stations throughout the 
world. Moreover, with the expansion of the submarine telegraph network 
in the nineteenth century, the relatively small group of telegraph engi-
neers, electricians, and operators came to work and travel the world in a 
way that before was only open to diplomats, military, sailors, or the very 
rich. Laying or maintaining cables, the engineers and electricians trav-
elled the oceans and used their time during shore leave for sightseeing 
in Egypt, the Caribbean, or India. Telegraph expert Charles Bright pro-
claimed that there was “probably no branch of engineering which len[t] 
itself so readily to a full sight of the world as that of telegraphy.”51

The cable actors not only travelled the world with unprecedented free-
dom, but also worked indiscriminately for various different governments. 
This made ocean telegraphy substantially different from landlines. While 
the landline networks of telegraphy were run, apart from the United 
States, by governments, submarine telegraphy followed the logic of pri-
vate enterprise.52 Because governments were reluctant and even opposed 
to granting landing rights to foreign governments, it fell to the private 
and “neutral” cable companies to mediate between them. When wiring 
the Caribbean, for instance, British engineer Charles T. Bright, who had 
received a knighthood for his contribution to the Great Atlantic Cable, 
worked simultaneously for the Spanish, Dutch, British, and French. Only 
by employing Bright and his company as neutral mediators could a func-
tioning ocean cable network be established within a maritime space, such 
as the Caribbean, where multiple governments were involved.

Finally, telegraphic engineering and science were organized transna-
tionally.53 The London-based Society of Telegraph Engineers, for instance, 
saw itself as a “cosmopolitan institution.” It coordinated, institutionalized, 
and standardized the exchange and acquisition of knowledge among all 
telegraph engineers and operators in the world. Engineers and operators 
carried out their experiments along the ocean cable lines and so within a 
global maritime laboratory. The cable agents’ transnationalism drew from 
this transboundary logic of submarine telegraphy. It was based on an 
ideological system where explanatory models of a universally acclaimed 
cosmopolitanism as well as a state-centered internationalism, at least ini-
tially, played an equal role.54 In fact, the actors’ relationship to imperial and 
national structures and communities is highly complex. On the one hand, 
they relied heavily on imperial and national structures, particularly of the 
British Empire. On the other hand, they primarily identified themselves 
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through their profession and followed the necessarily transnational rou-
tine of laying and maintaining ocean cables. In the end, they found ways 
to employ both in the service of their worldwide system in the form of a 
strategic nationalism. As the example of the American John W. Mackay 
and his Commercial Cable Company shows, they were “in-betweeners” 
easily adapting to the varying national contexts they were operating in: 
American in one situation, and British or German in the next.

The Class of 1866, William Siemens and his family, the American 
media mogul James Gordon Bennett, and his business partner John W. 
Mackay are some of the more prominent names in this book but not the 
only ones. As networks only become visible as they emerge from the “in-
between” and the intricate relationship between society and technology 
solely as “technology-in-use,” this study extends beyond the inventors 
and cable heroes of the Great Atlantic Cable.55 It also considers the share-
holders who financed the system, the journalists who used the system, 
and the media and law reformers who attempted to shape and reform the 
system. Furthermore, this study also takes into consideration that direct 
interaction with the technology was not the only way of experiencing its 
global outreach. Through news agencies, newspapers, and their distribu-
tion of news, globality could be experienced by a large group of people.56 
In the end, engineers, entrepreneurs, and telegraph operators as well as 
media reformers, journalists, and politicians followed their own visions 
of an electric world in union and attempted to structure its reality accord-
ingly. These diverse visions played themselves out in cable wars, rivalry 
between science and business, discourses on civilization and universal 
peace, and almost constant, albeit unsuccessful, challenges to the sys-
tem’s social scope. In sum, those establishing the structures as well as 
those rallying against it, users and nonusers alike, determined the his-
tory of world-spanning communication in the long nineteenth century.

LAYING OUT THE CABLE STORY

Starting with the Great Atlantic Cable enterprise, the book proceeds by 
topic thematically and relatively chronologically. Each chapter inves-
tigates one of the various concepts accredited to submarine telegraphy 
from the actors’ perspective: world economy, world peace, Weltcommu-
nication and world news, the global organization and codification of 
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science, and finally, world politics. At the heart of the analysis, there is 
the Class of 1866, an Anglo-American group of about forty people, as the 
dominant mover of the cable business. However, in particular after 1880, 
a small group of additional actors also moved to the forefront. All in all, it 
is a network of about 300 known people, not counting the many faceless 
operators, postal administrators, or employees of cable companies, news 
agencies, or newspapers of whom the sources reveal only rudimentary 
traces. To support the flow of reading and facilitate identification, a bio-
graphical list of the main protagonists is provided in the appendix.

The study ends in 1914. The outbreak of the First World War marked 
the end of an era in the history of submarine telegraphy and the his-
tory of its actors.57 By 1914, most of the key players among the cable pro-
tagonists were dead. James Gordon Bennett, newspaper publisher and 
cable entrepreneur, who died in 1918, was the last of a distinct generation 
of actors of globalization. In the decade preceding the war, not only the 
group of cable actors but also the technology itself experienced a distinct 
shift. From 1902 to 1904, the wiring of the world was ostensibly com-
pleted with two cables across the Pacific, which were eventually taken 
“round about the earth.” Also, in 1901, Guglielmo Marconi successfully 
transmitted his first wireless transatlantic message. A decade later, wire-
less had established itself as a serious competitor to the ocean cables for 
global communication.58

Chapter 1, “Networking the Atlantic,” focuses on the emergence of the 
Class of 1866 as gatekeepers of the global media system by retelling the 
story of the Great Atlantic Cable project (1854–1866) from their perspec-
tive. It shows how their transatlantic network formed, drawing on pre-
existing local structures, such as the cable entrepreneurs of the British 
national telegraph system, the group of American expatriates in London, 
and the elite circle of New Yorkers residing at Gramercy Park. In fact, 
these preexisting social networks were vital for the success of transna-
tional infrastructure projects as neither the lone entrepreneur, like Cyrus 
W. Field, nor ingenious inventors and engineers, like Samuel F. B. Morse 
or Charles T. Bright, can be solely credited for directing globalization pro-
cesses. Finally, by forging a clever and not always accurate cable memory 
culture, the Class of 1866 not only managed to remain the dominant 
force in the field of global telegraphy and dictate the contemporary cable 
discourse, but also, in many respects, have continued to do so until the 
present day.
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Chapter 2, “The Battle for Cable Supremacy,” examines the economic 
aspects of the business of submarine telegraphy with a strong focus on 
the 1870s when crucial structures and trends emerged. Key actors in this 
chapter are John Pender, James Anderson, and their Eastern and Associ-
ated Cable Companies, as well as the Siemens clan and their two cable 
manufacturing and operating companies, Siemens Brothers and the 
Direct United States Cable Company. When, in the 1870s, both entered 
into a fierce “cable war” over the monopoly on the Atlantic cable market, 
their conflict expanded beyond business rivalry into a controversy con-
cerning the very structure of their business system. While Pender argued 
for a system of monopoly aiming at capital accumulation, Siemens 
stood for a system of competition allowing for technological progress. 
The nucleus of their argument has been reproduced in a larger picture 
with the decade-long debate among historians on the British industrial 
“decline” and the emergence of a multicentered economic world in the 
late nineteenth century. It further touches on the divisions between sci-
ence and technology and a dispute on the place of the engineer in cable 
business. In its last part, the chapter offers an analysis of shareholder 
lists and gives detailed insights into the financial network structure of 
ocean telegraphy. From the 1870s on, the increasing popularization, 
affordability, and nationalization of ocean cable stock accompanied the 
shift from big business to small investors. Finally, the analysis sheds 
fresh light on the New Woman of the late nineteenth century as well as 
women as actors within ocean telegraphy.59

Chapter 3, “The Imagined Globe,” explores the power relations 
entailed in technological progress as expressed in notions of an electric 
union, universal peace, and Euro-America’s civilizing mission. Initially, 
different national and local contexts, such as the influence of Manchester 
Liberalism on the British actors as well as the notion of a Societas Christi-
ana for the American actors, played an equally important role in the con-
struction of concepts of an “electric union” and an imagined globe. The 
appearance of David Dudley Field and Louis Renault, French jurist and 
Nobel Peace Prize winner of 1907, as key codifiers of international law in 
the 1870s, however, marks the transition to the institutionalization of a 
third explanatory model for “universal peace,” l’esprit d’internationalité. 
Finally, the chapter suggests that the idea of a unified market of morality 
via means of global communication encompassed not only the notion of 
universal peace but also the concept of “civilization.” The demarcation 
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line between the two ran not only between the “West” and the “rest” but 
sometimes also right through it.

Chapter 4, “Weltcommunication,” deconstructs the notion of the tele-
graph as a medium of mass communication. The ocean telegraphs 
nourished not only a “time-space compression,” but also a division of com-
municational space between those who could pay and those who could 
not.60 Exploring the cable agents’ theory of communication, the chapter 
shows that due to the actors’ strong emphasis on revenues, the new Welt-
communication was from its beginning based on geopolitical structures of 
economic and political interests. Nevertheless, throughout the long nine-
teenth century, we also find repeated attempts to challenge such a materi-
ality of global communication, first in the form of news agents in the 1880s 
and, later on, in Henniker Heaton’s campaign for a social tariff. Finally, 
drawing attention to James Gordon Bennett, owner of the New York Her-
ald and the Commercial Cable Company, the chapter explores yet another 
systemic shift in the organization of the global communication system: a 
market advantage was no longer obtained via control over vertical business 
networks concerning the manufacture, laying, and operating of cables, 
but via the concerted organization of the cables and their content. Ben-
nett’s fight against Jay Gould and Western Union for the independence of 
the Associated Press further illustrates the influence of local systems and 
forces on global systems. What has so far been overlooked in the literature 
dealing with the Commercial Cable Company and the Atlantic pool is that 
their conflict was as much a cable war as it was a news war.

Chapter 5, “The Professionalization of the Telegraph Engineer,” 
focuses on the engineers, electricians, and operators and the Society of 
Telegraph Engineers, of which many of the Class of 1866 were members. 
Relating the history of the society as a cosmopolitan institution and its 
slow demise as a global authority, the chapter accounts for the interplay 
of globalization and nationalization processes. The example of the society 
illustrates not only a transition from transboundary cosmopolitanism to 
internationalism, but also the diversification of science from a London-
centrism to a multicentered scientific globe. The analysis further points 
to the importance of the global dimension for telegraphic science and 
research. The society’s history in its relation to the cable stations repre-
sents the interplay of local and global forces, or rather of central versus 
local control. In this dispute, the underlying distinction between scientific 
philosophy (the society) and experientia docet (the cable stations) related 
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to questions of authority and discursive hegemony. This eventually fur-
thered the notion of ocean telegraphy as a technology in stagnation.

Chapter 6, “Cable Diplomacy and Imperial Control,” analyzes the 
interplay of globalization and nationalization processes and explores the 
highly complex and continuously evolving relationship between govern-
mental representations and cable agents. As part of their job and as a side 
effect of landing-right regulations, the cable agents took on the role as 
“neutral” elements between the nations at the respective cable end. They 
were cable diplomats, translating and mediating between various national 
agendas. Events of 1898, however, with the Spanish-American War and 
the Fashoda Crisis, exposed as a delusion the cable agents’ belief in cables 
solely as a means of commerce and sounded the death knell for cable neu-
trality. The growing world economy and the development of competing 
industrial powers besides Great Britain, a growing pluralism in the ocean 
cable system, and the period of new imperialism additionally complicated 
the new situation for the cable agents in the period prior to World War I. 
The cable actors’ response to this paradigmatic shift was the employment 
of nationalism as a strategy: officially they tied themselves ever closer to 
one particular national discourse, thereby disguising and thus protecting 
the international financial and working setup of their company.

There is probably no image more fitting than Weingärtner’s litho-
graph “Torchlight Procession” to capture the hopes and excitement 
created by the idea of global communication by means of submarine tele-
graphs. The painter vividly expressed one of the many visions contempo-
raries harbored of a rapidly changing world, girdled by a net of wires and 
synchronized to the beats of dots and dashes: “universal” peace, world 
trade, global politics, and Weltcommunication. Form and content of these 
concepts, however, varied widely, and the actors involved in the wiring of 
the world disputed them continuously over the course of the nineteenth 
century. Engineers, entrepreneurs, journalists, media reformers, politi-
cians, and financiers harbored very distinct visions of a world in electric 
union as they were influenced by their respective individual, regional, 
national, or international structures. In the end, cultural, socioeconomic, 
political, and technological structures played important roles in the 
establishment, coordination, and regulation of the global communica-
tions system based on submarine telegraphs. Looking at the wiring of 
the world from the actor networks’ perspective extrapolates the myriad of 
meanings globalization processes could take on.



It was while thus studying the globe that the idea first occurred to him [Cyrus 
Field], that the telegraph might be carried further still, and be made to span the 
Atlantic Ocean.

Henry Martyn Field, History of the Atlantic Telegraph, 26.1

WITHIN THE grand narrative of the Great Atlantic Cable, this 
scene is one of the most oft-repeated and the picture of the 
lonely, yet ingenious entrepreneur one of the most powerful: 

it was the beginning of 1854 and the American businessman and million-
aire Cyrus W. Field was standing in his library studying a globe. He had 
just received a nighttime visit from the Scottish-Canadian engineer Fred-
erick N. Gisborne, who was involved in a telegraph scheme along the 
North American east coast. Gisborne’s idea was to speed up transatlantic 
communication by tapping steamers coming from London at St. John’s, 
Newfoundland, and pass messages between that point and commercial 
places like Boston, New York, and Philadelphia via telegraph. After a few 
miles of cable had been laid and the route for Newfoundland had been 
surveyed, work stopped for want of funds. Facing bankruptcy, Gisborne 
attempted to win Field as an investor.2 The practical proximity of New-
foundland and Ireland of roughly 1,600 miles, however, impelled Field to 
think of a different idea: why be content with shortening communication 
with Europe by a mere day or two by relays of boats and carrier pigeons if 
one could go all the way across the ocean?3

This image of Cyrus W. Field standing by his globe and mentally reor-
ganizing the structure of the world’s networks of communication usually 
sets the stage for a master narrative of the wiring of the Atlantic between 
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1854 and 1866: Field’s “epic struggle” that would require “a decade of 
effort, millions of dollars in capital, the solution of innumerable techno-
logical problems . . . and uncommon physical, financial, and intellectual 
courage.”4 However, “Cyrus the Great,” as the London Times journalist 
William H. Russell later named him, was neither the first nor the only 
one to think of an Atlantic telegraph.5 At the same time, four or five 
different schemes were seriously discussed and two undertaken. Only 
Field’s was brought to a successful completion. Moreover, Field was not 
the sole and center figure of the Atlantic cable project. Notwithstanding 
Field’s immense influence, the project’s success depended on the devel-
opment and cooperation of an Anglo-American group of entrepreneurs, 
engineers, financiers, mariners, and lawyers that later formed the net-
work of the Class of 1866.

The wiring of the Atlantic is a story of a series of failures and a number 
of different undertakings. The cable is the first link in a global informa-
tion and communications network that nourished the acceleration and 
multiplication of transnational and transcontinental interactions as one 
of the main characteristics of the nineteenth century.6 Yet, the wiring of 
the Atlantic is also and foremost the story of its actors, denoting a crucial 
moment in telegraph history from which a group of white, Euro-Amer-
ican, middle-class entrepreneurs formed that influenced the course of 
globalization. Men like the seaman James Anderson, the cable manu-
facturer Richard A. Glass, and the merchant John Pender evolved from 
the project as “Don Quixotes” that had persevered, as “Cable King[s]” of 
the future.7 They represented the rising middle classes of the nineteenth 
century, which enjoyed the benefits of a capitalist economy and an impe-
rial Euro-American setting.8 In their “telegraphic network” of the Class 
of 1866, they became enablers of the global communication system. As 
the system’s gatekeepers, they defined its structure and geography and, 
in consequence, partook in shaping the logic of globalization. Over the 
years, only a select number of actors, such as William Siemens and John 
W. Mackay, managed to enter their circle. The sole success of all those 
attempting to “conquer” the Atlantic by cable helped to create a zeitgeist 
focused on engineering world projects and a belief in mankind’s mastery 
(mankind defined as white, male, and Western) of nature and the West’s 
supremacy over the rest of the world. It was a time when “myths [were] 
every day becoming realities” and the “apparent extravagancies of Utopi-
ans” turned into “realized dreams.”9
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LAYING THE GREAT ATLANTIC CABLE

In 1854, Cyrus W. Field was not the first to entertain the idea of a tele-
graph cable across the Atlantic, but the 1850s were exploding with ideas 
of a telegraph cable between Europe and North America. As early as 1850, 
even before the first commercial submarine cable of the Brett brothers 
became a lasting success, the British Spectatory, and similarly the French 
Journal du Calais, suggested the “most audacious speculation,” namely to 
“extend [telegraphic] communication to America.”10 In Europe, the 1850s 
started off with an economic boom, and interest in telegraphy was not 
coincidental. British exports never grew more rapidly than at the begin-
ning of the 1850s, and iron exports from Belgium more than doubled. 
In Prussia, the number of joint-stock companies jumped from 67 to 172 
between 1851 and 1857. Politically, governments that had been shaken by 
the revolutions of 1848 gained time for recovery. Additionally, “new rit-
uals of self-congratulation,” the Great International Exhibitions of 1851 
and 1853 in London and New York, punctuated the era, each of them “a 
princely monument to wealth and technical progress.”11 The first suc-
cessful experiences with telegraphic connections across land and sea and 
the extent of the political, economic, social, and cultural ties that Europe 
had with North America soon turned the crossing of the Atlantic into a 
key topos. Proposals came from the scientific communities as well as the 
general public. From 1859 onward, the American Colonel T. P. Shaffner 
pushed for his scheme of a northern route, via the north of Scotland, the 
Faroe Islands, south Iceland, the southern tip of Greenland, and Labra-
dor.12 He was taking up an earlier idea that the British geographer James 
Wyld had proposed to the Danish government in 1852.13 

At about the same time, two further enterprises suggested a southern 
route across the Atlantic: The South Atlantic Telegraph venture proposed 
a cable between the south of Spain and the coast of Brazil, making stops 
at various islands in between. The other project preferred a route from 
Portugal via the Azores to the southern states of North America. Both 
found little favor.14 Lastly, in 1854 the American telegraph provider, West-
ern Union, broached the idea of establishing telegraphic communication 
between Europe and America by means of land wires through Siberia 
and Alaska. In 1861, Western Union finished the first transcontinental 
telegraph line across the United States connecting Washington, DC, with 
San Francisco. This marked a grand success in the spirit of American 
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westward expansion, and it allowed many of the roughly 350,000 Amer-
icans who migrated beyond the Mississippi between 1840 and 1867 to 
communicate more directly and quickly with the eastern United States.15 
The undertaking also signified the rivalry between Cyrus W. Field and 
Hiram Sibley, head of Western Union, as well as two alternative visions 
of America’s future, one orienting itself toward Europe and the “Old 
World” and the other toward the promise of the West.16 Work started on 
the Russian–American Telegraph, also called the Collins Overland Line, 
in 1865. It was intended as a straight line from St. Louis, Missouri, to 
St. Petersburg, Russia, and was supported by Samuel B. Ruggles of the 
New York Chamber of Commerce and Samuel F. B. Morse, one of the 
inventors of an electric telegraph.17 As an integral part of the formation of 
the “American Empire,” the project exemplified U.S. American frontier 
spirit and its westward course and helped put forward a convincing case 
for the Alaska Purchase in 1867. Furthermore, the Collins Overland Line 
was conceptualized as part of an even larger network scheme that not 
only would link the United States with the western part of North Amer-
ica and Russia, but also would include two additional lines to connect 
the United States with the coastal cities of China and with Central and 
South America. Collins’s vision was “to link three continents with one 
continuous telegraph line.”18 Nevertheless, in February 1867, about half 
a year after the Atlantic success, Western Union abandoned the project. 
At the time, Western Union did not think that there would be enough 
traffic going from the United States to Europe to make up for any further 
investment in a line that would be slower and more likely to face inter-
ruption on its route to Europe than the transatlantic cable.19

Although Field was neither the first nor the only one to embark upon 
the project of wiring the world, his group was the first to execute the 
plan successfully. Knowing “nothing about telegraphy,” Field still recog-
nized the great potential of an Atlantic cable.20 Following his interview 
with Gisborne, Field made inquiries with two leading American experts, 
Matthew F. Maury and his later Gramercy Park neighbor, Samuel F. B. 
Morse.21 Maury informed Field about his oceanographic findings later 
published in The Physical Geography of the Sea, namely the existence of 
what he called the Telegraphic or Atlantic Plateau: a strip of almost level 
seabed between Cape Race in Newfoundland and Cape Clear in Ireland, 
which is nowhere more than 10,000 feet deep and “protected from the 
abrading action of [the Atlantic’s] currents and the violence of its waves 
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by cushions of still water.”22 Not only all Atlantic cables of the time but 
also today’s fiber-optic cables follow this route along Maury’s mythical 
plateau, “which seem[ed] to have been placed there especially for the 
purpose of holding the wires of a submarine telegraph, and of keeping 
them out of harms’ way.”23 Morse showed himself as interested in and 
supportive of the project as Maury, advising Field on the business and 
laws of electrical telegraphy. Already in 1843, Morse had foreseen a time 
when an Atlantic telegraph project would be realized. When the offer 
came to work as honorary electrician for Field’s undertaking, he accepted 
it gladly.24

On March 10, 1854, the “cable cabinet,” which included Field and four 
other American gentlemen of fortune from Field’s Gramercy Park neigh-
borhood, founded the New York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph 
Company to establish telegraphic communication between Europe and 
America.25 With its incorporation, the company received a fifty-year 
monopoly on landing rights in Newfoundland. David Dudley Field, 
Cyrus W. Field’s older brother and legal advisor to the company, was far-
sighted enough to anticipate that the question of landing rights would be 
crucial in securing the company’s role in the future. Another company, 
the American Telegraph Company, was launched in 1855 to operate the 
terrestrial lines along the American east coast. It later merged with West-
ern Union. In 1856, Cyrus W. Field and Samuel F. B. Morse left for Great 
Britain, where they found support among some of the most eminent 
telegraph engineers and scientists of the time, such as John W. Brett, 
William Thomson, and Charles T. Bright, as well as American expatriates 
in London.26 Jointly with the telegraph entrepreneur John W. Brett and 
the engineer Charles T. Bright, Field established the Atlantic Telegraph 
Company in September 1856.27 Its purpose was to secure British money 
for the undertaking, since the New York, Newfoundland and London 
Telegraph Company had been incorporated in the United States.28

Similar to his approach in the United States, Field tapped into already 
existing networks of cable entrepreneurs and circles of financiers in Lon-
don, predominantly by introduction through John W. Brett.29 Together 
with his brother Jacob, John Brett had gained fame in 1850/51 when they 
laid the first commercial submarine telegraph cable across the Strait of 
Dover; now Brett became Field’s badly needed British advocate and spon-
sor. From Brett, whom Field had met through Gisborne, Field gained 
access to people essential for his undertaking. This included not only 
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those financially or politically interested in a cable, such as Foreign Sec-
retary Lord Clarendon or Secretary to the Treasury James Wilson, but also 
those able to manufacture, lay, and operate a cable of such a length. At 
the time, London was the only place where all these things could be had. 
One key contact was Richard A. Glass, owner of the cable manufacturing 
firm Glass, Elliot & Co., which had already supplied the Brett brothers’ 
Dover-Calais cable of 1851. Moreover, Brett’s Magnetic Telegraph Com-
pany and its respective shareholders “presented a presold market and 
the Magnetic Company’s offices in London, Glasgow, Manchester, and 
Liverpool provided outlets for the sale of stock.” In fact, the majority of 
the capital for the Atlantic Telegraph Company came from investors from 
the Magnetic, and one of its directors, John Pender, a merchant from 
Manchester, would later on play a decisive role in the entire cable busi-
ness.30 Finally, Brett also accompanied Field on travels to Manchester and 
Liverpool to address their Chambers of Commerce.31 Other key contacts 
for Field were American expatriates such as Curtis M. Lampson, George 
Peabody, and Junius Spencer Morgan, as well as the American Chamber 
of Commerce of Liverpool. The Anglo-American fur trader Curtis Lamp-
son had moved to London in 1830 as agent for John Jacob Astor. Later, he 
established his own business of C.M. Lampson & Co. From 1857 on, he 
served as director of the Atlantic Telegraph Company.32 George Peabody 
and Junius S. Morgan, two American investment bankers in London, 
were among the larger shareholders and, during the 1860s, secured the 
continuation of the undertaking. George Peabody additionally served as 
one of the Atlantic Telegraph Company’s directors. With their banking 
house Peabody, Morgan & Co., which in 1864 was renamed J.S. Morgan 
& Co., they played a large role in mobilizing European capital for Ameri-
can economic development.33

While in Great Britain the key to money and cable was an individ-
ual, John W. Brett, in the United States it was a place: Gramercy Park. In 
1851, as a statement of his wealth and success, Field moved his family to 
Gramercy Park. This well-to-do neighborhood in downtown Manhattan 
was established in the 1840s, after the aforementioned Samuel B. Rug-
gles of the New York Chamber of Commerce had bought up twenty-two 
acres of swamp and farmland for real estate development. Ruggles had 
the land drained and set up a London-like square to appeal to the wealthi-
est residents of the city. They would obtain, by buying up one of the 
sixty-six lots, exclusive access to their private park through a golden key.34 
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At Gramercy Park, Field lived in immediate proximity to some of New 
York’s most prominent citizens, such as the politician Samuel J. Tilden, 
the industrialist, inventor, and philanthropist Peter Cooper, the publisher 
James Harper, and the writer and diarist George Templeton Strong. 35  
Some of his most important allies, such as Peter Cooper and Cooper’s 
son-in-law, Abram Hewitt, and Cyrus W. Field’s brother David Dudley 
Field, also lived at Gramercy Park. 36  In the United States, Field engaged 
his two most immediate networks in the enterprise: his family and his 
neighborhood. One of Field’s most important allies was his brother, 
David, who was by that time already a renowned lawyer, law reformer, 
and codifi er of law. David advised his brother on legal questions and dur-
ing the negotiations with the Newfoundland government concerning 
landing rights. Matthew Field, an engineer and bridge builder, took on 
the work on the land lines through Newfoundland, and Henry Martyn 
Field, a travel writer and editor, authored the undertaking’s history in 
1866. He helped to spread the cable’s fame and make his brother Cyrus 
unforgettable. During this early stage, personal relations, friendship, and 
family ties in the form of social capital played a central role in the setup 
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of the schemes.37 Of particular importance was the network’s reach into 
all the different professional fields with influence on laying a submarine 
cable. Through their Anglo-American linkages, Field and Brett had con-
nections into the fields of politics, economics and financing, science and 
engineering, and law.

While in 1856 Cyrus W. Field was on a promotion tour in Europe, 
his brother Matthew oversaw work on the land lines in Newfoundland. 
Together with the British engineer Samuel Canning of the cable manu-
facturer Glass, Elliot & Co., they worked their way through the wilderness 
of Newfoundland in a manner that caused the enterprise’s biographer to 
comment that “[t]here is nothing in the world easier than to build a line 
of railroad, or of telegraph, on paper.”38 The 400-mile route went through 
desolate and predominantly uninhabited land with thick forests, rocky 
gorges, and swamps. In 1856, when the St. Lawrence cable sealed the 
telegraphic connection between New York and St. John’s, Newfoundland, 
the entrepreneurs celebrated it like a battle won, as nature had had to 
yield to “man’s unconquerable will.”39 The land connection established 
that the ocean telegraph was next. In 1857, the first attempt to cross the 
Atlantic via telegraph failed a mere 300 miles out in the ocean.40 After 
two further failures, the Atlantic Telegraph Company successfully estab-
lished a telegraphic connection between Ireland and Newfoundland in 
1858. With a telegram of ninety-eight words, sent from Queen Victoria to 
the American President James Buchanan, the line was opened and the 
world seemed to step into a new era in global communication.41 Unfor-
tunately, the 1858 Atlantic cable never worked properly and failed entirely 
on September 1, after only 27 days.42 As great as the first excitement over 
the newly established Atlantic cable had been during this summer, so 
profound was the disappointment over its failure.43 After the cable’s 
breakdown, the American Civil War dominated the scene in the United 
States, not only separating former cable alliances along the lines of the 
national North–South conflict, but also halting the project. In the mean-
time, people in Great Britain were more concerned with the Suez Canal, 
Darwin’s Origin of Species, the London World Exhibition of 1862, and the 
opening of the first underground subway.44 Although Field “compassed 
land and sea incessantly” for new cable possibilities, the scheme was not 
on the agenda of any serious investor or the government for the duration 
of the American Civil War. When in 1862 he toured the United States and 
Great Britain attempting to win new investors, he was barely successful.45
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ON BOARD THE GREAT EASTERN

The story of the Class of 1866 takes off after the American Civil War and is 
closely connected to “the largest vessel in the world,” the Great Eastern— 
a “white elephant” steam ship of gigantic size that left more than one of 
its owners bereft of wealth and sanity.46 In the history of the wiring of the 
world, the Great Eastern serves as symbol and metaphor. Its enormity 
is symbolic, not only of the grandeur of the undertaking but also of the 
scale of engineering projects in the nineteenth century. These oriented 
themselves on the earth’s surfaces and measured their success through size 
and magnitude, thereby underlining the projects’ assumed global impor-
tance, on top of notions of Western supremacy and mankind’s conquest 
of nature. Other examples of the time are the Suez Canal (1854/56–1869), 
the Gotthard Tunnel through the Alps (1863/69–1882), transcontinental 
telegraph projects such as Western Union’s first transcontinental telegraph 
line (1861), the U.S. American Overland Route, a stagecoach and wagon road 
to the West Coast (1863–1869), the Canadian Pacific Railway (1881–1885), 
and the recurring plans for a tunnel underneath the English Channel.47 

The ship is metaphoric in the sense that it represents a kind of outer 
space, in which forces came to play to forge the Class of 1866. The actors’ 
“adventure” at mid-Atlantic served as an initiatory rite through which 
those partaking in it established themselves as full members of the 
globe’s governing elite. Through their engineering success, the Irish and 
Scottish among them, such as Captain Robert C. Halpin, challenged the 
traditional markers of social belonging and moved into a growing Vic-
torian upper-middle class.48 The British members of the Class of 1866, 
as similarly the Allsopps and Guinnesses in brewing, Cunliffe-Listers 
in textiles, or Armstrongs in engineering and armaments, represent the 
changes in the social makeup of the governing elites since the 1750s and 
the ascent of bourgeois England in the nineteenth century connected to 
the increasing pace of industrialization, with its railroads, steamships, 
and canals. In the 1880s, the collective wealth amassed by the middle 
classes for the first time exceeded that of the upper class. Simultane-
ously, the conventional distinction between the aristocracies of birth and 
money and the oligarchies of manufacture and land were increasingly 
obliterated.49 For centuries the status of those in power had been deter-
mined by a tiny “landed, hereditary, wealthy and leisured” elite; they now 
allowed access to a group of industrialists, engineers, and financiers.50
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As chroniclers of the undertaking pointed out, the American Civil 
War, although it halted the enterprise of establishing an Atlantic cable, 
also served as a catalyst: it “stimulated capitalists to renew the attempt,” 
adhering to their desire to avoid further misunderstandings between Brit-
ain and the United States.51 In 1864, a new cable was ordered, financed 
predominantly by contractors’ shares. In addition, the cable manufactur-
ing company Glass, Elliot & Co. accepted Atlantic shares as part of their 
payment.52 In June 1865, upon completion of the cable and the refitting 
of the Great Eastern, the contractors embarked on their third attempt to 
lay an Atlantic telegraph cable. Besides the enormous length of the Atlan-
tic cable, the ship took on board about seven to eight thousand tons of 
coal, in addition to the approximately five hundred men on board.53 They 
sailed from London to Valentia, Ireland, and then started laying the cable 
across the Atlantic to Heart’s Content, Newfoundland. On board were 
entrepreneurs, financiers, engineers, journalists, naval officers, and 
mariners, as well as political figures and social starlets, who took pas-
sage for that part of the journey. Upon its departure, the ship resembled, 
in the words of French novelist Jules Verne, “a floating city.”54 The sight 
of the Great Eastern, with “10 bullocks, 1 milk cow, 114 sheep, 20 pigs, 29 
geese, 14 turkeys and 500 other fowl all housed on the upper deck,” also 
intrigued the onboard correspondent of the London Times, William H.  
Russell, who associated her with Noah’s Ark or, as Henry Martyn Field 
wrote, “some large farm yard of England.”55 The names attributed to the 
great ship, ranging from a biblical connotation to that of a floating center 
of urbanity, all underline her assumed grandeur, her monstrosity, and 
the project’s implied importance and its large-scale effects.

The Great Eastern was an incomparable spectacle, perfectly represent-
ing the zeitgeist of its engineering age. Upon her launch in 1858, the 
Great Eastern was 20,000 tons larger than any other ship and defended 
that title until she was scrapped in 1888. Originally designed to be a pas-
senger steamer, the Great Eastern had been fitted to accommodate 800 
first-class, 1,500 second-class, and 2,500 third-class passengers, or 4,800 
passengers in all, or—if employed in the transport of troops—upward of 
10,000 men, in addition to a crew of 400. Before being remodeled as a 
cable ship, she originally contained several compartments; five of them 
near the center formed five complete hotels for passengers, each com-
prising upper and lower salons, bedrooms, bar, and offices.56 However, 
the steamer also had a “fatal attraction for disaster”: it “killed its designer, 
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drowned her first captain and ended as a floating circus.”57 With her 
size and dramatic history, the ship not only underlined the Atlantic tele-
graph’s claim of importance, but also represented an essential part of its 
mythology. The steamer is just as well known as the cable itself, and the 
Great Eastern will always be remembered as the great ship that laid the 
Great Atlantic Cable. Both fed into each other, and neither would have 
been a success without the other.

Similar to that of the Great Atlantic Cable, the story of the Great East-
ern is one of failures, a saga on the brinks of “becoming an epic disas-
ter.”58 Its original owner, the Eastern Steam Navigation Co., had by 1857 
amassed £90,000 in debt. There was talk of putting the ship up for auc-
tion or dismantling it before it had ever been at sea.59 In 1860, after the 
formation of a new company, the Great Ship Company, the Great Eastern 
was set afloat as a passenger steamer, but never successfully. In 1863 she 
was laid up and offered for auction. Daniel Gooch, one of the Atlantic 
cable contractors who had also been on the board of the Great Ship Com-
pany, bought the Great Eastern together with Thomas Brassey, a railroad 
engineer, and a Mr. William Barber.60 They fitted her as a cable ship and 
leased her to the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company 
(Telcon for short), the contractor of the 1865 Atlantic cable, of which both 
Gooch and Brassey were co-directors.61 This purchase was one of the 
deciding factors in determining the future success of the Class of 1866 in 
the cable-laying business. It brought the operations of laying and operat-
ing cables into one hand. From the beginning, opponents had criticized 
the Great Eastern as a monstrosity, warning that it would take forever to 
fill her with people or cargo, that she would swamp markets, and that no 
market could be big enough to afford a return freight.62 Now, it was the 
steamer’s size that recommended her for the cable-laying task as she was 
the only ship in the world big enough to hold the transatlantic telegraph 
cable. Finally, fate would prove the renowned British engineer, Isambard 
Kingdom Brunel, right when he told Field: “There is the ship to lay the 
Atlantic cable!”63

The dual constellation of ship and cable was completed by a third 
component, a particular group of board members, the Class of 1866. 
Together, these three make up the basic ingredients of the various sagas 
of the wiring of the Atlantic. There is little information on the crew that 
worked in the tanks coiling the cable or that navigated the ship. Accord-
ing to company papers, many of them were Irish, hiring on at Valentia, 
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the landing point of the cable on the European side. It seems that some 
used it as an opportunity for a cheap crossing to the United States or 
Canada. Their connection with the submarine cable business was short-
lived and remained a one-time experience.64 Answers are easier to come 
by for the actors’ social, political, or cultural background when dealing 
with the protagonists of the cable project—the entrepreneurs, engi-
neers, and electricians: they were the whiz kids of their time as well as 
representatives of an emerging, well-educated middle class pushing to 
the forefront of societal, political, and economic processes in the nine-
teenth century.

When embarking on the Atlantic cable undertaking, most protago-
nists already knew each other. In the 1850s, the field of engineering in 
Britain was a small world, and in particular, the electricians and engi-
neers shared a certain career pattern. They belonged to the schools of 
Stephenson, Brunel, and Faraday and lived by a strong belief “in the 
marvelous achievements yet to be wrought by human invention.”65 Some 
had gathered experiences in the railroad business before they turned to 
telegraphy. Samuel Canning, who was assistant to Charles T. Bright in 
1857 and Telcon’s engineer-in-chief from 1865 on, and Daniel Gooch, a 
railway engineer, director of the 1865-established Anglo-American Tele-
graph Company, Telcon, and director of the Great Eastern Steamship 
Company, had both worked for Great Western Railways.66 Others, such 
as Cromwell F. Varley (chief electrician of the Anglo-American Telegraph 
Company in 1865), Willoughby Smith (chief electrician of the same com-
pany in 1866), and Richard Glass (head of the cable manufacturing com-
pany Glass, Elliot & Co. and one of the Atlantic Telegraph Company’s 
directors) had been involved with submarine telegraphy from its begin-
nings in the 1840s and 1850s.67 Theirs was an even smaller community, 
essentially circling around the five telegraph companies that existed at 
the time, the two most important of which were the Electric Telegraph 
Company (after 1855 and a merger with the newly established Interna-
tional Telegraph Company, officially called the Electric and International 
Telegraph Company) and the British and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Com-
pany.68 The field was completed by an even smaller number of submarine 
cable manufacturing companies: Glass, Elliot & Co. (since 1854, previ-
ously Kuper & Company), R.S. Newall & Co. (1840), and the Gutta Percha 
Company. In 1864, Glass, Elliot & Co. and Gutta Percha merged to form 
the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company (Telcon).69
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In addition, the telegraph engineers were closely connected on a per-
sonal level. The network of William Preece, Latimer Clark, and Charles T. 
Bright in the 1850s and 1860s exemplifies this clearly. Together with his 
brother Edwin, Latimer Clark was one of the pioneers of submarine teleg-
raphy in Great Britain. By 1858, when both Latimer Clark and Charles T. 
Bright came to work on the first Atlantic cable, their professional con-
nection was presumably one of long standing, since both worked in a 
small field with essentially two influential submarine cable companies. 
Prior to 1858, Clark had worked as an engineer for the Electric and Inter-
national Telegraph Company. Bright had worked in the same position 
first for the Electric Telegraph Company (predecessor to the Electric and 
International Telegraph Company) and from 1852 on for John Brett’s 
Magnetic Telegraph Company. Their relationship was strengthened in 
1860 when they entered into partnership as consulting engineers, draw-
ing from the fame of the short-lived success of the first Atlantic cable. In 
the following years, among various other cable projects, they worked as 
consulting engineers for the Anglo-American Telegraph Company and 
its 1865 and 1866 Atlantic cable attempts. Bright and Clark’s most endur-
ing achievement arose from their joint proposal in 1861 that the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science should specify a system of 
electrical units.70 

While Bright and Clark represent the interwoven professional rela-
tionships, William Preece exemplifies the field’s connection to the gov-
ernment. Later on, Preece became one of the most important officials 
at the General Post Office. Preece was the son of a stockbroker and poli-
tician from Wales, who later moved his family to London, where Wil-
liam was educated at King’s College School and King’s College. In 1852, 
the Preece family met Latimer Clark. Together with his brother Edwin, 
Latimer Clark worked as an engineer for the Electric and International 
Telegraph Company, where both secured a job for Preece on the engi-
neering staff. Aside from Clark, who was later an engineer for the Atlan-
tic Telegraph Company and in 1860 served on the committee appointed 
by the government to enquire about submarine telegraphy, also on the 
payment list was the chief electrician of the Atlantic undertaking, Crom-
well F. Varley.71 Later, Preece supervised the telegraphs of the London and 
South Western Railway and, between 1858 and 1862, also the cables of 
the Channel Island Telegraph Company. In this position he was supervi-
sor of James Graves, who became superintendent at the Atlantic cable 
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station in Valentia.72 The connection between William Preece and Lat-
imer Clark grew even closer when Clark married Preece’s sister in 1854. 
In later years, Bright, Clark, Preece, and Varley all served as presidents of 
the Society of Telegraph Engineers.73

Those involved with the Atlantic cable project not only knew each 
other but in most cases also shared certain characteristics in their social 
and regional background. None of them came from Britain’s gentry, but 
all shared a middle-class upbringing. They were the sons of stockbro-
kers, chemists, coastguards, schoolmasters, or inventors. All were fairly 
well educated. They not only knew how to read and write but also had 
a more than basic understanding of arithmetic before they were taken 
on as apprentices to an engineer. Another common trait among many 
of them was their place of origin. John Pender, Daniel Gooch, Thomas 
Brassey, William Thomson, and James Anderson were of Scottish or 
northern English heritage. While this marked them as outsiders to the 
gentlemen’s clubs of London, their entrepreneurial spirit fell in line with 
that of many other Scotsmen at the time who belonged in disproportion-
ally high numbers to the merchants, soldiers, and missionaries making 
the British Empire. This strong impetus from Scottish actors drew from 
Scottish enlightenment and education as much as from the industrial 
structure “up north.”74 After the kingdoms of Scotland and England had 
been merged by the Act of Union in 1707 by removing Scotland’s inde-
pendent parliament, Scotland managed to keep some distinctive institu-
tions, such as education, the Church of Scotland, and law. Drawing from 
the premises of Adam Smith or David Hume, this education system gave 
its students “a distinctive cast of mind, and an education more progres-
sive” than that available at English institutions of learning.75 Many of 
the engineers and scientists who nourished the electric revolution came 
from Scotland. Furthermore, the Industrial Revolution had left its traces 
on Scotland, turning Glasgow and Edinburgh into centers of finance and 
industry.76 

John Pender, “a Scotchman,” as the Chicago Daily Tribune found it 
important to point out in his obituary, first established himself as a textile 
merchant in Glasgow, before he moved his business to Manchester, at 
the time the hub of the world’s textile industry, in the north of England.77 
Like Pender, many of the original investors were merchants from Liver-
pool, Manchester, or Glasgow, and early political support for the under-
taking predominantly came from Scotland and Britain’s north, through 
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Richard Cobden, John Bright, John Montague-Hay and William Mon-
tague-Hay, Marquess of Tweedale, Scotland.78 This geographical com-
monality demonstrates two things: the Atlantic cable undertaking was 
attractive to people of finance and industry situated in the north of the 
United Kingdom, and it was particularly attractive to entrepreneurs who 
were not (yet) part of the London establishment. Their position as outsid-
ers, in addition to their capital interests in transatlantic trade, enhanced 
their willingness to take a great risk such as attempting a telegraph cable 
across the Atlantic. The Great Atlantic Cable project was, from its Brit-
ish side, a development project of global scale undertaken by northern 
industrialism and not London’s gentlemanly capitalism.79

The only outsiders to this established group of British telegraph 
entrepreneurs, financiers, and engineers consisted of the small group of 
Americans: Cyrus W. Field and his brothers, Samuel F. B. Morse, Peter 
Cooper, and Abram Hewitt. The Americans were different not only in 
their national background but also in their social and professional one. 
They emerged from a national context in which a broad bourgeois con-
sensus blurred social distinctions and seemingly allowed for greater 
social mobility. Certainly, Cyrus W. Field, Abram Hewitt, and in particu-
lar Peter Cooper, who had been born into very poor circumstances, con-
sidered themselves part of a rising middle class and archetypes of the 
self-made man. Nevertheless, at the time of the cable undertaking, they 
represented the American elite. In effect, the two national groups played 
distinct roles. Globalization of the nineteenth century did not progress 
by all men being able to do all things, but by particular divisions of labor 
and enterprise.

Finally, the group on board the ship was complemented by members 
of the Royal Navy, such as Captain Robert Charles Halpin and the British 
navigator Henry A. Moriarty, who represented the governments’ support-
ive measures. Captain James Anderson, commander of the Great Eastern, 
had formerly been employed by the Cunard Co. steam ship line.80 All in 
all, the Class of 1866 was a relatively small group of no more than forty 
people, and so they remained.

The 1865 expedition was of great media interest. Prior to embarkment, 
the company was “besieged by applications . . . for permission to accom-
pany the expedition” as newspaper correspondents from Great Britain, 
France, and the United States attempted to get on board.81 Because it 
seemed impossible to satisfy everyone, all correspondents were excluded, 
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except for one official correspondent the company itself provided, Wil-
liam H. Russell. This decision showed a genius for publicity. The man 
employed “to report events faithfully from day to day” was a famous cor-
respondent of the London Times. Previously, he had reported from India 
and the Crimean War (1853–1856), and through his reports, he initiated 
a tradition of factual, eye-witness reporting that has remained important 
to this day.82 To illustrate the voyage, several artists accompanied Rus-
sell, of whom several later wrote accounts for magazines, such as Black-
wood, Cornhill, or Macmillan’s. Russell’s own account of the expedition is 
one of the most important primary sources on the laying of the Atlantic 
cable.83 In addition to these news reports, various individuals, such as 
Daniel Gooch, kept and published diaries, and a number of biographies 
and autobiographies were produced in the expedition’s aftermath.84 Con-
sidering the amount of contemporary firsthand accounts published after 
the expedition, these cable undertakings are probably among the best-
documented events in the nineteenth century. This was, however, no 
coincidence, but a conscious attempt at myth making.

A commonality of all reports is their emphasis on the special atmo-
sphere on board, which created a “small world of its own.”85 On board 
the Great Eastern, a cable-laying ship, in the mid-Atlantic, they were in 
a peculiar situation: their ship was a space without a particular place, 
neither here nor there; yet it still represented the particular space where 
the story of the laying of the Atlantic cable took place. On July 23, 1865, 
the ship left Valentia, Ireland, and embarked on her trans-Atlantic jour-
ney. For the weeks to come, the men on board were thrown together in 
mid-ocean with minimal to no connection with the spaces of their real 
world, such as family, friends, and the more general societies of Europe 
and North America. They were cast off and outside of their traditional 
time, on their way between two worlds while creating a small world 
of their own. Yet breaking with traditional time contained yet another 
layer when one found oneself on board a cable-laying ship. In contrast 
to every other ship at that time, on board the Great Eastern they were 
not entirely cut off from the world and time they had just left. But for 
the first time, men were experiencing the simultaneity of times and so 
breaking with their traditional time. By the very cable they were laying 
out, the news flow from Europe continued being sent from the cable 
station at Valentia. It kept them well informed about what was going on 
in the “outside” world. They arranged to get Greenwich Time given to 
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them every morning through the cable in addition to a daily telegram 
giving them the general news of the day. In his diary, Gooch remarked 
that it was “wonderful to get, while in the Atlantic, the news of the morn-
ing from The Times.” Moreover, as they moved further west, they began 
to receive the news “at breakfast, the same as people living in the next 
street to the Times office.”86

As a result, they created a space of their own outside of their world, 
yet it was in congruence with the outer world. Not only did they follow 
Greenwich Time in their recordings, but they also used their connectivity 
for the continuation of news flows.87 In 1865 a ship’s first own newspaper 
was born. In accord with his duties, William H. Russell kept the readers 
of the Times informed of the enterprise’s progress on a daily basis. Twice 
a day, the telegraph at Foilhummerum Bay, Valentia, “spread to all parts 
of the earth a brief account of the doings of the Great Ship.”88 In return, 
news from ashore was sent to the ship, which helped the onboard pub-
lication of the Atlantic Telegraph—a quest taken on by Henry O’Neil, an 
accompanying painter.89 During the 1866 expedition, when Willoughby 
Smith pursued the publication of the Great Eastern Telegraph (in addi-
tion to the Test Room Chronicle, which was published and illustrated by 
Robert Dudley), 164 messages were sent and received between ship and 
shore, containing 6,437 words or 30,059 letters.90 Most of those dots and 
dashes contained little of news value, yet the repetition of the phrase 
“Can you read?”, asking for confirmation that the signal had been suc-
cessfully received, secured the unbroken thread with the Old World.91 In 
mid-July 1866, about midway between Valentia and Newfoundland, peo-
ple on board the Great Eastern learned about the meeting of the Reform 
League in Hyde Park, at which they pressed for manhood suffrage and the 
ballot. The meeting ended in riots. News not only from Europe but from 
the entire world reached the small cable community via a combination of 
mail steamer and telegraph cable. They learned about the resignation of 
the Brazilian cabinet during the Paraguayan War (1864–1870) and about 
serious Fenian insurrections in Canada. They heard that the King of Prus-
sia, Wilhelm I, had written a long letter to the English Queen informing 
her about the Battle of Königgrätz and that the opening dinner of the Cob-
den Club in London, an exclusive gentlemen’s club, had been a great suc-
cess.92 In fact, the ship’s newspapers ensured “that the passengers and 
crew in the mid-Atlantic [were] actually better informed as to the world 
they [had] left than half the dwellers in [their] country towns at home.”93
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The newspapers’ purpose on board was not only to inform but also to 
entertain. Painter Henry O’Neil went to great lengths “to cause . . . some 
fun at lunch.”94 His aim was to fight off some of the monotony for all 
those who were not directly involved in the paying out of the cable. As 
Daniel Gooch, director of the Atlantic Telegraph Company as well as the 
Great Eastern Steamship Company, noted in his diary in early August 
1865, it was the mere sight of a ship passing by that created “quite a sen-
sation, as we have not had anything to look at over the mighty expanse 
of water.”95 Their “amusements of the day,” as O’Neil reported in the 
Atlantic Telegraph, often consisted “through the kindness and liberality of 
the Admiralty” of nothing but “from daylight till dusk – Looking out for 
the ‘Sphinx,’” one of the accompanying ships.96 O’Neil wrote poems and 
small, often ironic, commentaries. He also set up a fake auction, where 
“the property of various gentlemen leaving then present quarters” was 
up for sale. Among those were aspects of the Great Eastern itself—“cards 
to view apply to Mr. Gooch on board”—or the “Good Will of the Atlan-
tic Telegraph Co.,” which was “invisible property in Mr. Field’s posses-
sion.”97 The highlight of the auction was “some Mile of Telegraphic cable 
taken from a depth of 2,000 fathom,” which, it had been calculated, 
would “by cutting it into slices of ¼ inch in thickness sufficient [enough 
‘coins’] be realized to pay off the entire debt of Great Britain.”98 The auc-
tion was planned for August 12, 1865, probably as a diversion from the 
problem of the break of the Atlantic cable, which had occurred ten days 
previously. The days since the break had been spent in various attempts 
to grapple the lost cable before they had decided on August 11, “shattered 
in hopes as well as in ropes,” to return home.99

The 1865 expedition, disastrous as it had been financially, served to 
increase the courage of the promoters and their belief in the probability 
of an early and complete success. They issued a paper stating the benefits 
of the expedition and demonstrating their perseverance. Among other 
points, the list gave credit to the facts that the Great Eastern had shown 
itself to be “the very type of vessel” for the cable work, and although the 
picking-up gear had proven insufficient, no serious fault could be found 
with the paying out machinery. Furthermore, they had demonstrated the 
feasibility of grappling in mid-Atlantic, proving the possibility of recov-
ering a cable at such great depths.100 In late 1865, in order to overcome 
financial difficulties and with the object of raising fresh capital, the Atlan-
tic Telegraph Company was amalgamated with the newly incorporated 
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Anglo-American Telegraph Company.101 The entrepreneurs’ goal for 
1866 was not only to lay a cable across the Atlantic but also to recover the 
1865 cable to have two functioning telegraph cables.102

Despite the breakage of the 1865 cable, the atmosphere and spirit on 
board the Great Eastern in the summer of 1866 was good. Aside from the 
ship’s newspapers, two plays brought new highlights to onboard enter-
tainment. Functioning almost as plays within the play of the Atlantic 
cable enterprise, they mirrored the group’s situation and served their 
self-reflection. Both Contentina and Being a Cableistic relate the story 
of the 1865 and 1866 expeditions.103 In Contentina or THE ROPE!! The 
GRAPNELL!!!! And the YANKEE DOODLE!!!! written by J. C. Deane 
and G. V. Poore and illustrated by Robert Dudley, Cyrus seeks his love 
Contentina who is held captive by her father Neptune—an allegory of 
the broken 1865 cable that lay unfinished on the bottom of the Atlantic 
for a year. Yet, as the character Glass in Being a Cableistic, which drew 
on Richard Glass and was acted by Robert Dudley, told Neptune, “by 
the way, I’ve called today – We’re going to try another lay.”104 Both plays 
share a happy ending and paint the picture of a group of young and 
adventurous men defying Neptune himself for the benefit of mankind. 
For many, and particularly for those on board, the Atlantic cable repre-
sented yet one more example of men’s triumph over the “opposition of 
nature” in the form of Neptune’s despotism.105 The media discourse in 
newspapers and magazines followed the success of the cable in using 
similar martial vocabulary to draw resemblances to former generals 
and conquerors.106 In the play, the character of Neptune represented not 
only nature but all that was backward, not “modern,” and in opposition 
to the Atlantic cable project. In Neptune’s complaints on how the cable 
“ruined” his parks and “spoiled” his walks, a general discourse on the 
disadvantages of telegraphy had gone submarine.107 The agents of the 
Atlantic cable positioned themselves not only as benefactors of mankind 
but also as bringers of modernity.

Aside from their liminal situation between two worlds, it was the very 
act of establishing telegraphic connection between those two worlds 
that furthered the group-building processes. Although the Atlantic cable 
enterprise received enormous attention, public as well as political sup-
port had continuously dwindled after their first failures in 1857 and 1858. 
Smaller and larger investors, the newspapers, and the general public 
had lost faith in the feasibility of the undertaking, and it had become 
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increasingly difficult to find financial backing. After all, in its begin-
ning, submarine telegraphy represented a high-risk and high-cost ven-
ture. Due to the two early failures, the investors had literally “sunk their 
£1000 shares in the ocean.”108 As Henry Moriarty, navigator during all 
four cable attempts and “leased” to the enterprise from the Royal Navy, 
explained in retrospect in a letter to the Standard, “their scheme ranked 
in public opinion, only one degree in the scale of absurdity below that of 
raising a ladder to the moon.”109 The group of adventurers who had come 
together on board the Great Eastern shared a vision of telegraphic com-
munication between the Old World and the New and from then on to “a 
girdle round about the earth” against all odds and failures. Yet it would 
be erroneous to view them as “[s]tarving adventurers” who were “ready 
to embark in any Quixotic attempt” because they had nothing to lose.110 
Quite the contrary; they had poured large parts of their private fortunes 
into the undertaking, and, seen in relative terms, the enterprise was to a 
great extent self-financed. These investors were well-established entre-
preneurs, such as Richard Glass, Cyrus W. Field, John Pender, Daniel 
Gooch, and Peter Cooper, who all had their own economic interests in 
the project.111 Against all the failings and discouragements they faced, a 
mixture of faith and fanaticism seemed to have kept them going.

On July 27, 1866, only fourteen days after they had embarked on 
their expedition in Valentia, the Great Eastern and its cable crew reached 
Heart’s Content, Newfoundland, with a functioning telegraph cable. 
They finally connected Europe and North America through instanta-
neous communication.112 On August 9, the telegraphic fleet set out again 
to grapple and complete the 1865 cable, which they successfully did. By 
mid-September, two cables were open to the public for trans-Atlantic 
telegraphy. Although public enthusiasm did not reach the exorbitant 
extent of 1858, it was nevertheless great. Festivals and parades were held, 
and numerous official cable dinners were given, as for example one given 
by the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce upon the return of the Great 
Eastern. Newspaper accounts from the summer of 1866 overflowed with 
commentaries about what the cable would do for world economy, world 
politics, or global peace. Trewman’s Exeter Flying Post even claimed that 
“if this Atlantic Telegraph only works it will in a couple of years accom-
plish the mightiest revolution in history!”113 The joy about the success 
of the two Atlantic cables was probably greatest among the cable agents 
themselves. As Daniel Gooch reported, “wild scenes of excitement” 
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took place at Heart’s Content and Valentia. The “old cable hands” held 
the cable up and danced round it, “cheering at the top of their voices.” 
Demonstrating the contemporary image of the telegraphs as technologi-
cal extensions of the nerves of mankind, “one man actually put it in his 
mouth and sucked it.” Indeed, it must have been “a strange sight,” yet 
nothing could illustrate more vividly the notion of the Old World and the 
New connected in thought.114

“OLD ATLANTIC FRIENDS”: THE CLASS OF 1866  
AND MEMORIALIZATION

For most of the cable pioneers, the success of the Atlantic telegraph 
marked the decisive turning point in their lives and careers. All of a sud-
den, they were no longer considered mad to believe in their success. 
Beforehand, the enterprise had elicited utter disbelief in its feasibility, 
not only from those pursuing rival projects, such as the American tele-
graph engineer T.  P. Shaffner with his North Atlantic route, but also 
from within their group of supporters. By the end of those eight strenu-
ous years from 1858 to 1866, many of the investors had withdrawn and 
directors resigned. Even Abram Hewitt, assistant and son-in-law to the 
entrepreneur and Great Atlantic Cable promoter, Peter Cooper, was hav-
ing doubts. He later admitted that he had regarded “the investment of so 
much money in a doubtful enterprise as a piece of folly.”115 In the after-
math of 1866, their work was celebrated as “a glory to [their] age and 
nation,” and they themselves were honored “amongst the benefactors 
of their country.”116 The highest honors were bestowed upon them from 
various governments and institutions of the world. 

In connection with the 1865/66 expedition, four of its members, the 
cable manufacturer Richard Glass, the engineer Samuel Canning, scien-
tist William Thomson, and Captain James Anderson, who had steered 
the Great Eastern, received the honor of a knighthood. Staff Commander 
Henry Moriarty, received the most honorable Order of Bath in the class 
of a companion (C.B.), the lowest class in the British order of chivalry 
founded 1725 by King George I. Curtis Lampson (1806–1885), deputy 
chairman of the Atlantic Telegraph Company, and Daniel Gooch had con-
ferred upon them the dignity of a baronetcy and became among the few 
from the middle classes to access the ranks of peers and the hereditary 
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status of English nobility. Lampson, who stemmed from an old New Eng-
land family and had become a naturalized British citizen in 1849, was 
the first former American citizen to receive such an honor.117 The Cham-
bers of Commerce of Liverpool and New York gave out gold medals to 
commemorate the cable laying.118 Finally, Charles T. Bright had already 
received his knighthood after the first short-lived cable attempt of 1858, 
making him the youngest knight in British history. Others among them, 
such as John Pender, would be honored for their cable work later in their 
life. It was not only their home country, Great Britain, that recognized 
their success with state honors, but also other countries such as Portu-
gal, the United States, and France. Samuel Canning, for example, had 
the order of St. Jago d’Espada conferred upon him by the king of Por-
tugal, and Charles T. Bright was offered the French Légion d’honneur.119 
Through these acts, the industrial nations of the Western world installed 
them as heroes of a technical modernity.

Submarine telegraphy and the success of the Great Atlantic Cable 
defined and marked the lives of these cable pioneers. From 1866 onward, 
it seemed as if submarine telegraphy was their sole activity and con-
cern, or as Captain James Anderson phrased it, it came to be their fate 
“to be connected with [ocean] cables ever since they [had] been success-
fully laid.”120 Even the ship, the Great Eastern, “proved herself [only] well 
equipped for one distinctive task—that of laying the transoceanic tele-
graph cables.”121 The success of 1866 had put the actors of the Class of 
1866 in a most advantageous situation. Financial, governmental, and 
public support for further ocean cable projects was readily available, and 
they were the only ones at the time who had the resources and the net-
work to do it. The future careers of the “cable kings” John Pender and 
James Anderson and their buildup of a globe-spanning communication 
network in the 1870s through the Eastern and Associated Companies 
was based on the network established by the Great Atlantic Cable project. 

The careers of some of the engineering pioneers also greatly benefited 
from their newly acquired fame. Independent engineering advisors or 
consulting firms flourished in the 1860s and 1870s; as early as 1860, for 
example, Charles T. Bright and Latimer Clark entered into partnership. 
In 1865, William Thomson and Cromwell Varley formed a patent part-
nership together with the electrical engineer Fleeming Jenkin, which 
eventually earned all three men large royalties from cable companies.122 
Soon thereafter, Samuel Canning, having previously left the service of 
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Telcon, entered into a consulting partnership with Robert Sabine.123 All 
of these consulting firms were highly influential in the expansion of a 
global ocean cable network and the design of cable laying. They worked 
as consultants for cables in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, the Persian 
Gulf, and the West Indies, as well as for those to Australia, Southeast 
Asia, and South Africa. In this way, they took on employment from a 
number of different governments. For the West Indies project, for exam-
ple, Charles T. Bright simultaneously held contracts with the English, 
Spanish, French, and Danish governments.124 

Outside of the cable business, many of these men also took on posi-
tions of influence. From the mid-1860s on, Charles T. Bright, Daniel 
Gooch, and John Pender were all elected as members of the British Par-
liament, where they exerted their influence on decisions relevant to the 
cable business such as the Telegraph Purchase Act of 1868. This nation-
alized all British landlines and thus freed money for reinvestment.125 
Charles T. Bright, candidate for Greenwich, a city where most ocean 
cables were manufactured, ran his election campaign on the Atlantic 
ticket, stressing his status as an Atlantic cable engineer.126 Members of 
the Class of 1866 also exerted tremendous influence on international 
decisions. Cyrus W. Field, for example, represented the New York Cham-
ber of Commerce during a conference on the usage of the Suez Canal and 
subsequently received a personal invitation from Ferdinand de Lesseps, 
builder of the canal, upon its opening.127 In 1875, John Pender allegedly 
talked the British government into buying Khedive’s Suez Canal shares 
worth £4,000,000.128 The success of the Great Atlantic Cable pushed 
many a career of the enterprise’s protagonists. Not only as professionals 
but also as politicians, they now employed positions of importance from 
which to influence the course of politics, science, and commerce in the 
British Empire and the United States.

Yet the laying of the Atlantic cable had not only changed their lives 
as individuals, but also coalesced them into a group, the Class of 1866. 
Those engineers, electricians, and entrepreneurs connected with the 
Great Atlantic Cable were among the first to pursue submarine cable 
business on a large scale, but they also represented a kind of cable 
royalty, which gave them further access to the highest circles of the 
world’s ruling class. The idea of a “class of cable engineers” was an 
open concept, growing in congruence with the expansion of submarine 
telegraphy and electrical science and finally signifying a profession. 
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The cable actors, however, remained a closed entity. The Class of 1866 
represents this notion of a closed community. The men were united 
in their quest to succeed, and experiences of common failure bound 
them even closer.

Their loyalty stretched not only to the project but also to each other. 
Although not all of them became friends, something akin to a culture 
of friendship developed, even leading them to consider the group as a 
“Telegraph family—  .  .  . brothers—Friends.”129 Aside from close busi-
ness relations, most of the members of the Class of 1866 were connected 
by mutual sympathy and formed long-lasting friendships; often, it was 
a combination of both. For instance, John Pender and the American 
Abram Hewitt exchanged Christmas greetings as well as stock market 
tips across the Atlantic. They discussed cable issues, and Hewitt served 
for the decades to come almost as an unofficial advisor to John Pender on 
the American situation concerning government support and public opin-
ion for further cable projects. From their correspondence, it appears that 
Pender would not undertake anything that demanded American involve-
ment without first consulting Hewitt.130 Personally, the two also got along 
splendidly. In the summer of 1883, both went on a cruise around the 
Mediterranean together with their families, which was partially for plea-
sure and partially devoted to cable business.131 The network of the Class 
of 1866 was bound not only by business relations but also by personal 
friendship. The social element played a tremendous role in the enduring 
bonds of the Class of 1866.

Although the close network of the Class of 1866 proved to be a valu-
able source for business and philanthropic projects, it was not always 
tight knit. The community was challenged over the basic question of 
“who was to have the most credit” for their work even before they had 
safely returned to Great Britain in the fall of 1866.132 Antagonism on 
board predominantly played itself out between Samuel Canning, engi-
neer-in-chief, and James Anderson, captain of the Great Eastern, and 
their associates. Their controversy between brain and brawn predated a 
greater dispute concerning the role of science and business within the 
future of submarine telegraphy that was predominantly fought between 
the engineer William Siemens and John Pender in the 1870s. A similar 
dispute took place concerning the official honoring of the cable agents by 
the British state. John Pender never forgot how he was ignored in 1866, 
while others, who had in his eyes contributed less to their joint success, 
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were knighted. In an angry letter to Lord Wilton from October 1866, he 
justified his own position in the cable enterprise, concluding that he had 
“great cause to complain of being overlooked in the late public notices & 
in the distribution of Royal favour.”133 Although the members of the Class  
of 1866 considered themselves as “family” or “friends,” strains were soon 
put on the cohesion of the group. These resulted from a fundamental 
quarrel about the standing of the engineer within international business.

The late 1880s marked something of an endpoint to the Class of 1866 
and their monopoly on the wiring of the Atlantic. By then, many of its 
members had retired from the cable business or died. The cable manu-
facturer Richard Glass died in 1873, as did the oceanographer Matthew F. 
Maury, who had discovered the Atlantic Plateau. They were preceded in 
death by Samuel F. B. Morse, who died in 1872. The American investor 
Peter Cooper died in 1883, Daniel Gooch in October 1889, and Charles T. 
Bright a year earlier. The Anglo-American director of the Atlantic Tele-
graph Company, Curtis M. Lampson, died in 1885, and Cromwell Varley 
died in 1883. George W. Campbell, director of Telcon, died in the early 
1890s, and Willoughby Smith, former chief electrician of Telcon, retired 
from his management post in 1888.134 Simultaneously, the 1880s marked 
the end of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company’s monopoly on the 
North Atlantic market, as it had to yield to a rival and give in to a duopoly; 
independent consulting engineers also lost influence, as the contracting 
companies had acquired a staff with greater experience and efficiency. 
This limited the work of the “engineering hero” and eventually rendered 
him unnecessary.135 Only a small number of the old Atlantic heroes, such 
as John Pender, James Anderson, William Thomson, and the American 
Cyrus W. Field, had remained; their success remained unbroken until 
into the twentieth century.

An important aspect to the success of the story of the wiring of the 
Atlantic and its actors lies in their attempts and success at mythologi-
zation. In the literature, the Great Atlantic Cable of 1858–1866 is often 
depicted as the turning point for global communication. Among other 
terms, it is labeled “[t]he Wire that changed the world” or, in an analogy 
to modern communication, “the Victorian Internet.”136 Its historiography 
truly reads like a “heroic story of the transatlantic cable.”137 There is no 
doubt as to the importance of the first Atlantic telegraph and its status 
as a milestone for globalized communication, but today’s memorializa-
tion of 1866 and the North Atlantic as historical focal point is also due to 
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the efforts of the Class of 1866. They did a great deal to keep alive their 
idea of the history of submarine telegraphy, the story of the Atlantic tele-
graphs, and their own roles within that narrative. They authored books 
and memoirs, held commemorative “cable banquets” and “telegraph soi-
rees,” and monumentalized memory in the form of cable ships, such as 
the John Pender.138 

In the aftermath of the euphoria of 1866, in particular those who owed 
their rise in social status to the success of the Atlantic cable felt an urge 
to report how they, as “self-made men,” had attained “their high posi-
tion in the world.”139 They gave talks and lectures and wrote papers on 
submarine telegraphy and their own contribution to it.140 Some clearly 
aimed to be scientifically enlightening; others seem to have been driven 
by mere vanity. Kindly bestowing upon the students of the new Swindon 
Mechanics’ Institute in “exceedingly simple .  .  . utterances .  .  ., like all 
really great men .  .  ., how he came to contribute so much light to this 
poor dark world,” Daniel Gooch, for example, elicited this rather ironic 
description of his talk in the Pall Mall Gazette.141 The members of the 
Class of 1866 soon engaged in the ritual of telling and retelling, celebrat-
ing, and commemorating, deliberately concealing stories of failure. Little 
does the world know, for instance, that Cyrus W. Field’s “cable cabinet,” 
which so successfully wired the Atlantic in 1866, failed miserably three 
years later with a scheme for a cable across the Pacific.142 These processes 
of commemoration, which were perpetuated throughout the nineteenth 
century, were as much part of a ritual of renewing their personal ties to 
each other as they were a tool to shape public perception and manifest 
their status of stardom.

The process of retelling and sharing the experience of laying the Great 
Atlantic Cable was central to the entire expedition and confirmed its sta-
tus as a media event for which star journalist William H. Russell and 
artist Robert Dudley had been employed.143 Their narrative was sent to all 
the principal journals even before the Great Eastern arrived in London, 
“so that the public were at once placed in possession of every fact con-
nected with the proceedings, almost simultaneously.”144 Yet, aside from 
being right “on the scene” to relate everything “as it happened,” Russell 
also asserted the claim to be the “historian of the enterprise,” as had 
the American New York Herald reporter John Mullaly in 1858 when nar-
rating about the first Atlantic cable expeditions of 1857 and 1858.145 The 
Great Atlantic Cable made history, while its agents documented history 
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through Russell’s embedded journalism as well as a series of published 
firsthand accounts, such as those of George Saward, secretary of the 
Anglo-American Telegraph Company; Henry Martyn Field, brother of 
Cyrus W. Field; Willoughby Smith, telegraph engineer on the Great East-
ern; and Charles Bright, son of Charles T. Bright.146 Near contemporaries, 
however, realized that there was yet another history of the telegraph wait-
ing to be written. Already in 1891, the Atlantic electrician Willoughby 
Smith insightfully stated that “[t]he correct history of submarine telegra-
phy ha[d] never yet been written.”147

Apart from writing their own history, another instrument for shap-
ing memory were the frequent cable banquets, mostly organized by the 
American Cyrus W. Field or the cable entrepreneur John Pender. These 
were meant to commemorate important as well as less important dates 
in the young history of submarine telegraphy. Over the years, neither the 
guest list nor the banquets’ general setup, with direct telegraphic connec-
tions to all parts of the earth for the guests to use free of charge or the tra-
dition of reading out congratulatory letters or cablegrams, changed. The 
guest list usually contained the Class of 1866 and others involved in the 
cable business in addition to people of distinction and high social stand-
ing. The company present at John Pender’s private house to celebrate the 
laying of the ocean cable to India included the Prince of Wales, the Duke 
of Cambridge, and Ferdinand de Lesseps alongside James Anderson 
and Robert Halpin, then captain of the Great Eastern.148 In fact, as G. W. 
Smalley remarked during one of these banquets in 1873, the assemblies 
resembled “telegraphic family part[ies],” which were intended as a rit-
ual of self-congratulation; neither the public, nor the press, “so far as it 
represents the public [was] very much concerned” during these events.149 
The get-togethers seemed to be more important than the celebrated 
event itself, as the latter was rather randomly picked. In 1868, a banquet 
was held to celebrate Cyrus W. Field’s stay in London; in 1872, coincid-
ing with the Alabama Claims crisis, a series of claims put forward by the 
U.S. government against Great Britain for damages caused by its assis-
tance to the Confederates during the American Civil War, the partygoers 
came together for a traditional American Thanksgiving. In 1873, Field 
called for a “commemoration of the signature of the agreement on the 
10th of March 1854, for the establishment of a Telegraph across the Atlan-
tic.”150 Similarly, in 1879, Field invited guests to celebrate the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the first company ever formed to lay an ocean cable, and 
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in 1885, the cause for celebration was the twenty-seventh anniversary 
of the first Atlantic cable of 1858. In 1898, the idea of a cable memorial 
was debated in the Anglo-American press, and a committee was set up 
to consider the form of the memorial.151 In books, banquets, and monu-
ments, the Class of 1866 constantly returned to their formative enter-
prise of the Great Atlantic Cable. They created their own master narrative 
and perpetuated their image as the “sole” telegraph experts.

The wiring of the Atlantic between 1854 and 1866 is an oft-told story. 
The purpose of this chapter is not to relate once again the sequence of 
events but to point to the emergence of a network of agents from the 
undertaking, the Class of 1866, which would come to dominate the sys-
tem of global communication. Business and scientific networks, such as 
John Pender’s and James Anderson’s global telecommunications net-
work of the Eastern and Associated Companies or the Society of Tele-
graph Engineers, fed off the original cable group and its network as social 
capital. Personal networks in the forms of family or business relations, 
friendships, and neighborhoods played a central role in the success story 
of the Great Atlantic Cable. Without the advocacy of John Brett and his 
far-reaching network into the fields of politics, finance, science, and sub-
marine telegraphy or the support of the American expatriates in London, 
Cyrus W. Field’s mission in London would have failed, and the cable would 
have suffered the same fate as the rival enterprises of a North Atlantic or 
a South Atlantic route, which never got beyond the planning stage. Field’s 
domicile in the wealthy New York neighborhood of Gramercy Park, with 
its connections to America’s leading families, also played a central role. 
As the Great Atlantic Cable demonstrated, the direct and personal connec-
tion between people was a prerequisite and was elemental for the success 
of these large-scale projects nourishing “globalization.”

The actors of globalization were the rising middle classes of Europe, 
who enjoyed the advantages of an educated upbringing and the bene-
fits of an era of capitalism and industrialization, which furthered the 
emergence of trade and investment on a global scale. The great majority 
of the Class of 1866 did not belong to the English gentry or London’s 
gentlemen’s clubs. Originating from the United States, Scotland, or 
Britain’s industrial north, they were initially “outsiders” to the system of 
London’s gentlemanly capitalism. The success of 1858 and, in particular, 
that of 1866, however, lifted the Class of 1866 into the globe’s governing 
elite, and people like John Pender, Charles T. Bright, Samuel Canning, 
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James Anderson, Cyrus W. Field, Daniel Gooch, and William Thomson 
emerged as the “global telegraph and cable barons of the age.”152

The success of the Class of 1866, however, lay not only in the wiring of 
the Atlantic but also in their great success in mythologization. From the 
first enterprise onward, the laying of the Great Atlantic Cable was staged 
as a media event, which in its aftermath was continuously commemo-
rated through banquets, speeches, and personal memoirs. At the time, 
the Class of 1866 was so successful in shaping the history of ocean teleg-
raphy that most of its rivals felt obliged to establish a symbolic personal 
connection with the Great Atlantic Cable. It seemed as if each contestant 
in the business had to undergo a similar initiation rite before he could be 
taken seriously in the market. The Siemens brothers, for example, were 
convinced that only a major ocean cable would earn them the merits nec-
essary for substantial business.153 Other cable entrepreneurs, such as the 
American James Scrymser, took the Great Atlantic Cable as the moment 
from which their own history with submarine telegraphy began.154 The 
Great Atlantic Cable enterprise was a moment of manifold beginnings. 
It should be remembered not only as the technology’s breakthrough but 
also as the event from which spun the structuring of the globe as a com-
municational sphere.



Indeed, now that the great enterprise is completed, there can be no doubt 
that in a few years the entire globe will be spanned by the telegraph wires, 
and the news of the planet will be given every morning in the London papers.  
The Atlantic makes the only great break in the continuity of the land of the 
globe. The three old Continents are a single mass. The wires may be carried 
from Singapore over island after island until they reach Australia. In the New 
World they may be laid easily from Labrador to Patagonia. By bridging the 
Atlantic these two great systems are brought into connection.

 “Epitome of this Morning’s News,” Pall Mall Gazette, July 27, 1866.

IN 1866, most contemporaries were distinctly aware that the Atlantic 
cable only marked a beginning. It laid the foundations for a mod-
ern Pangaea, re-created by submarine cables. Apart from forming a 

closed network of cable actors, the Class of 1866, the Atlantic cable’s 
great significance was its claim to global reach. Its importance within 
a history of global communication and its distinction from other world 
projects lay not in its singularity but in its implied multiplicity. In the 
words of the Pall Mall Gazette, the idea behind ocean telegraphy was not 
to have one cable, but many. The then omnipresent picture of Shake-
speare’s sprite Puck and his girdle “round about the earth” as an alle-
gory for submarine telegraphy was only complete as one “linking up the 
whole world.”1 In this story of rapid network expansion, the 1870s were 
a crucial turning point. The 1850s had seen a series of long-distance 
cable failures, with the two prominent cases being the Atlantic cable and 
the Red Sea cable. In 1861, of 11,364 miles of cable that had been laid, 
only 3,000 were working.2 The 1870s, in contrast, marked a period of 
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rapid network expansion with cables from Europe (Porthcurno) through 
the Mediterranean (Malta–Alexandria) to India (Bombay–Aden–Suez, 
1870), from Indonesia to Australia (1872), and from Portugal to 
Brazil and Argentina (Carcavelos–Madeira–Cape Verde Islands, 1874), 
as well as to China (Singapore–Cochin China–Hong Kong, 1871), Japan 
(Vladivostok–Nagasaki–Shanghai–Hong Kong, 1871), and South Africa 
(Aden–Zanzibar–Mozambique–Durban, 1879).3 In addition to these 
roughly 100,000 miles of undersea cables, increasing to 115,000 miles 
by the end of the 1880s, some 650,000 miles of telegraph wires had 
been laid over land by the same time.4

The Class of 1866 was responsible for most of the submarine tele-
graph network expansion. The Atlantic had only been their first coup. 
Now they were at the forefront of a global submarine telegraph explo-
sion, spearheaded by John Pender, Lord William Montague-Hay, and 
Daniel Gooch.5 Despite this global expansion, the Atlantic remained 
their home base. Its maritime space not only encompassed the major 
axis between London and New York, but extended, economically as well 
as culturally, as far as Buenos Aires, Africa, and continental Europe.6  
It was the most lucrative (telegraph) market of the time, and company 
after company attempted to enter the Atlantic telegraph field and chal-
lenge the established actors’ monopoly. While the rest of the world’s 
oceans became more or less divided into spheres of influence, the Atlan-
tic remained a hotly contested realm. 

In the 1870s, the Class of 1866 already had an established pattern for 
dealing with rivals. First, they launched a hefty price war, which usu-
ally brought competitors to the edge of bankruptcy by lowering the tar-
iff to nonremunerative rates. Second, they forced each new rival to join 
the Atlantic pool, a strict working agreement with the original Atlantic 
cable companies. It was a “system of competition ending in an amal-
gamation.”7 The Siemens brothers were the one main player who tried 
to challenge the Class of 1866’s model of global telegraphy. Although 
often marginalized in the history of Atlantic telegraphy, these actors, 
particularly William Siemens, constituted the antagonist to John Pender, 
the evolving leading figure of the Class of 1866. Indeed, the main bat-
tle for telegraphic supremacy in nineteenth-century cables was fought 
between, on one side, John Pender, the Atlantic pool (a joint working 
agreement of cable companies employed on the North Atlantic), and 
the Globe Telegraph and Trust Company, and on the other side, William 
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Siemens, Siemens Brothers, and the Direct United States Cable Com-
pany. Their “telegraph war” was not only an economic contest between 
two business rivals but also a dispute over the systemic paradigms of 
global communication.

Submarine telegraphy was foremost a commercial undertaking. Until 
the 1890s, economic interests were one, if not the most forceful, of the 
motors behind the expanding cable network. Simultaneously, commerce 
and trade almost instantly felt the benefits of messages’ immediacy. Yet 
financial and investment elites were not the only people to harbor an eco-
nomic vision of a global communication system. The shareholder lists 
of the Direct United States Cable Company document how submarine 
telegraphy spread beyond the Class of 1866 to include smaller investors, 
many of them female, from outside of the financial and trading centers. 
By the late nineteenth century, a sense of global connectivity and the 
importance of a global perspective had spread to the masses.

FORGING AN EMPIRE OF CABLES

The successful wiring of the Atlantic placed the Class of 1866 in an 
advantageous position. They had proven the feasibility of long-distance 
ocean cables and triggered the rapid expansion of this new technology. 
Thereby, they had established themselves as men of “enterprise, energy, 
[and] tenacity” who could easily be entrusted with undertakings of a simi-
lar grandeur. In the post-1866 era, one name stands out: John Pender.8 
The textile merchant from Scotland was one of the directors of the Atlan-
tic Telegraph Company. In 1865, he was responsible for the merger of 
the Gutta Percha Co. with Glass, Elliot & Co. to form the Telegraph Con-
struction and Maintenance Company (Telcon). After the failure of 1865, 
Pender offered a personal guarantee of £250,000 to finance the manu-
facture of a new cable. With the success of the 1866 transatlantic cable, 
he set out to wire the world. In the 1870s, he launched a series of cable 
companies. By the end of the decade, he presided over an incomparable 
global telegraph empire, the Eastern and Associated Companies. This 
conglomerate not only continually formed new companies to complete 
the “girdle round about the earth,” but also eliminated competitors to 
such an extent that all that was left was Pender’s company, which in con-
temporary imagination looked like a giant kraken-like sea monster.
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After the Atlantic, Pender’s next coup was a submarine cable to India. 
Before the 1840s and regular steamship travel to India, it took five to 
eight months for a letter from Britain to arrive in India; a response could 
usually not be expected within two years. With the opening of steamship 
mail, this changed to six weeks in each direction.9 British politicians and 
merchants had discussed a telegraph line to India already in 1853. In 1857 
a group of officials and telegraph entrepreneurs laid the Red Sea and the 
Persian Gulf cables.10 The connection met the government’s concern 
after the Indian mutiny of 1857, when a widespread anticolonial rebel-
lion threatened British rule. Slowness of communication with London 
had presented serious obstacles to British suppression of the uprising.11 
Pender’s India cable was finished in 1870. It was manufactured by Telcon 
and paid out by the Great Eastern—two further Atlantic veterans. It was 
laid in several sections through the Mediterranean, touching at Gibral-
tar, Malta, Alexandria, Suez, and Aden. To limit the financial risks, one 
company was established for each of these sections. In 1868, the Anglo-
Mediterranean Telegraph Company was established to lay a cable from 
Malta to Alexandria. In 1869, Pender founded the British India Subma-
rine Telegraph Company for laying a cable from Bombay to Suez, fol-
lowed by the Falmouth, Gibraltar and Malta Telegraph Company to finish 
the cable connection via Gibraltar and Portugal to England. In 1872, these 
three companies were merged together with the Marseilles, Algiers and 
Malta Telegraph Company to form the Eastern Telegraph Company. John 
Pender served as its chairman. 

For a telegraphic extension further east, three additional companies 
were established: the British-Australian Company, the British-Indian 
Extension Company, and the China Submarine Telegraph Company con-
necting Europe with Australasia and China. In 1873, these were amal-
gamated as the Eastern Extension, Australasian and China Telegraph 
Company.12 Both the Eastern Telegraph and the Eastern Extension Tele-
graph Company formed the centerpieces of the Eastern and Associated 
Companies and their global system. This further comprised the Black 
Sea Company (1874) and the Eastern and South African Telegraph Com-
pany (1879). The arrival of electric telegraphy as “big business,” in addi-
tion to the Telegraph Purchase Bill of 1868, through which the British 
government nationalized all landlines, helped this rapid establishment 
of submarine telegraph companies in the 1870s.13 The Telegraph Pur-
chase Bill enabled new telegraphic ventures to secure “a good deal of the 
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money let loose” by the winding up of the landline companies. It freed 
about £8,000,000 for reinvestment by those “who looked favourably on 
electric telegraphs as a subject of save [sic] and sure remuneration.”14 By 
World War I, the Electra House Group, as the telegraph conglomerate of 
the Eastern and Associated Companies was also called, had become one 
of the world’s most powerful multinational corporations.15 Near the turn 
of the century, it owned over 50,000 miles of submarine cable, or about 
one-third of the total cable mileage of the world. It represented a joint 
nominal capita of over ten million pounds sterling and carried about two 
million messages per annum.16 With the Eastern and Associated Compa-
nies, John Pender and his fellow telegraph owners held a near monopoly 
of lines between Britain and North, Central, and South America, and 
total control of the Britain-India-Australasia route.17

John Pender is usually seen as the rightful head of the Eastern and 
Associated Companies’ conglomerate. This great man thesis, however, 
underestimates the contributions of his fellow campaigners, in particular 
James Anderson, as well as the influence of a certain business structure 
established in the post-1866 era. Following the 1866 triumph, Scotsman 
and captain of the Great Eastern, James Anderson, left the ship to be 
bestowed with a knighthood. Subsequently, he gave up the position of a 
mariner to promote himself as a cable entrepreneur and right-hand man 
to John Pender. Already in 1869, he was back on board the Great Eastern, 
this time as general superintendent of the new French Atlantic Company 
entrusted with laying the French Atlantic cable.18 From his position among 
the ship’s staff, he had moved up to become a cable entrepreneur, and 
from directing the cable ship to directing the cable undertaking. 

Throughout his life, James Anderson held several important positions 
in the cable business. He was managing director of the Eastern Company, 
the Eastern and South African Telegraph Company, and the West Afri-
can Telegraph Company. He was chairman of the Brazilian Submarine 
and the Direct Spanish Telegraph Companies and director of the Anglo-
American, the African Direct, the Eastern Extension, and the West India 
and Panama Telegraph Companies and the Globe Telegraph and Trust 
Company. Lastly, he was trustee of the Submarine Cables Trust.19 In Brit-
ish news, Anderson was the most visible of the cable actors. He served 
not only as, in effect, general managing director of the global system but 
also as its “public relations manager,” although this was not his proper 
job description. In his letters to the press, he promoted, expounded, or 
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defended cable policies. He had to explain tariffs, justify routes, or obfus-
cate cable breakages.20 James Anderson also shielded John Pender and 
his cable conglomerate during hostile acquisition of other cable compa-
nies. He was the frontman for the “dirty work” of business takeovers, 
while Pender remained in the background. It was James Anderson, and 
not John Pender, who served as director for the Direct Spanish Telegraph 
Company and the Brazilian Submarine Company, when they were forced 
into a working agreement with the Eastern and Associated Companies in 
1874.21 Anderson represented a group composed “of those whom energy, 
merit and intelligence had raised to their position and kept there” and 
who strongly influenced the processes of globalization.22

Sole focus on Pender also neglects how the Eastern and Associated 
Companies’ cable network functioned in its early period and how the 
agents it recruited operated: they held multiple directorships in several 
cable companies and cross-directorships in cable construction, laying, 
and operating companies. At the time, scarcely any of these cable com-
panies were assisted by government monopolies, subsidies, or guaran-
tees. Rather, this extension of global communication in the 1870s was 
due to the enterprise of a few enthusiastic individuals.23 Most compa-
nies’ boards of directors were overwhelmingly composed of veterans of 
the first Atlantic projects. Akin to the Atlantic Telegraph Company in the 
1850s, which had recruited most of its shareholders from John Brett’s 
Magnetic Telegraph Company, later companies also drew from the origi-
nal Class of 1866 and others involved in early submarine projects. Aside 
from John Pender, names such as Daniel Gooch, James Anderson, Wil-
liam Montague-Hay, and Baron Emile d’Erlanger reoccur in several of 
the boards of directors. Despite the geographical distance to London, 
the American Cyrus W. Field remained an important actor within this 
cable clan. He served as a director of the Anglo-Mediterranean Telegraph 
Company and the Globe Trust and Telegraph Company, which would 
later play a key role in the Pender-Siemens battle over Atlantic cable 
supremacy. The boards of directors reveal a small group that wove its 
telegraphic net round about the earth. Recruiting mainly from their peer 
group, they created a closed market and so inhibited new competitors. In 
the years to come, open positions were often filled by family members. 
Pender’s three sons, James Pender, John Denison-Pender, and Henry 
Denison-Pender, all entered the cable business.24 After Pender’s death in 
1896, James Pender and John Denison-Pender become the new central 
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figures in the Eastern and Associated Companies network. Men of rank 
and wealth usually filled the few remaining positions on the boards of 
directors.

Apart from multiple directorships, the phenomenon of cross-
directorships extended the influence of Pender, Anderson, Gooch, and 
company beyond one single cable company to the whole entrepreneur-
ial side of the submarine cable business. The cable clan’s control ranged 
from the manufacturing and operating processes to the laying of ocean 
cables. This was fundamental to establishing and securing their global 
monopoly and allowed a handful of people to control an entire group of 
cable companies and thus almost all global communication. The Atlan-
tic Telegraph Company and the Anglo-American Telegraph Company 
controlled the operation of cables. Through Telcon, the Class of 1866 
controlled the manufacturing processes. Thus, they not only manufac-
tured their own cable, but also controlled who else could order cables. 
Lastly, through the Great Eastern Steamship Company, which had 
leased the Great Eastern to Telcon, the laying operation was also under 
the control of the Class of 1866. The key players were Daniel Gooch and 
the famous railroad contractor Thomas Brassey, who served as directors 
on the board of all three companies. Pender himself had inaugurated 
the formation of Telcon. However, he left control as chairman soon after 
to Daniel Gooch. In 1888, his son, James Pender, was introduced into 
the cable business as director of Telcon.

Such total market control strongly depended on the actors’ settling 
within the British Empire. Despite the breakthroughs in technology and 
a professionalization of the business, submarine telegraphy remained a 
costly expenditure. Initial costs for a cable consisted of the manufacturing 
and laying costs, in addition to the costs of setting up the cable stations 
with housing, staff, and equipment. Costs further depended on charges 
for landing rights and the necessity of ocean soundings. The greatest 
part of the costs came from the two major raw materials needed to manu-
facture the cables: copper and gutta percha. The British monopoly on 
manufacturing submarine cables based itself directly on the country’s 
imperial outreach, as the substance was found only in the Dutch, Brit-
ish, and French colonies of the Far East.25 Plantations in Southeast Asia 
supplied gutta percha, the insulating material for cables, and patents by 
London financiers controlled its use. Until the 1890s, the manufacture of 
submarine cables was almost entirely confined to factories on the banks 
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of the Thames. In 1931, Telcon still manufactured the great majority of 
the world’s submarine cables. Many countries had to import the cables, 
the equipment, and often the technicians and operators as well. 26  

 Throughout the nineteenth century, control of both the manufactur-
ing and operating processes remained elemental to the success of cable 
entrepreneurs. Almost total control over the entire cable industry and 
all production processes was key to the exorbitant success of the Class 
of 1866. This continued well into the early twentieth century. In 1907, 
the Australian cable reformer Henniker Heaton, under way on his mis-
sion for a “cable” penny post, a tariff  system where telegrams could be 
sent for one penny, complained about the “Cable Kings [who] hold in 
their hands the powers of life and death, so to speak  .  .  . [by] control-
ling the cables of the world.” He referred to the boards of directors 
of the Eastern, the Eastern Extension, the Eastern and South African, 
and the West African Telegraph Companies, which were in eff ect made 
up of the same six people. 27  Even smaller companies that broke into the 
telegraphic market and established telegraph systems in Southeast Asia, 
southern Europe, or South America held connections to the Class of 
1866. 28  While fi erce competition on the Japanese and Chinese telegraph 
market with the Great Northern Company was soon resolved through 
dividing up spheres of infl uence, the southern European and Latin 
American systems were soon incorporated into the Eastern’s network 
through a tight working agreement, playing itself out through fi nancial 
and personnel entanglements. 29  James Anderson served as chairman for 

Cable Operating
 Electra House Group

Cable Laying
 Great Eastern Steamship Company

Cable Manufacturing
 Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company

John Pender
Daniel Gooch
Thomas Brassey

2.1 Simone M. Müller, “Submarine Cable Business—Vertical Networks.”
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the Brazilian Submarine and the Direct Spanish Telegraph Companies.30 
The daily business of both companies was run by two Atlantic people, 
both of whom had been assistant electricians during the 1858 Atlantic 
attempt: Charles Gerhardi now served as manager of the Direct Spanish 
Telegraph Company, and Richard Collett was the secretary of the Brazil-
ian Submarine Company.31 Yet the Class of 1866 would not dominate the 
cable market completely for long nor could they suppress any rival, as the 
clash for supremacy between Siemens Brothers and the Class of 1866 
unfolded in the 1870s.

WAGING TELEGRAPH WAR ON THE ATLANTIC

In the aftermath of 1866, the newspapers reported that “a hundred busy 
brains [were] planning a dozen new Atlantic companies” as new entre-
preneurs dreamed of an “El Dorado to be found in transatlantic tele-
graphy.”32 The success of 1866 had produced a “strong confidence” that 
the public “placed in the science of submarine telegraphy” and an “eager 
manner in which scheme after scheme [was] accepted.”33 The U.S. Con-
gress was bustling with adjudging on ocean telegraph bills, many of 
which never came to anything, and Britain’s Public Record Office houses 
proof of numerous Atlantic cable companies, such as the Direct Atlan-
tic Cable Company and the New Atlantic Cable Company, that never got 
beyond the planning stages.34 The Direct Atlantic Telegraph Company in 
particular conveys how Atlantic cable fever had infected a broad spectrum 
of investors. Clerks and accountants set up the company with total capital 
of £100. The statement of incorporation reveals that they had little idea of 
how to proceed. It remained unclear whether the company would estab-
lish “a line or lines” of telegraphic communication; in addition, the ques-
tion of landing places remained unresolved. The contractors were merely 
planning to connect “some place in the United Kingdom and some place 
in the United States or the Continent of America.”35 Their entrepreneur-
ial spirit was certainly adventurous, but not wholly naïve. They witnessed 
the boom of ocean cables and realized how easy it seemed to embark on 
such a profit-promising enterprise.

In this Atlantic cable frenzy, only the French Atlantic Cable Company 
laid a submarine telegraph connection. In 1868 Baron Emile d’Erlanger and 
Julius Reuter set out to put France in direct telegraphic communication with 
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North America and launched the French Atlantic Telegraph Company (La 
Société du Câble Transatlantique Français). Within just eighty days, mainly 
British, French, and German shareholders invested the necessary capital.36 
As the Daily News argued, “[ f ]or no other reason but to establish a subma-
rine telegraph company could a million of money have been found in such 
an incredible short space of time.”37 This new provider of Atlantic commu-
nication was independent for an extremely brief period. Manufacture and 
paying out of the cable was undertaken by Telcon, which engaged the Great 
Eastern and employed the same staff as for the prior Atlantic attempts.38 
There was also great continuity in terms of financing. The Anglo-American 
bank J.S. Morgan & Co. loaned much of the money, £500,000 of £715,000.39 
Both American bankers, Junius S. Morgan and George Peabody, the two 
principals behind J.S. Morgan & Co., were closely associated with Cyrus W. 
Field and the Great Atlantic Cable.40 Certainly, these men would not invest 
in a scheme that competed detrimentally with their previous investments. 
Rather, we might ask if the French Atlantic Company was ever conceptual-
ized as true competition. Already five months after opening the cable for 
public traffic, the French Atlantic Company entered into a joint-purse agree-
ment, the “Atlantic pool,” with the Anglo-American Telegraph Company. 
This joint-purse agreement represented one big financial combination: it 
was made up of the net earnings of each company and the revenue earn-
ings accruing to each company therefrom. These were fixed in proportion 
to each company’s respective contributions to the pool.41 In 1873, it was fully 
amalgamated into the Anglo’s system.42

Thus far, transatlantic telegraphy is the story of the Atlantic pool, a 
financial and working agreement of Atlantic telegraph companies led by 
the Anglo-American Telegraph Company. Within the pool, the business 
situation on the North Atlantic moved from a monopoly to a duopoly in 
1888 and became an oligopoly by the turn of the century.43 Although this 
is generally correct, it leaves out one important link in the chain: man-
ufacturing companies such as Siemens Brothers. In 1873, the Siemens 
Brothers company entered the Atlantic market with ambitions to break 
the Anglo-American’s monopoly. It was not the first telegraph undertak-
ing of this transnational family business, as the Siemens brothers (the 
family clan of Werner, William, Carl, and Georg Siemens) had already 
laid and manufactured shorter cables.44 Between 1868 and 1870, they 
laid the Indo-European telegraph line, an overland connection between 
London and Calcutta crossing British, Prussian, Russian, and Persian 
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territory. This also brought about their first encounter with John Pender 
and his Eastern system, which attempted to amalgamate the Indo-Euro-
pean telegraph line into its network. As early as 1868, James Anderson 
and William Siemens had a lengthy disagreement displayed in the Lon-
don Times on the (dis)advantages of land and submarine lines to India, 
every one of them highlighting their own project.45 An Atlantic connec-
tion, however, represented the Siemens brothers’ most important coup 
because they believed that this would establish their fame and fortune 
within the cable system. In 1872, Carl Siemens expressed the convic-
tion that until Siemens Brothers had laid a major submarine cable, they 
would not be taken seriously in the business.46 Moreover, the brothers 
intended to challenge not only the established system of cable making 
but also cable operation itself.

The Siemens clan commenced with the telegraph business in the 
1840s when Werner Siemens, the oldest of the brothers, established in 
cooperation with Johann Georg Halske the Telegraphenbauanstalt (tele-
graph manufactory) in Berlin. Carl Wilhelm Siemens, often known under 
his Anglicized name William, immigrated to Great Britain in 1844 seek-
ing employment as a civil engineer. From 1850 on, he worked as an agent 
for Siemens & Halske. In October 1858, his work was officially recog-
nized with the founding of Siemens, Halske & Co., London.47 The same 
year, William Siemens negotiated a contract as an advisory engineer with 
the cable maker Newall & Co. It was in this function that William Sie-
mens was employed on board the Agamemnon laying the 1858 Atlantic 
cable.48 William Siemens also acquired a reputation as an independent 
authority on submarine cables. In 1861 he served as expert to the Joint 
Committee to Inquire into the Construction of Submarine Telegraph 
Cables.49 In 1863, Siemens, Halske & Co. dissolved their connection to 
Newall & Co., moved to Woolwich, and set themselves up as indepen-
dent manufacturers and contractors of submarine cables. Georg Halske 
withdrew from the Berlin business in 1865, and the firm was reorganized 
as Siemens Brothers. Halske’s withdrawal put all power in the hands of 
the brothers and strengthened the appearance of a multinational family 
enterprise with Werner Siemens in Berlin, Carl Siemens in Russia, and 
William Siemens in London.50

The first cable of importance laid by the Siemens Brothers was the 
Cartagena (Spain)-Oran (Algeria) cable for the French government. 
It was an unfortunate beginning, as the cable broke ten miles before 
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it reached Cartagena. After the Indo-European telegraph line, mainly 
an achievement of the Berlin firm, William Siemens secured a con-
tract in 1873 for the Platino-Brasileira line (1873–1874), which was an 
extension of the telegraph link between England and Brazil. It was to 
lead southward along the coast of Brazil and Uruguay. Although this 
cable was a technical success, it proved to be a “singularly ill-fated 
venture” in other regards.51 The vessels chartered to transport the 
cable across the Atlantic sank twice. For years it stuck with Siemens 
Brothers that they had “lost two ships,” although they could not truly 
be held responsible for the weather on the South Atlantic.52 Still, these 
incidents put them at a disadvantage against the Class of 1866, who 
with their “magnificent triumph” across the Atlantic magnified that 
they could get the job done.53

According to Werner Siemens, German financiers had approached 
him in 1871 about a direct telegraph cable between the United States and 
Germany.54 So far, the Atlantic telegraph cables only landed on Newfound-
land territory. Messages first had to be transferred to the landlines travel-
ling south from Heart’s Content and St. Pierre, Newfoundland, before 
they reached New York. When in 1873 the Direct United States Cable 
Company (DUSC) was established, it took up this desideratum. The idea 
behind such a direct cable was not only to speed up communication, but 
also to create space for competition and cheaper transmission rates.55 
Over the course of 1872, the brothers occupied themselves with the task 
of laying an Atlantic cable while they explored their options and solicited 
potential partners. At the time, financial support for submarine schemes 
was still readily available, and Carl Siemens even considered the option 
of laying two Atlantic cables as money was to be had in abundance.56 
But money was not all that mattered, in particular after John Pender 
launched the Globe Trust and Telegraph Company in November 1872. 
The Globe, as this investment company came to be called, represented a 
new type of financial intermediary. The first such company was founded 
in 1868. Its structure resembled that of equity funds of today, as it was a 
device for taking out the extreme financial risk of cable laying by spread-
ing it over a number of companies.57 A Globe share comprised units of 
shares in all of the Globe’s subsidiaries. It reduced the risks of invest-
ment to a minimum by extending the risk over many lines and might 
as well, in the words of Cyrus W. Field, “have been called the Subma-
rine Telegraph Insurance Company.”58 With the Globe Trust, submarine 
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cables investment became an option for inexperienced, small, and more 
risk-averse investors. It catered “to the emerging middle classes with sav-
ings and no knowledge of where to invest.”59 This security for the share-
holders came at a high price for the entrepreneurs: Pender’s Globe Trust 
was “militantly monopolistic.”60 Although Cyrus W. Field denounced any 
monopolistic ambitions, he considered “unity” among the cable com-
panies to be their “strength and power.”61 According to Daniel Gooch, 
another director of the Globe, it was a wise principle “that these large 
cable companies . . . should . . . combine to form a property which shall 
be a safe and sound investment for people, who are not acquainted . . . 
with this class of property.”62 In effect, the Globe’s ultimate aim was to 
put all its rivals out of business.

Set on avoiding a “partnership” with either the cable pool of the 
existing Atlantic telegraph companies or the Globe Trust, the Siemens 
Brothers’ final strategy was well considered. First, they manufactured 
the cable themselves in their workshop in Woolwich. Second, they 
launched their own cable ship, making them independent of the Great 
Eastern—until then the only steamer big enough to carry an Atlantic 
cable. At the turn of the year 1872/73, William Siemens commenced 
negotiations with the boat builders Mitchel & Co. about an explicitly 
fitted cable laying ship, the Faraday.63 The name of the cable ship, refer-
ring to the scientist Michael Faraday, revealed a deeper divide between 
Siemens and Pender over the role of science in business in the con-
troversy yet to come. Faraday discovered the scientific principles that 
allowed electricity to be used for practical purposes, and without his 
achievements, all electrical inventions, including the telegraph, would 
have been impossible. Siemens’s use of his name represented his 
approach toward submarine telegraphy from the science and not the 
business perspective. Siemens emphasized technological progress and 
competition over economic gains, whereas Pender preferred a monop-
olistic market structure.

In March 1873, DUSC was launched with a market capitalization of 
£1,300,000. The company was registered in London. William Siemens 
held the position of consulting director, and the German engineer, 
George von Chauvin, one of the rising employees of Siemens & Halske, 
became manager and electrician. Siemens Brothers alone held £50,000 
worth of shares in return for being entrusted with manufacturing the 
cable at the price of £1,100,000.64 The Siemens brothers also broke fresh 
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ground in the financial structure of the new company. The case of the 
French Atlantic Cable Company and its financial backing through J.S. 
Morgan & Co. had demonstrated that Pender and his growing cable 
empire held a stronghold within London, then the world’s financial 
center. Also the Globe Trust was dominated by John Pender. Because, 
according to Werner Siemens, “the English financial market was closed 
off to [them] by the overpowering rivalry” of the other Atlantic cable 
companies, most of the company’s capital came from the European 
continent.65 By July 1873, 187 shareholders had purchased the 65,000 
shares, each worth £20. Yet out of these shareholders, it was a small 
group of nineteen who owned almost 48,000 shares worth £957,820 
or roughly 75 percent of the total capital. Among these were the leading 
and emerging banks of Europe outside of London, such as Société de 
Crédit Mobilier in Paris (7,048 shares), the Banque Centrale Anversoise 
in Antwerp (6,167 shares), the Deutsche Bank in Berlin (2,657 shares), 
and the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas in Paris (2,203 shares), as well 
as the Anglo-Austrian Bank in London (1,323 shares).66 Other major 
investors included a select number of wealthy individuals, predomi-
nantly merchants or “networking businessmen,” as economic historian 
William P. Kennedy termed this social group that came to be so impor-
tant for the nineteenth-century investment market.67 Among them were 
Alexander Frederick Kleinwort, a German expatriate in London (4,406 
shares); Louis Lemmé from Antwerp (1,542 shares); Georges Brugmann 
from Brussels (1,982 shares); and, of course, members of the Siemens 
family (3,432 shares all together).68

Although the company was incorporated in London, in 1873 three-
quarters of the company’s capital was held outside of Great Britain, 
but not outside of Europe. The major centers of trade and finance in 
Europe, such as Antwerp, Brussels, and Paris, albeit secondary in their 
position to London, were the main recruiting grounds for big investors. 
Most of those residing in London, such as Alexander Kleinwort, Charles 
Günther, and Johan Conrad im Thurn, were German merchant émi-
grés.69 These men were in all likelihood part of the same social circles 
as William Siemens in London, and their common German heritage 
probably played a role in their decision to invest in the Siemens project. 
Similarly to the Great Atlantic Cable and the Americans in Britain, or 
more generally to British investment schemes in the dominions, tap-
ping into the network of expatriates was crucial. Within these networks, 
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trust was generated and information circulated.70 Finally, judging from 
the company’s financial structure, it almost seems as if continental 
Europe was striking out against London, which endeavored to claim all 
of the world’s communication. These efforts emerged in the 1870s not 
due to nationalist animosities but because of economic disadvantages 
in other commercial centers, such as Paris, Amsterdam, Antwerp, and, 
later, Berlin. In addition to the transatlantic transmission rates, the mer-
chants on the continent also had to pay for the landlines leading from 
the Atlantic cables’ landing places. This increased costs excessively and 
disadvantaged them compared to their British competitors in transat-
lantic trade. Such considerations explain the relatively high numbers 
of Belgian shareholders. In the mid-nineteenth century, Great Britain 
and Belgium remained the two most highly industrialized countries per 
capita. Although Belgium had a relatively small economy, it was highly 
important. In 1873, it produced about half as much iron as its much 
larger neighbor France.71

The guerre à l’outrance, war to the uttermost, as William Siemens 
termed the upcoming fight against the Atlantic telegraph monopoly, 
began well before the Atlantic cable was even landed. It encompassed all 
means of intrigue, slander, and possibly sabotage, and both parties pri-
marily used the British press to influence and agitate the public and the 
stock markets.72 Also paying out the cable proved cumbersome. Several 
attempts were necessary before it was safely laid across the Atlantic. 
Additionally, Siemens Brothers faced a court injunction prohibiting 
the cable landing on the coast of Newfoundland, which was initiated 
by the Anglo-American Telegraph Company.73 Finally, on September 15, 
1875, the DUSC cable was opened for public traffic. Already on the first 
day, brokers raced the Atlantic cables. The new DUSC cable beat the 
old Atlantic ones by over an hour. Its shares rose by £11, and within the 
course of a few months, DUSC covered 30 percent of the transatlantic 
telegraph traffic.74 

According to the Siemens brothers’ letters, the “Anglos,” as they 
called the Atlantic telegraph clan around Pender, Gooch, Anderson, and 
company, undertook everything possible to defend their monopoly.75 In 
December 1875, Carl reported to Werner that the fight was becoming 
fierce as “these dogs were spreading any sorts of rumors.” Carl was refer-
ring to a “ridiculous article” bashing their cable, which had appeared in 
the Daily Telegraph. He concluded that from now on “the big guns should 
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be hauled out against this robber band.”76 The Siemens brothers were 
so suspicious that when their cable broke three times in less than a year, 
they believed that it had to be “malevolent” and “purposeful destruc-
tion.”77 Consequently, they had their cable tested by the two most eminent 
authorities in submarine telegraphic science, Professor William Thom-
son and F. J. Bramwell. These two confirmed that “these fractures [were] 
the result of violence willfully applied,” a fact that was duly circulated in 
various newspapers.78 It is difficult to determine whether the cable broke 
due to sabotage or other reasons. At that time, it was fairly common for 
submarine cables to break, as they had to withstand strong undercur-
rents, rocky ocean beds, and, particularly in more shallow water, ships’ 
anchors. Yet sabotage cannot be ruled out.

After a legal suit and possibly sabotage, the Anglos attempted two 
relatively simple business strategies: price war and hostile takeover by 
purchasing shares. Soon after the opening of the DUSC line, the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company initiated the price war, which soon brought 
both competitors under three shilling per word. Yet it had little effect in 
forcing the new contestant out of business.79 Hence, John Pender and 
James Anderson began to quietly amass a large number of DUSC shares. 
When, in early spring 1877, the Siemens family and their supporters real-
ized that Pender was secretly buying up shares, they attempted anything 
possible “to undo the gains made.”80 The matter would come to a head at 
the DUSC’s shareholder meetings in spring 1877.

Sources from both sides of the argument, such as Emma Pender, 
wife of John Pender, as well as the Siemens brothers’ correspondence, 
report how the threat of rioting and violence was in the air at the DUSC’s 
shareholder meetings in the spring of 1877.81 One DUSC shareholder in 
particular, Henry Labouchere, journalist, editor, and politician, unnerved 
Emma Pender as he attempted to threaten and blackmail John Pender. 
During shareholder meetings in February 1877, when Pender was 
received with both “cheers and hisses,” Labouchere was Pender’s harsh-
est and most outspoken critic.82 He sought any means to thwart Pender’s 
plans of a merger with the Anglo-American Telegraph Company and 
declared the shareholders’ vote Pender had promoted (and won) on the 
issue as illegal and irreconcilable with the DUSC’s articles of associa-
tion. His opposition to Pender became particularly vivid during the court 
case following the unresolved voting issue: as a last resort, some DUSC 
shareholders and directors initiated a lawsuit over the results of this vote, 
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which would have given Pender authority to proceed with his takeover. 
Labouchere again showed that he was a man of quick temper:

Labouchere was in court & .  .  .  the man simply raved. He swore he 
would be revenged. He would publish every “black” that Pender had 
ever committed & if he could not get enough of true ones to destroy 
him by he would publish lies: “I have the power to make half the world 
believe and the rest will follow whether they believe it or not.” . . . Well 
the meeting of the Globe & Direct took place & Labouchere seemed 
actually to control every word & action of the Direct [DUSC] board.83

In March 1877, the court case was decided in Pender’s favor, declaring 
the vote as valid. Still, the big showdown was yet to come. DUSC’s final 
shareholder meeting in April 1877 lasted “over five hours,” and newspa-
per reports described it as a combat until the very end within a brutal 
“system of warfare.”84 According to William Siemens, it had been a “fight 
over life and death.”85 His brother Carl reported to Werner that William 
had “raged and let hell loose over Pender’s clique.”86 Emma Pender too 
remarked in her letter to William des Voeux, her son-in-law, that there 
were, in the words of a lady, “plenty of disagreeables” involved in the 
takeover. There were further “disturbing private interests” and “biters & 
assailers in every corner.” According to her reports, William Siemens, in 
particular, “ha[d] occupied a disgraceful position.” As a result, he would 
“probably have to disgorge”; and she continued, managers and directors 
of the DUSC “have fought hard & fight still.”87

In the end, all their fighting came to nothing. By mid-1877, the 
Anglos had gained control over the company and forced it to surrender. 
A special resolution was published in July 1877 stating that the company 
would “be wound up voluntarily” and “liquidated.”88 In the following 
weeks, a new company was established with the exact same name and 
even some of the old directors. Its management was integrated within 
that of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company, and a joint-purse 
agreement, sharing gains and losses according to a fixed proportion, 
was adopted in order to “harmonize . . . the . . . companies’ operations 
and dedicate .  .  . both firms to obstruct any and all rivals from enter-
ing the world’s most valuable communication market.”89 Such a step 
had become necessary, as the original DUSC had stated in its articles 
of association that “no arrangement should be come to by which the 
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company should participate in the profits of the existing Atlantic Tele-
graph company.”90

Within this “war,” Pender and Siemens were fighting on several 
fronts. It was a clash of not only two rivaling companies but also two 
different business models with warring concepts of the importance of 
research and development. Reconsidering the telegraphic war on the 
Atlantic from the investment perspective, it was not so much the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company that opposed the DUSC, but Pender’s 
Globe Trust and Telegraph Company. Four years before those stormy 
DUSC board meetings in 1877, Werner Siemens confessed to his brother 
how much he “hated this monster consortium” (the Globe) as “progress 
[was] suffering” from its monopolistic approach.91 After the defeat of 
the DUSC, William Siemens used his position as president of the inter-
nationally operating Society of Telegraph Engineers as a platform for a 
political statement. In his inaugural address of January 1878, he actually 
meant to discuss the advances in the field of submarine telegraphy as 
accomplished by various scientists in different countries. Yet, he used 
the opportunity to launch a major attack against Pender and the Globe. 
He declared that the Globe constituted a major threat to the “ingenuity 
and enterprise” of the engineer. According to Siemens, the “free exercise 
of these faculties” was menaced “not by legislative action, but a powerful 
financial combination,” the Globe. This combination intended “to merge 
the interests of all oceanic and international lines and the construction 
of new lines into one interest” and attempted to suffocate the “irrepress-
ible spirit of British enterprise.”92 It seems to be an odd coincidence that 
the Eastern Telegraph Company held its ordinary general meeting the 
very next day, during which Pender duly backtracked: he was perfectly 
honest about his position on the place of scientists and that he regarded 
William Siemens as such. Scientists were, in his view, all very well in 
their place, but their place was “in the laboratory, or at any rate not in the 
directory of big business.” As to the financial combination Siemens had 
been referring to, “it must be one which only exist[ed] in Dr. Siemens’ 
own imagination.”93

None of the competitive struggles between different submarine tele-
graph companies around the globe had ever been or would ever again be 
fought so fiercely. Certainly, much of the dispute arose from personal ani-
mosities. Yet, the clash between Pender and Siemens was not only over 
business matters but also over the future course of submarine telegraphy: 
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competition versus monopoly. William Siemens, as an engineer, repre-
sented a scientific approach to ocean cables; he was eager to improve the 
technology through large investments in research and development.94 
He held competition to be the motor for these scientific improvements, 
as rivals would strive for ever better and faster ocean cables. Competition 
would also lead to tariff reductions. John Pender, in turn, represented the 
practical man and a service-oriented business model, with a rather “con-
servative” approach to research and development. He saw no benefit in 
“ruinous competition” or costly developments that might, or might not, 
lead to improvements for providing faster and more reliable service in 
ocean cabling. Pender’s victory marked by the DUSC takeover had seri-
ous implications for the future of submarine technology, which by the 
1890s had fallen into a “culture of lassitude” where it was content to use 
tried and tested technologies.95

The dispute between Pender and Siemens over the place of scientists 
had implications for the future of not only submarine telegraphy but also 
industrial and scientific Britain. In the eyes of Siemens, it came down 
to a fight between progress and stagnation and was thus a challenge 
to the very premises of their age. The mid-nineteenth century had pre-
dominantly been the age of smoke and steam—of the steam engine, the 
railway, and the telegraph—in sum, of British industrial development. 
Thereafter, three new kinds of industry (chemical, electrical and optical, 
and refrigeration) developed that were based much more strongly on 
advanced scientific knowledge, were centered on the research labora-
tory, and were located outside of Great Britain.96 Scholars usually mark 
the 1870s as the beginning of Britain’s industrial decline relative to Ger-
many and the United States and connect it to this very “failure” of com-
panies to invest in research and development.97 Although the scale of 
research and development in Great Britain was larger than usually pro-
claimed, its history after the 1870s illustrates the extent to which tech-
nical development diversified:98 in the mid-nineteenth century, much 
of the world’s technical history had been essentially British, but by the 
end of the nineteenth century, British and world technological history 
diverged considerably.99

In the end, this division between the scientist and the practical man 
had a most profound impact on the Class of 1866 itself. This group of 
Atlantic cable actors originally consisted of entrepreneurs and engineers, 
financiers and electricians, practical men as well as scientists. To reach 
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their goal, an even division between both sides was fundamental. Now, 
in the entrepreneurs’ view, science became more and more a costly and 
unnecessary impediment to great profits and the scientist, engineer, and 
electrician an appendage to the business corporation. The implementa-
tion of Pender’s monopolistic business model targeted at capital accumu-
lation did not necessarily mark the end of telegraph engineering science. 
Still, Pender’s intervention more or less ended any potential reign of the 
engineer-entrepreneurs. In 1856, the Atlantic Telegraph Company had 
been launched by the engineers John Brett and Charles T. Bright in coop-
eration with the businessman Cyrus W. Field. In the 1870s, the ranks of 
directors barely included any active scientist or engineer. Almost simul-
taneously, the work of the independent consulting engineers started to 
become more and more limited.100 Finally, for William Siemens and Sie-
mens Brothers, defeat had not been as absolute as one might think. They 
had lost the DUSC but won immeasurable “prestige” as cable manufac-
turers and cable layers; they established themselves as a viable alternative 
to Telcon.101 From this time onward, almost every competitor attempting 
to defy the Eastern and Associated Companies’ global system, such as Jay 
Gould’s American Telegraph and Cable Company or John Mackay and 
Gordon Bennett’s Commercial Cable Company, placed orders with Sie-
mens Brothers to produce and lay their cable. This was particularly the 
case on the North Atlantic; Siemens Brothers laid seven out of sixteen 
Atlantic cables finished during the course of the nineteenth century.102 
Telcon and Siemens Brothers only merged their operations in 1935, when 
the history of long distance ocean cables slowly came to an end.103

THE NEW WOMAN AND THE COMMON MAN  
ON THE TELEGRAPH STOCK MARKET

While competition raged in the 1870s between the system’s “great men” 
and their competing business models, the telegraph companies also 
changed drastically at the level of smaller shareholders. By the 1870s 
and 1880s, telegraph companies attracted more than just large inves-
tors with major capital. The DUSC shareholder lists reveal not just its 
large investors but also the average people who owned only one or two 
shares. As an investment, submarine telegraphy was attractive not only 
to merchants, gentlemen, and stock brokers but also to clerks, ministers, 
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schoolmasters, and, in particular, women—people who might never 
have actually used the cable service around the globe. Still, these people 
understood it as a key technology of their time and a safe place to invest 
their savings.

The industrial economy of the nineteenth century was fundamentally 
different from the mercantile economy of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries in both its geography and internal structures. Up to the 
early nineteenth century, enterprises had characteristically been financed 
privately through family assets and expanded by reinvesting profits. This 
often meant that most of the company’s capital was tied up and that com-
panies relied heavily on loans for routine operating expenses. With the 
increasing size and cost of industrial undertakings, such as railways, 
metals production, or submarine telegraphs, it became more and more 
difficult to mobilize enough money, particularly in countries just enter-
ing industrialization and lacking large accumulations of private capital. 
Yet even in countries such as Great Britain and France, where such res-
ervoirs of capital were readily available, new ways of mobilizing capital 
and channeling savings into enterprises were sought. In addition to the 
investment banks, such as Crédit Mobilier, joint-stock companies domi-
nated the new economy of the time. In Great Britain, they were estab-
lished and regulated through the Companies Acts of 1856 and 1862 and 
financed “by the investment of the faceless thousands.” The Limited 
Liability Act of 1855 further took out some of the risks of investments; 
turning the company into a “person,” it protected investors from losing 
all should the venture fail.104

Like many of the other grand industrial and infrastructural schemes 
of the time, the submarine cable boom of the 1870s owed much to the 
reorganization of capital as well as the “vulgarization of the money mar-
ket” of the early nineteenth century.105 It would have been impossible for 
John Pender to establish the series of companies in the 1870s merely 
with the money of a small group of investors, let alone his own private 
capital. This was even more the case because he received little financial 
support from the various governments concerned. After the cable fail-
ures of 1858, submarine telegraphy developed to be a primarily privately 
financed enterprise. Of the total mileage of over 165,000 nautical miles 
of cables paid out by 1898, private enterprises had provided nearly 90 
percent. Different governments from all around the world supplied the 
remaining 10 percent.106 In 1888, when £40,000,000 had been invested 
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in the global diffusion of communication, only £4,000,000 had come 
from the British government.107

For a long time, ocean cables were too capricious a technology to be 
the basis for safe and steady business. Several authors concluded that 
submarine telegraphy “was nothing, if not adventurous.”108 Especially 
in the early decades, the companies were, similar to the railway compa-
nies during the boom of the 1840s, frequently spoken of as “gambling 
speculations.”109 Among the “casual sources of detriment” to the cables 
themselves were ships’ anchors, rocks, sharks, sawfish and swordfish, 
teredoes (a marine worm), and “other ‘common objects’ of the deep sea 
in different latitudes.”110 In times of peace, the greatest threat to ocean 
cables remained, despite all ocean soundings, the unknown and unseen 
of the deep sea, in addition to the common fisherman.111 The initially 
common occurrence of cable breakages had considerable effects on the 
cable companies’ worth on the stock market. When a cable was damaged, 
it could take weeks or even months before the connection was repaired. 
If the company did not own a second cable along the same route or could 
not offer alternative transmission routes, its business came to a complete 
standstill. During this period, the value of shares usually plummeted. 

On September 29, 1875, for example, the Birmingham Daily Post con-
firmed “rumours” that the DUSC Atlantic cable was broken, while the 
company still attempted to keep up the appearance that all was in work-
ing order. They even sent their messages, as Emma Pender reported, “in 
a covert & dishonourable manner” through their rival’s Atlantic cables.112 
It was only on November 3, 1875, five weeks later, that the company 
announced that the broken ends of the cable had been buoyed and that 
“communication [would] shortly be restored.”113 When hardly a month 
later the DUSC cable broke again, rival Anglo-American shares “rapidly 
advanced, closing at a rise of 8s [shillings] for the day,” while DUSC shares 
lost considerable value.114 For the shareholders, interruptions usually 
meant that they could be “deprived of their current dividends so long as 
the interruption continued.”115 On the contrary, great gains could also be 
made, and in the long run, cable companies were a profitable investment, 
although entrepreneurs attempted to disguise just how profitable their 
cable companies were. By 1898, the Eastern and Associated Companies’ 
shares had “only” gained 50 percent in contrast to their value two decades 
earlier.116 Companies adopted various measures to obscure high profits 
and keep further rivals from entering the market. Early on, the companies 
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started to pay out lower dividends and invest the remainder into a reserve 
fund to cover costs of cable maintenance. In the early twentieth century, 
most of the companies even covered the enormous costs of new cables 
from the reserve fund, thereby avoiding high interest on loans.117

But to whom were the companies paying out their dividends? For 
the DUSC, complete shareholder lists are accessible from 1873 until the 
1920s, when the British General Post Office bought the company. These 
Annual List(s) of Members and Summary of Capital and Shares, which 
the Companies Act required British companies to maintain from 1844 
on, give detailed information on name, street address, occupation, num-
ber of shares, as well as date of purchase and sale. These details reveal 
social and cultural aspects of the financial networks backing the emer-
gence of a global communication system.118

One of the first and most obvious findings is a stark increase in DUSC 
shareholder numbers mirroring the general trend of the stock market’s 
growing importance in the Western world in general and in Great Brit-
ain in particular: over the course of the nineteenth century, middle- and 
upper-class England became a “nation of shareholders,” and by 1900, 
roughly two-fifths of the nation’s wealth was invested in company 
shares.119 Although the amount of DUSC shares, 65,000 at £20 initial 
nominal value, remained relatively unchanged, the number of share-
holders increased steadily from 187 original shareholders in July 1873 to 
922 shareholders in April 1877. When the company was relaunched in 
November 1877, the number dropped to 436 shareholders but rose again 
to 1,372 in March 1882 and 1,795 in 1887. Thereafter, shareholder num-
bers remained relatively steady. In the 1909 annual shareholders’ lists, 
there were 1,780 DUSC shareholders.

Such an increase in investors in the 1870s and 1880s signaled a shift 
from “big money” to “small investment,” that is, those with 100 shares 
and less. The rise in popular investment had started in Europe with the 
“railway mania” of the 1840s. Additionally, the emergence of financial 
journalism, in the form of investors’ manuals and newspapers with stock 
price lists, charts, and instructions on problem solving, turned investors 
into “literate citizens” and helped the common men to “master a lan-
guage that . . . before was too obscure.”120 In the concurrent reshaping of 
the financial market, both railways and telegraphs played an important 
role. Similar to the railways, the telegraphs were both a means of diffu-
sion of stock market information and thus central to the rise of popular 
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investment as well as objects of investment. 121  In 1909, only 106 DUSC 
investors, representing 5 percent of all shareholders, owned 100 shares or 
more. Only fi ve of these investors owned more than 400 shares. Solely, 
the Globe Trust and Telegraph Company, in itself a joint-stock company 
representing a larger number of small shareholders, held 9,945 shares. 
Comtesse Isabelle Gontran de la Baume-Pluvinel from Paris, with 420 
shares, was the largest individual shareholder. This is in contrast to 
1873, when 71 shareholders, representing 37 percent of all shareholders, 
owned 100 shares or more; 19 of these original 1873 shareholders had 
bought 1,000 shares or more. They represented almost 48,000 shares 
worth £957,820, or about 75 percent of the company’s total capital. 

 The shift in DUSC shareholders toward larger numbers of smaller 
shareholders depended on several factors. It correlated with an increas-
ing public recognition of submarine telegraphy as a technology-in-use, 
as well as its acceptance as a relatively safe means of investment. The 
best indicator for this development is the media coverage cable-laying 
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enterprises received. After 1866, the extent of media coverage dwin-
dled continually. Each cable-laying enterprise “gave greater experience 
to those involved,” which meant that for the cable actors as well as for 
the general public, “the pioneering aspect of it all soon settled into 
tedium.”122 Also, the setup of the Globe Trust in November 1872 helped 
to install submarine telegraphy as, in the words of Globe director Dan-
iel Gooch, “a save [sic] and sound investment.”123 The great jump in the 
number of shareholders after 1877 relates to the joint-purse and working 
agreement, as well as the end of the tariff war between the DUSC and 
the Anglo-American Telegraph Company. Although the Atlantic pool’s 
monopoly prohibited fair competition and potential lowering of tariffs, 
from an investment perspective, it placed the company on safer foot-
ing. The Atlantic pool agreement foresaw that in case of cable breakages, 
messages would be rerouted through the other members’ cables, limit-
ing the traffic loss.124 Another aspect that made DUSC shares attractive 
was the company’s high technological standards for its cables. It was the 
first to inaugurate fast working on Atlantic cables. The company used a 
new design invented by Siemens Brothers allowing for faster transmis-
sion speed. In addition, in 1878, its cable was duplexed. Now the cable 
could send sixteen words per minute each way over a length of 2,420 
nautical miles.125 Prior to the DUSC cable, receipt of a reply to a cable-
gram between New York or Boston and Europe within thirty to forty min-
utes had been considered a remarkable transmission time. Already in the 
1870s, DUSC people brought this transmission time down to ten min-
utes. In 1893, The Sun, a New York newspaper, reported that the results of 
the Oxford and Cambridge boat race were received in the United States 
via DUSC cable, within thirteen seconds of the finish of the race.126

Alongside the number of shareholders, their regional constitu-
ency also changed. Over the years, DUSC capital became increasingly 
British in terms of its shareholders, as the stock market moved, tightly 
connected to the spread of the telegraph network, from the great com-
mercial and industrial centers into Britain’s midsize towns. At the same 
time, the number of non-British investors significantly decreased. In 
April 1877, 79 entries had an address from outside the United Kingdom 
(UK). These foreigners made up roughly 8.6 percent of the total num-
ber of shareholders and represented 22,748 shares (about £454,960 
in nominal value) or 35.2 percent of the total capital. Strongholds of 
non-UK shareholders were the centers of commerce such as Antwerp 
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(18 shareholders at £142,500 nominal value = 11.0 percent of the total 
capital), Brussels (6 shareholders at £17,560 nominal value = 1.4 percent), 
and Paris (30 shareholders at £147,100 nominal value = 11.4 percent). 
These numbers could have been even higher, because some non-UK 
stockholders still might have used the London stock market. The annual 
lists also reveal the company’s particular connection to Germany at the 
time. Eight shareholders came from Berlin and one each from Bremen, 
Breslau, Cologne, Frankfurt, and Königsberg. They represented a nomi-
nal value of £94,660, or 7.3 percent of the company’s total capital. Addi-
tional places of foreign investment were Florence, Lyon, and Vienna. 
In the early years of the company, the foreign shareholders’ addresses 
correlated directly with locations of industrialization and trade, places 
where people placed a high importance on up-to-date international 
information. About half of the foreign investors gave “merchant” as 
their occupation, in addition to some “bankers,” or “agents du change.”  
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Among them were such prominent names as the Russian banker 
Joseph Günzburg, then residing in Paris; Charles Meara of the Antwer-
pian trading house C. Meara & Co.; and Gaston Dreyfus, one of the best-
known bankers of the time. Of the remaining “gentlemen,” many, such 
as the Antwerpian merchants Louis Lemmé, proprietor of the trading 
house Louis Lemmé & Co., and Gustav Grisar of G. & E. Grisar, also 
worked in the trading profession.

Later on, with the terrestrial telegraph system, the stock market 
also reached from the commercial centers into the British countryside. 
Stockholders no longer came solely from the cities of London, Glasgow, 
Liverpool, or Dublin, but from Chiswick, a popular country retreat for 
Londoners with nothing but an agrarian and fishing economy; Ewell, a 
similarly small place outside of London; Huddersfield, a small cotton-
mill town between Manchester and Leeds; or Wincanton, Somerset, 
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a small town between London and the southwest of England. Stock-
holders increasingly originated from small or midsize towns that were 
of little importance from an industrial or financial point of view. Such 
geographic diversification showed that the sense of a global connected-
ness, or rather its importance, had moved from the centers of finance 
and trade into the countryside. It now equally reached St. Albans in the 
north of London, Oswestry in Wales, or Scarborough on the North Sea 
coast of North Yorkshire. At the same time, as its stock “moved” out into 
the countryside, the company became increasingly British. In 1909, only 
26 shareholders had an address from outside the United Kingdom. They 
made up 1.5 percent of the total number of investors representing shares 
worth £33,980 nominal value, or 2.7 percent of the company’s capital. 
In a sense, the company was being financially “nationalized.”127 More-
over, the Globe’s hostile takeover of the DUSC in 1877 furthered this pro-
cess. From November 1877 on, the Globe Trust and Telegraph Company 
was always by far one of the largest shareholders.128 It remains unclear 
whether this nationalization was because the buyers became increas-
ingly national or because small shareholders invested in domestic com-
panies that they knew.

The increasing nationalization of small investors meant that the 
social composition of investors changed drastically. Investors’ occupa-
tions became increasingly diverse in social structure. Submarine teleg-
raphy was no longer an investment for those who directly benefited from 
the use of submarine cables, such as merchants, bankers, shipowners, 
or stockbrokers, such as Louis Lemmé, Gustave Dreyfus, or Werner 
Siemens. It also appealed to other professional groups, such as clerks, 
schoolmasters, ministers, and students who merely saw it as an invest-
ment. With high probability, John Bidgood, a gardener from Exeter (six 
shares), Thomas Forster, an art student from Wills (four shares), and 
John Anderson, a bootmaker from Bridgenorth (eight shares), were not 
involved in any transatlantic trading or financial transactions and might 
never have sent a cablegram to North America or some other place in the 
world. Yet they might have recognized the cables as a key technology of 
their time providing a connectivity to faraway places around the globe—a 
connectivity that they certainly consumed and experienced in the form of 
coffee or tea, news reports, and world exhibitions or simply by the impe-
rial expansion of their home country, most noticeably seen in 1877 when 
Queen Victoria had herself proclaimed Empress of India. Investment 
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in ocean cables was particularly attractive for those living right next to a 
cable station or working at one of the cable stations of the world. Several 
stockholder entries have addresses in Heart’s Content, Newfoundland; 
Brest, France; and Weston-super-Mare, England, three of the seven main 
Atlantic cable landing places.129 From April 1877 on, James Graves, super-
intendent of the Atlantic cable station in Valentia, Ireland, is listed. He 
owned the considerable number of 155 shares and exemplifies how much 
the cable operators identified with their profession. Certainly, the staff 
also had the advantage of inside information over other investors.130

Among those small investors, women showed a particular interest in 
ocean cables as a means of investment. This might come as a surprise, 
as women are usually reported as having played no great part in the his-
tory of ocean cables and the globalization of communication. Their great-
est presence lies in their absence. Contemporaries and scholars today 
usually consider women en passant while attributing rather passive 
roles: they are portrayed as the patient, faithful, and devoted wife to the 
ingenious entrepreneur; she bears all hardships willingly and silently, 
although the ocean cable business is an increasingly “unwelcome intru-
sion” into her social and family life.131 These women, as for example Mary 
Stone Field, deal with their husbands’ months of absence as well as with 
the fact that they are risking their family’s financial security with stoic 
indulgence. Throughout the entire twelve years of the Atlantic cable proj-
ect, the Field family’s fortune “had been linked precariously with the suc-
cess of this strange wire at the bottom of the ocean.” Mary Stone Field 
had born it all without even one complaint.132 Even at the cable stations, 
women were bound to the household sphere. In contrast to the landlines, 
at the Atlantic cable stations, female operators were not employed before 
the twentieth century.133 Women were seen as beautiful adjuncts to the 
male undertaking, and generally, the narrative places them at the mar-
gins of the development of global communication and processes of glo-
balization. These seem to be “a fundamentally masculine activity.”134

Yet, women played a considerable role within the story of the globe’s 
telegraph network as financiers. Their capital generally made up a sub-
stantial part of financial resources backing the industrial economy of the 
nineteenth century.135 Contrasting the separate spheres thesis, contempo-
rary share registers and investment advisers’ records show that women 
were active in the market. They were not necessarily solely forced into 
the restricted roles of wives, mothers, or helpmeets and thus excluded 
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from active participation in economic and social life.136 Emma Pender’s 
diaries and letters, for instance, reveal an economically independent and 
shrewd business woman who bought land and shares and borrowed and 
lent money.137 An article from 1886, commenting on the visitors to the 
Atlantic cable stations, remarked that “elderly ladies” who came to visit 
not only “display[ed] an evident degree of common sense” concerning 
the working of the telegraph, but were also “frequently . . . pecuniarily 
interested.”138 

The DUSC shareholder lists reveal that the numbers of female inves-
tors increased considerably until, by the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, women made up almost half of the company’s shareholders. For 
July 1873, there are only seven entries marked as female. These seven 
made up 3.7 percent of all shareholders and represent 1,852 shares, or 
about 2.8 percent of the total capital. By 1887, this number had signifi-
cantly increased: of 1,795 shareholders, 444 entries, roughly 25 percent, 
are distinctly marked as belonging to women.139 They represented 10,748 
stocks with a nominal value of £20, which was about 16 percent of the 
company’s capital. This rise of female investment between 1873 and 1887 
is closely connected with the Women’s Property Act of 1882. The Eng-
lish Married Women’s Property Act of 1870 had already recognized a 
woman’s right to maintain property separate from her husband’s control. 
Yet in 1882 these rights were considerably expanded.140 These changes 
directly translated into the cable company’s shareholders list.141 Until the 
1880s, married women’s shares had to be listed under their husband’s 
name. Now, they appeared as fully independent entities. Only an insigni-
ficantly small number of women among the DUSC’s members are listed 
together with their husbands or a male guardian. The analysis of shares 
from February 1909 shows that the increase steadily continued. By the 
beginning of the twentieth century, 784 shareholders were female, or 44 
percent of the total.142 Yet they only represented 17,264 shares at £20, 
worth £345,280 in total, which translated to about 26 percent of the com-
pany’s total capital.

Female shareholders’ relatively small capital investment made them 
the typical small investor. In 1887, only sixty-eight women owned more 
than thirty shares; more than half of them owned ten shares or less. By 
the 1880s, however, the time of big investment in telegraphy was gener-
ally over. Still, over the years, there are some exceptions, usually wealthy 
widows, such as Elise Louise Adlegonde Cromlery from Belgium or 
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Isidora Collier de la Martiere from Paris, who held exceptionally large 
numbers of shares. In 1909, only 164 women held 30 shares or more, 
and only 24 held 100 shares or more. Yet Comtesse Isabelle Gontran de 
la Baume-Pluvinel, who came from an old noble family, represented the 
largest individual shareholder, man or woman.

Women flocked to investment in telegraphy for a variety of reasons. 
The rise in female investment coincided with the era of the New Woman 
at the end of the nineteenth century when women challenged traditional 
limits of a male-dominated society. Stock brokerage represented a means 
for new female freedom as reached in the Women’s Property Acts.143 
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Theoretically, women could not only invest but also participate in the vari-
ous shareholder meetings and vote for the board of directors. Practically, 
they were never employed as directors or even reported to have attended a 
shareholder meeting. Stock investments had a special appeal for middle-
class women, who were generally denied access to the professions and 
excluded from entrepreneurial activities but who still needed to make 
money. This was particularly the case when they were unmarried, which 
explains the high number of spinsters among female cable investors.144 
Throughout the years, the group classified as “spinsters” generally made 
up the majority among women investors. In 1909, for example, of 784 
female shareholders, 395 or roughly 50 percent were spinsters as com-
pared to 29 percent who were married and 20 percent who were widows.

Typical female investments, such as government bonds, banks, rail-
ways, utilities, or debentures, were safe and low risk. The ocean cables, 
with their likelihood to break, fierce competition, and ultimately great 
highs and lows on the stock market, should not have ranked high among 
female investors.145 Still, female investment in ocean cables was as high 
as 25 percent in 1887 and 44 percent in 1909. Women might have been 
attracted to submarine telegraphy by the relatively high revenues, the fact 
that the cables were not as risky as thus far perceived, and the accessi-
bility of the companies’ product. From the very beginning, ocean cables 
had been a very public project, highly visible in the media. Women were 
usually kept out of traditional circles and places of information, such 
as clubs or fraternal lodges, where relevant business and stock market 
information was being traded.146 In contrast to such male secrecy about 
stock market information, the progress and the failures of the cables 
could be easily followed in the daily papers. In 1876, a charge was even 
filed against DUSC when it had allegedly not immediately reported on 
its cable’s breakage.147 Information relevant to stock market investment 
could be gathered at home so that women could act relatively indepen-
dently without having to leave “their sphere.” There are hardly any pri-
mary accounts of women discussing their financial strategies to allow 
a conclusive statement on  the specific motives for women to invest in 
submarine telegraphy. Nevertheless, the shareholder lists underline the 
importance of female capital for establishing global communication and 
facilitating globalization processes.

Cable entrepreneurs and investors were very diverse and ranged from 
the “great men” to the small investor. In contrast to the much publicized 
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story of John Pender as the sole anchorman of ocean cabling, a closer 
look at the boards of directors reveals how a small group, the network of 
the Class of 1866, controlled almost all global communication via cross-
directorships and multiple directorships. Throughout the nineteenth 
century, their monopoly was repeatedly challenged, most successfully by 
Siemens Brothers in the 1870s. At the end of a fierce cable war with Pend-
er’s business consortium, Siemens Brothers managed to establish itself 
as a viable alternative on the cable manufacturing market. The antago-
nists’ battle for Atlantic cable supremacy not only shifted power relations 
on the market, but also revealed a deeper divide over how these cable 
actors envisioned global communication. Yet, these visions of the globe’s 
“electric union” concerned not only its economic structuration but also 
the system’s moral implications. Ultimately, the cable network produced 
both a unified market of goods and a unified market of morality; along 
with the transportation of stock market information, contemporaries 
believed the cable network would help the spread of values and ideas 
such as universal peace or Europe’s civilizing mission.



Father rejoiced like a boy. Mother was wild with delight. Brothers, sisters, all 
were overjoyed. Bells were rung, guns fired, children let out of school shouted, 
“The Cable is laid!” “The Cable is laid!” The Village was in a tumult of joy. 

David Dudley Field to Cyrus W. Field, Telegram, August 9, 1858.

THUS RAN the congratulatory telegram David Dudley Field sent to 
his brother Cyrus, vividly capturing the excitement sparked by the 
successful laying of the 1858 Atlantic telegraph. Not only Field’s 

hometown cheered the cable’s advent; celebrations were held “ocean-
wide” as both sides of the Atlantic commemorated “with electric enthusi-
asm . . . the nuptials of the Old World and the New.”1 During the summers 
of 1858 and 1866, banquets, speeches, sermons, and parades erupted all 
over America, Great Britain, Ireland, and Newfoundland. Even at places 
not directly linked by the cable, orators dwelled on the merits that the 
Atlantic telegraph seemed to promise for the world’s union, its “civiliza-
tion,” and “universal” peace.2 The system of ocean telegraphy de facto 
came to represent a Eurocentric exclusiveness in the form of an eco-
nomic undertaking of enormous scale, intended to foster global trade as 
well as to serve its agents’ financial interests. In its public perception, the 
arrival of the Atlantic cable set not only a small village in the middle of 
Massachusetts, but almost the entire Euro-American world, into a state 
of enthusiastic frenzy. The agents’ breakthrough with a technology that 
only some would be able to use was indissolubly connected to a vision, a 
promise almost, of a brighter future for all. The new technology’s avowal 
of a peaceful and civilized modernity entailed an imagined global unity 
that reached far beyond the telegraphs’ actual means of point-to-point 
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communication between the world’s centers of urbanity.3 Ultimately, 
the cable network produced not only a unified market of goods but also 
a unified market of morality; it would not only transport stock market 
information but also help the spread of values and ideas.4

Contemporaries discussed the imagined global impact of the telegraph, 
referring to ideas of an electric union, universal peace, and the telegraphs’ 
civilizing mission. The rhetoric of universal peace served as placeholder. 
It exemplifies how they structured their global images as well as visions of 
participants in, and beneficiaries of, the advantages of global communica-
tion, according to Western-centric thinking. The mid-nineteenth-century 
notion of an electric union and the pacifist concepts connected with it are 
some of the first expressions of a global imaginary in the history of mod-
ern globalization. For the cable actors, these discourses formed their eco-
nomic and political realm of action—they were duly implemented into 
their sales rhetoric—and influenced their cultural way of thinking. A vari-
ety of explanatory ideologies nourished contemporaries’ understanding of 
universal peace between the 1850s and the First World War, drawing from 
the political-economic philosophy of Manchester Liberalism, the idea of a 
Societas Christiana, or l’esprit d’internationalité. All of these ideologies were 
expressions of an elitist worldview that unthinkingly excluded the vast 
majority of the planet. Finally, telegraphy also functioned as an instru-
ment for Euro-America’s civilizing mission—a concept that is inextrica-
bly linked to the notion of the telegraphic progress as well as the engineer 
as the “great civilizer.” All of these ideas were inherently connected to the 
expansion of submarine telegraphy. They are verifications of an under-
lying philosophy of technology that expressed itself in the utopian and 
Eurocentric ideas of a world society of “kindred nations” in a world that 
was progressively “civilizing” itself according to the European model. Dur-
ing the Great Atlantic Cable undertaking, these ideas of universal peace 
and telegraphy’s civilizing mission were as prevalent and important to the 
undertaking as the furtherance of world trade and economic prosperity.

TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSAL PEACE,  
AND THE WORLD’S ELECTRIC UNION

Glory be to God in the Highest, on earth peace, goodwill towards men. 
The Queen desires to congratulate the President upon the successful 
completion of this grand international work.5
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On August 16, 1858, Queen Victoria and the American President James 
Buchanan exchanged congratulatory telegrams to officially open the 
Great Atlantic Cable. With her wish for “peace” and “goodwill,” Queen 
Victoria gave prominent expression to a broader public discourse on the 
Atlantic telegraphs and universal peace. The expression “peace and good-
will” is a quotation from the Bible that contemporaries easily understood. 
The phrase, taken from the Christmas story in Luke 2:14, celebrates 
the advent of Christ as the Prince of Peace.6 Its usage in the submarine 
cable context demonstrated that, aside from an economic reality, people 
in Europe and in North America connected an imagined globe with the 
cables’ proliferation as well as the advent of a new era of a Christian civili-
zation. Indeed, as the British member of parliament John Bright empha-
sized in a speech at an Atlantic cable banquet in 1864, there seemed to 
have been not one man in 1858 who had not felt “that a new world and a 
new time were opened to him.”7

The Great Atlantic Cable distinguished itself from other engineer-
ing undertakings of the time. One of these distinctions was the ubiq-
uitousness of the cable’s public perception all across the Western 
world. According to cable chronicler Henry Martyn Field, in a “history 
of popular enthusiasms .  .  . large space [must be given] to the Atlantic 
Telegraph.”8 The response of a generally Euro-American public to the 
laying of the first Atlantic cables resulted in vast amounts of newspaper 
accounts, pamphlets, poems, songs, leaflets, and cable souvenirs, such 
as the jeweler Tiffany’s engraved piece of cable. Similar to Queen Victo-
ria’s telegram, many of these accounts centered upon the cables’ inher-
ent moral and civilizing promises and a “drawing together of all parts 
of the globe in one single world.”9 The sources mirror a still undiluted 
belief in progress inherently connected to the era’s technological devel-
opments. As Charles Bright, son of the famous cable engineer Charles 
T. Bright, concluded in his 1903 cable book, “[a]nticipation and reaction 
to the cable became a celebration of the union of all the families of man 
under the dominion of one science and one art, made visible in steam 
locomotives and electric wires.”10

Many newspaper articles contained the topos of “instantaneity.”11 The 
cable, “a tie nearly as subtle as that of love,” had connected the two hemi-
spheres by means of “instantaneous intercourse . . . as though no Atlantic 
rolled between [them].”12 Indeed, the “marvelous cable” turned the Atlan-
tic into a mere “whispering gallery” and enabled “each world, . . . almost 
instantaneously, to feel the heart-pulses of the other beat.”13 Now that 
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England and America had been brought into speaking distance, the cable 
would “be the first to tell England and America what each [was] thinking 
of the other.”14 Many a contemporary hoped that instantaneous commu-
nication was the key to a world in peace. This idea was based on a theory 
of communication that saw the act of communicating as the transmis-
sion and reception of ideas. It presumed that transnational and cross-
cultural contacts enabled people to better understand the complexities 
of another community and that communication enhanced empathy for 
differences. The more frequently this happened, the better.15

The concept of peace through telegraphic, and thus instantaneous, 
communication, however, did not originate with the Atlantic cable of 
1858, nor did it vanish with its failure only a few weeks later. Rather, 
it represented the pinnacle of a discourse that accompanied means of 
modern communication from their very beginnings. Already with the 
advent of optical telegraphs around 1800, enthusiasts in the United 
States “hailed the potential of the new medium.”16 Haunted by the “spec-
ter of disunion,” early Republicans, such as Treasury Secretary Albert 
Gallatin, urged that there was no other solution “to the ‘inconveniences’ 
and even ‘dangers’ posed by the enormous size of the United States” but 
to establish speedy communication throughout the entire country.17 In 
the electric telegraphs, which during the 1830s quickly displaced optical 
telegraphy, peace advocates saw their greatest strength in their inherent 
speed by which distance could be crossed in almost no time. Through 
telegraphic instantaneity, communication theoretically controlled actions 
even over great distances. Misunderstandings could be corrected at the 
moment they appeared, instead of giving problematic messages days to 
sink in before the explanatory letter arrived. According to Napoleon III, 
in the age of the telegraph, “any misunderstanding . . . might be read-
ily rectified.”18 The magazine Punch saw submarine telegraphy especially 
well-suited to meet expectations of the creation of peace.19 These cables 
established communication between but not, as most land telegraphs 
did, within nations or communities. They created connections between 
regions that had for centuries been separated by seemingly unbridge-
able geographical impediments. Already in 1855, Samuel F. B. Morse pre-
dicted that one of the effects of the telegraph would be “to bind man to 
his fellow-man in such bonds of amity as to put an end to war.”20

The idea of the globe’s electric union also manifested itself in icono-
graphy. One engraving in particular, showing two winged female figures, 
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came to represent the cables’ mission of peace. It demonstrates the mod-
ularity and translation of the idea of an electric union into various con-
texts around the globe. The cartoon “Effect of the Submarine Telegraph: 
Or Peace and Good-Will Between England and France,” which in con-
trast to its messages still needed to be transported between the Ameri-
cas and Europe by ship, originated in the context of the Brett brothers’ 
submarine cable across the English Channel of 1851. In the picture, two 
“mermaids” of Greek stature with angelic features follow the cable’s path 
along the ocean ground. They deliver the olive branch, representing 
peace, from England to France. Just as the cable had taken its way from 
the British Isles to continental France, the mermaids were represented 
as the peaceful outreach of the English to their long-time enemy. Bro-
ken weapons, remains of sunken ship wrecks, and human skulls, repre-
senting centuries of belligerent relations between those two nations, are 
scattered on the ocean bed. Alongside the cartoon, Punch published the 

3.1 Unknown Artist, “Glory to God in the Highest, and on Earth Peace, Good Will 
Toward Men!,” in Harper’s Weekly. A Journal of Civilization, September 4, 1858, 
p. 16.
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“mermaid’s song” dwelling on the marvel of an “enchanted wire” run-
ning “from shore to shore.” Through a “conduit of a magic fire” kindly 
spirits are wishing “To England, Peace! – to France, Good-will!”21

The frequent use of the mermaids within pacifist concepts soon 
turned them into a household word. In particular the biblical refer-
ence to “peace and goodwill” developed into a well-known topos, which 
traveled telegraphic space. In September 1858, the American magazine 
Harper’s Weekly printed the very same picture in their special edition on 
the Atlantic cable expedition. The engraver only added small details to 
the original picture of 1851, such as the cable ship Great Eastern and star-
shaped ornaments for the mermaids, thus making them look as if they 
were dressed in a Star-Spangled Banner. In effect, he simply exchanged 
France for America.22 Similar to the article in Punch from 1851, Harper’s 
Weekly expressed its hope that a telegraphic line would ameliorate exist-
ing Anglo-American tensions. In this pictorial transfer of the mermaids’ 
song across the Atlantic, they substituted the Anglo-American context 
for the Anglo-French one, without making any distinction between the 
countries’ varying histories of transnational relations. Communication 
via ocean cable appeared as a panacea for international tensions and con-
flicts, a panacea that was—using the metaphor of an ever expanding net 
of wires—globally applicable and ever spreading. In the mid-nineteenth 
century, the image of the mermaids and their promise of universal peace 
traveled along the telegraph lines, accompanying the globalization of 
communication.

It is difficult to determine whether the discourse on universal peace 
was primarily manipulated by the cable agents’ promotional rhetoric, 
was due to sheer exaggeration, or stemmed from the sincere belief that 
ocean telegraphy could truly accomplish a global electric union. Never-
theless, the cable agents’ and the publics’ universal peace aspirations 
are not to be taken as utterly naïve or to be dismissed too lightly. Their 
hopes were not entirely without foundation, as the timing or, rather, the 
sequence in which people learned of events could be more important to 
resolving conflict than the actual chronology. Prior to the introduction of 
ocean telegraphs, these could vary considerably. On Christmas Eve 1814, 
for example, a peace treaty ended the War of 1812 between Great Brit-
ain and the United States. However, news of that treaty did not reach 
Washington before February 1815. In the meantime, on January 8, 1815, 
U.S. troops led by Andrew Jackson defeated the British at the Battle of 
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New Orleans. According to historian David Nickles, faster communica-
tion, such as a transatlantic cable, would have “averted that engagement, 
saved many lives, and, in all probability, prevented Jackson from later 
becoming president of the United States.”23

In addition to ocean cables, other enterprises of civil engineering 
were also seen as centerpieces of a transboundary distribution of uni-
versal peace. In the decades after 1860, when many natural, century-old 
barriers, such as mountain ranges and oceans, were overcome to facili-
tate transnational railway and steamship connections, contemporaries 
hoped that this would develop new neighborhoods of kindred nations 
and relationships of mutual respect and friendship.24 In 1861, upon the 
opening of the South Eastern Railway Company’s new rapid steamship 
between France and England, an article in Punch concluded that it would 
undoubtedly improve Anglo-French relations. According to the author 
of “Neighbours Getting Over Their Distance to One Another,” it was the 
kettle “in the vapour of which young James Watt prophetically saw the 
first steamer,” which would turn out “to be the most powerful pacificator 
the world has ever known.” Emphatically, the writer suggested that the 
Peace Society should adopt the “kettle as their crest.”25

As the engraving “L’Arrivée à Paris” from 1884 and the 1869 gold 
medal commemorating the opening of the Suez Canal demonstrate, all 
of these grand engineering projects seemed to be embedded into similar 
pacifist discourses, irrespective of whether it was the Great Atlantic Cable, 
the Suez Canal (1869), the tunneling of St. Gotthard in the Alps (1881), or 
the scheme of an English Channel tunnel. All of these projects overcame 
geographical obstacles that had for centuries been considered to be per-
manent. These technological breakthroughs allowed, as Reverend Cort-
landt van Rensselaer, an American Presbyterian, pointed out, that “man 
walk[ed] beyond the bounds of his domain” and reached out into the 
world with a peaceful hand.26 All these projects would be spearheaded 
by Eirene, the goddess of peace, and “prépare la paix du monde.”27 Ferdi-
nand de Lesseps, the builder of the Suez Canal, expressed the very same 
notion. To him, the great construction projects of the nineteenth century 
represented “enterprises of universal interest” that had an identical pur-
pose: “to bring peoples closer together and thereby to bring about an era 
in which men, by knowing one another, will finally stop fighting.”28

Yet to whose distance was de Lesseps, Field, or one of the many other 
creators of global development projects at the time referring? These 
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pacifist concepts need to be read through the lens of Euro-American 
power relations. In the case of the Atlantic cable, this certainly means 
the American Civil War and the emerging concept of Anglo-American 
special relations.29 According to Queen Victoria, the Atlantic cables estab-
lished not only telegraphic communication but also “an additional bond 
of union” between the United States and Great Britain.30 Moreover, they 
were meant, as the American President Buchanan emphasized, to serve 
the promotion of “perpetual peace and friendship between the kindred 
nations.”31 Due to a common, if not shared, history of colonialism, and 
through mutual language and heritage, it became increasingly common 
in the nineteenth century to refer to both nations as familial. Texts implic-
itly drew from the racial concept of Anglo-Saxonism, which developed at 
the time. Beginning with the early 1800s, Englishmen and Americans 
started to compare the Anglo-Saxons to each other. Their conclusion was 
that the “innate characteristics of the race,” and not environment or acci-
dent, had led to their rise and success.32

The experience of how close both nations came to war during the 
1860s helps to explain some of the later concepts of peace. After the 
War of 1812, relations between Great Britain and America developed 
peacefully, and by the outbreak of the American Civil War in April 1861, 
they were more dependable than they had been since American inde-
pendence.33 Still, it is remarkable that city dwellers living along the 
Atlantic shoreline were debating early terrestrial telegraphic lines in the 
United States in the 1840s as an early warning system in case of for-
eign, i.e., British, attack.34 The Civil War put new strains on the vulner-
able Anglo-American relations. Events such as the Trent Affair of 1861, 
when Americans took two Confederate diplomats hostage from the Brit-
ish mail steamer Trent, or the Alabama Claims in the war’s aftermath, 
which were claims lodged by the United States against Great Britain for 
damages caused to the United States by British support for the Con-
federacy in the Civil War, contributed to mistrust and general estrange-
ment. Both incidents express the North’s fear and the actual possibility 
that Great Britain might take sides in the Civil War.35 Indeed, Anglo-
American relations remained marred by mutual distrust, suspicion, and 
antipathy until the end of the nineteenth century.36 Wishes for “peace 
and goodwill” expressed both nations’ hope that cables could serve to 
facilitate diplomacy, the emerging concept of “kindred nations,” and 
Anglo-American special relations.
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Nevertheless, universal peace and “peace and goodwill” would not 
concern every nation or community on earth, only the few Euro-Amer-
ican industrial nations. Universalism was “incorporated into the nation-
states and their societies.”37 The term was employed within a Eurocentric 
rhetoric of imperial and industrial power relations and only valid as such. 
With regard to the submarine cables laid in the Irish Sea, an English 
journalist even warned how fatal a message it would be for Ireland, “if 
[the British] interpreted the first dispatch of this new agent of intercourse 
[the cable] as a decree of perpetual subjection to our country”; quite the 
contrary.38 Still, considering how entirely the world was dominated by 
European powers in the Age of Imperialism, there is a certain logic to 
contemporaries’ Eurocentric assumption that “la paix Européenne” 
would suffice to spread peace “universally.”39

Modern means of communication and transport in the nineteenth 
century, ranging from the Atlantic cable to the Gotthard Tunnel, played 
a crucial role in contemporaries’ imagination of a unifying world. They 
saw the abolition of distance by bringing neighbors into speaking dis-
tance with each other as the enabling structure for peace. In this train of 
thought, the Atlantic cable garnered special attention. Its speed brought 
a new sense of instantaneity and, with it, a new sequence in the chronol-
ogy of events irrespective of distance. With its globe-spanning implica-
tions, it symbolized the means to make this peace universal. However, 
the notion of a global electric union only served as placeholder for vari-
ous regionally generated ideas of morals, values, and progress.

MANCHESTER LIBERALISM AND SOCIETAS CHRISTIANA

Beyond a mid-Victorian belief in progress employed within a Eurocen-
tric system of imperialism, there were two additional sources of influ-
ence within peace rhetoric: Manchester Liberalism and its sense of a 
correlation between the spread of markets and peace, and the notion 
of a unified Christian globe. The sources reveal an often blurred divide 
between the British and the American actors concerning their “global” 
imaginary of a unifying world. Although religion, for example, had lit-
tle influence on James Anderson and John Pender, it played a tremen-
dous role for the Americans Cyrus W. Field and Samuel F. B. Morse. 
The congratulatory telegrams of the mayors of London and New York 
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in 1866 best illustrate this divide. On August 4, the Lord Mayor of Lon-
don telegraphed that he hoped that their “commerce [would] flour-
ish” and that “peace and prosperity [may] unite [them].”40 His wording  
is in accordance with the logic of Manchester Liberalism. Only hours 
later, he received the reply from the mayor of New York. The Ameri-
can in turn highlighted, “the Providence of God” that had directed the 
“energy and genius of men” in this work. The cable may be “instrumen-
tal in securing the happiness of all nations and the rights of all people.”41  
This juxtaposition of commerce and the providence of God plays a tre-
mendous role in explaining the pacifist discourse of the Great Atlantic 
Cable. It also influenced the setup and organization of the global media 
system and the cable agents’ actions within and beyond this system. 
Finally, it marks a fine Anglo-American distinction between an emphasis 
on commerce versus religion.

In mid-nineteenth-century Europe, liberalism was probably the most  
popular model of explaining international relations and was soon 
incorporated into the British peace movement.42 The British cable con-
cepts of peace were heavily influenced by a concept that had originated 
with the English revolution in the seventeenth century. It considered 
peace as the basis for utilitarianism or, according to William Penn, as a means for  
the “protection of property.”43 Britons of the time did not view striving for 
personal economic prosperity and riches through trade and expansion as 
contradictory to aspirations for universal peace. Rather, contemporaries 
believed in a positive correlation between free trade, the establishment 
of international markets, and peace. They followed the argumentation of 
commercial liberalism. Primarily influenced by Adam Smith’s Wealth of 
Nations, commercial liberalism in the nineteenth century had developed as 
a new international order that based itself on the freedom of trade and the 
rights of citizens to freely engage in private actions across the borders of 
states. From the eighteenth century on, influential thinkers such as James 
Mill, John Stuart Mill, Jean-Baptiste Say, and Richard Cobden had made the 
argument that close economic contacts contributed to peace by making war 
irrational and useless.44 The development of ever-faster means of transport 
and communication were essential tools for integrating markets into ever-
larger spheres of activity, while the peaceful impact of the mid-nineteenth-
century trade revolution was expected to be on a “planetary scale.”45

Both key protagonists of Manchester Liberalism, John Bright and 
Richard Cobden, supported the cable project. The two merchants from 
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the Manchester area had been closely associated with each other ever 
since their engagement in the Anti-Corn Law League in 1839. The League 
challenged British protectionist policies that strictly regulated foreign 
imports in the agriculture sector and caused tremendously high food 
prices. Repeal of the Corn Laws became the symbol of their campaign 
for free trade. Its success in 1846 made Bright and Cobden national 
celebrities. To a large degree created by the Anti-Corn Law agitation, the 
economic-political movement of Manchester Liberalism based itself on 
the principles of laissez-faire, noninterventionism, and free trade and 
saw the spread of universal peace as a logical corollary to its theories. 
In the words of John Bright, a Quaker, Manchester liberals believed that 
free trade “would unite mankind in the bonds of peace.”46 The railroads, 
steamboats, cheap postage, and telegraphs were vital means to “keep the 
world from actual war.”47 Global integration, in their view, resulted in a 
particular kind of global interdependence that rendered war impossible. 
From the early 1850s on, Cobden and Bright also dominated the Brit-
ish peace movement. They were the heads of the British Peace Society’s 
Manchester and Salford Auxiliary and participants in the various interna-
tional peace congresses taking place in the aftermath of the Europe-wide, 
but largely unsuccessful, revolutions of 1848, in which tens of thousands 
were killed.48 The “Manchester Peace Gods,” in the words of the maga-
zine Punch, equally aimed at the commercial as well as the pacifist inte-
gration of the world.49 The Atlantic telegraph seemed to provide them 
with both.

Both Bright and Cobden were from the beginning extremely sup-
portive of the Great Atlantic Cable project. John Bright not only backed 
the undertaking in the British House of Commons, but also remained 
supportive during the lean period of the early 1860s.50 The relationship 
between Field and Bright was especially close. During the American Civil 
War and the Alabama Claims crisis, they exchanged information on their 
respective country’s sentiments.51 Even after the cable enterprise was 
over, Bright’s relationship to the Class of 1866 remained close. The politi-
cian attended most of the commemorative cable banquets in the decades 
to come. Although he died before the 1866 cable was completed, Rich-
ard Cobden was similarly attached to the undertaking and had been one 
of the early visionaries of a telegraphic connection to America. Accord-
ing to Field, in the aftermath of the Great Exhibition of 1851, Cobden had 
already negotiated with the Prince Consort that the exhibition’s profits 
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should go into establishing telegraphic communication across the Atlan-
tic. Later on, when the idea of an Atlantic cable materialized in the form 
of Field’s cable company, he aided the project politically, supporting, for 
example, the notion that the British government should supply one half 
of the capital necessary for the undertaking.52

The geographical composition of the cable agents and shareholders 
also suggests a strong influence from the Manchester school’s way of 
thinking and its conception of a peace movement through free trade. In 
addition to John Pender, a large group of early Atlantic cable investors 
were merchants from Manchester. The “cotton metropolis” of North West 
England had, in the nineteenth century, become synonymous with the 
model of industrial capitalism, which was undisturbed by state interven-
tion and followed the principles of Manchester Liberalism.53 Due to the 
commitment of Bright and Cobden, it had also become the center of the 
British peace movement. The last of the international peace congresses 
organized in the aftermath of 1848 took place with about 500 delegates 
in Manchester in 1853.54 Furthermore, the Cotton Famine (1861–1864) in 
North West England during and partially due to the American Civil War 
and interruptions in cotton trade forcefully showed the impact of war on 
international trade. It demonstrated that peace was indeed advantageous 
to commerce.55 In the public speeches or letters of many of the British 
cable agents, this idea is tangible. In 1886, for instance, James Ander-
son, general manager of the Eastern Telegraph Company’s submarine 
system, delivered a speech before the British Chamber of Commerce. 
He attested to the strong influence of the Manchester School. Accord-
ing to Anderson, submarine cables were not laid for a time of war, but 
as a means for an international economy. They enhanced the develop-
ment of a “growing federation of commerce in which all nations [were] 
free to join.” Foreign trade became “an extended home trade” and pro-
duced an interconnectedness that made war unprofitable.56 The notion 
of a supremacy of economic and commercial ideals played a tremendous 
part in the setup of the global system. For actors like John Pender, James 
Anderson, and William Hay, who dominated the global development 
of ocean cables, social or cultural ideals were only secondary and side 
effects of economic and commercial ideals.

Although the followers of Manchester Liberalism had turned away 
from Christian pacifism, this idea reigned strong among the Americans 
and their interpretation of the cable project. Probably the most common 
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idea within American sources, which also originated in a totally differ-
ent economic context of the American School’s focus on protectionism 
and self-sufficiency, was the notion of unity between mankind and peace 
to all nations.57 People from all over the world were asked to join in the 
German immigrant William Spitznasski’s, “Festlied für den Atlantischen 
Telegraphen” (“Hymn to the Atlantic Telegraph”), which he had com-
posed for the official celebration of the City of New York on September 1, 
1858. One of the stanzas sung “to human mind’s great praise” expressed 
particularly well the aspiration that “Peace be on earth to ev’ry nation!” 
This was based on the Christian understanding that all men are of one 
creation, or in the poetry of Spitznasski: “One harmony is all creation—
One family the human race.”58 This idea of a conjuncture of science and 
divine providence was frequently repeated in many an American cler-
gyman’s sermon. According to Reverend Cortlandt van Rensselaer, the 
completion of an Atlantic telegraph cable represented a victory of morals 
as much as technology: it had an important “educating influence on the 
popular mind” and magnified “the triumph of mind over matter.” Simul-
taneously, it assisted “in bringing God to view as the great and glorious 
Ruler of the Universe.”59 Clergymen connected this notion also to the 
Atlantic cable itself, which they translated into religious terms as the har-
binger of Christ as the Lord of Peace. The cable agents rose to be God’s 
instruments and were incorporated into the world’s history of salvation. 
In the words of the Presbyterian clergyman William Adams, they were 
“disciples of that true ‘star-eyed science’ which walk[ed] hand in hand 
with the one true religion of [the] divine Lord.”60

The religious context is as important for framing the discourse on 
universal peace as it is for contextualizing the cable agents in their sci-
entific endeavor. Although today the conjuncture of science and religion 
usually “conjures up an immediate image of conflict and confrontation,” 
this was not the case in the 1850s and 1860s.61 Rather, the new technol-
ogy was widely embraced by American spokesmen of religion, such as 
Reverend van Rensselaer or William Adams, who was a close friend of 
both Cyrus W. Field and Samuel F. B. Morse. Archbishop John J. Hughes 
had an engraving made into the cornerstone of the Anglican St. Patrick’s 
Cathedral in New York, celebrating Cyrus W. Field and his scientific won-
ders.62 Finally, as the Direct United States Cable Company (DUSC) stock-
holders’ lists disclosed, a large number of British clergymen saw it as 
a lucrative means of investment.63 The idea of a Christian union, or a 
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Societas Christiana, which encompassed all people in the body of Christ, 
represented the underlying explanatory model for a global electric union 
in the American sources. In this view, technological progress was a man-
ifestation of God’s providence, and the cable protagonists served as his 
agents in preparing the advent of Christ. From this understanding of 
technology, American spokesmen of religion and American cable entre-
preneurs concluded that their work and their telegraphic network were 
also intended to spread the Christian religion.

As Morse revealed in 1857 in a letter to his wife, the support of the 
Christian community was very important to him personally and presum-
ably also to some others.64 Some of the cable agents, such as Cyrus W. 
Field, Samuel F. B. Morse, and Peter Cooper, fully embraced this idea of 
a Christian union and extended it to their cable work.65 Although many 
of the British cable agents, such as Daniel Gooch, had a distinct religious 
background, the Americans in the group emphasized it. In his autobiog-
raphy, director Peter Cooper, for example, portrayed himself as a “truly 
religious man” who held “Christianity and progress  .  .  .  to be closely 
related.” In this he accorded with Field and Morse, as well as his son-in-
law Abram Hewitt, who all believed that “material and scientific advances 
would eventually be followed by spiritual and cultural advances.”66

In 1859, with the support of Abram Hewitt, Peter Cooper launched 
the Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art, an institute 
that provided free higher education to men and women.67 The insti-
tute would, time and again, play an important part as a meeting place 
in the social history of the American cable fellows as well as in their 
endeavors for the furtherance of Anglo-American relations. Samuel 
F. B. Morse and Cyrus W. Field employed their cable business travels 
around the world for missionary purposes. In 1870, they embarked on 
a cable trip to Europe and included a detour to Russia. They were part 
of an American delegation of the Evangelical Alliance that had set out 
in cooperation with the European Alliances “for the purpose of induc-
ing his imperial majesty, the Czar of Russia, to stop the persecutions of 
the Protestant Letts and Estonians in the Baltic Provinces, and to grant 
religious liberty to all his subjects.”68 Under the slogan of “We are one 
body in Christi,” the Evangelical Alliance promoted universal Christian 
unity and showed a strong inclination toward the promotion of reli-
gious liberty. The delegates considered their petition to the czar to be  
not only “of the utmost importance . . . for Russia, but prospectively also 
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for the cause of Christian missions in Turkey,” feeling that the “procla-
mation of religious liberty throughout that vast empire would be one of 
the greatest events of the century, equal in importance to the emancipa-
tion of the serfs by the present emperor.”69 In all likelihood, it had been 
their friend, clergyman William Adams, member of the Board of For-
eign Missionaries, who had established the connection to the American 
Evangelical Alliance.70 

Another of Cyrus W. Field’s and Peter Cooper’s “missionary” interests 
lay with the London branch of the U.S. Sanitary Commission, of which 
Field, alongside George Peabody and Junius Morgan, was a founding 
member.71 The U.S. Sanitary Commission was a government agency that 
coordinated the voluntary work of women during the American Civil 
War, for example, taking care of the wounded or disabled. Its New York 
branch used Cooper Union as a meeting place.72 Due to Field’s influ-
ence, Richard Glass, of the British cable manufacturer Glass, Elliot & 
Co., donated “for the benefit of the Sanitary Fund 1,000 tons of coal to 
be delivered at his own expense.”73 Religion played an important part in 
the lives of Americans involved in the cable enterprise. They connected 
their religious ideals of liberty and a Christian union of the world with 
their cable work and used their cable travels as a means to diffuse their 
religious beliefs.

Nevertheless, the idea of the interrelationship between progress and 
Christianity had its loopholes. The pacifist concepts drew a thin yet clear 
line between Christians and “pagan peoples” and ultimately between 
the “civilized” and the “uncivilized.” Peace and goodwill were not to be 
bestowed upon the entire globe, even less so upon all its inhabitants. On 
the contrary, the electric telegraph was heralded as a “treasury of Chris-
tendom” and, as such, restricted to the “Christian nations to whom that 
art has been vouch-saved.” Telegraphy, and more distinctly the ocean 
cables, represented a means of distinction, separating “us” from “the 
other” and defining the latter as “pagans,” “barbarians,” or “savages.”74 
Although the telegraphs created a global unity among the “Christian fel-
lows,” they were only passing through the other’s territory, leaving them 
unconnected: they were not part of the network because only Christianity 
represented the “basis of Civilization.” 

According to contemporaries, the acceptance of the Christian faith 
was fundamental to advancement; those who had not yet accepted it 
“relapsed into their primitive stupidity” and could neither grasp the 
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meaning of the telegraph nor benefit from it in any way.75 In 1872, the 
Eastern Telegraph Company published a series of Christmas greetings 
from “’round the world” that had passed through its cables. Many of 
them entailed that same Christian sentiment of telegraphic exclusivity. 
From the “four quarters of the world, . . . glad words of Christian fellow-
ship” were “flashed at one time and with one will by the new speech of 
Civilization”: telegraphy. Still, although ocean telegraphy allowed men to 
speak “with one voice all ’round the globe,” the “fraternal message” had 
to overcome various “impediments.” These were “trackless voids of wild 
water, . . . desolate waste places of the earth, . . . unsubdued [sic] regions 
of solitude or barbarism, and [a] swarm of Pagan peoples.” Before the 
“civilised earth” could speak “at the same time in the same words of 
united and brotherly feeling,” it had to pass geographic obstacles such 
as the North Atlantic and human obstacles such as non-Christian peo-
ples.76 The company saw Christianity and progress as interrelated. Not 
only would technological progress, such as the ocean telegraphs, spread 
Christianity, but Christianity was the enabling structure for (technologi-
cal) progress in the first place.

In the early years of global communications, contemporaries con-
nected two different and almost conflicting imaginaries of a world in 
electric union with it. These marked the distinction between British and 
American protagonists. Both sets of concepts of peace, for instance, grew 
out of different national settings concerning political, economic, and 
social ideals: In Great Britain, the economic-political ideas of Manchester 
Liberalism nourished concepts of a pacifist universalism. In the United 
States, where the economic-political system focusing on state protection-
ism of the American School contrasted Manchester Liberalism, a reli-
gious justification of a Christian union was much more prevalent. In 
both cases, pacifist concepts comprised economic and political ideas as 
well as cultural concepts.

CRITICS, CHANGES, AND L’ESPRIT 
D’INTERNATIONALITÉ

Even in the 1850s and 1860s, discourses on universal peace were not 
unanimously positive. A general disillusionment over the telegraphs’ 
ability to create peace as well as the obvious exaggeration of some 
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statements spurred on critical remarks. Submarine telegraphy had not 
eased tensions and the danger of war during Napoleon III’s coup d’état 
in 1852, prevented the Crimean War in 1853, or rendered the American 
Civil War impossible.77 Rather, telegraphy had then found its first mili-
tary tactical application because the telegraphs offered unprecedented 
access to front-line events. After all, William H. Russell, official Great 
Atlantic Cable correspondent, had become famous with reports from the 
Crimean War.78 From the 1870s on, pacifist concepts of communication 
outlived themselves. Instead, contemporaries increasingly discussed the 
question of cables as a “powerful instrument of war.”79 However, until 
the Spanish-American War in 1898, ocean telegraphy’s suitability for bel-
ligerent conflicts remained a theoretical question.80 From the 1870s to the 
1890s, concepts of internationalism served as an explanatory model for 
the moral implications of a global media system.81 Through ideas of an 
international law code and the International Telegraph Union, the two 
legal reformers Louis Renault and David Dudley Field attempted to cre-
ate the structure for a global electric union. They were driven by the idea 
of l’esprit d’internationalité, which would teach nations to follow certain 
common principles in their mutual relations and result in a peaceful 
international system.82

Early critics of a unified world via telegraphy targeted their objections 
at the very quality that promoters of peace highlighted: speed. Accord-
ing to these critics, the quality of communication was defined by its con-
tent and not by its speed. The Pall Mall Gazette, for instance, questioned 
how much the Atlantic telegraph “contribute[d] to that warm affection 
between different fractions of our race.” It wondered whether the people 
of Great Britain and the United States would “really love each other more 
warmly because [they could] send a message to New York and receive 
an answer within five hours.”83 Aside from the obvious “exaggerated 
rhetoric” that the subject “almost invariably [seemed] to provoke,” criti-
cal journalists highlighted the mere instrumentality of telegraphy.84 It 
could “threaten as well as compliment—[could] bear tidings of woe as 
well as messages of peace.”85 In their argumentation, critics depersonal-
ized the cable, which had beforehand been esteemed not only as the mes-
senger of peace but as the maker of peace, and reduced it to a technical and 
mechanical application within human intercourse. It remained, after 
all, only “a musical instrument, on which operators may play any tune 
they choose.”86 In the decades to come, the tune more often than not 
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consisted of brief and suggestive messages. This hindered rather than 
enhanced transnational understanding. In fact, “[b]y its impact on both 
the role of public opinion and the quality of decision-making, telegraphy 
tended to make the management of diplomatic crises more difficult and 
arguably increased the likelihood of war.”87 From the 1870s on, the mer-
maid’s song and the notion of peace and goodwill became less frequent 
in cable rhetoric.

Spurred on by such disillusionment, two things happened to subma-
rine telegraphy in cultural rhetoric. First, a shift occurred from the per-
sonified telegraph cable to the application of telegraphy and, as such, a 
clear emancipation of man from machinery. The technology should serve 
man’s purposes and not follow any kind of intrinsic destiny. Human rea-
son dominated the new technology, and as such, “[t]ruth and error, an 
honest and a malevolent purpose” could use it alike.88 In addition, the 
cable agents themselves backed away in their sales rhetoric from any 
promises to generate peace. In a speech celebrating the landing of the 
French Atlantic cable at Duxbury, Massachusetts, in 1869, James Ander-
son admonished his American audience that no one knew “whether the 
electric cable will become the great implement in war or an instrument 
in the cause of peace.” Rather, he only phrased it as a possibility: the cable 
“may be a great promoter and sustainer of the whole world, and of civili-
zation, of good feeling and of good fellowship.”89 Second, a demystifica-
tion of submarine telegraphy occurred, which went hand in hand with a 
certain “normalization” of the reception of future cable projects. In his 
diary of 1874, Daniel Gooch, again embarking on the Great Eastern on an 
Atlantic cable-laying enterprise, remarked on how decidedly the nature 
of cable laying had changed: “all now is a simple matter of quiet business 
and there is no fuss or reporters.”90

The protagonists of the cable system promptly reacted to these 
changes in the public’s and, more importantly, the government’s or 
rather the military’s perceptions. Their channel to secure a status of 
neutrality for the ocean cables and to protect their property became the 
International Telegraph Union (ITU) and its instruments of interna-
tional law. The ITU is one of the oldest of the international organiza-
tions that emerged after 1850 as a response to the increasing mobility of 
goods, capital, and labor across national borders. It was established in 
1865 by the leading telegraph authorities of the various European gov-
ernments and was soon joined by many nations outside of Europe. The 
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organization’s main objective was the promotion of a uniform system 
of traffic exchange and universal tariffs. It did so through internation-
ally binding telegraph conventions, which were the results of the regular 
telegraph conferences.91 Already in 1871, at the ITU conference in Rome, 
Cyrus W. Field submitted a position paper to the delegates on the protec-
tion of ocean cables in the case of war. His aide-mémoire also contained a 
letter by Samuel F. B. Morse who urged the delegates to consider the tele-
graphs “a sacred thing, to be by common consent effectually protected 
both on the land and beneath the waters.”92 Both men followed a U.S. 
government initiative of 1869, which had then been dropped due to the 
outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War. The U.S. proposal suggested that 
governments should refrain from any kind of supervision of the cables’ 
messages and that each state should enact laws for the security of subma-
rine cables within their jurisdiction. The agreements found should then 
also be valid in times of war.93 

Despite fierce opposition at the Rome conference, Field had good for-
tune. Still at the conference, Field telegraphed to Morse about their suc-
cess: the conference had adopted the proposition “to recommend the 
different governments . . . to enter into a treaty to protect submarine wires 
in war as well as peace.” It was further suggested that no international 
cable should be laid without the joint consent of the governments proposed 
to be connected.94 At the time, the ITU only represented the European 
countries and their systems, but some of the members brought extra-
European colonial territory into the agreement: Britain brought India; 
France brought Algeria, Tunisia, and Indochina; and Russia and Turkey 
brought their Asian possessions. Most of the important ocean cable com-
panies at the time were also present and ready to commit themselves to 
the decisions taken.95 Even in 1871, the agreement took on the appearance 
of being “globally” binding in the sense of a Eurocentric electric union, or 
in the words of Cyrus W. Field, the convention represented “twenty-one 
countries, six hundred millions of people, and twenty six different lan-
guages.”96 For the history of ocean telegraphy and the systemic premises 
of global communication, this episode at the ITU conference marked an 
important shift: the breakthrough of internationalism. Although Morse 
used religious rhetoric in his letter to Field, their approach morphed in 
the international society to support practical applications over the Societas 
Christiana; an electric union was not guaranteed by the cables as harbin-
gers of Christ, but through the instruments of international law.97
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The 1871 decision was not a legal agreement but only a recommen-
dation to explore the matter. On leaving the conference in Rome, Field 
traveled all over Europe to urge the American ministers in each of the 
cities visited “to help on this treaty.”98 Yet for more than a decade, little 
came of this universally agreed upon recommendation. In 1878, Louis 
Renault, professor of international law at the University of Paris and 
member of the Institut de Droit International, established in 1873, con-
vinced the institute to set up a commission of academic experts to deal 
with the issue.99 The commission was composed of an international 
group of well-known experts on international law: Johann Caspar Blunt-
schli from Switzerland, Nicolas Saripolos from Greece, John Westlake 
from Great Britain, Louis Renault from France, and David Dudley Field, 
Cyrus W. Field’s brother, from the United States.100 The commission 
based its report on Renault’s 1877 report Etudes sur les rapports interna-
tionaux: La Poste et le Télégraphe and recommended that governments 
embrace a common strategy on cables during war.101 Renault argued that 
electric telegraphy could indeed accomplish much in the development 
of international relations. Nevertheless, to exploit its full potential, it had 
to be seconded by international law, which was, in the words of Dudley 
Field, “a power like gravitation that held the world together.”102 Indeed, in 
the same way that natural obstacles, such as the Atlantic, were overcome, 
legal obstacles also needed to disappear. The electric union could not be 
a limited sphere.103 To reinforce this idea, Renault introduced another 
important idea of a world in union: l’esprit d’internationalité. This global 
imaginary was one of universal codification, regulating the international 
movement of goods, labor, capital, and communication, which would in 
the end produce a peaceful international system.104 David Dudley Field 
in 1873 became the first president of the Association for the Reform 
and Codification of the Law of Nations, later renamed the International 
Law Association (ILA); from 1866 on, the ILA promoted the scheme of 
an international code. Through such a code, international differences 
would be solved by arbitration, which would render wars unnecessary.105 
Within such a system, Renault and Field argued the administrators of 
these two organizations had done more for civilization and international 
understanding than celebrated diplomats.106 From the 1870s on, l’esprit 
d’internationalité represented the dominant force in the emergence of an 
international system promoted by organizations such as the ITU, ILA, 
and Institute of International Law. Both David Dudley Field and Louis 
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Renault saw the global media system as one field of international coop-
eration that needed universal codification but that entailed a vision for 
the future.

The institute’s recommendation, as well as other appeals, fell on deaf 
ears. In 1881, the Eastern Cable Companies as well as the Vereinigte 
Deutsche and the Great Northern Telegraph Company brought a pam-
phlet before the London Board of Trade and the Foreign Office. In it, they 
meticulously listed all cable breakages and damages, their causes, and 
their costs. In a time of fierce price competition, the question of cable 
security was preeminent for the cable companies.107 Yet, not until 1882, 
when France invited a group of international government representatives 
to consider the protection of submarine cables in times of peace and war, 
did governments take action. An international group of administrators, 
headed by David Dudley Field, met six times between October 1882 and 
July 1887. The forty-six delegates produced the draft for the International 
Telegraph Convention for the Protection of Submarine Cables of 1884.108 
In 1887, twenty-four nations, among those the major powers of the time, 
ratified the Convention. It achieved little, however, concerning the ques-
tion of submarine cables during war or the moral implications behind an 
international law code. Already in 1882, the British delegate introduced 
the proposal that all agreements should only concern cables in times of 
peace, not war. France seconded the motion.109 Consequently, the treaty 
only addressed the “interruption of cables in the ordinary way.”110 Article 
XV explicitly stated that all stipulations were made “for the time of peace 
only” and would in no way “restrict the action of belligerents during time 
of war.”111

In his closing speech of the 1883 conference, Louis Cochery, French 
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, revealed the crucial turning point: in 
the end, the issue of cables in times of war was reserved for diplomats, 
not legal or telegraph experts.112 The conference’s inability to draft a bind-
ing resolution showed the limits of international law, which in 1880 
David Dudley Field had still heralded as the agent of “the Brotherhood of 
men” and “Peace and Good-Will.”113 Although international regulations 
increasingly became a matter for administrative experts, questions of 
war remained reserved for the diplomats.114 However, diplomats showed 
little interest in the matter. It was James Anderson who pointed out the 
obvious: the idea that “submarine cables could or should be relied upon 
in time of war [was] nonsense.” Any commander-in-chief who could 
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not “arrange his plans when the cables were cut [was] not fit to be at the 
head of the concern.”115 Additionally, as the Dutch delegate had already 
pointed out in 1871, it was unconceivable that a state would adhere to 
cable neutrality as long as the messages’ content was not fully control-
lable. In case of war, “any government would destroy a telegraph line to 
stop transmission of enemy communication.”116 Finally, great power rela-
tions also played a role. With her supremacy on the high seas and most 
cable companies registered as British enterprises, Great Britain would 
have gained the greatest benefit from such a neutrality treaty among the 
European powers. Presumably, it was such control that prevented other 
powers from signing.117

Throughout the nineteenth century, governments showed little inter-
est in solving the issue of cables at war. Rather, “[c]ommensurate with its 
vast importance,” no subject appeared to have been “more censurably 
neglected,” according to the Pall Mall Gazette.118 This changed with the 
Spanish-American War of 1898. To the principal imperial powers, the war 
brought attention not only to the legal rights of cable property but also to 
the fact that reliable submarine communications under exclusive control 
were “absolutely necessary.”119 During the war, the U.S. Navy cut several 
cable connections in the West Indies, the cables connecting Florida with 
Cuba, and the connection between Asia and the Philippines. They acted 
upon a policy developed by General A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer of 
the U.S. Army. It stated that a cable with two terminals in enemy country 
could be cut any time, cables between belligerent parties were subject to 
harsh censorship, and cables between an enemy state and a neutral state 
could also be cut, if only within the three-mile shoreline.120 This policy 
also redefined the world’s seas. Up until then, the international commu-
nity saw the oceans as “the great international highway, belonging equally 
to all nations.” Now, the political boundaries of a state also included such 
portions of the high sea that a nation could “by her commercial and naval 
vessels and her submarine cables, reach out and secure.”121

In response to the unresolved international legal situation on cables 
and war, new attempts were made to solve the issue. In 1899, at the first 
Hague peace conference, the Danish delegate proposed to treat subma-
rine cables as analogous to terrestrial cables and put them under national 
jurisdiction. The proposition failed due to British opposition.122 In 1900, 
General Greely expanded upon his earlier ideas and had a Handbook of 
Submarine Cables prepared with an outline of practical rules of action 
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to at least regulate the issue for the American military.123 In 1902, the 
Association of International Law agreed on rules that a submarine  
cable uniting two neutral territories was inviolable and that cables may 
not be cut in neutral waters.124 In 1907, the Hague Conventions of land 
warfare slightly modified these rules. The conventions primarily drafted 
by Louis Renault stated that submarine cables connecting with a neutral 
territory shall not be seized or destroyed except in the case of absolute 
necessity.125 The same year, Renault received the Nobel Peace Prize.126

Although the Hague Convention represented a major achievement in 
protecting submarine cables internationally, all attempts amounted to 
nothing. Facing military conflict, internationalism in the form of a bind-
ing international law code to regulate the electric union failed soon after 
1907. During the Italo-Turkish War of 1911 to 1912, the Italian navy cut 
all cable connections with Turkey through the Mediterranean within a 
couple of days.127 On August 4, 1914, almost immediately upon the com-
mencement of war between Great Britain and Germany, Britain had the 
civilian cable steamer Alert cut those five Atlantic cables that connected 
the German Reich with the rest of the world. Germany, in turn, unsuc-
cessfully tried to destroy a British cable station in the Indian Ocean. 
Moreover, telegraphic messaging increased drastically during war time, 
and all companies found their cables used to full capacity. Cutting cables, 
the belligerent parties entirely disregarded which company operated the 
cables. In the case of the “German” Atlantic cables, these were operated 
by the American-based Commercial Cable Company. The Americans 
had entered into a joint-purse agreement with the Deutsch-Atlantische 
Telegraphengesellschaft with regard to the latter’s two Atlantic cables laid 
via the Azores in 1900 and 1902.128 The events of the First World War 
seemed to squash all ideas of an electric union and the benefits of instan-
taneous communication around the earth. From a universal panacea, the 
technology had finally developed into a powerful weapon of war. Looking 
retrospectively upon the First World War, James Bryce, academic, jurist, 
and Britain’s ambassador to the United States, even concluded that “had 
it not been for the extraordinary development of means of communica-
tion Europe would not have burst into a world-wide conflict with almost 
explosive violence.” Whereas in the “good old days” of stagecoach, horse, 
and sailboat, it would have taken months for a conflict to involve an entire 
continent, telegraphy brought all European nations simultaneously face 
to face with crisis.129
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From the 1850s until 1914, contemporaries used the logic of three 
very different concepts to explain the idea of an electric union as accom-
plished via an ocean telegraph network. From the 1870s on, the dominant 
explanatory model was that of international law and a codified world in 
union. Louis Renault and David Dudley Field were the key protagonists. 
Both believed that the codification and regulation of the international 
movement of goods and people as well as knowledge and information 
would result in the creation of an international system that was inher-
ently peaceful. In the end, the ideas connected to the implementation 
of a Manchester liberal system of international trade, the Societas Chris-
tiana, and l’esprit d’internationalité of a universal law code could not pre-
vent the entire world from going to war in 1914. The implementation of a 
global communication system had not lived up to its initial promises of 
peace and goodwill.

THE ENGINEER AS THE “GREAT CIVILIZER”

Alongside the ideas of universal peace and an electric union, there was 
another cluster of concepts connected with the development of a global 
communication network—namely, the notions of civilization, being 
civilized, and lastly, the diffusion of civilization.130 Telegraph technology 
was fundamental to a Western understanding of civilization, and ocean 
telegraphy should be “an instrument  .  .  .  to diffuse religion, civiliza-
tion, liberty and law throughout the world,” in the words of U.S. Presi-
dent Buchanan in 1858.131 Similarly, the American telegraph engineer 
George Squier, of the U.S. Signal Corps, concluded in 1909 that “[t]he 
mails, the telegraph and the telephone [were] civilizing the world.”132 
The cables equally signified Euro-American superiority as well as a 
Euro-American mission statement to diffuse its civilization. In 1879, 
for example, Rose Pender, daughter-in-law of John Pender, published 
her travel diary from a cable business trip to the African continent 
together with her husband. In No Telegraph; or a Trip to Our Uncon-
nected Colonies, she argued that only a submarine telegraph connection 
and instantaneous communication with London could bring civiliza-
tion to these “distant and wild places.”133 Within this context, the Atlan-
tic cable symbolically crowned the Euro-American mastery over nature 
and its forces achieved thus far.
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Even more so than the cables, the telegraph engineers, electricians, 
and cable operators symbolized the interrelatedness of technology, civi-
lization, and their diffusion. Musing on the functions of the engineer, 
William Preece, engineer-in-chief at the British Post Office and brother-
in-law to Atlantic engineer Latimer Clark, concluded that the engineer 
represented “the great civilizer” of their time.134 As such, the telegraph  
agents became, willingly and unwillingly, an integral part of Euro-America’s 
ideology of a civilizing mission.135 They not only “conquered” nature, 
in the form of the world’s oceans, and gathered knowledge about the 
unknown, such as the deep sea, but also took possession of their sur-
roundings as spokesmen of a “civilized” Euro-America by naming indig-
enous children, villages, or mountains of countries they operated in. 
However, issues of civilizing were discussed not only along the more 
obvious “West–rest” divide but also within the transatlantic realm, bring-
ing the debate over a civilization-wise distinction of Old World versus 
New World to the forefront.

Western Europe and North America’s industrial and technical devel-
opments in the nineteenth century were fundamental to their under-
standing of civilization. They distinguished their nations from all 
preindustrial, meaning un- or semi-civilized, ones. Although to be civi-
lized or civilization served as a sort of self-description, the terms only 
came alive in their antithesis to savagery or barbarity. Those employing 
the terms divided the world according to degrees of progress and devel-
opment.136 Fundamental to the concept was the idea of mastery; to be 
civilized meant “to be free from specific forms of tyranny: the tyranny 
of the elements over man, of disease over health, of instinct over rea-
son, of ignorance over knowledge and of despotism over liberty.”137 As 
brought to life in the play Contentina staged on board the Great Eastern in 
1866, the world’s oceans were perceived as some of the greatest despots 
of the time, symbolized in the figure of Neptune. They separated peo-
ples and markets and made intercontinental travel and trade an unsafe 
and tedious matter. The Atlantic, in particular, appeared as the greatest 
obstacle separating the Old World and the New World.138 Before the age 
of transatlantic telegraphy, travel and communication across the Atlantic 
amounted to a matter of weeks, if not months. For that reason, transat-
lantic commerce was slow and insecure. With the transatlantic subma-
rine cables, a Euro-American “humanity” had accomplished mastery 
over the Atlantic.
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The work of the American naval officer Matthew F. Maury was funda-
mental to the taming of the Atlantic. The “Pathfinder of the Seas,” whom 
Cyrus W. Field had consulted immediately with regard to an Atlantic 
cable, had done important work in the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury mapping this ocean.139 His work on ocean currents and winds made 
transatlantic voyages and voyages between the Americas considerably 
shorter and safer.140 His greatest contribution was the discovery of the 
Telegraph Plateau, which was one of the key prerequisites for making 
submarine telegraphs through the Atlantic feasible. To this day, subma-
rine or, rather, fiber optic cables connecting Europe and North America 
follow that same path.141 Yet, although the Telegraph Plateau served liter-
ally as the foundation for submarine telegraphy in the North Atlantic, it 
was the cable per se that “civilized” the ocean. According to Punch, the 
Atlantic telegraph’s provision of instantaneous communication between 
the two continents broke the despotic reign of Neptune. The merchants 
remained no longer in ignorance of their cargo and price fluctuations 
once their ships had left the home port; they could now control transac-
tions via cable. Only with the advent of wireless at the turn of the century 
would this control over the ocean be even further extended.142

A wave of industrialization and technological development spurred 
on the mastery of the material world, which Euro-America had gained 
decades earlier over all other societies. These increased Europe’s and 
North America’s superiority “exponentially in virtually all fields of sci-
ence and technology.”143 The telegraph in particular, representing a 
technology that harnessed the lightning and put it to work for man’s 
pleasure, embodied to many Euro-Americans the “ultimate symbol of 
man’s power over nature.”144 Their ability to handle the electric telegraph 
put the telegraph operators in a class of their own. Time and again, the 
cable companies invited visitors to their cable stations, on board the cable 
ships, or to the manufacturing works, where the engineers, electricians, 
and operators acted as “showm[e]n” illuminating their guests on the 
“electrical mysteries.”145

A sense of elitism played itself out, not only during these visits but 
also during the encounters of Euro-American operators with the “uncivi-
lized” native population. At the time, contemporaries perceived electric-
ity as the most capricious and least understood of nature’s forces. The 
fact that Euro-Americans could still make it their servant seemed to them 
“a powerful indicator of the advance of civilization.”146 This notion was 
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most vividly illustrated in the letters of George Kennan from his tele-
graph expedition to Russian America and Siberia on Western Union’s 
1860s scheme to establish a land telegraph route and beat the Great 
Atlantic Cable project. Kennan directed the telegraph surveying crew in 
Siberia. In an attempt to find the best route, an American team of sur-
veyors explored over the course of two years almost six thousand miles of 
“unbroken wilderness, extending from Vancouver Island on the Ameri-
can coast to the Bering Strait, and from the Bering Strait to the Chinese 
frontier in Asia.”147 Almost en passant, a team of Smithsonian Institution 
scientists that accompanied Western Union’s crew produced a detailed 
inventory of Alaska’s natural resources that turned former “wasteland” 
into valuable property.148

In his letters, Kennan revealed common Western ideas of superior-
ity. He described the indigenous population of Siberia as “gentle,” “sim-
ple,” and “childlike,” in contrast to his believed “omniscience,” which 
he based on his understanding of natural and scientific phenomena. 
In a letter to his mother, he relates his encounters with “those simple 
natives” who “thought, and still think, that there is not a single thing in 
the heavens or earth or under the earth that [he did] not know + [could 
not] explain.”149 Beyond his ability to explain natural and scientific phe-
nomena, it was the telegraph machinery that established, according 
to Kennan’s own understanding, his superior status among the native 
population and manifested the distinction between him and the others. 
To nourish his “stardom,” Kennan performed tricks and used his knowl-
edge of the telegraph against the indigenous population who had not yet 
seen such an invention. During his stay in Siberia, for instance, Kennan 
put up an electric telegraph and invited all the people in to see how it 
worked: “I can not [sic] describe all the tricks which I performed with 
that machine a battery + a few fathoms of wire.” For the natives, being 
utterly unfamiliar with the technology, it appeared to be “alive,” and sub-
sequently, “they gave it the name of ‘Ivan Machina’ or ‘Machine John’ 
by which it goes to this day.” As Kennan claimed in his letter, “the story 
of that machine, how it could talk + how [he] could understand what it 
said, was known to every native” and established “among all the wild 
natives [his] reputation . . . as ‘schamán’ or magician.” Clearly amused, 
Kennan closed his letter: “Ha ha! You didn’t know what eminence your 
son was about to attain when he left for Siberia. The civilized natives 
call me ‘Yero weesokee Blagorodia’ or ‘his high Excellency’ + the wild 
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natives know me as ‘the magician.’ One title is hardly compatible with 
the other.”150

The indigenous population’s failure to explain and understand the sci-
ence and working of the telegraph enforced Kennan’s assessment of their 
naivety and childishness and furthered his notion of his superiority. The 
telegraph, which represented to Kennan and other Euro-Americans the 
“electric nerve of modern civilization,” established a dichotomy and civili-
zational divide.151 In comparison, the “Asian peoples had little to offer . . . 
in techniques of production and extraction or in insights into the work-
ings of the natural world.” Europe and North America seemed to be in a 
league of their own, distinct from all others as the polarities were numer-
ous and obvious: metal versus wood, machines versus human or animal 
power, science versus superstition, and progress versus stagnation.152 
The transfer of Americans for resettlement to these areas appeared for 
those involved to be the remedy for bringing civilization and modernity. 
From his visit in St. Petersburg, Perry Collins wrote to Henry Seward, 
Secretary of State, that the Governor General of Siberia had suggested 
to him the possibility of recruiting 5,000 Americans for resettlement. 
Collins commented that this would give Russia “a population touched 
by American quickness, agricultural and mechanical ideals.”153 Although 
the idea was never brought to fruition, it illustrated the Americans’ sense 
of superiority as well as the assumed transferability of its formula for 
success, the American frontier experience, abroad.154

Kennan’s accounts were not the only ones relating the encounter 
between Western telegraphers (users of the technology) and the native 
population (nonusers of the technology) in such a racialized way. His 
interpretation of the latter’s unfamiliarity with the technology as an 
argument for the former’s superiority was common throughout the 
nineteenth century.155 Already the discourses that emerged with the 
introduction of the telegraph in the United States in the 1840s recon-
structed the relationship between mind and body and contributed to a 
racialized view of progressive civilization.156 As a consequence, natives 
were generally considered to be unfit to perform any of the cable work 
other than the menial work of helping to bring the cable on shore after 
the cable laying or loading the coals.157 The job of a telegraph operator 
working on the complex ocean cables was predominantly reserved for 
British (or Europeans) only. Even at Heart’s Content, Newfoundland, 
there was a strict policy entailing a “distinction between ‘natives’ and 
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men coming from England,” although these “natives” were white and 
had once come from Europe as well.158 At the time, scientific dominance 
of the world and the exploitation and oppression of “inferior” races by 
Euro-Americans were intricately linked. Telegraphy, as well as other 
technology, served “as metaphor and materialist basis for the domi-
nation of mind over body, capital over labor, and whites over Indians, 
blacks, Mexicans and Asians.”159

Another means for the cable entrepreneurs to establish superiority 
was to take possession of their surroundings. The cable entrepreneurs 
decided where a cable station was to be built and so where “civilization” 
was to sprout. They named rivers, mountains, villages, and even children 
and left a distinct footprint of Euro-American power on native land, or 
in their understanding “empty,” “waste,” or “uncivilized” land, such as 
Cyprus. In 1878, as a consequence of the Russo-Turkish War (1877–1878) 
and the congress of Berlin, Cyprus came under British rule. In particular, 
the island’s geopolitical setting made Cyprus valuable in Britain’s policy 
of consolidating a world empire, because it added to other British bases 
in the Mediterranean at Gibraltar, Malta, and Suez. The Defensive Alli-
ance between Great Britain and Turkey had been concluded on June 4, 
1878.160 Shortly thereafter, on June 13, 1878, Emma Pender reported of 
her son’s departure to Cyprus on cable matters. Representing the Eastern 
Telegraph Company, Harry Pender was taking possession of the island: 
“In fact as Harry said of his commission,” wrote Emma Pender, “he went 
out as a prophet to announce . . . where new cities would be raised over 
the land, where the earth would pour out riches, where the seas would 
cast up treasure.”161 Similarly, W. P. Granville, employee of the Eastern 
Telegraph Companies, expressed his conviction in his personal diary of 
his time on Cyprus that the British engineers brought civilization to the 
“Turks’ mismanaged business.”162 

Stemming from a similar sense of superiority, there exist places all 
around the world that were named after telegraph engineers and entre-
preneurs in the nineteenth century. Some examples are the village of 
Chauvin in Alberta, Canada, named after the telegraph engineer and 
Siemens Brothers manager George von Chauvin; Mount Field in Brit-
ish Columbia; and in Central Africa, Mount Gordon Bennett, which is 
today named Ruwenzori, as well as the Gordon Bennett River, named 
after the telegraph entrepreneur and newspaper publisher James Gordon 
Bennett.163 In Cuba, some of the babies of female slaves on a tobacco 
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plantation were named after the telegraph engineers Charles T. and 
Edwin Bright, who rested there while employed in laying cables in the 
West Indies.164 It was the very act of naming geographical and human 
entities that implied a power over them.165 In this sense, the telegraph 
agents represented a very powerful group of people at the time. Based 
on their belief in Euro-American superiority, they took possession of 
their surroundings and assimilated them into their understanding of 
the world until there was indeed, to use William Preece’s phrase, not 
one “habitable spot on the face of the earth that [did] not bear traces of 
the presence of the engineer.” The engineer’s role appeared to be even 
more distinguished than that of the military, the traders, or the mis-
sionaries, who had in former centuries played the central role in first 
encounters. Now, as the Alaska Purchase illustrated, the engineer “not 
only immediately follow[ed], but . . . sometimes even precede[ed] the mil-
itary conqueror.” Thus, he distributed “peace and good-will without the 
accompaniments of fire, blood and famine.”166 This had its impact upon 
the self-understanding of the engineers at the time, who indeed acted as 
if they were the “great civilizers.”

However, technology did not solely serve as a means of colonial sup-
pression and an instrument of Euro-American superiority. It did so to a 
large extent, but modern technology also created new forms of subjec-
tivity, not just new forms of suppression. In response to the close con-
nection of technology and empire, many telegraph lines, particularly 
terrestrial lines, were destroyed by the native population and their opera-
tors attacked. In particular, the landline connections to India, such as 
the Siemens Overland Line, leading through the lands of what Charles 
Bright considered “barbarous and then unconquered tribes” were prone 
to, from a Euro-American perspective, native “vandalism” and “molesta-
tion.”167 Native opposition not only destroyed technologies but also put 
them to use, their use.168 For instance, in 1866 in Great Britain, the Feni-
ans, an Irish revolutionary group, celebrated the successful laying of the 
Atlantic cable because it accomplished “one great object of Fenian ambi-
tion, by uniting Ireland with America.”169 The same year, they staged 
their first aborted invasion of Canada from the United States starting a 
sequence of Fenian raids that were fought until 1871. The Knight of Kerry 
was so worried about Fenian takeovers of the Atlantic cable station that 
he made the inhabitants of Valentia proclaim their loyalty to the throne 
and their detestation of Fenianism. The Valentians in turn resolved “to 
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take any steps [necessary]  .  .  . for the security of the Atlantic cable and 
telegraph establishment.”170

Contemporaries discussed the ideas of uplift, civilization, and devel-
opment by means of telegraphy not only along the lines of an assumed 
setting of West versus the rest, but also within an Anglo-American set-
ting. In fact, the category “West” and the idea of a common transatlan-
tic model of civilization that presumed the cultural and political equality 
of Europe and North America did not come into use until after 1890.171 
According to Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper, the Atlantic cable would, by the 
benefits of a new proximity and speedier acquaintance and communica-
tion between the Old World and the New World, do great things to bring 
America “much closer to [Great Britain] than it ever did before.”172 With 
the use of the word closer, the author alluded to meanings beyond mere 
spatiality. In the mid-nineteenth century, the United States of America 
still represented to many Europeans, and particularly the British, the 
uncivilized cousin. This view was nourished through British travelogues 
on America, such as Frances Trollope’s bestseller Domestic Manners of 
the Americans (1832). Hardly any other travel book had been more wildly 
debated and hardly any expressed the notion of English superiority bet-
ter.173 The episodes from social life, observations on eating habits, dress, 
and behavior in public places, and criticism on subjects ranging from 
slavery to popular idioms “provoked amused curiosity on the one side of 
the Atlantic and hot resentment on the other.”174 According to the Times, 
the Atlantic telegraph was meant to “Europeanize America more than 
anything yet has done.” It would effect in “taking away the remoteness 
and the strangeness—if we may say so, without giving offence, the raw-
ness of the New World, and it will in short bring the New World into the 
Old World.”175

The Americans had quite contrary views on their own civilized supe-
riority over old Europe. From the early nineteenth century onward, the 
country was changing rapidly: it industrialized, became a transcontinen-
tal power, and began to expand overseas on a sustained basis.176 Poets, 
philosophers, and statesman as diverse as Henry David Thoreau, Walt 
Whitman, Thomas Hart Benton, and William Gilpin agreed with Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, who portrayed America as “the country of the future.” 
America was steadily progressing “into a new and more excellent social 
state than history has recorded.”177 In particular, the frontier expansion 
was fundamental to the saga of the rise of the nation and its concept of 
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American exceptionalism. Well into the twentieth century, schoolbooks 
described this “hegemonic narrative of pioneers taming the ‘Wild West’” 
as an “epic struggle by sturdy yeoman farmers to civilize a continent 
thinly peopled by savage Indians.” America’s manifold expansionism 
in the nineteenth century had become a defining source of Americans’ 
sense of themselves as exceptional people and of the ways they conceived 
their relationship to the rest of the world. It lent legitimacy “to the ever 
more widely held conviction that the society fashioned from the progres-
sive mastery of the North American wilderness ought to serve as model 
of modernity of all humankind.”178

Numerous landscape paintings of the era, such as John Gast’s Ameri-
can Progress, or Manifest Destiny (ca. 1872) or Frances Palmer’s Across the 
Continent, “Westward the Course of the Empire Takes Its Way” (1868), cel-
ebrated the pivotal role of industrial technologies—from farm machin-
ery and canal locks to the telegraph and the railway—in the spread of 
settlement westward and on to the Pacific coast.179 With the spread of 
steam power and industrial production across the young republic in 
the mid-century, a revolution in transportation and communication in 
combination with major improvements in machines for processing raw 
materials and cultivating soil enabled even higher levels of resource 
extraction. Advances in ironworking for locks facilitated the construction 
of canals that linked newly settled areas with steamboat carriers on the 
Mississippi and other centers of commerce and industry on the Great 
Lakes and the Atlantic coast. Steam engines drove mechanized “donkeys” 
that skid cut timber to rivers and railway lines, which carried it to steam-
powered sawmills, or drained western mines and carted the ores to the 
trains.180 Machines were essential to transform the western prairies that 
had beforehand been dismissed as “sublime waste” into one of the most 
productive agricultural regions of the world; the previously mentioned 
paintings graphically confirm technology’s vital contribution “to the ful-
fillment of America’s divinely appointed civilizing mission, which would 
ultimately benefit all of humanity.”181 With his invention of a telegraph, 
Samuel F. B. Morse had added another chapter to this narrative. In the 
popular imagination, electricity was a mysterious power that originated 
in the heavens and had for millennia been linked to the divine. That an 
American had transformed an elemental force of nature into a species of 
private property seemed to Americans to fit their nation’s progressive-
ness as well as its citizens’ moral purity.182
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This context of contesting notions of superiority in the transatlantic 
world is vital for the interpretation of Constantino Brumidi’s 1862 paint-
ing The Telegraph. The Italian frescoist had been hired to paint some of 
the rooms in the U.S. Capitol extension in Washington, DC. He took a 
classical European theme and adopted it to New World achievements. 
Instead of being carried to Crete, Europa has been conveyed across the 
Atlantic where she is greeted by America, who is wearing the Phrygian 
or freedom cap and holds the caduceus (ancient emblem of the mes-
senger of the gods), while resting her arm on an anchor representing 
hope. America’s strength is represented by the cannon lying behind the 
anchor, her mechanical invention by the gear wheel beside her, and her 
generosity by the cornucopia. Among the fruits are giant grapes, which 
signified the Promised Land in the Old Testament, and the pineapple of 
hospitality.183

The journey’s purpose is for Europa to receive the Atlantic telegraph 
wire from America; the telegraph line and a pole can be seen on the right-
hand side. Contrary to the actual cable-laying route, the cable will be taken 
back to Europe. Although the meeting of the two continents is amicable, 
their attitudes clearly signify “that Europe is the suppliant and America 
the generous benefactor in this exchange.”184 America’s superiority over 

3.2 Constantino Brumidi, The Telegraph, 1862, U.S. Senate Collection.
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Europa is expressed in its form of government (the Phrygian cap), its mili-
tary strength, and its technological inventions. The location of the fresco 
at the heart of U.S. political power, where every foreign statesman and 
diplomat would be welcomed, was of utmost significance. The fresco 
symbolized every visitor’s take-home message. This contest between the 
Old World and the New World remained simmering throughout the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries and expanded beyond the underlying 
tension between two national narratives of invention and progress. With 
anxiety, the British watched the rise of the United States to become an 
industrial power and later a world power.

In 1864, during an Atlantic cable banquet, John Pender pointed to the 
undertaking’s cultural promises. The Atlantic cable’s importance was not 
to be measured “by the mere standard of capital or prospect of commer-
cial gain.” Rather, “scope and objects of the new organization were calcu-
lated to bring the whole of the civilized world within their influence.”185 
It provided not only for the movement and transmission of information, 
but also for the spread of values and ideas. Probably everybody present 
agreed with Pender that the Atlantic cable entailed an inherent promise 
of a culturally unified globe; they differed, however, on the explanatory 
model for the electric union and “peace and goodwill.”

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, contemporaries 
harbored a variety of global imaginaries of universal peace and civiliza-
tion. These were nourished from different local, national, and ideologi-
cal contexts and changed over time. All shared an unwavering belief in 
progress and development inextricably linked to the technological devel-
opments of the age. In the 1850s and 1860s, the mermaids’ image and 
their wish for “peace and goodwill” turned into a household message, 
as did their promise that instantaneous communication would rectify all 
misunderstandings. The “annihilation” of time and distance seemed to 
be a crucial structure for the development of universal peace, whereby 
the Great Atlantic Cable was only one of many development projects at 
the time to achieve such a state. Its peculiarity was its incredible speed, 
which brought a new sequence in the chronology of events, as well as its 
implied global reach.

In the 1850s and 1860s, actors differed in approaching the peace con-
cept from two different national and economic contexts: Manchester 
Liberalism and the idea of a Societas Christiana. The British protagonists 
were influenced by Manchester Liberalism and the idea that the spread of 
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markets and the resulting international dependencies would result in the 
spread of peace. Key representatives of this economic philosophy, such as 
Richard Cobden and John Bright, supported the cable enterprise because 
it exemplified their theory on the correlation of international trade and 
peace. Although religion had little influence on John Pender and James 
Anderson, it played a tremendous role in the agency of the American pro-
tagonists. For Samuel F. B. Morse, Cyrus W. Field, and Peter Cooper, the 
explanatory principle for the cable’s moral influence was not a secularized 
notion of peace but God’s providence and the idea of a global Christian 
union. Time and again, they connected their cable work with religious 
thinking and even missionary expeditions. In both concepts, “global” elec-
tric union did not mean “universal.” Electric unity was employed within 
a Eurocentric rhetoric of imperial and industrial power relations and was 
only valid as such. All others, that is non-Euro-Americans, non-Chris-
tians, and nonelites, were excluded from “peace and goodwill” as well as 
all the other advantages that global communication brought.

From the 1870s on, a third explanatory model became important and 
was institutionalized: internationalism in the form of a codified world, 
bound by universally applicable laws and an international system. The 
two law reformers, David Dudley Field and Louis Renault, represented 
the key players in attempts to codify the global media system. Their 
focus lay on the protection of submarine cables in times of peace and, 
more importantly, in times of war so as to not disconnect the world. Both 
believed that the codification and regulation of the international move-
ment of goods and people as well as knowledge and information would 
result in the creation of an international system that was inherently 
peaceful. Their greatest breakthrough was the International Telegraph 
Convention for the Protection of Submarine Cables of 1884, the rules of 
which were modified again in 1907 by the Hague Conventions of land 
warfare. The outbreak of World War I and the speed with which “Ger-
man” Atlantic cables were cut that very summer illustrated that, in the 
end, the ideas connected to the implementation of a Manchester liberal-
ism, the Societas Christiana, and l’esprit d’internationalité could not pre-
vent the entire world from going to war with each other.

Finally, the idea of a unified market of morality via means of global 
communication entailed the notion of universal peace, which, after all, 
only concerned the major industrial powers of the time. However, its 
reach also expanded beyond the Euro-American realm of power relations 
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because it also entailed the concept of “civilization.” At the time, techno-
logical progress was strongly intertwined with notions of civilization, and 
development and technologies, such as the railways, steamships, and 
electric telegraphs, were contemporaries’ proof of their own superiority 
over nature as well as the “rest,” or the “uncivilized.” But the West’s “mas-
tery of the material world” served not only as a “justification of imperial 
dominance” but also as means and instrument of its diffusion. Subma-
rine telegraphy was not only argumentative proof of, but also instrumen-
tal to, the civilizing project per se.186 As a result, the cable protagonists 
found themselves as equally in the positions of engineers, electricians, 
or cable operators as they were explorers, travelers, and “civilizers.” We 
may not forget, however, as the examples of Mrs. Trollope and Brumidi’s 
fresco illustrated, that the demarcation line of “civilization” not only ran 
between the “West” and the “rest” but also sometimes right through it.



When the Atlantic Cable is completed, it is a fact, that a message will be 
received in America five hours before it leaves England.

Punch, “Something Like a Telegraph,” August 4, 1866.

WITH THESE words, an article in Punch expressed a general 
perplexity about a new compression of time that the Atlantic 
telegraph seemed to inaugurate. News would arrive not only 

faster, as the submarine telegraph “eliminated” the twelve days a mail 
steamer took from Europe to North America, but also more current or 
“newsworthy.”1 The electric telegraphs dematerialized global informa-
tion flows.2 For the first time, the message was separated from its mate-
rial messenger and could reach its destination at unprecedented speed.3 
Undoubtedly, the globe-spanning telegraph network was essential for the 
development of entirely new communication patterns.

With his sketch of a theory of Weltcommunication (world communica-
tion), German philosopher Ernst Kapp envisaged the ocean telegraphs as 
electrical nerves of a global body and as the innervation of the Weltgeist 
(world spirit). This notion soon morphed into the current historiographi-
cal perception of a larger global entity organized in a global media sys-
tem.4 Some scholars see the development of a global submarine cable 
network as the first step in the history of telecommunications from a 
Victorian Internet; that is, they see the telegraph as the equivalent of the 
Internet for the late nineteenth century, and via a “global public sphere,” 
as the first step leading to the world as a global village in the information 
age.5 Yet, the assumption of a unidirectional progression of global com-
munication densification is, at least for the nineteenth century, errone-
ous. The promise of an all-inclusive Weltcommunication was as empty as 
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the analogy of a Victorian Internet is misleading. Submarine telegraphs 
never were a means of social or mass communication but remained a 
specialty service for an exclusive clientele until they were displaced by 
wireless and radio telegraphy as the dominant means of global commu-
nication in the 1920s.

The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed a continuous 
battle of contesting theories of communication, each attempting to give 
context to the concept of Weltcommunication. At the heart of these battles, 
we find those running the global submarine network, men such as James 
Anderson, William Siemens, and John William Mackay, as well as the 
global media reformers like Henniker Heaton, Sandford Fleming, and 
George Squier. From the outside, the disputes played themselves out in 
commercial competition, price wars, or the demand for a nationalization 
of international communication. Especially during the time of the media 
reformers, between the 1890s and 1910s, the driving question was one of 
more or less state involvement. On the inside, the struggle about access to 
cable and global communication revealed competing concepts of moder-
nity itself. For most contemporaries, technology and media as means of 
global awareness marked moments of liberation and emancipation from 
nature and the triumph of culture.6 Ironically, these very processes sharp-
ened the rift between different modes of civilization and (un)civilization, 
urbanity, and global connectivity. In retrospect, the ever increasing geo-
graphical expansion of communication networks went hand in hand with 
an increasingly disunifying development of the world. This was furthered 
not only by tariff policies but also by how global news was made. Cable 
and media moguls like James Gordon Bennett Jr. depended on a “shrink-
age of the globe.” At the same time, with the instantaneity of their news 
coverage of events such as George DeLong’s expedition to the North Pole 
or the “discovery” of David Livingstone, they created the notion of the 
“dark continent” or faraway places that lay outside of the system.7

PROVIDERS, USE, AND THE CONFUSION OF 
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

With the opening of the Great Atlantic Cable in 1866, Europeans and 
Americans seemed to believe that a new era of communication was 
opening up before them. A large number of people wanted to be among 
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the first to use the new tool for Weltcommunication. Already before the 
successful completion of the cable, telegraph clerks brought an enor-
mous number of applications for priority of messages before the man-
aging director of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company.8 The cable 
agents furthered this telegraphic frenzy. During the telegraphic soirées 
they held in celebration of the Atlantic telegraph, they set up apparatuses 
from which guests could telegraph at any length and to any place they 
liked, free of charge. While this was a nice promotional trick to accus-
tom people to the new instantaneity of communication, it also projected 
a false image of the technology in use, which was simultaneously coun-
tered by the high costs of the cable entrepreneurs’ tariff policy. This ini-
tial submarine enthusiasm resulted in a number of extraordinarily long 
and expensive telegrams that showed that many customers misunder-
stood the new medium as a faster version of the letter. Newspapers made 
headlines with telegrams extraordinaire, which were also used to osten-
tatiously display power and wealth, as for example those passed between 
Emperor Maximilian of Mexico and his wife, Charlotte of Belgium. As 
the Birmingham Daily Post reported, “[a] dispatch of 478 words in cipher” 
had passed over the Atlantic Telegraph between the two of them. The 
cost of transmission was over £726.74.9 This record was soon beaten 
by a dispatch from the U.S. government to the American ambassador 
in Paris in December of 1866, which consisted of more than four thou-
sand words, cost over £2,000, and occupied ten hours in transmission.10 
Because government dispatches had priority in transmission, the mes-
sage blocked all other telegraphic communication for hours.

Although in the first frenzy of technical enthusiasm, a relatively large 
number of such telegrams extraordinaire were sent, in everyday use, tele-
grams in the form of fast-written letters remained the exception. Rather, 
the transatlantic communicational space played itself out as one where 
time, money, and brevity ruled. Soon after the establishment of trans-
atlantic traffic in 1866, it became clear that its use was absolutely exclu-
sive, bestowing the benefits of instantaneous communication only upon 
those “who can pay.”11 Decisions in this regard were primarily made by 
the cable companies whose actors enforced their understanding of Welt-
communication upon its users. Tariffs between Great Britain and New 
York started out at £20 for a minimum of twenty words and, in Novem-
ber 1866, were reduced to £10 for a minimum of ten words. Prices fell 
further in December 1867 to £5 for ten words plus the costs for each 
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additional word according to destination and, from 1869 onward, to £2 
for a minimum of ten words. For the cable entrepreneurs, this extreme 
price reduction in the first three years of the cables’ service was a balanc-
ing act between recouping the initial investment by paying high enough 
dividends to the shareholders and attracting enough users willing to pay 
a certain price. In 1867, the Anglo-American Telegraph Company tried a 
word rate of £1 for the traffic on their 1866 and 1865 Atlantic cables, but it 
was not until 1872 that traffic manager Henry Weaver instituted a regular 
word rate system of four shillings per word.12 These rates only covered 
the connection between Great Britain and New York or Boston; messages 
beyond these two points were additionally charged for the local landline 
connection as well as the various national taxes. A message from London 
to Austin, Texas, for example, cost £6.67 in 1867 at an ordinary ten-word 
rate of £5.00.13 People were even worse off if they attempted to send a 
message to a place “beyond the range of the Telegraphic System,” such 
as Fiji, German New Guinea, or the Marshall Islands.14 These messages 
were then sent on via ordinary mail.15 Due to such a tariff policy, the ocean 
telegraphs did not intend to be a medium of mass or social communica-
tion and did not supplant ordinary mail. Instead, they furthered direct, 
point-to-point communication between the respective centers of trade.16

Once a balance between the interests of shareholders and users, or 
between dividends and tariffs, had been established, only two things 
could influence the tariffs: a cable breakage, and thus a shortage of 
transmission routes, or a new cable, and hence additional transmission 
options. Each time a new competitor entered the field, the telegraphing 
public hoped that charges would be reduced. Such hopes were not irra-
tional, as all new companies claimed to “inaugurate a new era in the his-
tory of Atlantic telegraphy by . . . abolishing for ever [sic] the prohibitive 
tariff” of the existing companies.17 In the 1870s and 1880s, fierce price 
wars, which brought competitors to the edge of bankruptcy by lower-
ing the tariff to so-called “nonremunerative rates,” were the result of 
this competition. As a rule, the outcome of this “system of competition 
ending in an amalgamation” was that each new competitor joined, vol-
untarily or by market force, the working agreement of the Atlantic pool, 
headed by the Anglo-American Telegraph Company.18 Thereafter, tariffs 
were usually brought back to or near the old level before the price war. 
There were four major price wars in the 1870s and 1880s on the Atlantic 
connections. The first of them was the Siemens-Pender controversy from 
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1875 to 1877. A second one soon followed, when the French enterprise La 
Compagnie Française du Télégraphe de Paris à New York (or PQ, as the 
company came to be called) entered the market. The cable war with PQ 
illustrated how quickly and effectively such an amalgamation could be 
achieved. PQ opened its cables for business on June 2, 1880, at a rate of 
two shillings per word, undercutting the Atlantic pool by one shilling.19 
The pooled companies immediately followed suit. While Direct United 
States Cable Company (DUSC) drew level at two shillings and on June 
19 lowered their price to one shilling and six pence, the Anglo-American 
Telegraph Company dropped their rates to an unprecedented six pence.20 
PQ was not able to follow at a rate that, according to the Pall Mall Gazette, 
would “pay working expenses, but [would] leave little or no dividend on 
the respective capitals of the various cable companies.”21 Four months 
later, in September 1880, an agreement was formed between the Atlantic 
pool and PQ, amalgamating the latter into the working agreement. It was 
ratified and finalized in January 1881.22 From October 1, 1880, tariffs were 
back at two shillings per word.23

Almost immediately upon the amalgamation of PQ into the pool, 
another tariff war was in sight. This time, an American competitor, Jay 
Gould, railroad magnate and main shareholder of the largest U.S. land-
line service provider, Western Union Telegraph Company, entered the 
market. His entry marked an important change in the structure of the 
global communication system. It not only connected the two single most 
important communication markets of the time, the ocean cables and the 
American terrestrial service, but also combined the organization of the 
message via cable service with the organization of its content via news 
service. In December 1880, John Pender unsuccessfully attempted to 
discourage Jay Gould from laying his own Atlantic cables. He warned 
him that “to spend more money in laying new cables at present would be 
equally disastrous to the new as to the present system.”24 Pender seemed 
convinced that the market could not sustain another rival. Gould’s focus, 
however, was not necessarily set on the ocean market, but the American 
national system. Recognizing Pender’s advice as a hoax, he ordered, via 
telegram, Siemens Brothers to manufacture and lay two cables across the 
Atlantic. After a brief price war, both combatants signed a working agree-
ment, giving Western Union 12.5 percent of the revenues as long as it had 
one cable and 22.5 percent once it had two. In return, Western Union 
would pass on all outgoing transatlantic telegrams to the Anglo-American 
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Telegraph Company.25 The final major tariff war occurred between 1886 
and 1888 and came with another American contestant: John W. Mackay 
and James Gordon Bennett and their Commercial Cable Company. They 
managed to break the Atlantic pool’s monopoly and stayed independent. 
On September 1, 1888, the Commercial Cable Company and the Atlantic 
pool entered a working agreement, fixing the cable tariff at one shilling 
per word for the remainder of the nineteenth century. On the transatlan-
tic line, this essentially remained the standard until 1923.26

Although most telegraph companies claimed that their motive in price 
reduction was “to extend their business in what they call[ed] ‘social mes-
sages,’” they did not aim at the working or middle classes. The Atlantic 
cables were, to use the words of a critique, “a golden bridge, to be used by 
the possessors of gold only.”27 Despite the enormous reduction from £20 
for twenty words in 1866 to one shilling per word in 1888, one shilling 
per word was in no way a social (i.e., generally affordable) tariff. In 1873, 
an agricultural laborer in Great Britain earned twelve to fourteen shil-
lings a week, and a skilled artisan earned between twenty-eight shillings 
(1£ 8s) and £2 a week.28 In 1909, Henniker Heaton, British parliament 
member, journalist, and one of the most ardent supporters of a penny 
post system for the British imperial telegraphs, pointed out that the 
cable rate for one word, which was eight pence at the time, still ranged 
from one day’s to six days’ wages for a farm laborer.29 Those running the 
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global media system established a two-class system of communication in 
which “those with long purses, and engaged in large transactions” were 
in possession of intelligence from the opposite sides of the ocean “days 
in advance of their neighbours.”30

This system did not remain uncontested. Users found new ways to 
circumvent the hefty tariffs. Soon, transatlantic telegraphy was character-
ized by the messages’ brevity. Users followed the rule that “[t]he wordier 
a message and the greater the distance, the higher the charge.”31 The 
pressure to be cost-efficient led to shorter telegrams and eventually to 
the development of the “telegram style,” which left out anything that 
was redundant or not essential for the message. Additionally, codes and 
cyphers were used and codebooks developed for the different industries 
and purposes. Between 1866 and 1869, J. Wagstaff Blundell, accountant 
and author of a Manual of Submarine Telegraph Companies, meticulously 
noted the average number of daily messages and the Anglo-American 
Telegraph Company’s daily revenues: while the numbers of messages 
rose steadily, the company’s per-word output remained almost the same. 
Starting out with 29 messages a day and an average daily amount of tariff 
income of £757 in 1866, this climbed to 64 messages and £868 in 1867 
and to 131 messages and £952 in 1868. Finally, in 1869, on average, 219 
messages a day were sent, bringing in £975 a day.32

According to Blundell, not only did the number of messages increase 
across the Atlantic connection, but they also became shorter. In 1872, the 
word rate had been introduced in the Atlantic traffic, and in commercial 
communication between established business partners, often a telegram 
of two or three words was sufficient: buy, sell, or order. Since the late 
1870s, up to a third of the telegrams leaving Germany, for instance, did 
not contain more than five words. Only one out of ten telegrams was 
longer than twenty words.33 On the Atlantic cables, the trend was similar. 
In 1877, transatlantic messages had an average of 11.4 words according 
to the Anglo-American Telegraph Company’s statistics.34 This was in no 
way comparable to the initial extremes of dispatches of 400 or even 800 
words during the first global communication frenzy. People had accom-
modated their way of communication to the medium and its tariffs and 
to the cable companies representatives’ idea of Weltcommunication.

To fit as much content into as little telegraphic space as possible, 
the “packers,” senders who abbreviated their messages, adopted highly 
creative methods.35 Aside from the usage of shortened spelling such as 
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“immidiatly” instead of “immediately” at the time when letters and not 
words were counted, the use of foreign languages was common. As the 
Electrical World reported in 1884, once the simple word count had been 
introduced in the late 1860s, often two or three words were run together 
in a foreign language for the benefit of brevity. Yet these “evasions” helped 
little “to carry the message unquestioned out of the originating coun-
try.”36 Indeed, a duel was going on between the packers and the compa-
nies. Once the evasion was noticed, extra toll was collected. Furthermore, 
the companies turned to the International Telegraph Union to obtain “a 
definition of what a word, telegraphically speaking, is.”37 Ever new rules 
as to the word count were introduced by the various companies or by the 
International Telegraph Union, thereby making, for example, c’est-à-dire 
four words instead of one.38 It illustrates the power of the ocean cable 
companies that different rules for word count were applied for European 
traffic (primarily the terrestrial system) than for extra-European traffic 
(primarily the ocean cable system). Within Europe, a word could contain 
as many as fifteen Morse characters; for extra-European traffic, this num-
ber was only ten. This made the word responsibility one word in European 
traffic, but two beyond it.39

The effect of such packing meant that it was not uncommon to see 
messages from correspondents asking for more definite instructions or 
information, “as the former abbreviated message was unintelligible.”40 
Such failed communication is vividly documented in the correspondence 
of Lady Emma Pender, wife of Sir John Pender. Emma Pender’s letter 
writing to faraway places picked up with her daughter Marion’s marriage 
to William des Voeux in 1875, an official of the British Colonial Office, and 
the couple’s subsequent stays abroad. Lady Pender developed the habit 
of corresponding via telegram, often using the transatlantic connection. 
Each of the telegrams, however, was accompanied by an extensive and 
often explanatory letter. This letter followed the telegram via the much 
slower steamships arriving many weeks later, a habit that soon became 
common practice when using telegraphic communication.41 One of the 
most common misunderstandings in the cablegrams was the phrase “All 
well,” which turned into a vacuous expression in telegraphic correspon-
dence. Upon their daughter’s departure from a visit in England back to 
her husband in the colonial service at St. Lucia in the Caribbean, John 
Pender himself struggled in a telegram with the very expression “all well” 
as the following letter from Lady Pender exemplifies:
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Your Father telegraphed your departure to William. He wished to tell 
him somehow that you were well but far from strong. This however 
considered might alarm so at last he left the message ending with “All 
well.” This does not strengthen my faith in telegrams.42

Their correspondence failed not only in the attempt to communicate 
Marion’s state of health, but also with regard to William des Voeux’s 
career in the Foreign Service. Probably induced by his wife’s wish to 
have her daughter closer to home, John Pender used his close ties to 
the undersecretary of the Colonial Office, Robert George Wyndham 
Herbert. He negotiated not only cable policies but also the career of his 
son-in-law. Several times, Pender’s telegrams to his daughter and son-
in-law, advising them to return home, had them wait with packed bags 
before the explanatory letter shattered all hopes. Surely, so William 
des Voeux wrote in a letter to Emma Pender, such a telegram could 
only mean one of two things: “either that an appointment had been 
actually promised, or that he [ John Pender] considered it so certain as 
to be prepared to pay our expenses.”43 As successful as John Pender 
was in the cable business, so unsuccessful were his attempts with des 
Voeux. Soon after that last fateful telegram, a new appointment indeed 
came for his son-in-law: he was promoted to become governor of Fiji. 
Although this was certainly a rise in rank, it did not help Emma Pender 
in bringing her daughter closer to home. At the time, Fiji was a tele-
graphic “wasteland,” and this left Emma Pender “very angry with Fiji 
for not possessing a ‘cable.’”44

Because messages were always going through the hands of a clerk, 
for reasons of secrecy but also brevity, users soon employed ciphers and 
codes. These were developed to meet the needs of particular industries 
or user groups and could be used on all lines, unless the respective gov-
ernment vetoed its use. In 1867, for example, the Spanish government 
mandated that messages to Cuba had to be written in “plain ordinary lan-
guage,” with code and cipher not being allowed.45 Sometimes the cable 
companies also developed their own code system, which they then pro-
vided for the telegraphing public.46 Early on, wealthy transatlantic travel-
ers and tourists were identified as possible cable users; predominantly 
Anglo-Saxon white American males joined their British and Continental 
European counterparts on their “grand tour” through Europe. Although 
in the early decades of the nineteenth century, the number of overseas 
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travelers among Americans was likely less than 2,000 per year, numbers 
spiked upward after 1849. Aside from a short drop during the Civil War, 
numbers increasingly went up, surpassing the 100,000 mark in 1885. 
By the start of World War I, nearly a quarter of a million of Americans 
were traveling abroad.47 Already in 1880, J. E. Palmer edited his first 
European Travelers and Telegraph Code book; a second edition followed 
in 1884. In 1887, Golder Dwight published his Official Cable Code and 
General Information for European Tourists Including French and German 
Phrases with English Pronunciation.48 With the use of a cable code, trav-
elers could send “almost any information they wish[ed] (at a compara-
tively small expense) to friends at home,” such as advising them of their 
safe arrival, their state of health, what sort of voyage they had, or where 
they intended to go first.49

The cable companies were quite biased against any code and cipher 
usage. As James Anderson revealed in a speech in 1873, they considered 
codes to be unfair and defrauding them of their lawful dues. Through 
the use of codes, they were “deprived of [their] anticipated profit by the 
economy of the commercial world, which has learned a new condensed 
language by which they can express all their wants.”50 Laying a cable was 
one thing, but making it pay was another. The frequent changes in tariff 
regulations and regulations concerning the form of a telegram illustrate 
vividly the constant battle between those coming up with new codes, the 
packers, and the cable companies coming up with new rules on how to 
charge even a coded message its proper worth. Between 1866 and 1869, 
coded messages were, as a rule, charged twice the actual tariff.51 There-
after, codes had to form a known or dictionary word; letters, grouped or 
otherwise, that did not obey this rule were charged by letter. Numerals 
were also charged each as a word, making it harder for cipher usages. 
Throughout the century, the cable companies used the International 
Telegraph Union (ITU) conferences to counter all attempts at facilitating 
telegraphic communication by means of artificial codes. The telegraph 
users, however, soon adapted new ways for packing as much information 
as possible in as few words as possible. 

In 1884, facing new competition on the Atlantic market through the 
Commercial Cable Company, James Anderson, spokesman of the East-
ern and Associated Companies, raged against the code and cipher users. 
He sent up a warning to the commercial public that, sooner or later, 
“the present abuse of the code system” would be stopped “to the great 
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inconvenience of those firms who are building up a huge mass of made-
up words, syllabic combinations having the appearance of words only, 
and unknown to any language.” This growing practice was, according to 
Anderson, “unfair, if not illegal, and contrary to the convention by which 
all telegraph administrations [were] bound.” It would have an abrupt 
ending, especially, if there was ever “government control of any kind,” 
to which Anderson was completely opposed.52 Anderson’s broadside 
against nationalizing the ocean telegraphs is of particular interest when 
seen in light of the actors’ relation to the nation-state. Up to the First 
World War, national monopoly theory, meaning government ownership 
of ocean cables, was the panacea for media reformers and those urging 
lower rates. If only the governments would buy out the cable companies, 
rates would unquestionably be lower, reformers argued throughout the 
Euro-American world. Time and again, the companies also threatened to 
sell out, knowing quite well that no government would make that invest-
ment.53 Particularly fierce debates surrounded the issue of code cable-
grams and the adoption of an official ITU vocabulary for code messages 
between 1890 and 1908 at four of the ITU conventions at Paris, Budapest, 
London, and Lisbon. Each time, the results of these debates exemplified 
the power of the submarine cable companies against the ITU, govern-
ment representatives, and telegraph users. Although such a standardized 
European code language had already been adopted at the Paris conven-
tion, it was never enforced.54

Upon the completion of the first Atlantic cable in 1866, the Belfast 
News-Letter enthusiastically exclaimed how it now became possible 
“within a few brief minutes, not merely to telegraph from London to New 
York, but, by a process of easy re-transmission, the golddigger [sic] at 
California may, if he wishes, communicate within an hour or two with a 
Parsee merchant in Bombay.”55 This statement has to be re-read critically. 
The stress has to be on merchant as well as gold (less on digger) because 
the cable actors created (submarine) telegraphy as a communicational 
tool of exclusivity. The telegraphic “girdle around the globe” did not 
connect people, but markets.56 Still, the tariff system was not stagnant. 
Tariff wars between companies brought the costs down, and the users 
found ways to circumvent the exorbitant tariffs by means of packing or 
the use of code and cipher. In the end, however, submarine telegraphs 
highlighted the distinction between those within and those outside of the 
globally communicating community.
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NEWS AGENTS AND THE CABLE MARKET

From its beginning, the transatlantic telegraph market was of great inter-
est to news agents. Already with the introduction of the first landlines 
in the 1840s, the advantages of the medium’s speed and instantaneity 
for making news more current, albeit not necessarily more “newswor-
thy,” had become transparent. Before the Atlantic cable, news gather-
ers employed optical telegraphs, hired spotters to locate ships en route, 
or employed rowboats to contact incoming boats before they docked to 
obtain news from across the ocean as fast as possible.57 Now, the tele-
graphs helped them spread information, their commodity, even more 
rapidly. Among the first newsmakers to make extensive use of the Atlan-
tic cable was the New York Herald, run by James Gordon Bennett. Within 
a day of the opening of the 1866 cable to the public, the newspaper had 
King William of Prussia’s speech on his victory at Königgrätz cabled in 
full. The transmission cost 36,000 francs (roughly $7,059).58

Often, developments in the organization of news and the organization 
of news transmission via telegraph were interconnected. In the 1880s, 
they became interdependent as key actors, such as Jay Gould or James 
Gordon Bennett Jr., took on positions in both systems. Given high trans-
mission rates, news agents followed the wave of merchants with trans-
atlantic ambition, such as John Pender and Augustin Pouyer-Quertier, 
and pushed into the Atlantic telegraph market. Because the question 
of “What is news?” directly related to the policy and costs of sending a 
telegram, they took on the role of cable entrepreneurs who attempted to 
secure their own means of transmission and so became important actors 
of globalization.59

In the late 1840s, Charles-Louis Havas, Bernard Wolff, and Julius 
Reuter recognized the importance of the “latest communication tech-
nology,” in the words of Wolff, for the transmission of news.60 Each of 
them set up a telegraph agency in Paris, Berlin, and London dedicated 
to the transmission of primarily commercial and financial news. Soon 
the triumvirate took over global news reporting, and only twenty years 
after the foundation of their first press offices, Wolff, Reuter, and Havas 
“were talking quite confidently in terms of empires.”61 One of these news 
agents had his eyes not only on the messages but also on the medium: 
the telegraph lines. In addition to Reuter’s Telegram Company, Julius 
Reuter established Reuter’s Telegraph Company in 1851 (switching from 
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the message to the medium) and built telegraph lines across Ireland and 
between Great Britain and the European continent. His was not a pub-
lic telegraph company, but similar to the line of Colt and Robinson in 
the United States, solely a news-gathering one. It predominantly served 
banks, brokerage houses, and leading business firms.62 With the Tele-
graph Act of 1870, nationalizing British landlines, cables and cable com-
panies passed into the hands of the British government. Reuter’s venture 
into the telegraph service greatly influenced his news business. The Irish 
overland connection alone secured him an eight-hour advantage over his 
rivals on transatlantic news.63 As costs for obtaining transatlantic news 
rose from an average of £67 per month in 1865 to £424 per month in 
1867, Reuter decided in 1868 to also enter the Atlantic telegraph mar-
ket. Together with Baron Emil d’Erlanger, he launched the French Cable 
Company. Yet, soon after its opening, the company had to bow to mar-
ket pressure. It was forced into a working agreement with the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company.64 After this failure, Reuter withdrew as a 
cable entrepreneur. His sole connection to the cable business remained 
his directorship in Pender’s Globe Trust in 1872. Still, Reuter was the first 
to establish the structural link between medium and message.

Reuter was not the only one who saw the connection between the cable 
business and the news business. Cyrus W. Field, for instance, owned 
interests in the New York Evening Mail and the New York Evening Express, 
two leading New York City newspapers.65 However, it was in the 1880s 
with the appearance of Jay Gould, who controlled Western Union and 
several Associated Press newspapers, such as the New York Tribune, the 
New York Sun, and the World, and James Gordon Bennett Jr., the owner 
and main editor of the New York Herald and the Paris Herald, that news 
came to play a central role in the cable business. In the 1880s, Gould and 
Bennett entered into a cable and news war with each other and redefined 
the parameters of the global cable system. With them, American agents 
took on a much stronger role in contrast to their British counterparts. 
The strong antagonism between these two American cable entrepreneurs 
marked a shift within the cable business from a London-based center 
of power to a more broadly defined Anglo-American center of power. In 
addition, it signified a struggle within the United States concerning news 
distribution as well as the question of social status of various immigrant 
groups coming from Europe. In a way, the Gould-Bennett controversy 
of the 1880s was similar to the telegraph war between John Pender and 
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William Siemens. Again, personal animosities were entangled with busi-
ness interests. And, like the earlier war, its outcome marked a milestone 
in the development of the ocean cable system.

A so-called “robber baron,” Jay Gould originally came to the telegraph 
business from the railroads, taking a route similar to that of many of the 
early telegraph engineers, such as Daniel Gooch or Samuel Canning.66 
The “Napoleon of finance,” who had made his fortune as part of the pow-
erful Erie triumvirate crisscrossing the United States with rails, added 
the telegraph market as a symbiotic acquisition to his vast enterprises.67 
In 1874, Gould commenced taking over the American telegraph market 
targeting the market leader, Western Union. In 1875, Gould launched 
his first raid on Western Union by challenging its patent rights on qua-
druplex transmission. It ended in 1877 with Western Union taking over 
Gould’s rival network provider.68 Gould commenced his second raid on 
Western Union in June 1879 when he bought up the insignificant Ameri-
can Union Telegraph Company and thence steadily started to amalgam-
ate all of Western Union’s rivals. In January 1881, Gould swallowed the 
top of the class, Western Union, and so controlled 90 percent of the 
telegraph market in the United States. This utterly changed the public 
debate over federal telegraph legislation and state ownership. Within a 
week of the takeover, Western Union was at the center of attention of 
antimonopolists.69

Gould’s interest in the ocean cable market was, on the one hand, part 
of a strategy within the Western Union takeover. The company already 
owned interests in ocean cables and had in the 1860s pursued the Col-
lins Overland Route across Alaska and Siberia as an alternative to the 
Great Atlantic Cable. On the other hand, it was part of a great financial 
scheme.70 In late December 1880, Gould decided to have two Atlantic 
cables manufactured and laid by Siemens Brothers. Although he called 
for 70 percent subscription for his American Telegraph and Cable Com-
pany from external sources, the capital of £2,000,000 ($10,000,000) 
was raised within 40 hours.71 The price war that took place in the spring 
of 1882 was brief and vigorous. Three months after opening his cables to 
the public, Western Union, which in fact leased the Atlantic cables from 
Gould’s cable company, signed a joint-purse agreement and entered the 
Atlantic pool. Charles Bright suspected that this was, after all, “the happy 
destination for which . . . it was originally launched into existence.”72 This 
agreement set new standards for the business of submarine telegraphy 
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because it formally combined land and ocean telegraphs. The market 
advantage on the Atlantic was no longer determined by vertical business 
networks securing independent means of cable manufacture, laying, and 
operating, but was increasingly set via customer access. This raised the 
importance of the landlines. During the initial period of point-to-point 
connections between cities such as London and New York, the cable 
companies’ offices there had been sufficient to serve and reach their 
cabling customers. The inclusion of Western Union’s far-reaching net-
work showed that by 1880 the use of the Atlantic telegraph extended far 
beyond these points.

The involvement of Gould was the first instance amplifying the grow-
ing interdependence of news and cable business in the 1880s. This linkage 
became even more defined with the appearance of James Gordon Bennett 
on the cable market. Whereas Jay Gould represented the businessman, 
financier, and cable entrepreneur, James Gordon Bennett represented the 
news agent through and through. In the late nineteenth century, Gordon 
Bennett, as he came to be called in distinction to his father, James Gordon 
Bennett Sr., was one of the most flamboyant figures of Anglo-American 
public and news life. Backed by his enormous wealth, he embraced the 
possibilities of the new technologies for a “time-space compression,” 
especially the telegraph, the telephone, and later on wireless. He ordered 
his correspondents to and fro across the entire globe, always on the look-
out for a story in Greece, the Caribbean, or the North Pole.73 Gordon Ben-
nett did not just make global headlines, he was global news.

Gordon Bennett, son of Scottish and Irish immigrants, entered the 
news market in 1866, the year of the Great Atlantic Cable, when his 
father, who was one of the most influential journalists of mid-nineteenth-
century America, partially turned the business of the New York Herald 
over to him.74 By 1866, Bennett’s father had revolutionized American 
journalism. With his cheap penny press, he brought “newspapers to the 
masses,” which he entertained with a sensationalism to reporting that 
“startled readers, but drew them back again and again.”75 In 1877, Gor-
don Bennett’s behavior at a New Year’s soiree of his fiancée’s father in 
New York made him a social outcast from American high society and a 
permanent émigré to Europe.76 From then on, he spent most of his time 
in Paris or on board his yacht roaming the world’s oceans. He never per-
manently returned to the United States and did not get married until the 
age of 73.77 He died four years later at his Beaulieu villa in France.78
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The cable business came into Bennett’s focus in the early 1880s 
upon his acquaintance with the “Bonanza King,” John William Mackay. 
Mackay was an Irish immigrant to the United States who had, in the 
1870s, made an enormous fortune with silver mining in the American 
West.79 After his mining career, Mackay had remained in the American 
West and only intermittently joined New York’s high society; his wife and 
son, in contrast, returned to Europe and set up a family residence there. 
Allegedly, it was his wife’s exorbitantly high transatlantic cable bills that 
aroused Mackay’s interest in setting up an ocean cable enterprise.80 At 
the same time, Bennett’s New York Herald was waging war against Jay 
Gould’s Western Union telegraph monopoly, which dictated prices of 
national and, because it owned two Atlantic cables, international news 
transmission. Mackay estimated that the prospect of federal antimonop-
oly legislation would aid the scheme in its fight against Western Union 
and that Bennett, who ran the New York Herald from Paris, would be the 
transatlantic connection’s best customer.81 On December 10, 1883, John 
W. Mackay and Gordon Bennett launched the Commercial Cable Com-
pany. The following year, they visited Siemens Brothers in London and 
ordered two transatlantic cables. These were opened for public traffic on 
New Year’s Eve 1884 with a tariff of one shilling and eight pence a word 
between Great Britain and New York.82 What followed was the almost 
mandatory cable tariff war between the strongly entrenched Atlantic pool 
monopoly and the Commercial’s new lines, which brought both Mackay 
and Bennett to the brink of bankruptcy. As Ludwig Löffler, managing 
director of Siemens Brothers, reported to Carl Siemens in St. Petersburg, 
the Atlantic pool companies declared war on the Commercial early in 
1886 when they reduced their tariffs to six pence per word. They hoped 
that thus ruining the Commercial’s income (and everybody else’s as Löf-
fler sharply noted) they could force Mackay to return to a tariff of two 
shillings and six pence or even three shillings a word in order to recoup 
his investment. Yet, as Löffler concluded, “there was no way Mackay 
would give up.”83

In response to this attack, Bennett and Mackay followed a threefold 
strategy: They took over a successful landline network competing with 
Western Union. They attempted to lure away PQ, the newest acquisition 
of the Atlantic pool. And lastly, they enjoyed the benefits from financ-
ing their cable predominantly from their own fortunes. As Gould com-
plained, if Mackay ever ran low on money, “he could simply go back to 
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Nevada and dig up some more.”84 This financial independence brought 
one important advantage for Bennett and Mackay: they cared little about 
dividends and shareholders’ interests. When in 1886, the pooled com-
panies reduced their tariff to six pence, the Commercial could no lon-
ger follow. Instead, they officially appealed to the telegraphing public “to 
make a temporary sacrifice” by supporting them at a one shilling tariff 
“on the assurance that if [they were] vigorously backed up now the tariff 
[should only] return to the original figure,” one shilling and eight pence, 
and not go back up higher.85 The deciding movement was the estab-
lishment of the Postal Telegraph Cable Company to counter Western 
Union’s monopoly on landlines in 1886, as well as the support of Mack-
ay’s mining colleagues to maintain liquidity. In effect, the cable war was 
waged over the American customers and won on the American landline 
market. By 1887, the Commercial Company had secured 50 percent of 
the transatlantic cable traffic and established itself to stay independent.86 
In August 1888, an agreement was concluded with the Atlantic pool, 
whereby the Commercial secured its independent status from the pool. 
Additionally, a word rate of one shilling, commencing from September 1, 
was arranged.87

The battle between the Commercial Cable Company and the Atlantic 
pool had “commanded the attention and admiration of the entire busi-
ness world.”88 People were aware that for the ocean cable business, the 
Commercial’s success marked the end of an era. After more than two 
decades and several attempts to break the Anglo-Americans’ grip on 
transatlantic communication, a duopoly was established.89 With it, the 
importance of the Class of 1866 dwindled and a transition occurred from 
a solely Anglo-European market control to one with a broader Ameri-
can basis: Jay Gould, James Gordon Bennett Jr., and John W. Mackay 
were the leading protagonists. In effect, the cable war was decided on 
the American landline market and over the question of access to the 
American customers in the “hinterlands.” Moreover, whereas in the 
1850s and 1860s, Cyrus W. Field had had to apply to the world’s bank, 
London, for financial support, two decades later, the American capital 
market had developed so strongly that it was able to finance an Atlantic 
cable entirely by itself. This process coincided with the United States’ 
rise to a global player.

The dispute between Gould and Bennett was not solely a question of 
cable business. It also concerned control over the media and, in a way, 
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control over the Associated Press (AP), one of the leading news agencies 
in the United States. In fact, Gould’s “big haul of plunder,” as the New 
York Times christened Gould’s 1882 coup with the Atlantic pool, caused 
great agitation.90 Thereafter, he controlled and influenced the costs of 
cable transmission within, as well as to and from, the United States. In 
response, an entire series of new Atlantic cable proposals were thought 
through in the United States. People worried not only about their cable 
bills but also about the news market itself, as Gould seemed to be about 
to land his next coup. In the early 1880s, the New York Times and the 
New York Herald, both members of the AP, had for some time been fear-
fully watching Gould’s increasing control over the communication and 
media sector. Gould owned large parts of the New York Tribune and the 
New York Sun, which were looked upon as his “personal organs,” and in 
1881, he added to his assembly the World, another New York paper, which 
replaced the Courier and Enquirer in the AP.91 It was further rumored that 
Gould was behind the purchase by Cyrus W. Field, his cable business 
partner, of the Evening Express in December 1881, which also was part of 
the AP.92 

Supposedly, Gould’s move was part of a scheme targeted at con-
trolling four out of seven of the AP newspapers to force them into an 
exclusive working agreement with Western Union and the Western 
Associated Press, a rival news agency in the American West with a 
reach only second to the AP. This would have secured Gould an abso-
lute monopoly over news transmission and distribution in the United 
States.93 Moreover, if Gould would have succeeded in controlling the AP, 
he could have told the public “exactly what he wanted them to hear.”94 
For the Times and the Herald, Gould’s increasing influence on the AP 
concerned them directly, as he might have gained control over their 
news reporting as well. In February 1881, the New York Times mobilized 
against Gould’s attempt to monopolize the flow of news and his taking 
control of what once “ha[d] been the free press of America.”95 The Her-
ald warned that in “improper hands” the AP might be not only “unfaith-
ful to public interests,” but also “a very powerful engine for mischief.”96 
Although Gould did not take as much control over his newspapers as 
the Times and the Herald feared, his influence should also not be under-
estimated.97 With the 1882 Atlantic pool agreement, he established a sys-
tem of censorship on all telegrams processed via the transatlantic lines. 
Upon inquiry, John Pender admitted to John Garrett, president of the 
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Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, a Western Union rival, “that whenever the 
message contained anything affecting Western Union Company in any 
way, it would be the privilege of that company to inspect them.”98

For Gordon Bennett, who ran the Herald from Europe, such control 
had an immediate effect on his news business: anything Bennett cabled 
from Europe went through Western Union’s hands and might fall under 
its control. Additionally, Gould’s expansion into the American news 
world coincided with the slow descent of Bennett’s newspaper. The pre-
vious decade had been the most profitable for the New York Herald, and 
between 1873 and 1883, it was “potentially the most powerful newspaper 
in the world.”99 This changed in the early 1880s, mostly due to Joseph 
Pulitzer, who took over Gould’s World in 1883 and made it into one of 
America’s most important and influential newspapers.100 The Herald’s 
dominance was contested, and Bennett’s interest in the cable business 
was connected to his need for speedy and cheap transmission but most 
of all to “the desire to escape from the necessity of using lines even indi-
rectly controlled by Mr. Gould.”101

As a consequence, it was not only an Atlantic cable war but also 
an American news war. It was not long before Bennett became “Jay’s 
most persistent tormentor.”102 All of Bennett’s newspapers, the New 
York Herald, the Paris Herald, and the Evening Telegram, did not miss 
one chance to criticize Gould’s way of pursuing business as dishonest 
and fraudulent. Bennett particularly condemned Gould’s entry into the 
Atlantic pool in 1882 as “the most gigantic system of organized robbery 
in existence in any civilized country.”103 Simultaneously, the Herald(s) 
ran headlines in Europe as well as in the United States to justify John 
W. Mackay’s conduct as the Commercial’s manager. Additionally, the 
Commercial’s regular advertisement was most prominently displayed 
in Bennett’s newspapers, usually on the front cover right underneath 
the weather forecast.104 In response, Gould used the Sun, with which 
Gordon Bennett had, to make things even more delicate, sort of “inher-
ited” a news feud from his father, as well as the New York Tribune, for 
stark statements concerning the personalities of his antagonists.105 In 
1888, matters climaxed when the Herald waged an all-out offensive 
against Gould, lunging at the Gould-Sage Trust and its alleged misap-
propriation of Union Pacific money. Although the grand jury decided 
for Gould, the Herald, as well as other newspapers, “convicted him” of 
fraud.106 As a response, Gould composed a bitter personal attack against 
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Bennett, which he sent to all American newspapers, except the Herald, 
in April 1888.107 Gould portrayed “Bennett, the libertine” as the social 
derelict of New York’s respectable and honorable men, whose entire life 
had been “a succession of debouches and scandals” and essentially “one 
of shame.” He argued that no respectable man would invite Bennett 
into his residence “where virtue and family honor [were] held sacred” 
as his “very touch in the social circle [was] contaminating.”108 Although 
Gould’s letter was unfavorably received by most of the American news-
papers, it put an end to the Bennett affair.

Bennett’s armistice was not solely caused by this letter, but was also 
influenced by Mackay’s business negotiations with Gould. Simultane-
ous with the American news war, the Atlantic cable war also came to a 
close; during the summer of 1888, Gould and Mackay negotiated an end 
to their cable war and, in September, fixed the cable rates at one shilling 
per word.109 At the same time, the general excitement about the robber 
baron Jay Gould, Western Union, the Associated Press, and national 
monopoly theory in the United States died down. It seemed as if with 
time, the public’s fear of Gould’s control over the press was laid to rest.110 
For the Atlantic Ocean cable market, the Gould-Mackay agreement 
marked the beginning of a firm duopoly, which lasted until the 1920s. 
All future rivals, primarily the French and German state cable ventures, 
aligned themselves with one of the two. In 1911, upon Western Union’s 
refusal to continue to collect telegrams for Atlantic pool companies, 
those companies were forced to enter into an agreement with Western 
Union. It was decided that from 1912 on, all the company’s cables would 
be leased to Western Union. The Commercial Cable Company was by 
that time already operating the “German” Atlantic cables. As a conse-
quence, the American-based companies, Western Union and the Com-
mercial Cable Company, controlled all thirteen transatlantic cables by 
World War I.111

The mounting ferocity of the Gould-Bennett controversy sug-
gests “motives that transcended the cable war or even the desire to sell 
papers.”112 Indirectly, the dispute also responded to inner-American 
processes of national and social integration with regard to the massive 
waves of immigration, particularly from Ireland; about 1.5 million people 
immigrated to the United States from Ireland during the famine years 
of 1846–1855. Throughout the nineteenth century, the Irish underwent a 
process of “becoming white.” Upon their arrival in America, they were 
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treated as social or, as historian Ignatiev claims, even racial inferiors.113 
The “Irish” Mackay and Bennett had to face similar resistance from 
New York’s high society, the entrance to which their money had bought 
them.114 Yet, although money could make them upper class, it could not 
make them accepted. Gordon Bennett was literally driven from the coun-
try. Although William Mackay remained in the United States, his wife and 
family had taken up permanent residence in European exile. Jay Gould, in 
contrast, was of an old and distinguished Anglo-American family that had 
come to America in 1647.115 The Gould-Bennett battle contained the “clas-
sical ingredients of Catholic/Protestant, American (Irish)/British antago-
nism.”116 Beyond this antagonism, this conflict also shows how fluctuating 
social determinants of class and belonging were within a Euro-American 
group. These social divisions broke down due to migration, and they 
could be challenged through means of technological progress and capital. 
The case of Bennett and Mackay contains a strange parallel to the Class of 
1866 and its members from Britain’s North. In contrast to the two Irish-
Americans, however, these Scotsmen and northern English capitalists 
had found acceptance within Britain’s peerage system.

After the disputes had been settled, Gordon Bennett emerged as the 
most visible representative of a “global” news modernity based on tech-
nological speed. The survival of the Commercial Cable Company as well 
as the establishment of the Postal Telegraph Cable Company secured 
Bennett a great level of independence for his newspapers unparalleled 
by any other American newspaper owner. The instantaneity and speed of 
the ocean cables and their linkage with landline systems allowed him to 
run his New York newspapers from Paris, Nice, or wherever he happened 
to be, sometimes even on his yacht touring in the Mediterranean as he 
sent orders by cable. While Bennett was touring the world, his executives 
were required “to sit at the end of a cable.” Continuously, “a never ending 
stream of editors and reporters was kept shuttling back and forth across 
the ocean.”117 In Bennett’s way of running the papers, geographical dis-
tance was of no importance. It could be easily bridged by modern means 
of transport and communication. Indeed, technology was key to Ben-
nett’s sort of obtrusive modernity. In particular, the submarine telegraphs 
expanded his work space and “annihilated” the space in between. The 
global ocean cable system helped him run his paper successfully despite 
“the apparent disadvantages of remoteness and absence [that were] always 
omnipresent in The Herald office.”118 Bennett was equally here as there.
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In his news reporting, Bennett catered to a particular class of cosmo-
politans to which he himself belonged. With the Paris Herald, which Ben-
nett started in 1887, he primarily targeted the newly rich Americans in 
Europe, who are so vividly depicted in the works of the American writer 
Henry James.119 They made the long ocean crossing “in the highest style, 
lived and traveled on the continent in the greatest comfort, ordered their 
custom-tailored wardrobes . . . and then made the rounds of major cit-
ies, spas, racetracks and ports where they were sure to meet other peo-
ple much like themselves.” Newly arrived travelers in Paris were invited 
to register at the Herald so that their presence could be reported in the 
paper.120 As Bennett was himself, the readers of his Paris edition were 
part of a new cosmopolitan class nourished through the means of mod-
ern communication and transport.

In the same way that Gordon Bennett traversed the entire globe via 
cable to organize his paper, he also saw the entire globe as a source for 
news. As one former employee recalled, Bennett always “kept watch for 
rising storms all over the world, and whenever he thought a war, a revo-
lution, or some other great event was impending, . . . he would send a 
correspondent there.”121 Bennett had a sense for sensationalism, which 
he connected to global “discovery” stories. Already in the 1870s, Bennett 
used the ocean telegraphs “to break one of the most sensational stories 
of his time”: the search for the English missionary, David Livingstone.122 
Readers of the Herald were taken aback when they read on July 2, 1872, 
that the famous missionary, who supposedly had been lost in the “dark 
continent” of Africa for three years, was alive and well and moreover had 
discovered the source of the Nile River.123 Livingstone was not his only 
coup. In 1879, Bennett supported U.S. Navy Lieutenant George DeLong’s 
ill-fated voyage to reach the North Pole, providing him with his own boat, 
the Jeannette, which he had explicitly bought for that purpose. In 1881, 
DeLong discovered several islands that he claimed for the United States, 
among them Bennett Island. When DeLong and the ship went missing, 
Bennett sent out a search team for him. It returned without a trace of the 
Jeannette. Later, people learned that the Jeannette had been closed in by 
the ice and sank. On their attempt to reach home, nineteen of the crew 
members, including DeLong, died.124 Bennett never lost interest in the 
Arctic. In 1909, he paid Frederick A. Cock $25,000 for his exclusive story 
of how he had reached the North Pole for the Herald.125
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In the 1900s, Bennett shifted his focus from stories of global discov-
ery to stories of global speed. He tendered the Gordon Bennett Cups for 
international yacht, car, or air balloon races across Europe or the North 
Atlantic.126 Moreover, just as Bennett embraced the ocean cable technol-
ogy, he also took on the telephone and wireless upon their appearance. 
For years, his newspapers marked certain articles as “by the Herald’s spe-
cial telephone.”127 Upon learning of Guglielmo Marconi and his experi-
ments with wireless, Bennett brought Marconi to America to use his 
device in reporting the America’s Cup yacht race in 1899.128 With this 
change in news reporting from stories of discovery to stories of speed, 
Bennett recognized important trends with regard to technological devel-
opments as well as visions of the world. By 1900, the age of discovery 
was essentially over. The central question was no longer whether a place 
could be reached across large distances, but how fast.

As the Herald’s news making turned to stories of speed, the Com-
mercial Cable Company did everything possible to annihilate any kind 
of distance. It even ignored what had long been considered to be the 
business’s safety rules with regard to the cables’ landing places. As 
the Birmingham Daily Post announced, the Commercial’s 1884 Atlan-
tic cable was to land “almost at the gateway” of New York only to be 
continued “underground to Wall Street, within two doors of the Stock 
Exchange.”129 For the first time, ocean cables were “landed in the heart 
of a great commercial center.” Its telegraph offices were, perhaps mind-
ful of Bennett’s constant shift in time zones, “open day and night.”130 
Additionally, Muirhead’s duplex system, allowing for messages to be 
sent simultaneously from both sides of the cable, was applied to the two 
Atlantic cables. This made them the fastest means then available for 
transatlantic communication.131

In the 1890s, Bennett became obsessed with increasing the speed of 
his news reporting. He staged events, such as an interview conducted 
via cable between the Old World (Europe) and the New (America) and 
Anglo-American cable chess matches across the Atlantic. The players 
were members of the House of Commons and the House of Represen-
tatives or the members of the London and Brooklyn chess clubs. The 
Commercial Cable Company provided the connection, and the Herald 
was the first to report upon the events.132 In 1886, a telegram message 
between New York and London took twelve minutes from the moment it 
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was posted to the moment it was handed over to its receiver. This marked 
a record at the time, but it was soon beat by the Commercial itself.133 
In 1895, reporting on the America’s Cup, the Commercial Cable Com-
pany had its cable steamer Bennett-Mackay stationed at the starting point 
for the yacht race and connected with its cables to France and England. 
This gave the public “a telegraph office on the racecourse in the Atlan-
tic Ocean from which messages may be forwarded to all parts.”134 In the 
end, the Commercial reported the result of the America’s Cup within two 
minutes on the Atlantic connection, beating its own previous record by 
one minute.135 On July 6, 1903, many newspapers ran headlines of the 
Commercial’s successful attempt to encircle the earth in nine minutes. 
The completion of an around-the-world cable system enabled the Herald 
to receive the latest news directly from points as far from its New York 
and Paris bases as the Philippines, California, and Asia.136

Bennett was obsessed with speed, the annihilation of time and dis-
tance, and the technology that allowed him to experience such a global 
placelessness. Yet such acceleration of communication had one para-
doxical result. It widened the gap between those places connected to the 
global communication system and those outside of it. This intensified a 
“relative backwardness of those parts of the world where horse, ox, mule, 
human bearer or boat still set the speed for transport.” This was most 
strikingly illustrated in the case of the missing David Livingstone. In an 
age when New York could telegraph with London, Buenos Aires, or Tokyo 
in a matter of minutes, it was striking that the New York Herald could not 
receive Livingstone’s letter to that newspaper in less than eight to nine 
months and even more striking when the London Times could reprint 
that letter the very next day. As Hobsbawm argues, “[t]he ‘wildness’ of 
the ‘Wild West’, the ‘darkness of the ‘dark continent’, were due partly to 
such contrasts.”137 Weltcommunication, in the form of news transmission 
brought some parts of the globe, such as the Euro-American realm, into 
a closer imagined community, making Euro-Americans into world citi-
zens. Speed seemed to be the deciding factor. Different modes of speed 
translated into different levels of “civilization” or “development,” whereas 
the holes within global telegraphic communication disclosed power rela-
tions within an imperial-colonial setting, as well as within an urban-rural 
setting.

So far in popular history, Bennett has been treated as a phenomenon 
rather than a noteworthy newsmaker. Nevertheless, Bennett needs to be 
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critically reconsidered. Despite all his eccentricities, he was an impor-
tant figure in the process of “globalizing news.” He did so in two ways, 
namely in globalizing the system and in globalizing its content. First, the 
business merger of a globally active news distribution system, the ocean 
cables, with a news-making system allowed Bennett to successfully oper-
ate several newspapers on two continents. Second, with his news reports 
on expeditions through Africa and to the North Pole, he brought these 
faraway regions home to a Euro-American public, who thus experienced 
the shrinkage of the globe through media coverage. In fact, his entire 
conduct of business was globally oriented. Bennett had one advantage: 
his wealth allowed him a degree of independence in news making that 
thereafter has never been accomplished again. As the New York Times 
pointed out in his obituary, Bennett ran all his papers “solely for his own 
personal satisfaction and according to his own sweet will.”138 Still, Ben-
nett’s newspapers were not out of the ordinary and able to compete with 
other papers. They had high sales numbers and belonged among the 
leading journalistic organs of the time. Moreover, in his shift from news 
of discovery to news of speed, Bennett showed the instinct of a shrewd 
businessman paying tribute to a changing world. The independence 
Bennett bought himself through his wealth was not necessarily one from 
public opinion but from the news agencies, such as Reuters, Havas, and 
Wolffs Telegraphisches Bureau, simply known as WTB, that were provid-
ing their “empires” with global news. Bennett’s wealth allowed him to 
be his own global news supplier and eventually an alternative model to 
a global news system run by the news agencies. In fact, Bennett’s busi-
ness model was no different from what people had accused Gould of in 
the early 1880s: the control over a vertical business network that encom-
passed the process of news making, news gathering, and news transmis-
sion exercised on a global scale.

SOCIAL MESSAGING AND A UNIVERSAL PENNY PRESS

Apart from the commercial and news community, the general public was 
also interested in what the cable entrepreneurs came to call “social com-
munication,” and they complained about the system of ocean telegraphy 
the Class of 1866 and others had set up. The first protests against the 
company’s “extortionate tariffs” and calls for a global media reform set 
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in shortly after the laying of the Great Atlantic Cable. These attempted 
to change the nature of the system such that mass communication via 
ocean telegraph could be an option for more people than just the wealthi-
est Euro-Americans. Nevertheless, only from the 1890s on and with the 
increasing interest of national governments in control over ocean cables 
were the “global media reform[ers],” such as Henniker Heaton, Sandford 
Fleming, George Squier, Ernst W. H. von Stephan, and Edward Sassoon, 
heard and their ideas of a nationalization of ocean cables and govern-
ment monopoly taken seriously.139 The Australian Henniker Heaton 
was the most forceful spokesman for a universal penny press, that is, a 
cheap telegraph communication all around the world. He was also the 
most important opponent of the cable system’s general manager, James 
Anderson. To both men, the term Weltcommunication had entirely oppo-
site connotations. While Anderson, representing the entrepreneurs, 
aimed at a select circle of patrons, Heaton argued for the telegraphs’ 
application to the masses.

Initially, “social messages” neither played an important role in the 
business strategy of the cable entrepreneurs nor made up a large per-
centage of the actual cablegrams sent. Only in 1869, three years after 
opening Atlantic cable traffic to the public, did the Anglo-American 
Telegraph Company adopt a resolution proposing a reduction of tariffs 
in order to extend their business in social messages.140 According to the 
response in the media, such a move was long overdue as costs for ocean 
cabling did not invite people to choose a cablegram over a letter. “Many 
a friendly message” so The Era complained, “would be sent if it could 
be managed for a souvereign, but when we come to Two Pounds for 
name and address only people recollect that a letter is delivered in nine 
or ten days.”141 Between 1869 and 1872, the tariff remained between £1 
and £3 for a message of at least ten words. With the introduction of the 
word rate in 1872 and the possibility of sending cablegrams of less than 
ten words, ocean telegraphy still did not convert into a technology that 
was widely used.

In February 1873, the British Daily News led off a discussion on the 
demand for long-distance communication and the need for a social tariff. 
James Anderson, acting as spokesman of the Atlantic telegraph compa-
nies, debated an anonymous, yet very cable-knowledgeable correspon-
dent, H. L., who had initiated the dispute with his letter to the editor. In 
the process, Anderson revealed the cable entrepreneurs’ understanding 
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of Weltcommunication and the motives behind their price policy. H. L. 
argued that since there were only two means for bringing down prices, 
government purchase of the Atlantic cables and competition, of which 
the former, government purchase, was not on option, competition in 
cable traffic was the only option for reducing prices to a social tariff.142 
In an open response to H. L., James Anderson opposed all suggestions 
for a social tariff, which at the time was discussed at one shilling a word. 
In an earlier manifesto, Anderson had argued that tariffs could only be 
lowered under three conditions: the government purchase of lines, the 
granting of monopolies, or amalgamation of competing companies. 
Furthermore, he promised that if the cable companies were unencum-
bered by state involvement and competition, prices would slowly come 
down on their own.143 In his response to H. L., he claimed that a social 
tariff would be utterly unprofitable on the transatlantic connection, as 
there was no market for social messages in Europe or the United States, 
neither of which, so he claimed, possessed “a sufficient number of per-
sons ready to spend 1s. per word upon messages which [were] not com-
mercial, or of serious importance.” He based this statement upon the 
conviction that “people separated by a great distance [did] not either 
write or telegraph frequently to each other, and, as a rule, the greater 
the distance, and the longer the period of separation, the less frequent 
would the interchange of communication become.” From this, Ander-
son concluded that “[o]ne shilling per word would not be a social tariff 
low enough to encourage travelers to bother their friends with anything 
but the most important affairs, and if they had important affairs to com-
municate they would not be deterred by 4s per word.”144 At the time, 
Anderson was not the only one to hold such a conviction. Similar state-
ments were made by representatives of American landline telegraph 
providers, such as William Orton and Norvin Green, who were con-
vinced “that the telegraph would always remain a specialty service” and 
that “the telegram would never supplant the letter.”145 While Orton and 
Green argued that the telegram was ill suited to link sender and receiver 
by a similarly intimate bond as the letter, Anderson’s argumentation 
entirely defied the image of a world united other than by trade. His sole 
emphasis was on profitability and cash flow.

In the days following Anderson’s response to H. L., the Daily News 
received several commentaries on the ongoing debate. One writer called 
Anderson a “veritable Balaam”—a wicked man who was only interested 
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in his company’s revenues and ready to exploit the public.146 Others chal-
lenged Anderson’s theory of communication. Both had their point. Con-
sidering the underlying critique of telegraphy as an “exploitive” capitalist 
system, it is undisputable that submarine telegraphy was a business of 
immense initial set-up expenses, great risks concerning cable breakage, 
and high costs of cable maintenance. In the same instance, however, 
once the business was running, it was also one of large profits.147 Ander-
son’s response shows that for the cable entrepreneurs, the shareholders 
and their revenues were closer to their hearts than the users. After all, 
many of the entrepreneurs themselves held large interests in the vari-
ous cable companies. Even H. L. admitted in his response to Anderson 
that “shareholders in existing companies [were] not philanthropists, but 
investors.”148 They would not lower prices if it lowered their revenues. 
Captain Henry A. Moriarty, former navigator on board the Great Eastern, 
expressed a similar sentiment in a letter to The Standard in 1870. As an 
investor, he simply possessed a right to siphon off large profits. After all, 
the cable pioneers had carried great risks, and now they should have the 
right to their proper pay.149 Certainly, not everybody would have phrased 
it as undiplomatically as Moriarty, but his understanding of cable capital-
ism was not uncommon.

In particular, Anderson’s thesis that the demand for social communi-
cation lessened in proportion to distance was hotly contested. Distance, 
one reader of the debate agreed, did play a role in social communication. 
However, it was distance created by time, the days and weeks it took a 
letter to arrive at its destination thus rendering all information outdated, 
and not distance created by geographical space. It was only “pure assump-
tion on the part of Sir James Anderson that people separated by a great 
distance do not care either to write or telegraph to each other frequently”; 
rather, it was the great expense connected with transatlantic telegrams 
that hindered traffic.150 Although this respondent mistook a cablegram 
as a faster version of a letter, Anderson’s belief in lacking global social 
communication is unconvincing. Rather, at a time when the world was in 
migration, the cable entrepreneurs were deliberately closing themselves 
off from an enormous market—the migrants—thereby manifesting the 
telegraph as a medium for the elites. 

Between 1815 and 1914, at least 82 million people voluntarily, not 
counting slave trade movements, migrated from one place to another. 
One of the most important migration movements at the time was that 
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of Europeans to North America, which peaked in the 1850s, 1880s, and 
1900s. Annually, between 260,000 people in 1850 and 1,000,000 people 
at migration’s height in 1911 immigrated to the United States.151 Calls for a 
national transatlantic German cable in the 1890s were in part induced by 
the large number of German immigrants.152 Also rising traffic revenues 
that followed tariff reductions mirrored the demand for cheaper tele-
grams. Every reduction brought an increase in cable traffic. When in the 
early 1880s, during the tariff war with PQ, charges were reduced from 
three to two shillings, receipts increased considerably.153 Still, the cable 
entrepreneurs based the tariff policy on the conviction, in the words of 
Anderson, “that a high tariff and a few messages pa[id] better than a low 
tariff and many messages.”154 Such a policy seemed to be confirmed by 
further price reductions. During the price war with the Commercial 
Cable Company between 1886 and 1888, the tariff drop from two shil-
lings to six pence a word more than doubled the volume of traffic, yet 
could not, in the eyes of the cable companies, develop “a remunerative 
revenue.”155 The stagnation of the telegraph charges at one shilling a 
word rested on the entrepreneurs’ claim that within the balance of supply 
and demand on the one side and revenues on the other, they could go no 
lower. The companies’ user target group was Euro-American, white, and 
well-off; a social tariff remained an experiment not worth pursuing.

At the turn of the century, a number of different figures revived the 
debate about cheaper global communication, global media reform, and 
national monopoly theory. Among them were the Canadian railroad and 
telegraph engineer Sandford Fleming, the Australian newspaper propri-
etor Henniker Heaton, George Squier of the American Signal Corps, and 
the British politician Edward Sassoon. Their crusades fell into a period of 
growing nationalist interests in ocean cables that translated into various 
governments’ desire for national submarine cables, such as the German 
Atlantic cables of 1900 and 1902 and the British and American Pacific 
cables of 1902 and 1904. In such a context, the media reformers’ main 
argument of more state involvement hit a nerve. Some of them argued 
for a nationalization of all existing ocean cables, whereas others argued 
for a national entrepreneurship in the laying of new cables. While the 
ambitions of Fleming and Squier and their calls for government involve-
ment have to be seen in the context of a British and American Pacific 
cable discourse under the heading of national security, the Australian 
Henniker Heaton’s primary goal, indeed, was a social tariff.
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In his writings, “the apostle of cheap communication,” as Heaton 
came to be called, reflects on central aspects of the time, such as the inter-
relation of state and markets, rising (cable) nationalism and a changing 
economic system, and the reach of globalization-in-use.156 Finally, Hea-
ton’s advocacy is another example of nationalism as a strategy and not 
a goal. Indeed, in his position as a spokesman “on behalf of the poor 
and middle classes,” Heaton was not a singular appearance or a phenom-
enon;157 he was also a spokesman of his time, employing the right strat-
egy, i.e., national monopoly theory, at the right time. Furthermore, with 
his critique, Heaton expressed not only a particularly Australian point 
of view on state entrepreneurship, but also a more general viewpoint 
within the Anglo-American public against trusts, monopolies, and the 
exploitation of the public. By the beginning of the twentieth century, Aus-
tralia had successfully nationalized its railways as well as its landline tele-
graphs, spurring on similar debates in Canada, New Zealand, and Great 
Britain.158 In the United States, antitrust movements had already come to 
the fore in the aftermath of Gould’s Western Union takeover in 1881 and 
found famous expression in the muckraking movement of journalists 
investigating (alleged) corruption and exploitation and much antitrust 
legislation during the Progressive Era (1890–1930), such as the Sherman 
Anti-trust Act of 1890.159 Before 1900, a congressional committee exam-
ined the issue of government versus private monopoly in telegraphy 
nineteen times.160 Heaton’s antitrust and antimonopoly schemes were 
not an uncommon occurrence in the Anglo-American world. Heaton’s 
writings, however, mirror not only economic and political debates, but 
also social concerns and the demand for social messaging in the global 
realm. In fact, his private papers and publications are some of the very 
few sources through which those acclaimed 90 percent unconnected to 
global communication speak.161

Heaton, an Australian newspaper publisher and member of the 
British Parliament, first entered the stage of ocean cable policy in 1885 
when he represented Tasmania at the Berlin International Telegraph 
Conference. Heaton thereby opened his battle against the world’s global 
monopolies with an initial success: he managed to secure lower cable 
rates between Great Britain and Australia.162 From then on, he was set on 
the topic of a global penny post, equally devoting his energies to ordinary 
mail service and the ocean cable service.163 His two favorite enemies were 
James Anderson, who countered all of Heaton’s proposals concerning 
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cable management as “impossible” or “ineffective,” and the respective 
postmaster generals of Great Britain, whom he badgered in Parliament 
with his constant enquiries.164 In 1898, he enjoyed his first breakthrough 
with the introduction of an imperial penny post, followed in 1908 by an 
Anglo-American penny post for mail sent between the United States and 
Great Britain. In the decade prior to the First World War, Heaton concen-
trated on the monopolies of the ocean cables, arousing great controversy 
with his daring essays on “How to Smash the Cable Ring.”165 Until his 
death in 1914, Heaton used every means possible, including pamphlets, 
essays, and letters to the press, as well as his position and influence in the 
British Parliament, to fight for a universal cable penny post. In contrast 
to his achievements concerning imperial penny postage, Heaton failed 
in his crusade against the cable monopolists. A conference held by the 
British Royal Colonial Institute in 1908 and an “influentially attended” 
meeting of London merchants and politicians presided by the Lord 
Mayor in December 1908 to consider the feasibility of an ocean penny 
press throughout the British Empire remained his only triumphs.166 In 
1888, tariffs on the transatlantic route were one shilling per word, and 
they stayed so until 1923.

Heaton opened his battle against the “tyranny of capital” of the cable 
companies with a letter to the British Postmaster General in which he 
fervently urged the reduction of cable tariffs.167 Therein, he painted the 
picture of a two-class society across the globe falling sick from a tech-
nology that had an increasingly disunifying character. Although the tele-
graph had “annihilated time and space,” it increased the gap between 
those who could communicate with it and those who could not, thereby 
exposing social fragmentation.168 He argued that the bulk of trading 
negotiations were still conducted in writing “just as they were between 
Assyria and Egypt thousands of years ago.” This circumstance not only 
produced “a lamentable waste of time,” but also disadvantaged those not 
communicating via cable.169 The gap was such that those unconnected 
“might be living in another planet” for all the use they could make of 
“the great invention.”170 This reality of an increasingly fragmented world, 
foreshadowing current debates about a digital divide, remained one of 
Heaton’s main arguments throughout all of his writings.171 As Heaton 
disclosed in his speeches and articles, the disunifying character of the 
modern age expressed itself not only in the medium of space, as it mat-
tered greatly whether you were born in Africa or in Europe, but also in 
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the medium of time. The speed and inherent instantaneity of the ocean 
cables produced an entirely different time sphere in which people with 
money could move and govern the others.

Heaton admired the work of the French philosopher Pierre-Joseph 
Proudhon, and his critique was influenced by Proudhon’s socialist writ-
ing. Considering Heaton’s conservative political background, this comes 
as a surprise. In 1884, Heaton settled in London and returned to Austra-
lia only for brief business visits. For the next 25 years, from 1885 on, he 
occupied the conservative seat for Canterbury.172 Neither his contempo-
raries nor his biographers called Heaton a socialist, but he socialized with 
radical sympathizers such as the American Mark Twain. Moreover, in 
Heaton’s writings, one finds striking similarities in tone and argument, 
clothed in a more general notion of entrepreneurs’ social responsibil-
ity. To Heaton, electricity represented a “common heritage of human-
ity,” which had to be made available to the entire global public. Private 
property, as expressed in the cable monopolies, and restricted access to 
global communication were, in accordance with Proudhon’s script Qu’est 
ce que la propriété?, theft.173 Prohibitive transatlantic cable tariffs helped 
to “accumulate business in the hands of a few . . . and to accentuate the 
inequalities of distribution.” The cable ring, personalized by John Pender 
and James Anderson, “cut off all electric communication between the 
masses” and made them into illiterates.174 Ocean telegraphy was nothing 
but a “plaything . . . of millionaires.”175 Heaton’s was not the sole voice 
claiming telegraphy as people’s property. As early as 1866, an article in 
Reynold’s Newspaper advocated Marxist argumentation: the Atlantic tele-
graph represented, in the same way as railroads and steamships, an 
achievement of the working classes, and this fact grounded their right 
to political participation.176 In 1877, Friedrich Engels proclaimed in his 
Anti-Dühring essay the necessity of state ownership of mail, telegraph, 
and railroad.177

It remains unclear whether Henniker Heaton had read any of the writ-
ings of Marx and Engels. Nevertheless, he reached the same conclusion: 
the only solution to counter “the exclusive possession of a right by an 
individual” and the “deprivation of essential or valuable privileges to the 
entire community” was state ownership.178 After decades of the failure of 
competition on the ocean telegraph market to lower prices enough to cre-
ate a social tariff, the nationalization of all already existing ocean cables 
seemed to be the ultimate solution to cheap global communication. 
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Nevertheless, in Heaton’s militant rhetoric, which had a distant sound 
of expropriation and emancipation of the masses, he left a loophole for 
the cable entrepreneurs, appealing to their philanthropic side and their 
social responsibility. Heaton claimed access to ocean telegraphy for 
everyone as a “precious birthright” that had been taken away from the 
millions by “unenlightened management,” but in the same way, it could 
be returned to them through enlightened state management.179 In 1895, 
he publicly urged John Pender to fulfill the technology’s original mes-
sianic promise of an “immense increase in the happiness of the masses” 
by linking “the hearts, and not merely the pockets,” of people across the 
Atlantic. To facilitate communication “for the millions who [could] never 
pay high tariffs, but who none the less long[ed] for the means of commu-
nicating in a moment with those who are dear to them” would certainly 
“crown [his] work” in global communication.180

Nevertheless, as H. L. had already detected in 1873, cable entrepre-
neurs and their stockholders were not philanthropists, but calculating 
investors and capitalists. Throughout the period, they doubted the tech-
nical feasibility of a universal penny post and based their tariff system 
on a communicational model that postulated that “[t]he social element 
which justifies the penny postage and one shilling or six penny telegrams 
within the limits of a State does not exist outside these limits and cannot 
be created.”181 Despite the increasing number of transatlantic letters, they 
argued that “the two [English-speaking] peoples, numbering more than 
100,000,000 of the same blood and speech, ha[d] nothing to say to each 
other and no desire for more frequent, rapid, and intimate communi-
cation,” at least nothing that could be translated into cable messages.182 
Such differentiation between the national and the international commu-
nication market is also important to note in the light of the emergence 
of publics and communities. Contemporaries, represented by the cable 
entrepreneurs, assumed around 1900 that, speaking in social terms, a 
national community, but not a global community, had developed. Their 
view was certainly supported by the popularization of the telephone and 
the national telegraph systems. In the United States, for instance, both 
became a means of social and mass communication within the national 
realm around 1900 and 1910, respectively.183

This was not the case with the ocean telegraphs. In response to the 
entrepreneurs’ unwillingness to take on social responsibility, Heaton’s 
claims for state ownership became more forceful. The year 1908 saw 
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the peak of Heaton’s cable reform ambitions. He managed to mobilize a 
large number of influential spokesmen from politics, finance, and trade 
on behalf of his cause during a meeting held by London’s Lord Mayor; he 
also organized a conference on global communication held by the Royal 
Colonial Institute, and the press even reported him spearheading a Cable 
Rate Reform Party.184 In his work, Heaton found support from other cable 
reformers such as the Canadian Sandford Fleming and the American 
George Squier, who had also engaged in the quest for a national Pacific 
cable, employed nationalist rhetoric, and argued for state ownership. In 
particular, between Fleming and Heaton, there existed mutual support 
in cable matters. On closer look, however, Heaton’s cable nationalism 
was different from Fleming’s or Squier’s. Fleming and Squier had little 
in common with Heaton’s internationalist approach to national inter-
vention. While other cable reformers emphasized aspects of national 
security and imperial control as the main reasons for government inter-
vention, Heaton demanded state intervention only as a preliminary step 
leading up to the abolition of national frontiers and the international reg-
ulation of global communication. While the broader discourse of govern-
ment control over ocean cables was targeted at reaching nationalist aims, 
its most outspoken representative turned out to be a proponent of l’esprit 
d’internationalité as proclaimed earlier in the century by Louis Renault 
and David Dudley Field. In his speech before the Royal Colonial Insti-
tute in 1908, Heaton fervently argued in favor of a system of global com-
munication without political boundaries, hence without state taxes and 
national telegraph regulations. These were “[t]he chief obstacles” before 
them in their fight for affordable global communication for all. Conse-
quently, the conference delegates’ objective should be “to abolish political 
frontiers . .  . in [their] communication with every part of the earth,” as 
far as telegrams were concerned.185 Heaton’s biography is similar to that 
of many cable engineers and operators in the sense that he constantly 
moved back and forth between various parts of the Anglo-American 
world. He was convinced that “[b]etween man and man these political 
frontiers should not exist” and that, as a matter of fact, “to the travelled 
individual who has friends all over the world they do not exist, except on 
paper.”186 Although he does not make this point explicit for the ocean 
telegraph system, this conviction meant the abolition of national borders 
in the form of different state taxes and regulations concerning the use of 
cipher and codes. Heaton probably endorsed a system of communication 
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that charged by distance and not by route and that was internationally 
regulated. The national element only represented a means to achieve his 
end of a social communication system on a global scale. With this strate-
gic nationalism, Heaton was not far from the cable entrepreneurs, who 
similarly employed it to uphold their global economic system.

Although their strategy was similar, Anderson’s and Heaton’s ideas 
and perceptions of Weltcommunication and its importance and impli-
cations could not have been more different. Although those directly 
involved in the cable business considered the ocean telegraphs as a 
means to facilitate the movement of information and commodities, 
Heaton believed they should serve “the needs of modern life,” which 
was expressed in the vast mobility of people all across the globe.187 In 
Heaton’s theory, global communication was seen in a true enlightened 
manner as a “natural right” that should demolish boundaries not only 
of geographical distance and time, but also of social class and national 
identity.188 In Anderson’s reality, global communication solely nurtured 
the trade of a wealthy few and was essential to a modern materialism, 
which was also mirrored in the routes the cables took. It went without 
saying, for Anderson, that the cables were laid where the commerce 
was.189 These conflicting worldviews show perfectly the competing forces 
at work in imaginaries of Weltcommunication and also the connected 
ideas of modernity itself.

As a consequence of the cable actors’ strong emphasis on revenues, 
the new Weltcommunication was, from its beginning in 1866, based on 
geopolitical structures of economic and political interests, and from a 
structural point of view, it remained so until the twentieth century. In 
the nineteenth century, nobody would have invested in a telegraph cable 
from Great Britain to India to foster intercultural understanding.190 
However, there were repeated attempts to challenge such a materiality 
of global communication, first in the form of news agents in the 1880s 
and, later on, in Heaton’s campaign for a social tariff. News agents’ great 
interest in the technology of submarine telegraphy demonstrated that 
the entanglements of the Euro-American world soon extended beyond 
mere trading relations. People in Europe and the United States were 
interested in the fate of David Livingstone, who was “lost” in the “dark 
continent” of Africa. In particular, with his two independent editions 
of the Herald, one in New York and the other in Paris, James Gordon 
Bennett nourished the development of an Anglo-American yellow press 
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and journalistic sensationalism that encompassed the entire globe in its 
forms of news distribution, news gathering, and news production. The 
advent of the newsmaker also marked a systemic shift in the organization 
of the global communication system. A market advantage was no longer 
obtained via control over vertical business networks that integrated the 
manufacture, laying, and operating of cables, but rather through the con-
certed organization of the cables and their content. This characterized a 
development from initial point-to-point communication to the inclusion 
of Euro-America’s “hinterlands” and the combined working of ocean and 
land lines. Bennett’s fight against Jay Gould and Western Union for the 
independence of the AP, in contrast, illustrates the influence of local sys-
tems and forces on global systems, as well as the interrelatedness of the 
business of communication and news. The conflict between the Com-
mercial Cable Company and the Atlantic pool was as much a cable war as 
it was a news war.

The twentieth century witnessed a new attempt to challenge the 
conventions of a cable communicational materiality. Henniker Hea-
ton died in 1914, coincidently the same year as the start of World War I. 
His crusade for a universal penny press prior to the outbreak of the war 
benefited from an increasing nationalist and social activist movement. 
This made it easy for him to merge these two aspects and find alliances 
among nationalists within the cable reform movement, who neither took 
notice of nor challenged his internationalism. Heaton made himself the 
spokesman of the 90 percent of the globe unconnected to global com-
munication, and his treatment in this chapter argues for a broader per-
spective on those nonusers of the global media network. When it came 
to cable charges, little changed on the Atlantic market. Between 1888 and 
1923, the tariff remained steady at one shilling a word.

In consequence, the submarine telegraphic system led to the phenom-
enon that while the boundaries of time and distance were challenged, 
other boundaries, such as class, were reinforced. Moreover, although the 
system’s operation restricted global communication to a specialty service, 
it allowed newsmakers a global reach for producing and selling news. In 
their use, the ocean telegraphs were highly ambiguous. From a systemic 
perspective, the ocean telegraphs provided one of the key mechanisms 
that simultaneously nurtured processes of both global integration and 
global fragmentation, whereas distance and proximity were not only cre-
ated by space but also by time. Concerning global communication, two 
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sets of people were facing the same geographical distance between Lon-
don and New York, which by means of news seemed to be constantly 
decreasing, yet they were moving in entirely different spheres of time, 
which determined whether New York’s distance from London was one 
of minutes or, in particular concerning social news (i.e., personal com-
munication between individuals), weeks. For the scholars of today, the 
geographical maps of ocean cables are highly deceptive if we take them 
as yardsticks of global communication. If we look at them from the per-
spective of global news, however, as exemplified in the work of Gordon 
Bennett, we must assume that the scope of experiencing “globality” was 
far larger than the cable maps suggest, even if predominantly only for 
Euro-America.



Will any of “Ours” kindly inform me how I can obtain a situation as telegra-
phist in the Australian Colonies? 

 “Queries,” The Telegraphist, April 2, 1884.

TELEGRAPH MAGAZINES, such as The Telegraphist, received requests 
like the epigraph in large numbers. Indeed, it was part of the 
attraction of the job as telegraph operator, engineer, or electri-

cian that a young man could “try [his] fortune in other countries.”1 A 
massive worldwide dissemination of a predominantly British workforce 
accompanied the emergence of a global cable network. While local firms 
usually handled and staffed the landlines, the great majority of subma-
rine cable stations were manned by the British companies’ own staff. 
Both the Electra House Group as well as the Atlantic pool companies 
not only manufactured their cable equipment in Great Britain, but also 
recruited British staff. The companies’ management claimed that not 
everyone could be entrusted with the job, as submarine cables were a 
highly complex and difficult technology bound to absolute secrecy. Men 
of predominantly English, Welsh, or Scottish and sometimes Irish ori-
gin operated almost 80 percent of the world’s ocean cables. This trans-
lated into a globe-spanning network of British specialists who moved 
back and forth between the various stations and the companies’ head-
quarters in London.

Professionally, these telegraph operators and engineers organized 
themselves into the Society for Telegraph Engineers (STE). Over and 
above the level of interactions between individuals, the STE provided 
the link between the predominantly British and continental European 
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telegraph expatriates manning the cable stations around the globe. It 
established a common identity, while each company created an individ-
ual company man, and furthered the exchange, generation, and homog-
enization of telegraphic knowledge around the world.2 Famous members 
of the Class of 1866, such as William Siemens or William Thomson, 
helped the STE flourish and also used it as their scientific and political 
platform. At the time, scientific societies often took on a “gatekeeping 
role” by defining eligibility. They not only sorted out “those whose views 
[did] not fit in,” but also defined professional membership.3 Through 
their presence, the eminent cable engineers managed to shape and influ-
ence the image and archive of their own profession. In the end, how-
ever, the STE as a “cosmopolitan institution” represented another failing 
vision of an electric globe in union. Toward the turn of the century, the 
cable engineers had to witness the transition of their society from the 
STE, an international, but largely British, society to the national Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers.

TELEGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE AS  
COSMOPOLITAN SCIENCE

The profession of submarine telegraphy emerged into a world where 
science and engineering were expanding enormously. New and diverse 
fields of science, such as archaeology and cell biology, were established, 
and others, such as chemistry and geology, matured.4 With constant 
new inventions and innovations in the fields of steam engines, railways, 
and electricity, the number of civil engineers rose considerably.5 In con-
trast to the eighteenth century, when people who performed the acts of 
engineering had been a loose assortment of mechanics, stonemasons, 
millwrights, or instrument makers, engineering practitioners had by 
the nineteenth century begun to acquire the characteristics of a profes-
sional group.6 Moreover, Great Britain represented the leading industrial 
nation, as well as the uncontested forerunner in the fields of science, 
engineering, and invention. In 1870, the country produced nearly a third 
of the world’s manufactured goods. In comparison, the United States 
produced less than a quarter and Germany only 13 percent.7 The Great 
Exhibition in 1851 in London’s Crystal Palace had displayed the achieve-
ments of the British Industrial Revolution to local and foreign visitors. 
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It simultaneously became the symbol for the “heroic age of British engi-
neering,” a period from roughly 1800 to 1870.8

The cornerstones of scientific exchange at the time were a selected 
number of learned societies, such as the Royal Society or the Society of 
Civil Engineers. They had been established in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries. Most of them were located in London.9 Simi-
lar to other emerging professions at the time, telegraph engineers came 
to organize themselves professionally. In 1871, a group of eight, then 
less famous, cable engineers, among them Wildman Whitehouse, Rob-
ert Sabine, and Ludwig (Louis) Löffler, founded the Society of Telegraph 
Engineers (STE) as a platform for professional exchange.10 Within weeks, 
the more eminent Great Atlantic Cable engineers, such as William Sie-
mens, Samuel Canning, Latimer Clark, Willoughby Smith, Cromwell 
Varley, and William Thomson, took over the undertaking. As they occu-
pied important offices and positions within the society, they attracted 
other telegraph professionals from around the world. Soon the society 
represented the focal point for all (ocean) telegraph engineers and opera-
tors throughout the world.11

Formally, the STE was established in May 1871. Its membership body 
consisted of “Members, Associates, Students, Foreign Members and 
Honorary Members.”12 Drawing from the example of the Society of Civil 
Engineers, the telegraphers established a hierarchy with two principal 
grades, members and associates, who had to pay an annual subscription 
of two guineas and one guinea, respectively. In principle, the STE was 
open “to all persons . . . interested in Telegraphy without being necessar-
ily Telegraph Engineers by profession.”13 The founders conceptualized 
the society to be as inclusive as possible. They reached out to the practical 
men of science as well as talented “amateurs” and, finally, telegraph oper-
ators and administrators of state-owned organizations, such as British 
Post Office officials. They engaged with landline and submarine telegra-
phers, engineers, operators, scientists, and practitioners. This inclusive 
approach was mirrored in the constellation of the institution’s first presi-
dent and its two vice presidents. Charles William Siemens, electrical 
manufacturer, engineer, and head of Siemens Brothers in London, rep-
resented as president the “practical applications of electricity,” whereas 
vice president Lord Lindsay, a British astronomer and twenty-sixth Earl 
of Crawford with an extensive personal library and a private observatory, 
stood for the group of “gentlemanly specialists.”14 Finally, Frank Ives 
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Scudamore, head of the Postal Telegraph Department and himself not a 
telegraph engineer, represented the administrative and political aspects 
of the telegraph business. The STE’s initial membership body consisted 
of 70 persons, but it quickly expanded to 278 members in 1872 and more 
than tripled this number by 1881 to 981 members.15 In the words of Wil-
liam Thomson, the society had been growing “with telegraphic speed.”16

The STE’s proclaimed goal was “the general advancement of Electri-
cal and Telegraphic Science, and more particularly  .  .  . facilitating the 
exchange of information and ideas among its Members.”17 According to 
its founders, this exchange of knowledge had to be organized according 
to the rules of cosmopolitanism and along the lines of the eighteenth-
century Republic of Letters. Already in his inaugural speech of 1872, 
STE president William Siemens made clear that it was “necessary for a 
Society of Telegraph Engineers to be a cosmopolitan institution.”18 His 
programmatic statement underlined the institution’s heritage from 
cross-boundary science, as represented in the eighteenth-century Repub-
lic of Letters; the present condition of distinct cable transnationalism, 
drawing from the inherent international character of ocean cabling; and 
the STE’s future claim to “universal” leadership. Siemens weaved all 
these points together in his address as the first president of the teleg-
raphers’ institutional representation. In his notion of “cosmopolitan,” 
Siemens was influenced by German scientific discourses on Kant’s 
Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science and post-Kantian German 
Naturphilosophie. He derived his notion from Kant’s ideal of a worldwide 
community of human beings or, in this case, telegraph engineers and 
operators.19 Importantly, however, this form of cosmopolitanism did not 
oppose absolutist statism, the empire, or the nation-state. Rather, these 
structures seemed to be recognized as useful but relatively unimportant 
in shaping the telegraph agents’ identity. For Siemens and other cable 
engineers, this cosmopolitanism defined the relationship between state 
structures and the inherently transnational ocean cable business in a 
nutshell.20 Siemens also played on a then still typically British self-image. 
British intellectuals and politicians at the time argued that imperial Brit-
ain was inherently cosmopolitan and not as infected by nationalist think-
ing as continental Europe.21 Cosmopolitanism was an integral part of 
British identity. Thus, the STE as a cosmopolitan institution simultane-
ously served British imperial self-perception as well as the transboundary 
nature of submarine telegraphic engineering.
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In his conceptualization of submarine telegraphy as cosmopolitan sci-
ence, one group of members received particular emphasis in Siemens’s 
speech: the foreign members. This category was applied to “all members 
(English or Foreign) residing permanently abroad” and signified the 
key elements of the newly established society.22 With the installment of 
foreign members, Siemens expressed not only the society’s aspirations 
to cosmopolitanism, but also its claim to international leadership. This 
orientation toward an international membership body demonstrated the 
strong influence of submarine telegraphic thinking. Landline agents and 
their rather “national” topics were considered to be of lesser importance. 
Finally, the concept of foreign members indirectly weakened the argu-
ment of those opposed to a society of telegraph engineers; an institution 
might be small when conceptualized in the geographical realms of Great 
Britain and its empire, but exponentially larger and more significant 
when conceived within the realm of a submarine telegraphic globe. This 
strong emphasis on foreign members also set the STE apart from other 
learned institutions in Britain at the time, which were solely nationally 
organized. In the end, Siemens’s strategy of “think big” not only was a 
means to strengthen a scientific institution based on one single product, 
but also stemmed from the notion that transnationalism was inherent to 
cable work.

Indeed, submarine telegraphy had already in its formation been, in the 
words of Charles Bright, “the work of many hands.” In many respects, 
it represented the prime example of transnational science, albeit solely 
within a Euro-American setting.23 As early as the 1840s, various attempts 
to take the electric telegraph submarine, or under water, had been car-
ried out independently by Charles Wheatstone in Swansea Bay in 1844, 
by Samuel F. B. Morse across New York Harbor in 1842, and by Ezra 
Cornell through the Hudson River in 1845. Other schemes are attributed 
to Charles West, who had in 1846 obtained permission from the Brit-
ish government to connect Dover and Calais and laid a cable through 
the Portsmouth Harbor; a Mr. Armstrong who experimented in the Hud-
son River with an insulated cable in 1848; and, in the same year, Werner 
Siemens who used a wire to fire underwater mines in Kiel.24 Although 
research and development were predominantly done in Great Britain, 
submarine telegraphers gained an astute awareness of research and 
experiments conducted elsewhere.25 In his 1867 monograph The Elec-
tric Telegraph, Robert Sabine, telegraph engineer, author, and consulting 
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partner to Atlantic cable engineer Samuel Canning, revealed that he was 
widely read. He was equally well versed with the experiments of the 
Germans Soemering and Schilling, as with those of the British Cooke 
and Wheatstone and the American Samuel F. B. Morse.26 An even more 
striking example is Dionysius Lardner’s 1855 book on electric telegraphy; 
its content was similar to Sabine’s and aimed “to render intelligible to 
all who can read . . . the various forms of telegraph in actual operation 
in different parts of the world.”27 This high interconnectivity and flow of 
knowledge across the borders of Europe and America now nurtured the 
understanding of a scientific transnationalism among the engineers that 
was connected to an assumed Western universality of knowledge when 
it came to submarine telegraphy. For the primarily Euro-American dis-
course, technical works from Great Britain, France, Germany, and the 
United States sufficed for such “universality.” Although highly Eurocen-
tric in its structures, in mid-century, there was a high degree of scientific 
exchange, translations, and foreign literacy of which Siemens, himself a 
German scientific émigré to Britain, was keenly aware.28

In his inaugural address in 1872, William Siemens explained the con-
cept behind foreign membership. Its justification lay in the extension 
of the “great network of international telegraphy to every portion of the 
civilised and semi-civilised world,” traversing “deserts and mountain 
chains,” passing over “the deep plateau of the Atlantic and over the more 
dangerous bottom of tropical seas.” Hence it was “necessary” for the STE 
to be a “cosmopolitan institution.” Its goal was “to combine the knowl-
edge of these diverse circumstances, and of the diverse practice resulting 
therefrom, . . . to be a focus into which the thoughts and observations of 
all countries flow, in order to be again radiated in every direction for the 
general advancement of this important branch of applied science.”29

In order to ensure such a result, Siemens continued, “the Council have 
agreed to the creation of another class of members,—the ‘Foreign Mem-
bers.’”30 Siemens himself recruited the first cohort at the international 
telegraph conference in Rome organized by the International Telegraph 
Union (ITU) in late 1871. Siemens had participated as representative not 
only of the Indo-European Telegraph Company but also of the newly 
established society. The council had authorized him “to invite the repre-
sentatives of the telegraph administrations of the world” at the gathering, 
and in his address, he read out the cordial responses he had received 
to his appeal.31 The new foreign members included General Lüders, 
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Director-General of the Russian Imperial Telegraphs; Signor D’Amico, 
Director-General of Telegraphs in Italy; Signore Salvatori, Inspector 
General of Telegraphs in Italy; Monsieur Ailhaud, the representative of 
France to the ITU; Monsieur Vinchant, the representative of Belgium; R. 
de St. Martial, Secretary of the International Bureau; and, of course, Dr. 
Werner Siemens, his older brother. Furthermore, the representatives of 
the Netherlands, Spain, and Switzerland as well as Professor Capanena, 
Director-General of Brazilian Telegraphs, had consented to join the STE. 
Samuel F. B. Morse was at that point the only American member. The 
director-generals and chief engineers of the telegraph administrations of 
Great Britain and India represented British telegraph engineers abroad.32 

The creation of the category of foreign members represented one of 
the shrewdest moves in the conceptualization of the STE. It was equally 
clever to tap the international network of the ITU, which had been estab-
lished in 1865 and in which all important telegraph nations were rep-
resented. Soon, the STE represented all major telegraph networks and 
associated engineers, electricians, administrators, and operators of the 
various globally active companies, as well as the ITU. Although this 
might have delayed the creation of similar learned institutions on telegra-
phy outside of Great Britain, it allowed the existence of an almost strange 
parallelism between an institutional transnationalism as represented in 
the STE and an institutional internationalism as represented in the ITU. 
In fact, the parallel existence of the ITU and the STE demonstrates the 
simultaneity of concepts of cosmopolitanism and internationalism in the 
late nineteenth century.

In the following decade, the class of foreign members grew from 17 in 
1872 to 152 in 1881, at that point representing 15 percent of the entire mem-
bership.33 From the outset, the STE saw to it that the foreign members 
were prominently represented; one example was its multilingual pub-
lishing policy.34 At a time when Latin had ceased to be the lingua franca, 
this seemed to be the sole means of expression for a scientific universal-
ism. Many foreign engineers were well versed in the English language; 
others were not. Their application to the STE could hardly be expected 
“unless [they] offered them [their] proceedings either in their own lan-
guage, or at least in another language besides English.” English, French, 
and German were the languages that “it may safely be assumed . . . every 
educated person throughout the civilized world speaks.”35 As a result, 
articles were printed in all three languages.36
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The increase of foreign members prompted the STE’s council to create 
another tool for promoting its global reach. In 1873, it decided to establish 
“in each country an honorary appointment,” thereby also strengthening 
its influence abroad. The appointment was called Local Honorary Sec-
retary. The main objective was “to advance the Society by obtaining an 
increase in members, and to act . . . between the Council and the various 
foreign members resident in the same country as the Local Honorary 
Secretary.”37 Starting out with five foreign, that is, non-English, branches 
in India, Japan, Italy, Norway, and Belgium, the number had increased to 
thirteen by 1877. In addition to branches in Europe (in France, the Neth-
erlands, Denmark, and Germany), the council expanded the society’s 
network to almost all other continents. Aside from branches in India and 
Japan, new foreign branches were established in the Argentine Republic, 
New South Wales (Australia), Chile, and North America.38 The setup of 
local honorary secretaries followed the major submarine cable routes as 
well as the ITU membership lists. It resembled the geopolitical structure 
of the time as it came to overlap as well as expand on the structure of the 
British Empire.

In most cases, the honorary secretaries of the extra-European foreign 
branches were British engineers or scientists residing abroad. Profes-
sor William Ayrton, for example, who later became president of the STE, 
occupied the post of honorary secretary while he was employed as pro-
fessor of natural philosophy at the Imperial College in Tokyo. He was 
one of the approximately 3,000 foreign scientists and engineers Meiji 
Japan had hired to initiate its technological and industrial revolution.39 
The list of foreign local honorary secretaries of 1874 only contains one 
person without an obvious Anglo-American name among the secretar-
ies from extra-European regions: Don Ramon Pias, director-general of 
the Chilean Telegraph in Santiago, Chile.40 Despite the institution’s claim 
to “combine the knowledge of [the] diverse circumstances” of the globe 
where submarine telegraphy found its application, this did not extend 
to the inclusion of knowledge generated by those other than British or 
Euro-American telegraph operators.41

Exceptions in this constellation were the engineers from Japan, who 
shared certain social and professional characteristics with their Euro-
American peers. Usually middle or upper class, they were the technologi-
cal elite of a rapidly industrializing country. Most important, however, 
they were trained according to European standards. Between 1868 and 
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1912, Japan underwent a phase of social, political, and economic trans-
formation and industrialization. After Japan’s confrontation with Europe 
and the revolution of 1867–1868, Japan’s new leaders believed that in 
order to avoid becoming a colony, their country had to become not only 
militarily powerful but also technologically sophisticated. Starting in the 
1870s and “[w]aving the flag of techno-nationalism,” the Japanese gov-
ernment sparked an industrial revolution. They invested heavily in sec-
tors that they considered important for economic development, such as 
mining, railroads, electric power, and communication.42 As Japan was 
determined to “catch up with the West” militarily and industrially, its 
engineers were met on equal terms.43

Through its alleged cosmopolitan character, the STE pursued a pol-
icy of global outreach and inclusion and also of global control. The STE 
shaped the picture not only of the telegraph operator nationally as well 
as internationally, but also of his knowledge set, drawing from a sense 
of (Euro-American) epistemic universalism. Despite the all-inclusive 
approach toward membership for everyone with an interest in telegra-
phy, the institution did not set out as a network for anybody interested in 
telegraphs. As gatekeeper of telegraphic engineering, the society defined 
eligibility. When the first transatlantic cables failed in 1858, many peo-
ple came forward with suggestions for improvements. As this massive 
response indicates, submarine telegraphy was very much a technology 
of public, and scientific, interest. Many from the scientifically interested 
public, such as the Prince of Wales himself, took part in the discourse 
on best submarine telegraphic practice. As engineer Charles T. Bright 
reported in a letter to Field in 1858, they had “more than twenty machines 
for the like purpose (paying out) brought to our office.”44 As his son, 
Charles Bright, put it, the very project of an Atlantic cable “appeared . . . to 
stimulate and excite the brains of many a sanguine inventor,” and it was 
“both amusing and sad to think of some of the ideas put forward.”45 And 
yet, only the ideas of the “professionals” were considered.

The statutes of the STE show that it certainly was not meant to be 
all-inclusive, but rather to serve as an exclusive club of learned telegraph 
practitioners. To become a member, one had to fulfill one of the follow-
ing conditions: to have been “educated as a Telegraph Engineer” with 
subsequent employment for “at least five years in responsible positions”; 
to “have practiced on his own account” in the profession for at least 
two years and have “acquired a degree of eminence in the same”; or to  
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“be so intimately associated with the science of Electricity or the progress 
of Telegraphy that the Council consider his admission to Membership 
would conduce to the interests of the Society.”46 Knowledge and education 
were markers for inclusion, making the STE a middle- and upper-class 
representation. Admission to the STE was by proposal and seconding, 
whereby every member first had to go through the status of associate 
before becoming a full member. George Spratt, second superintendent 
at the Porthcurno telegraph station in Cornwall, vividly recorded in his 
diary strong indignation that his superior, Bull, had been suggested as 
member (with the company paying his membership fee), while he was 
not.47 Sources from Valentia and Heart’s Content further suggest that 
only senior clerks were members.48 In its early decades, the STE man-
aged to exert tight control over the telegraph professionals it represented. 
With its global outreach and great mass of foreign members, its gate-
keeping function became even more prominent, and it globalized a dis-
tinct image of a telegraph agent and telegraphic knowledge.

ALL THE GLOBE IS A LABORATORY:  
ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF TELEGRAPHIC 
KNOWLEDGE ACROSS SPACE

No other profession in the nineteenth century so fully incorporated the 
entire globe in its representation, in its practical exertion, and also in the 
generation of its profession’s knowledge as submarine telegraph engi-
neers. Euro-American operators, engineers, and electricians constructed, 
generated, and dispersed the world’s telegraphic knowledge within their 
global network of submarine telegraphs. Visions of form and content of 
this knowledge, however, were very diverse and entailed a strong tension 
between local and global on top of a broader debate on the role of research 
and development. Although the STE played an important role as focal point 
of all knowledge on telegraphy, the importance of telegraph stations and 
telegraph ships as sites of knowledge should not be underestimated. Yet, 
the relationship between those two sites and so between men of science, 
such as William Thomson and William Siemens, and men of practice, 
such as James Graves, was complicated and often tense. In the 1870s and 
1880s, the STE, which came to symbolize the archive of global telegraphic 
knowledge, provided the battleground for these negotiation processes.
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As the early history of submarine telegraphy with its frequent cable 
failures illustrates, the profession was one in which the practical appli-
cation of its technology seemed to dominate over scientific theorizing. 
Cable manufacturers, such as Richard Glass, built and operated the ear-
liest cable submarine “without much reference to precision measure-
ment.” Instead, their work appeared to obey the principle of trial and 
error.49 Although submarine telegraphy essentially drew from scientific 
discoveries and inventions, such as electricity and magnetism, as well 
as from the mathematical calculations of William Thomson, much of 
its practical knowledge originated from actual work on the cables. The 
engineers and operators tested and developed their instruments and 
apparatuses while paying out or repairing cables on board a ship or while 
operating them in transmitting messages. Werner Siemens, for instance, 
developed his Legungstheorie (theory of laying submarine cables) of 1857 
and devised an apparatus to regulate the strain on the cable while assist-
ing the laying of a cable in the Mediterranean.50 Similarly, the electricians 
and engineers on board the Great Eastern adapted and perfected the pay-
ing out and propelling machinery during each of the four Atlantic expe-
ditions.51 In this fashion, they gathered practical knowledge in the 1850s 
and 1860s from various cable expeditions in the English Channel, the 
Mediterranean, the Red Sea, and the Atlantic involving engineers who 
were predominantly from the Class of 1866.

The telegraph companies also applied the method of learning-by-
doing in the training of the telegraph operators. Telegraphy was not 
necessarily something you learned at a general school near the London 
headquarters, but while working with the cables within the company’s 
realm at the respective telegraph stations—the actual spaces of knowl-
edge. The companies themselves took care of the training of their opera-
tors, continuing the master-apprentice model typical for Great Britain at 
the time. The apprenticeship, however, followed rigorous preselection. 
The telegraph profession was not something one could simply join or 
acquire; a good sense of spelling was the minimum expected, and a mid-
dle- or upper-class upbringing was the standard. In addition, the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company, for instance, asked questions concerning 
the background, education, and former employment of the applicant. 
Their application form was found in the appendix to the 1880 General 
Orders, Rules and Regulations to Be Observed by the Officers, Clerks and Ser-
vants of the Company, and thus was probably designed to be passed on to 
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family members and friends of the active staff.52 In the end, the technol-
ogy was just as exclusive in its telegraphing usage as it was in its tele-
gramming usage.

The Pender-Siemens controversy in the 1870s influenced this initial 
setup of submarine telegraphy as learning-by-doing significantly. As a 
result of Pender’s victory against Siemens, submarine telegraphy became 
based on a rather service-oriented business model with few funds for 
research and development. The industry tended to be rather “conserva-
tive” because it preserved techniques and procedures over a long time. 
Most of the techniques used for manufacturing, laying, and repairing 
the sea cables had developed during the early period of the 1850s and 
1860s. Thereafter, little changed, and the design of the cables remained 
unaltered for almost a century.53 Until the turn of the century, the cable 
companies, in particular Pender’s Eastern and Associated Companies 
conglomerate, saw outside inventors as the principle source of techni-
cal change with regard to the telegraphic instruments. Between 1872 and 
1929, the company entered into 21 patent licensing agreements, such as 
William Thomson’s syphon recorder of 1870 (which produced a perma-
nent record of the signals), Alexander Muirhead’s duplex apparatus of 
1876 (which enabled simultaneous transmission and reception), and Sid-
ney Brown’s drum relay of 1899 (which improved the signal and speed 
with which signals were automatically passed on to recording instru-
ments or another cable). The annual royalties for these inventions often 
reached several thousand pounds but allowed the company to spread the 
risk of technological development to outside experts.54

Although this conservative approach toward research and develop-
ment with only small changes to the actual cables made submarine 
telegraphy appear to be a “stagnant technology,” this does not mean that 
knowledge was only preserved and not generated.55 Although the scale 
of research and development at the Eastern and Associated Companies 
was small in comparison to the American companies Western Union, 
Bell, and Western Electric, it was by no means insignificant.56 In addi-
tion to a small in-house research staff, the individual cable stations were 
important generators of knowledge. Scientists and engineers could 
hardly reproduce the behavior of long deep-sea telegraph cables within 
the realms of a scientific laboratory. As a result, the cable stations served 
not only as spaces of translation and transmission, but also as spaces of 
research and testing, sometimes joined together as one globe-spanning 
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research network. According to the stations’ letter books and diaries, the 
engineers often brought new inventions out to the stations to develop 
and test them. Both James Graves, superintendent at Valentia, Ireland, 
between 1866 and 1909, and Ezra Weedon, superintendent at Heart’s 
Content between 1866/1867 and 1884, reported that the American J. B. 
Stearns, who is credited with the breakthrough in duplex telegraphy, 
came out to the stations in the 1870s with his instruments for testing 
purposes.57 During these testing visits, the engineers conducted research 
in close conjunction with the telegraph operators, who then had to 
send reports about the results to them and to the companies’ London 
headquarters. 

In the 1890s, for instance, F. Perry, Weedon’s successor as superin-
tendent at Heart’s Content, and Alexander Muirhead, inventor of a pat-
ent to use duplex on submarine cables, corresponded intensively on 
the duplex system on the Atlantic cables in the 1890s.58 Sometimes, as 
Graves remarked in his diary, the instruments would even arrive without 
their respective inventor. Stearns, for example, “did not come at first to 
Valentia but sent his apparatus and a copy of his specifications with writ-
ten instructions by the aid of which it was started and worked at this Sta-
tion.”59 Similarly, in 1871 and again in 1877, William Thomson submitted 
different prototypes of his automatic curb sender to Spratt at Porthcurno 
and Graves at Valentia “for trial on the cables.”60 Cable stations served as 
an outpost of the scientist’s home laboratory, where the scientist, in this 
case William Thomson, would stop by briefly on a tour with his yacht 
Lalla Rookh, gather data, and return home to his desk.61 Practical and 
theoretical additions to the pool of telegraphic knowledge were generated 
in conjunction with, albeit relatively independent of, each other as they 
were separated by geographical distance.

However, research and testing did not just happen in interactions 
between the scientist in London, Berlin (Siemens), Glasgow (Thomson), 
or Boston (Stearns) and his personal laboratory outpost, cable station, 
or cable ships. The plurality of the cable stations in their global embed-
ding also played an important part in research designs. The generation of 
knowledge was globally imagined and executed. At times, the cables were 
turned into gigantic test tubes encircling the globe, as during the “thimble 
experiment” in 1866. One of the first theories discussed by telegraph 
engineers was that due to the unbroken length of submarine cables, a 
battery with high voltage was required for them to function correctly. 
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This dispute on high and low voltage ran in particular between Wild-
man Whitehouse and William Thomson during and after the first failed 
Atlantic cable of 1858. Wildman Whitehouse worked as electrician on the 
Great Atlantic Cable until he was dismissed by the board of directors in 
late 1858. Contemporaries claim that it was his fault that the 1858 cable 
failed. Attempting to receive a stronger signal, he had sent extremely 
high voltage through the cable, causing the jacket to melt.62 For the thim-
ble experiment, as Graves reported, on September 12, 1866, both Atlantic 
cables were joined at Newfoundland making a loop circuit of 3,748 nauti-
cal miles. Valentia, the operating end of the cable, used a silver thimble 
and a piece of zinc as a battery.63 The success of this experiment across 
the Atlantic and back proved William Thomson’s theory that a long ocean 
cable could be operated “by a current generated in a lady’s thimble.”64 

Regular tests encompassed a similar geographical range and ran 
between the various stations at opposite shore ends throughout the com-
panies’ entire network and from cable ship to shore. Such maintenance 
testing was part of the daily cable routine.65 With every “Can you read?,” 
operators and engineers traversed distance at unprecedented speed and 
generated new knowledge. In their research, they integrated the globe 
in its geographical premises and thus shrank intermediary distance to a 
negligible size. Different continents were brought within simultaneous 
instants. In this manner, one of the first telegrams William Thomson 
sent through the Atlantic cable in 1858 was: “Where are the keys of glass 
cases and drawers in the apparatus room?”66 This message was sent over 
more than 2,000 miles as though the addressee of the request were in 
the other room, creating a feeling of a door-to-door working atmosphere 
despite its long-distance nature.

In a similar fashion, a larger Euro-American scientific community 
used the cable stations as laboratory outposts: ocean and land surveyors 
and astronomers journeyed to the stations to make use of the cables. 
During October and November 1866, for example, Benjamin A. Gould 
of the U.S. Coast Survey used the Atlantic cables to determine the dif-
ference in longitude between Greenwich, United Kingdom; Valentia, 
Ireland; and Heart’s Content, Newfoundland.67 In 1874, Captain Browne 
of the Royal Observatory conducted similar time experiments on the 
lines between Porthcurno and Alexandria, Egypt.68 Aside from measure-
ments of the earth, scientists considered the cable stations to be optimal 
places for experiments in thermodynamics. Various institutions, such as 
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the London Board of Trade and the London Meteorological Institution, 
as well as individual experimenters, used the cable stations as weather 
stations.69 Usually the clerk in chief or the superintendent sent daily 
weather reports to various recipients and thus earned himself some extra 
money. In September 1860, for instance, London’s Board of Trade estab-
lished a meteorological station at Jersey for which they employed James 
Graves. Every morning, Graves forwarded a report to the Board of Trade, 
which was then published in the Times, the Shipping Gazette, and the 
Globe.70 These attempts at measuring and mapping the world by means of 
telegraphy were part of a broader construction of systematic knowledge 
developed since the European Renaissance in a massive attempt to mea-
sure, map, and categorize the world. It all contributed to Euro-America’s 
appropriation of the world through science.71

In the world of submarine telegraphy, this appropriation of the world 
through science was soon entangled in a fierce dispute between science 
and technology or, more explicitly, mathematical theorizing and practical 
applications. The STE provided the battleground for these negotiation 
processes. Already upon the society’s launching, William Siemens had 
seen its purpose as “to combine the knowledge of these diverse circum-
stances, and of the diverse practice . . . in order to be again radiated in 
every direction.”72 Two years after Siemens, William Thomson devised 
another strategy to make use of the cosmopolitan character of the soci-
ety for research. Foreign members were key figures in his master plan 
for global research, which he described in great detail in his inaugural 
address in 1874. According to Thomson, the advancement of electric sci-
ence was not just to be pursued in the “scientific laboratories of Europe,” 
and he was “looking forward to the benefits which science may derive 
from its practical applications in telegraph engineering.”73 The STE was 
to function as a channel “through which these benefits may flow back 
to science,” while it simultaneously supplied “the counter-channels by 
which pure science may exercise its perennially beneficial influence on 
practice.”74

The scientific problem Thomson had in mind was one most urgently 
puzzling telegraph practitioners: the magnetic storm. At the time of 
Thomson’s speech, engineers believed that magnetic storms caused the 
needle of the telegraph apparatus to “fly  .  .  .  as much as two or three 
degrees.  .  .  from its proper position.” The magnetic storm was always 
associated with a visible phenomenon: the aurora borealis.75 Today, 
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scientists define a magnetic storm as a temporary disturbance of the 
earth’s magnetosphere caused by changing environmental conditions 
in near-Earth space. In the second half of the nineteenth century, it 
was unclear what caused magnetic storms and the aurora borealis. The 
aurora was a phenomenon that had for centuries fascinated scientists, 
poets, and the common man alike. Both science and superstition strug-
gled to find an explanation for it, and in the “olden days,” the aurora was 
believed “to portend death or other calamity and disaster.”76 For the teleg-
raphers, it was not the aurora borealis that was troubling but its accom-
panying magnetic effects, as these impeded their work. For the duration 
of magnetic storms, operators were unable to send or receive messages. 
As James Graves pointed out, these natural phenomena were “much dis-
liked by the telegraphers on account of the general interruption to busi-
ness which ensue[d].”77

The first noted experiments on the aurora borealis date as far back as 
1744, when scientists attempted to reproduce the luminous phenomena 
that are characteristic of the aurora borealis in the laboratory.78 During 
the 1830s, loose networks of magnetic observatories were established 
throughout the world, and it was discovered that the magnetic distur-
bances associated with the occurrence of the aurora could be measured 
on a global scale.79 The experience, or rather the perception, of simulta-
neity expanded with the growing telegraph network. For the first time, 
the occurrence of the aurora and its “spread almost simultaneously  
over the telegraph world” could also be measured and experienced 
outside the scientific observatories because it was almost concurrently 
putting telegraph stations all over the globe out of order.80 After the 
occurrence of a magnetic storm in February 1872, George Drapner, from 
the British Indian Submarine Company, informed the Times that “the 
brilliant aurora which [had been] visible in London last night [had] also 
[been] visible in Bombay, Suez, and Malta.”81

Quite naturally, these phenomena were discussed before the STE, and 
in 1872, several articles from various parts of the telegraph world were 
published in the Journal of the Society of Telegraph Engineers that focused 
on the aurora of February 4th. Apart from George Drapner’s note, its 
editors also published a lengthy article by James Graves, superintendent 
at Valentia. Graves provided the reader with scientific data from five dif-
ferent Atlantic cable stations in Europe and North America that he had 
collected during the occurrence of the magnetic storm.82 In a second 
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article, a telegraph operator stationed in the Persian Gulf offered further 
information.83 It might have been this uncoordinated and spontaneous 
compilation of knowledge on the aurora of 1872 that intrigued William 
Thomson in his inaugural address of 1874 to suggest a coordinated 
approach by the practical telegraphers. He turned the entire telegraph 
world connected via the STE into one big laboratory. Thomson was con-
vinced that if they could have “simultaneous observations,” they should 
have “a mass of evidence from which . . . [they] ought to be able to con-
clude an answer more or less definite to the question.”84 Thomson dedi-
cated a considerable part of his presidential address to detailed research 
instructions for the telegraph operators. For him the value lay not in the 
single operator’s data but in the entire telegraph network’s connection 
into one big experiment. Concerning his curiosity about atmospheric 
electricity, Thomson did not even feel hesitant about sending the opera-
tors climbing the “peaks” surrounding their telegraph stations with 
electrical equipment in order to make adequate measurements in their 
spare time.85 It seems as if Thomson perceived the telegraph operators, 
represented in the STE, as an army of research assistants to be used on 
a global scale. Distance and geographical and national borders were so 
irrelevant as to remain unconsidered by Thomson—the ocean cables 
transgressed it all.

Although little is known as to what came of Thomson’s joint scien-
tific operations, it is probable that the telegraph operators were not quite 
as keen on the knowledge exchange and their job as personal research 
assistants for William Thomson as Thomson himself. Underlying this 
lay a conflict between scientists and practitioners—between theoretical 
treatise, mathematical analysis, and experimentation on the one side and 
routine (i.e., industry-based) tasks such as instrumental testing, techni-
cal development, patent protection, standardization, and quality control 
on the other. It also points to a more general discourse on the nature of 
industrial research.

With submarine telegraphy, this conflict centered on the fact that the 
cable stations were not only places of testing and knowledge gathering 
but also places of genuine invention. The telegraph operators adapted 
their instruments to their surroundings and their daily work. Several 
entries of the cable station books relate to the manufacture, adaption, 
or invention of telegraph equipment. Similarly, the anonymous diary 
of a Telcon employee and James Graves’s technical biography are full 
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of technical notes and sketches.86 In January 1859, for instance, Graves 
invented an alarm bell “for the purpose of giving the clerk notice when 
his machine required winding up—and thereby avoiding the inconve-
nience of the machine stopping in the middle of a dispatch.”87 In most 
adaptations, the characteristics of the respective locality, such as climate, 
temperature, and humidity, played a decisive role; telegraph operators 
adapted their inventions to the characteristics of their surroundings at 
cable stations throughout the globe.

The vast material on “inventions” made by the telegraph operators 
suggests that they considered themselves as inventors and true experts 
in their field. Between 1872 and 1887, Graves alone produced sixteen 
papers to be read before the STE on as broad a range of topics includ-
ing earth currents and earthquakes, conductors and resistance, and the 
construction of cable keys.88 Furthermore, the operators filed for pat-
ents, whereby jealousies not infrequently arose between the two sta-
tions at each end of a cable centering on the usefulness of the other’s 
novelty.89 Also, they were not shy in advising the management at the 
headquarters in London about how best to proceed with practical as 
well as economic-strategic cable matters.90 But the telegraph operators 
also took on the role of active scientists in other fields of science, such as 
astronomy. Upon the occurrence of a “most ‘unastronomical [sic] sky,’” 
which translated into a “brilliant meteoric shower,” Graves organized 
his staff “dividing the heavens into sections for each one to watch” the 
meteors for the remaining night.91 Over and above their claim to pro-
ducing genuine knowledge, the respective cable stations’ superinten-
dents claimed to be teachers. In the fashion of scientific Britain, they 
gave lectures for their staff and locals on “electricity,” “magnetism,” 
or “submarine telegraphy.”92 The operators’ basis for their inventions 
and their practices as teachers was their practical experience. They saw 
scientific knowledge produced in laboratories and through mathemati-
cal calculations as on a par with practical knowledge and honored the 
proverb “experientia docet.”93

Yet, the operators’ self-perception as producers of universal know-
ledge was seen critically in London. Neither the companies’ headquarters 
nor the STE fully recognized their work. The underlying conflict was one 
of discursive hegemony, authority, and power. Such tensions between 
a perceived periphery and center of telegraphic knowledge erupted, for 
instance, over the automatic curb sender Thomson left Graves for trial. 
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Graves published his findings in a paper titled “On Curbed Signals for 
Long Cables,” which was read before the STE.94 The engineers and sci-
entists present hotly debated and contested his article. Some argued that 
Graves was “not acquainted with what was the true nature of ‘curbed’ 
signals” as his paper only dealt with “results obtained in actual experi-
ment with instruments supplied by the inventors and submitted for 
trial.”95 What ended in a debate between theorists and practitioners was a 
demonstration of power. A similar encounter occurred between Weedon 
and the Anglo-American Telegraph Company’s general manager Henry 
Weaver in London. Responding to a letter from Weedon commenting 
on Stearns’s setup of duplex instruments, Weaver’s response was more 
than harsh: “The idea of your protesting against the form of the artificial 
line is absurd. You are setting up as the inventor against Stearns.”96 In 
the end, as science led the way to modernity, the scientific community 
became even more defined. The operators served increasingly as assis-
tants, clerks, and collectors of data and were attributed little genuine rea-
soning. On February 15, 1876, Spratt commented in his diary that “Sir 
James [Anderson was] tired of expmts! [experiments]” at the cable sta-
tions.97 Spratt gives no explanation for Anderson’s reasoning. Certainly, 
stations and station managers were easier to handle from London if the 
staff was merely doing the work and not acting independently and car-
rying the habitus of inventors who claimed patent rights and respective 
remuneration. In the years to come, London slowly gave up on its global 
research network at a large scale and thus halted a further integration of 
the telegraphic globe on the base of knowledge.

Although there were still disputes among telegraph professionals on 
“telegraphic knowledge,” there existed a complete gap between these 
professionals and local people. Although submarine telegraphers were 
dispersed all over the globe, local or “native” knowledge, that is, non-
Western knowledge, found no entrance into their pool of telegraphic 
knowledge. Someone in India, for instance, who, as a colonial subject, 
was affected by telegraphy, as it facilitated colonial rule and trade, had 
no real relationship to the telegraphs as apparatuses and no influence 
on their operation.98 The demarcation line was not so much between the 
telegraph operators and the respective indigenous population, as the lat-
ter possessed no knowledge of relevance for the improvement of subma-
rine telegraphy. In its Eurocentric universalism, submarine telegraphy 
was no exception from the rule when compared to other fields of science. 
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In the nineteenth century, generally only very few non-Western concepts 
were incorporated into a canon of acclaimed universal knowledge.99

The only exception was the exploitation and production of gutta per-
cha, a gum used for the cables’ insulation, which strongly depended on 
native methods as well as native knowledge about where this resource 
could be found. Gutta percha, which only grew in the Dutch, British, 
and French colonies of the Far East, first came to the attention of the 
Europeans in 1656, when an English traveler brought samples back to 
London. For a long time, it remained a mere curiosity, and it was only in 
1832 that a Scottish physician learned of the extraordinary qualities of the 
gum from a Malay worker: gutta percha became pliable in hot water and 
hardened as it cooled and was thus fashioned into canes and a variety of 
tools in the Malay world. In 1847, Werner Siemens first employed the 
substance as an insulator for an electric telegraph cable. The first Atlan-
tic cable was composed of seven three-eighth-inch copper wires twisted 
tightly together, each wire individually coated with three layers of refined 
gutta percha; minute inspections guaranteed that the insulation and pro-
tection from seawater were as perfect as possible.

Although gutta percha came to be the sine qua non for the success 
of the submarine cables, its usage rested on a contemporary paradox. 
According to the standards of the time, submarine telegraphy was a 
high-tech industry, but it depended on the most “primitive” extraction 
industry for the gutta percha, which had not changed since the days 
before it was “discovered” by Europeans. To extract gutta percha, a group 
of native woodsmen, equipped with axe-like biliongs and machete-like 
parangs, would enter the jungle in search of a grove of Isonandra trees. 
The latex, which runs in black lines throughout the heartwood, would 
then be drained from the trunk into bamboo bowls or coconut shells, 
washed, and folded into blocks.100 Occasionally, as the Birmingham Daily 
Post put it, Euro-American workers would be startled “by the sight of a 
grim looking Indian idol, or a dragon, or a lizard, or a gigantic butter-
fly, or a distorted elephant, or some other grotesque object” into which 
natives had formed the gutta percha.101 In their cable production, Euro-
American industries were entirely dependent on this native branch. In 
fact, huge amounts of gutta percha were necessary for just one cable. The 
1857 Atlantic cable, for instance, weighed 2,000 tons, 250 tons of which 
were gutta percha. By the 1890s, the cable industry was consuming 
about four million pounds of gutta percha every year, a demand that was 
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unsustainable. In the 1890s, two French cable companies even withdrew 
from competing for a cable to Africa, owing to the scarcity and poor qual-
ity of the material available. As tree extinction became a greater problem 
and because commercial plantations only originated in the twentieth 
century, native knowledge on where to find and how to exploit these trees 
was crucial.102

Yet, in the end, it remained a Eurocentric discourse and debate on 
what the form and content of “universal” telegraphic knowledge should 
contain. The mere existence of the telegraph technology had already set 
the “West” and “the rest” apart and established a system of inherent dif-
ference. The disputes within the telegraphy community over technical 
knowledge must be seen as an intra-Western discourse within a white 
system of knowledge in which only their distance from London granted 
telegraph operators and station managers an autonomy to experiment 
and innovate that they would never have had closer to home. In the end, 
telegraphic knowledge was defined in and through scientific terms as 
well as via a strong London-centrism stemming from the companies’ 
directives as well as the STE. Practical knowledge, which still played a 
tremendous role on the local scale, was increasingly neglected.

THE INTERNATIONALIZATION OF SCIENCE  
AND THE WORLD OF TELEGRAPHY

In the late nineteenth century, the organization of science changed sig-
nificantly. Almost immediately upon the STE’s foundation, its engineers 
were enveloped in accelerating processes of global technological and 
scientific developments, paralleled by an increasing nationalization and 
internationalization of science. Entangled in both, the STE failed in its 
cosmopolitan character and became one of many nationally organized, 
learned societies within an international framework. By the 1880s, the 
STE was no longer gathering as the global representation of all telegraph 
engineers around the world, but as the British association of all electri-
cal engineering within the British Empire. Simultaneously, William 
Siemens lost out against John Pender with his economic and technologi-
cal vision of submarine telegraphy. Pender’s Direct United States Cable 
Company (DUSC) takeover was symptomatic of the institutionalization 
of submarine engineering as well as its loss of significance for individual 
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engineers. Submarine telegraphy was no longer in the hands of the engi-
neering giants but in the hands of the “huge octopus,” the representa-
tives of the Eastern and Associated Companies.103

The literature analyzed this radical shift in the program of the STE as 
the transition of telegraphy from new to old technology framed by Brit-
ain’s general relative industrial “decline.”104 Set in a global context, the 
downfall of the submarine engineers shows their struggle with the very 
forces they produced: an increasing integration and acceleration of the 
world. In fact, the institution was hit by globalization. Simultaneously, 
it had to give way to the nationalization and internationalism of science, 
as represented, for instance, by the ITU or by the legal idea of l’esprit 
d’internationalité brought forward by David Dudley Field and Louis 
Renault. The STE’s decline was not only a matter of scientific change, but 
also a failure of its cosmopolitan model for world governance.

Even before the STE had been established, its purpose was a point 
of ample discussion. Already in his inaugural speech of 1872, William 
Siemens took umbrage at a critique directed at the institution, namely 
“whether there was need and scope for a Society of Telegraph Engineers” 
that would after its foundation only “degenerate. . . into ‘specialists,’ or 
what may be called ‘fractional quantities of scientific men.’”105 During 
the inaugural meeting in 1872, Atlantic telegraph engineer Cromwell 
Varley confessed his doubts whether “a society [could] truly be kept on its 
legs simply by telegraphy.”106 Questions had arisen: was not “telegraph 
engineering  .  .  .  a branch of civil engineering,” and would not all the 
society’s proceedings fall “within the legitimate sphere of action of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers?” Furthermore, was not “the Royal Society 
or . . . the British Association open for [them]” to discuss “difficult ques-
tions regarding physical or mathematical science?”107

Siemens’s stand against this reproach underscored the professionals’ 
perception of their importance. He was convinced that the STE was “nec-
essary for the more rapid development of a new and important branch 
of applied science . . .,  desirable in order to afford Telegraph Engineers 
frequent opportunities of meeting . . . and of impressing them with the 
conviction that their united actions will be advantageous to the material 
interests of all.”108 An “occasional paper” discussing matters concerning 
submarine telegraphy before the already established societies of learning 
was “quite inadequate to constitute a record of the progress of a branch 
of Engineering which gives daily proof of its public importance, which 
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is distinguished for its rapid development, and which comprises within 
itself a wide range of scientific enquiry.”109

Siemens’s vanity comes into relief when compared to the setup of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1846. As the railway age super-
seded the canal age, railway engineers felt misrepresented by the Soci-
ety of Civil Engineers, which was dominated by canal professionals, and 
launched their own society to represent them professionally and serve as a 
platform for exchange.110 Despite the clear preponderance of railway peo-
ple within the institution, they still designed their society according to the 
type of engineering (i.e., mechanical engineering), and not according to 
one single product of their profession’s work, the railways. The situation 
was entirely different with the telegraph engineers. In the aftermath of 
the success of 1866, Samuel Canning, Latimer Clark, Willoughby Smith, 
Cromwell Varley, and William Thomson had been heralded not only 
as “benefactors of their country” but as benefactors of their “race” and 
of “mankind” in general.111 Almost unparalleled by any other scientific 
achievement of the day, these public perceptions and aspirations had nur-
tured a profession’s self-esteem that asked for its reward: its own society.

However, despite Siemens’s convincing presidential address, there 
remained the uneasy feeling that telegraph engineering was still too nar-
row a basis and that unless the STE “could range a good deal further 
over electrical science than testing the joints of insulated wire, it would 
not flourish.”112 The skeptics seemed to be proven correct when the insti-
tution resorted only a decade after its establishment to a pervasive pro-
cess of reorientation, paying tribute to the continuous emergence of new 
applications of electricity such as the telephone, electric lighting, and the 
storage of electricity. In 1884, the STE altered its name to the Society of 
Telegraph Engineers and Electricians and, in 1889, to the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers. In effect, the founding of the STE in 1871 marked a 
snapshot of the time when public excitement correlated with the expan-
sion of a technology that was considered to be promising but, in retro-
spect, had actually already seen its prime.113

Since the 1830s and the “discovery” of electricity, telegraph engineers 
had virtually been the sole representatives of the profession of electri-
cal engineering because no other technical application of electricity came 
anywhere near the telegraph in importance. This situation changed dra-
matically in the 1870s and 1880s when electrical engineering underwent 
enormous expansion, and new applications such as the telephone, the 
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electric tramway, the electrodynamometer, and electric lighting excited 
engineers, entrepreneurs, and the public alike. These new innovations 
had their base not primarily in Great Britain but in the United States 
and Germany. Based on submarine telegraphy’s manufacture, business, 
and scientific organization on the banks of the Thames, London’s pre-
eminence in electrical engineering now started to end.114 In contrast, in 
continental Europe and North America, the years after mid-century (for 
the United States, particularly after the 1870s) mark the beginning of a 
period of great inventive power and immense industrial progress. Dur-
ing the Gründerjahre, or the time of the Second Industrial Revolution, 
these countries were “closing the gap” with Great Britain.115

Within the STE, the loud voices demanding a change in its structure 
in the face of the diversification of electrical engineering soon came 
to be heard. The main advocate for change was the eminent (Atlantic) 
telegraph engineer Latimer Clark. In 1875 and again in 1876, he sug-
gested adding the words “and of Electricians” to the society’s name to 
broaden its appeal.116 In 1878, he read a paper titled “On a Standard Vol-
taic Battery” whose content was geared toward the need of electricians.117 
Although the subheading of the Journal of the Society of Telegraph Engi-
neers was “Original Communications on Telegraphy and Electrical Sci-
ence,” Clark considered the STE to rest upon too narrow a basis.118 He 
was convinced that focusing solely on telegraphy would alienate those 
who they ought to attract, namely, the electricians. In a letter from 1880 
to Edward Graves, engineer-in-chief of the Post Office, Clark argued that 
as the science of electricity was advancing fast, the men occupying them-
selves with it, such as William Thomson, Silvanus P. Thomson, and John 
Hopkinson, could not “afford to stand still merely because we prefer to 
remain a Society of Telegraphers & do not care to invite them into our 
ranks.” There was no alternative: an “electrical society must be formed 
or else existing societies must supply the need.”119 Although the journal’s 
tables of contents suggest by a fair selection of noncable papers that it 
was to be a predominantly symbolic act, Clark’s pleading proved success-
ful. At a general meeting in December 1880, the membership decided 
to “very appropriately” alter the society’s title to the Society of Telegraph 
Engineers and of Electricians, which it carried from 1881 to 1889.120

Just a few years after these initial changes, new discontent found 
its way into the open. Some members complained that most of the 
papers and discussions held were by members of the council and 
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telegraph engineers, to the exclusion of the rank and file. Moreover, they 
remarked, some of these papers were “mere compilations, histories and 
essays” and were not sufficiently related to original work.121 In the words 
of Colonel R. E. B. Crompton, one of the major pioneers of Britain’s 
electrical industry, there was a widespread opinion that the STE did not 
“adequately represent the present body of Electrical Engineers.” Cromp-
ton warned that “this feeling may lead to the formation of a new and 
rival Society” by the power engineers, those working on electric light-
ing or the storage of electric power.122 Because of these reproaches, the 
STE moved to alter its name again. Edward Graves, president in 1888, 
explained the move in his inaugural address. Although the telegraph 
engineers were “still the most numerous units in our body,” they could 
no longer be said, “from the force of circumstances,” i.e., the course 
of technological developments, “to be the special representatives of its 
character.” In Graves’s eyes, “The Institution of ‘Electrical Engineers’” 
was a title “comprehensive enough” to pay tribute to these “circum-
stances” and “to include all devotees of the science.” Moreover, this way, 
“no class of works [would be] singled out for undue prominence, no 
class [would] by implication [be] excluded.”123

In February 1888, the secretary of the STE reported that a circular had 
been issued to the members asking for their opinion on the proposed 
change in the title. By October 1888, 857 replies had been received; a 
great majority assented to the proposed motion. On January 1, 1889, the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers was incorporated.124 As indicated, most 
members welcomed the STE’s change in name to one that “the catho-
licity [i.e., the diversity] of its programme [sic] seems to justify,” wrote 
George Spratt.125 Rising membership numbers justified these measures. 
In 1890, membership accounts had gone up to 2,100 and in 1910 to 6,218, 
making the Institution of Electrical Engineers, along with the Institution 
of Civil Engineers and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, one of 
the big three of learned societies in Great Britain.126

The change in program and name not only paid tribute to the develop-
ments and diversification of global science, but also symbolized changes 
concerning the importance of singular engineers in general and the 
Class of 1866 in particular. The success of the Atlantic cable made its pro-
tagonists, such as Charles T. Bright, William Thomson, and Willoughby 
Smith, engineering royalty. As a consequence, these individuals came 
to be the face of ocean telegraphy, just as Isambard Kingdom Brunel or 
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Richard Stephenson had been the giants of the steam and railway age 
two decades earlier. Those engineering giants translated their fame into 
money, as they came to work as independent advisors or consulting engi-
neers and electricians to the various submarine companies throughout 
the globe as well as to governments that might require their services. 
Essentially, they were in the position to pick and choose. Over the next 
few decades, telegraph professionalism changed. With the greater expe-
rience and efficiency of the contractors’ staffs and the gradual extension 
of the work generally, the scope for independently working consulting 
engineers became increasingly limited. Ocean cabling was no longer the 
work of one singular engineer but of any engineer who worked with a 
particular company.127 By the 1880s, the profession of submarine tele-
graphy had seen the end of its age of giants, many of whom also passed 
away in the 1880s. William Siemens and Cromwell Varley died in 1883; 
Fleeming Jenkin, who had worked for the French Cable Company as well 
as the Commercial Cable Company and had been in a patent-pooling 
agreement with William Thomson and Cromwell Varley, died in 1885; 
and Charles T. Bright died in 1888. In the same year, Willoughby Smith, 
former chief electrician of Telcon, retired from his management post.128 
Although some, such as William Thomson, Latimer Clark, and Werner 
Siemens, were still alive, their elitist circle was severely decimated; in 
addition, each of the three had moved on to occupy themselves with 
newer applications of electricity. The names that had once upheld the STE 
were no longer there or willing to keep it running.

The change from the Society of Telegraph Engineers to the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers had to do not only with technological and genera-
tional developments in engineering and science but also with the rapid-
ity of these changes. Reflecting upon their times, contemporaries often 
highlighted the speed with which social, economic, or political changes 
were taking place. With its ability to “annihilate time and distance,” albeit 
only in relative and not in absolute terms, the telegraph was one of the 
greatest accelerators of globalization processes. For the STE, it is one of 
history’s greatest ironies that the telegraph engineers were steamrolled 
by the rapidity of global change. Even among those who had their fingers 
on the pulse of time, there existed great insecurity and incomprehension 
of the acceleration of globalization.

Indeed, the telegraph engineers constantly grappled with this rapidity 
with which science and technology developed. Repeatedly, they debated 
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whether submarine telegraphy was a new or old technology. Already in 
1872, William Siemens pointed to the fact that “so rapid” had been the 
progress of their branch of science, that, while he was “obliged to speak 
of these men [Oerstead, Ampère, Faraday, Weber, Steinheil, Schilling, 
Ronalds, Wheatstone, Cooke, and Morse] as belonging to [their] early his-
tory,” they were still “almost without exception, living amongst [them] 
in full enjoyment of their faculties.”129 Electric telegraphy’s “invention” 
in only 1837 gave the impression that it was a fairly new application, 
whereas the changes in electrical engineering in the 1870s and 1880s 
made it appear old and outdated.

This entanglement of old and new caused constant puzzlement 
among the engineers and remained seemingly irresolvable within the 
society. Willoughby Smith’s inaugural address of 1883 or William Pre-
ece’s lecture “On Practical Applications of Telegraphy” of 1884 both 
unsuccessfully attempted to tackle this question.130 More than a decade 
after Siemens, they still ruminated on whether their profession was old 
or new. Theirs was a discourse on the relations of past and present in an 
ever accelerating world. They captured, in the words of Senteney Shami, 
“the in-betweenness of a world always on the brinks of newness.”131 In 
1883, STE president Willoughby Smith set the stage by arguing for the 
novelty of their science: in comparison with “many of the other branches 
of the same tree” of science, theirs was only a “very young shoot.” Tele-
graph engineers and electricians had “no great masters of antiquity to 
imitate or revere” as most of their great men were “of the present age.”132 
This thought was expanded and juxtaposed by Preece. He claimed 
that telegraphy was “the oldest and the first of these practical applica-
tions.” And though it was “the oldest, and the first, nevertheless it [was] 
very young, for it dates its birth only from the year 1837.”133 Both men 
expressed the idea of a merger of past and present, of old and new, and 
thus an odd parallelism that was typical for the globalizing nineteenth 
century. Despite the rapid expansion of the railways, the use of mules 
for transport remained a common sight. Similarly, the telegram did not 
render the letter unnecessary and rather increased the gap between those 
who participated in the rapidity of modern progress and those who did 
not. The late nineteenth century was characterized by a simultaneity of 
tradition and modernity and their respective discourses, but also by prog-
ress and “standstill”—to return to Latimer Clark’s remark on the fast 
development of the field of electrical science. These antitheses could find 
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expression in the mule and the railroad just as well as in the telegraph 
and the telephone or electric lighting.

In this narrative, standstill and decline refer to questions of global 
significance and the STE’s originally inherent character of cosmopoli-
tanism. Although the STE began as a cosmopolitan institution, which 
came to represent all telegraph engineers of the world despite its 
London-centrism, in the 1880s and 1890s, the institution was reduced 
to a British representation only. The telegraph engineers missed out 
not only on the transition in science but also on the transformation 
of the organization of science and ocean telegraphy in an increasingly 
nationalizing world. Siemens’s Kantian cosmopolitanism was not ade-
quate to meet the (inter)nationalization of science or the international 
regulation of ocean telegraphy through the ITU. His approach to sci-
ence was not the right tool to keep the STE the leading learned institu-
tion on electrical engineering.

It was not only in Meiji Japan that science and technology played an 
important part for the national or imperial project. In Europe, beginning 
in mid-century, the various scientific institutions, rituals, procedures, 
and performance measurements of the Western industrial system set up 
“a discourse of competition.”134 Science contributed to “the national wel-
fare,” and scientists played an important role in creating “high culture.” 
Contemporaries celebrated them at the world’s fairs, which they saw as 
technological and economic battlefields.135 In addition, the progress of 
schools and university measured that of nationalism. In fact, over time, 
as places of learning and education, schools and especially universities 
became nationalism’s “most conscious champions.”136 Despite the initial 
transboundary character of scientific exchange, reminiscent of the eigh-
teenth-century Republic of Letters, nineteenth-century learned societies 
were spaces of increasing nationalization. The STE was no exception. 
In particular, discussion of the new applications of electricity displayed 
an increasingly nationalistic vocabulary. In 1877, Latimer Clark declared 
after hearing the American Alexander Graham Bell speak before the STE 
on “Electric Telephony” that “two or three of the most important recent 
electrical inventions have come to us from the other side of the Atlantic.” 
For him, America and other nations, such as Germany, were looming on 
the horizon, while Great Britain was “falling behind.”137 

The international comparison of each nation’s engineering prog-
ress became increasingly common and increasingly important. In his 
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position as a post office official, William Preece visited the United States 
three times to “inspect . . . and examine . . . the telegraph, telephone, and 
other electrical industries, including railways and electric lighting.”138 
He returned reassured and concluded his report with praise for Brit-
ish preeminence. According to Preece, it was “satisfactory to point out 
that invention ha[d] not progressed in America as much as it ha[d] in 
England.” Quite the contrary, Great Britain showed “greater signs of 
progress,” and their apparatus, their mode of working, and the general 
transactions of their business compared “most favourably with those in 
America.” He concluded that Great Britain was still ahead of the United 
States concerning “the rapidity of transmission, cheapness of telegraphy, 
and expansion of knowledge.”139 In the national contest, there was no rea-
son to worry. The STE responded to these national challenges by engag-
ing in its usual cosmopolitan manner: it invited the new leading figures 
of science, such as the American Alexander Graham Bell and the Rus-
sian Pavel Yablochkov, an electrical engineer and inventor of the Yabloch-
kov candle (an electric carbon arc lamp), to be members. Yet, aside from 
incorporating new foreign members and their knowledge, the STE had 
little to offer for countering the increasing organization, codification, and 
regulation of science in an age of national comparison.

Originally, William Siemens and other telegraph engineers had 
envisioned their society as a universal network in which to combine all 
the knowledge on ocean telegraphy and then develop practical devices 
thereof.140 The regulation and codification of (ocean) telegraphic know-
ledge would work via the STE. They disregarded the fact that simul-
taneous to the foundation of their institution, a state-based model to 
regulate ocean telegraphy found its practical application, the Interna-
tional Telegraph Union (ITU). With the founding of the ITU in 1865, 
which was before the establishment of the STE, practical matters of 
landline telegraphy, such as universal tariffs, telegraph codes, and cable 
routes were already dealt with on the international level. From 1865 on, 
a conference on international communication was held every five years 
in one of the capitals of the countries represented and rules and regula-
tions discussed and resolved.141 In 1871, the year of the STE’s founding, 
the ITU began to hold conferences to regulate the submarine telegra-
phy business, and the ocean cable companies were officially “invited” 
to participate. The ITU codified the forms of telegraphs; defined what 
a word was, telegraphically speaking; and regulated the use of codes 
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and cipher and state taxes. Although the ITU primarily dealt with tele-
graphic form and transmission costs, it encroached upon the claims 
staked out by the STE.

The clash between the ITU and the STE came over the issue of electri-
cal standards. Since the creation in the 1860s of the Joint Committee to 
Inquire into the Construction of Submarine Telegraph Cables and the 
Committee on Electrical Standards, this question had been closely con-
nected to the profession of submarine telegraphy. Both committees were 
set up in response to the early cable failures of the Atlantic and the Red 
Sea cables. The work of the Committee on Electrical Standards lasted 
eight years and involved many well-known cable figures, such as Charles 
T. Bright, Latimer Clark, and William Thomson. It resulted in a system 
of electromagnetic absolute units, from which were derived the ohm, 
ampere, farad, volt, and coulomb, which are universally used today.142 
Nevertheless, the STE could not claim this as their success. Although 
this system of global units had been developed by some of the most 
eminent members of the STE and had emerged from their work with 
the ocean cables, it was proclaimed by an international body. In 1881, an 
international congress on electrical standards confirmed the global valid-
ity of the telegraphers’ system.143

This International Congress of Electricians, hosted during the world 
exhibition in Paris in 1881, symbolized the first turning point and rebuff 
for the STE’s claim as a global representative of the world’s telegraphers 
and their knowledge. The Congress had been called together not only 
in response to the new applications of electricity, but also to settle mat-
ters on the exchange of standards. Previously, the STE had laid claim to 
offer such a forum to discuss and resolve pressing scientific questions. 
Their debates on the aurora borealis are only one example of this. Now 
the STE only reported on decisions taken elsewhere. These international 
congresses on electricity continued at regular intervals. In Chicago in 
1893, their concerns about electrical standards led to the definition of the 
international ohm. At the fifth congress in 1904, the decision was taken to 
establish a permanent body, the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (1906), to organize regular international meetings of electricians.144 
The standardization and homogenization of the (scientific) worldview 
had been started as a response of the British government and the Atlan-
tic Cable Company to submarine cable failures; now it was discussed 
internationally.
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In addition to this shift away from the STE’s forum to the interna-
tional level, the telegraph engineers were facing further challenges. 
Simultaneous with their society’s realignment as the Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, several other societies emerged: the Elektrotechnischer 
Verein in Berlin (1879), the Société Internationale des Electriciens in Paris 
(1883), and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE) in New 
York (1884).145 These institutions’ interest lay in electrical science per se 
and not explicitly in telegraphy. In fact, the AIEE had been established 
in response to the need for national representation during the Interna-
tional Electrical Exhibition in Philadelphia. Because so many “famous 
foreign electrical savants, engineers and manufacturers” would be visit-
ing, it would be “a lasting disgrace to American electricians if no Ameri-
can National Electrical Society were in existence to receive them with the 
honors due from their co-laborers of the United States.”146

Although some of the societies were modeled after the association 
in London—the Elektrotechnischer Verein, for example, probably through 
Werner Siemens, took up William Siemens’s idea of foreign member-
ship and multilingualism—they were set up as equals and rivals on the 
international scale.147 The STE no longer filled its self-proclaimed posi-
tion of global leadership. During the period of submarine telegraphy, 
everyone had turned to London; now in the era of power engineering, 
this stopped. Consequently, the number of foreign members dropped. 
By 1891 the increase in foreign members had slowed down remark-
ably; there had been 152 foreign members in 1881, but only 177 in 1891. 
From 15 percent, foreign members now only accounted for 9 percent of 
the total membership.148 Over time, the designation “foreign member” 
gradually fell into disuse until, in 1911, the society resolved that the 103 
foreign members that remained should be transferred to the class of 
members and that they should continue to pay £1 per annum as long as 
they resided abroad.149

However, international exchange between the societies and their mem-
bers was continued, promoted, and, considering the establishment of 
regular international electrical exhibitions from 1881 on, even expanded. 
In telegraph science, internationalism and nationalism coexisted.150 Yet, 
with regard to Siemens’s cosmopolitan STE, the character of these inter-
national exchanges was altered. Instead of Local Honorary Secretaries 
arranging meetings, meetings and visits were arranged between national 
delegations, such as the combined meeting of the AIEE and the Institute 
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of Electrical Engineers in Paris in 1900, a visit of another foreign insti-
tute’s delegation to Germany in 1901, or a visit of electrical engineers 
to Italy in 1903.151 Instead of global outreach arranged by the society in 
London, exchange was organized as one between nations meeting on an 
equal level. The failure of the STE in its ambition for global leadership 
was also a failure to regulate and codify the telegraphic world as a whole 
through Siemens’s cosmopolitan model of governance.

In the end, the STE’s history is emblematic not only for the history 
of the Class of 1866 and the development of submarine telegraphy as 
science and technology, but also for broader developments of the nine-
teenth century. Siemens’s idea of a “cosmopolitan institution” mirrored 
the Atlantic cable engineers’ self-proclaimed importance as well as their 
deep entanglement in notions of submarine telegraphy as transbound-
ary science. They constructed their society to represent the entire, albeit 
small, Euro-American community of telegraph engineers and so claimed 
“universality.” After all, the experience of simultaneity within a global 
network of cables was essential to their research. The STE’s members 
failed to recognize the transitions in science and its organization and to 
respond accordingly to these global challenges. Science and technology 
diversified and moved from being centered in London to being multi-
centered and global. This reflected the rapidity of global changes and the 
difficulties STE members had in coming to terms with underlying sys-
temic changes.



Whether we call ourselves Englishmen, Americans, Australians, or what not, 
we shall prosper none the less, . . .  because our neighbours—because the whole 
world in fact—are “moving.” Therefore, by all means let every nation that 
wishes and is able to develop its own cable systems and trains up its own army 
of telegraph engineers and electricians, do so with our very best wishes. All 
that it is our business to see to is, that we at least don’t lag behind. And if any 
ringfence [sic] (of preferential rates or other privileges) is to be established, let 
us make sure that those admitted within it are also those who by kinship, com-
munity of language, or historical association, can be expected to get on well 
and harmoniously together both with ourselves and with each other.

Charles Bright, Submarine Telegraphs: Their History, Construction and Working  
(London: C. Lockwood, 1898), p. 173. 

IN THE face of growing nationalist sentiments and international com-
petition toward the turn of the century, British telegraph engineer and 
writer, Charles Bright, still argued for the compatibility of national and 

economic competition and universal peace with regard to ocean cables. 
Writing this part of his treatise on submarine telegraphy only months 
before the outbreak of the Spanish-American War and the Fashoda Inci-
dent in 1898, during which imperial interests of Euro-American powers 
clashed, he explicitly invoked what he believed to be the friendly nature 
of imperial nations and the principle of cooperation. Only a couple of 
weeks later with the Spanish-American War raging on the other side of 
the Atlantic and only days before the publication of his book, Charles 
Bright was singing a different tune. In an interview conducted by the Pall 
Mall Gazette, he voiced his conviction that in this conflict “cables would 
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be cut right and left” notwithstanding existing international agreements 
and a commonly cherished belief of the cables’ safety in times of peace 
and war. The only solution for Great Britain to avoid communicational 
isolation was an “all-British cable” around the world only landing at 
secret places on imperial shores.1 The realities of the military conflict 
between the United States and Spain had induced Charles Bright to dras-
tically change his rhetoric about the peaceful nature of economic and 
imperial competition.

Indeed, ideas of an all-British, all-French, or all-German cable domi-
nated the respective government debates on global communication. 
Strategically relevant ocean cables were cut almost immediately upon 
the commencement of the Spanish-American War and the First World 
War. At the same time, international cooperation on tariffs, rules, and 
regulations as well as the cable companies’ transnational business 
model survived almost unperturbed through times of military conflicts 
and upheaval. The “politics of the world’s electric nerves” depended on 
a complex system in which the relationship between governments and 
cable companies was continuously redefined according to changing 
priorities of economic or military control over global communication.2 
For Charles Bright, one of the key turning points was the year 1898. It 
marked, however, not an end to international cooperation and transna-
tional business conduct, but a change in rhetoric on the cable business 
side. Various cable actors, such as John W. Mackay or Henniker Heaton, 
from this point on increasingly used nationalist rhetoric to please impe-
rial governments and to disguise nonnationalist structures and goals. 
This strategic nationalism, which had characterized the cable business 
to varying degrees from its very beginning, was essential not only to bal-
ance, but also to combine, imperial and economic interests in the world 
of submarine telegraphy.

THE ROLE OF NATION AND EMPIRE IN  
THE WORLD OF OCEAN TELEGRAPHY 

Submarine telegraphy conceptually represented a transboundary entity 
through its transgression of limits of historical territoriality. Rivers, 
seas, and oceans, similarly to mountain ranges, had from earliest times 
served as natural border lines. Although in the nineteenth century, 
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borders—foremost in the United States and Africa—were made on the 
drawing table according to degrees of latitude, water lines remained pop-
ular characteristics of defined territoriality and belonging. Therefore, it 
was in the very nature of this kind of telegraphy to expand beyond its 
respective national territorialities by going submarine.

From early on there existed a general and international consensus that 
submarine telegraphy should be a private enterprise.3 Unresolved ques-
tions concerning landing rights and national jurisdiction at the extending 
end of the cable called for a neutral intermediary, the cable companies, 
to provide for transnational communication. Already during a congres-
sional debate on the Ocean Cable Bill of 1857, allowing for the landing 
of the first Atlantic cable, Congressman William Smith of Virginia asked 
the question of how far the jurisdiction and constitutional power of a 
government could stretch: could it extend across oceans and thus beyond 
the borders of historical territoriality? He questioned the “constitutional 
power” of the United States “to establish a telegraphic line through for-
eign parts and beyond the jurisdiction of [their] Government.”4 In 1857, 
Smith’s question remained unresolved. The dimension of international 
law only took to the subject of submarine telegraphy in the 1870s and 
1880s. Yet, because it was generally assumed that a cable owned by a gov-
ernment would necessarily be restricted to that government’s territorial 
possessions, it was concluded that submarine telegraphs could only be 
private undertakings. Governments could grant certain necessary rights 
to the cable business, such as the purchase of land upon its territory by a 
private enterprise, but not by a foreign government, which would either 
have to abide by foreign jurisdiction or a claim for extraterritoriality; both 
were unlikely options.5 Moreover, because states were worried about seri-
ous international complications that might arise in the case of war, “no 
Government would permit cables belonging to a foreign Government 
to land on its shores.”6 As a consequence, in 1898, of the total of over 
165,000 nautical miles, almost 90 percent of the long distance lines had 
been provided by private enterprise.7

Although submarine companies were predominantly private enter-
prises, this did not deter nation states from attempting to influence, 
control, or take interest in them. Governments provided financial subsi-
dies, ships, and data from ocean soundings, as well as personnel to the 
cable business.8 In 1859, Great Britain’s Board of Trade and the Atlantic 
Telegraph Company established the Joint Cable Committee in 1859 to 
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investigate best practices, and during the Great Atlantic Cable project, 
the British Royal Navy and the American Navy supplied the undertaking 
with the British ship HMS Agamemnon and the USS Niagara and took on 
the costs for the necessary refurbishing of the two ships.9 Prior to 1866, 
government support was essential. Many of the early undertakings would 
not have materialized without the support of the British government in 
particular.10 The Great Atlantic Cable project, for instance, received an 
annual sum of £14,000 from the British and American governments 
for twenty-five years.11 After 1866, although the various Euro-American 
governments followed different models of state involvement, from Brit-
ish and American noninterventionism to French state entrepreneurship, 
government subsidies generally became less important and common, as 
the cable companies managed to find ample private investors and had 
their own cable ships and personnel.12 Government subsidies only again 
gained prominence around the turn of the century, in particular in the 
case of France and Germany. As both nations attempted to attain inde-
pendence from the “English” cable system, they poured large amounts 
of money in national cable undertakings. The Deutsch-Atlantische Teleg-
raphengesellschaft received 1,300,000 Reichsmark annually without 
which, as a member of the German Reichspostamt (General Post Office) 
confidentially reported to the German Foreign Office, “it could not 
exist.”13

Although government subsidies waned after 1866, no cable enter-
prise was ever entirely free of government support or manipulation.14 
By means of international agreements on cable tariffs, routes, or regu-
lations as well as landing rights, the respective nation-states retained 
an important stake in the cable business. In fact, no ocean cable could 
ever be landed without the respective government’s accordance. While 
the entrepreneurs strove for state guaranties, seeking to connect land-
ing rights with a twenty- to thirty-year monopoly concession, govern-
ments in return would ask for preference of way and reduced rates or 
impose special regulations, such as a ban on the use of code and cipher, 
concerning the handling of telegraphic traffic.15 In the case of the Great 
Atlantic Cable, in 1854, the government of Newfoundland had granted a 
50-year landing monopoly to the New York, Newfoundland and London 
Telegraph Company.16 This landing monopoly represented an impor-
tant cornerstone in the ongoing success story of the Class of 1866 and 
the Atlantic pool. It put all rival Atlantic cable companies in an inferior 
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position because they could not land their cables on the Newfoundland 
shore but had to extend their lines to the North American mainland, add-
ing another hundred miles of cable. Because cable length was strongly 
related to transmission speed, rivaling companies, such as the Direct 
United States Cable Company (DUSC), time and again attempted to con-
vince the Newfoundland government to suspend this monopoly, or they 
tried to land their cables on the shore of St. Pierre, the French-owned 
island next to Newfoundland.17 Immediately upon the expiration of the 
Anglo-American Telegraph Company’s monopoly, which was legal suc-
cessor of the New York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company, 
all other Atlantic companies redirected their cables and moved up to 
Newfoundland. By 1905, the Newfoundland government started exploit-
ing its favorable position by introducing an annual tax of £822 for each 
cable landed.18

Questions of landing rights were particularly complicated because 
these concerned not only state–cable company relations but also relation-
ships between the states where the cable was to be laid. Landing rights 
were issues not only of international business but also of international 
diplomacy, and they could easily grow into diplomatic disputes as the 
nation-states at each end of the cable called for equal treatment. The 
first of these incidents stretched from 1867 to 1869 and concerned the 
French Atlantic cable, establishing telegraphic communication between 
France and the United States. Initially pleased with the chance of low-
ering transmission rates to Europe, American officials changed their 
position radically when informed that the French landing concessions 
excluded potential American businesses from landing cables on the 
shore of France. Due to the “political furor” this provoked, the United 
States established the principle of reciprocity—in contrast to issuing 
monopoly-like landing concessions—which the U.S. government acted 
on from then on. The principle of reciprocity meant that landing rights 
were only granted if an American company had the equal right to land a 
cable on the shore at the other end. By refusing to grant sole rights, the 
United States formed an exception on the cable market.19

U.S. protests were allegedly initiated by Cyrus W. Field, who had a per-
sonal business interest in the failure of the French Atlantic Cable Com-
pany, but he evoked nationalist feelings when rallying against the unfair 
treatment of American businesses through the French landing conces-
sion.20 According to James A. Scrymser, Field’s American rival in the 
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business of submarine telegraphy between the North and South Ameri-
cas, Cyrus W. Field had been the one to “induce” General Ulysses Grant, 
then president of the United States, “to officially notify the Emperor of 
France that the French cable could not be landed on American shores 
unless reciprocal rights were granted to an American company for 
French territory.”21 Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State under Grant, even 
threatened “to send a naval vessel to Duxbury, Mass., with order to tear up 
the French cable, if landed without his permission.”22 In December 1869, 
four months after the cable had been landed at Duxbury, President Grant 
addressed the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives in a speech on 
the state of the nation. Those unresolved landing rights were one of the 
“grave questions the United States has with any foreign nation.” The 
issue at stake was that landing rights in France had only been obtained 
“with the very objectionable feature of subjecting all messages conveyed 
thereby to the scrutiny and control of the French government.” Further-
more, the concession excluded “the capital and the citizens of the United 
States from competition upon the shores of France” because the French 
government had not given consent to a possible American cable to be 
landed upon their shores. As a consequence, the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs was requested to inquire into the matter.23 

After the French government agreed to the principle of reciprocity as 
demanded by the U.S. government, Scrymser claimed that Field lobbied 
the Massachusetts legislature to withdraw its consent for landing the 
cable on their shores. Referring to Baron d’Erlanger’s service for the Con-
federacy during the American Civil War, Field was again stirring nation-
alist sentiments.24 Allegedly, it had been Scrymser that thwarted Field’s 
plan and made the landing of the cable at Duxbury possible.25 Although 
there were personal animosities at play between Scrymser and Field, 
Scrymser’s narrative shows how shrewdly Field called upon nationalist 
sentiments and managed to influence the American government to his 
way of thinking. Throughout the decades, the cable agents knew how to 
play their cards so that the respective governments would act accordingly. 
Interestingly, in 1907, it was Scrymser who applied a strategy very similar 
to Field’s when he saw his rights as the owner of an “American company,” 
the Central and South American Telegraph Company, infringed upon by 
his German rival, the Deutsch-Atlantische Telegraphengesellschaft, con-
cerning traffic to South America. Several diplomatic notes, telegrams, 
and letters had to be exchanged between the American and the German 
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foreign offices to smooth the debate. Unfortunately for Scrymser, this 
diplomatic outburst of communication between the American and Ger-
man foreign offices and the German cable company remained the only 
result to his complaint.26

Alongside the issue of landing rights, nation-states represented an 
important player by framing the cable business through international 
regulations. In 1865, the International Telegraph Union (ITU) was 
founded in Paris, representing the culmination of various previously 
established bi- and multilateral agreements on transboundary telegraphic 
traffic between diverse European governments. The governments’ main 
objective was “the promotion of a uniform system of traffic exchange.”27 
Bern was selected as the organization’s headquarters, and international 
telegraph conferences were to be held once every five years at a differ-
ent capital of the various member countries. The member nation-states 
were represented by one or more delegates, some of the British colonies 
such as Australia and Canada had their own representative, and from the 
Rome conference in 1871 on, representatives from the various submarine 
telegraph companies were also invited. However, these representatives 
only had the right to speak, and not to vote.28

Generally, the work of the ITU was geared to the collection and dis-
tribution of relevant information and statistics, the publication of a 
monthly journal, and the preparation of conferences.29 It was at these 
conferences that details concerning international rates, technological 
standards, the distribution of revenues, citizens’ rights to privacy, and the 
prerogative of states to censorship were debated and added as amend-
ments to the original International Telegraph Convention of 1865.30  
By 1873, thirty countries from Europe, Asia, and Africa were members 
of the ITU, lending its decisions a truly global character.31 Because only 
government representatives were allowed to vote at the conferences, the 
cable industry’s representatives seemed to be only onlookers unable to 
control any of the fundamental decisions. Yet, although deterred from 
voting at ITU conferences, the companies’ representatives still had 
“every facility . . . to state their views and to take part in the discussions.”32 
In fact, behind closed doors, submarine telegraph employees exerted 
great influence over state officials. Emma Pender’s papers reveal how fre-
quently her husband, John Pender, had gone to see Herbert, referring to 
the important figure Sir Robert George Wyndham Herbert, undersecre-
tary of the British Colonial Office. At a banquet celebrating the opening 
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of the second cable line to Australia in 1876, Herbert was reported to have 
offered “to attend personally to any business that Pender might have with 
the Colonial Office about cables.”33

Formal and informal visits and correspondence were also key means 
in the cable agents’ strategy to influence their government representa-
tive to vote in their interests at the international conferences of the ITU. 
Although Great Britain only joined the ITU in 1872 upon the privatiza-
tion of its domestic telegraph network, five years later, it had already 
become customary that C. H. B. Patey, third secretary to the British Post 
Office, or some other representative of the Post Office corresponded with 
representatives of the submarine cable companies prior to the interna-
tional conferences in order to communicate a joint strategy.34 In 1879, 
however, it was still unclear if the cable companies came as suppliants or 
as those dictating conditions. This was soon to change. The 1870s mark 
the period of a trial of strength between the British Post Office and the 
submarine company’s political machinery in London. It was a contest 
of power between two institutions, the General Post Office (GPO) and 
the submarine cable business, which had both grown immensely in the 
previous decade. After the introduction of the uniform penny postal ser-
vice in 1840, the GPO greatly expanded, and by 1860, its income had 
increased by 35 percent with a constant upward tendency. Between 1860 
and 1868, its revenues again went up by an additional 25 percent. Simul-
taneously, the GPO introduced a series of reforms that made it more 
efficient; in the same time period, service costs had only increased by  
13 percent. By the mid-1860s, the GPO had developed a nationwide  
system of communication and a reputation for a financially efficient provi-
sion of service.35 When, at the same time, discussions on the nationaliza-
tion of the British telegraph landlines commenced, the GPO “capitalized” 
on public opinion and followed suit. In 1869, the Telegraph Act was 
passed, and landlines in Great Britain were officially nationalized on Jan-
uary 31, 1870.36 Although this nationalization was an important prerequi-
site to free money for ocean cable investment, it also created a powerful 
institution controlling the entirety of British national telegraph commu-
nication as well as some of the shorter submarine lines across the Irish 
Sea and the English Channel. The Society of Telegraph Engineers paid 
tribute to this power when they elected Frank Ives Scudamore, head of 
the Postal Telegraph Department and himself not a telegraph engineer, 
as second vice president in 1872.37
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The showdown between these two heavyweights of communica-
tion took place in 1877–1878, prior to the international ITU conference 
to be held in London in June 1879, and culminated at the conference 
itself. The incentive was the question of cable tariffs. At the end of 1877, 
C. H. B. Patey from the GPO, who was the designated president of the 
ITU conference, communicated to the submarine companies that he 
intended to suggest a radical tariff reform. Originally, international tariffs 
were calculated by the telegram’s place of origin and destination and not 
by the length of the route taken. There were, for example, five different 
connections between Great Britain and Greece, each amounting to the 
same tariff despite their varying lengths and routes. Patey’s idea was to 
change this and charge by distance, introduce the word rate for the inter-
European traffic, and generally induce a reduction in tariffs. He was stern 
that he could not have “the dividends of submarine companies . . . stand 
in the way of a reduction of tariff.”38

The response of the Eastern and Associated Companies manager, 
James Anderson, to Patey’s “startling proposition” was more than a sim-
ple argumentative rebuff and plea to let them obtain a tariff “at which 
[they] could live.” It was a demonstration of power. Aside from the fact 
that Patey’s plans would mean that thirteen of the adhering states (with 
the exception of Great Britain) would “lose an aggregate of £579,382 
yearly” in tax revenue for the state, Anderson made it clear that a reduc-
tion of tariffs was not in his or his cable peers’ interest. Anderson’s 
lengthy counterargument, which he wrote “recollecting [Patey’s argu-
ment that they] could not expect [him] to abstain from lowering tariffs 
in order that cable companies should make dividends,” concluded with 
a clear warning, emphasizing the great importance of the submarine 
cables within British economy and society. Whereas Patey was merely 
dealing with “the money of a nation which can bear taxation,” the cable 
companies were “dealing with twenty two millions of British capital in 
submarine cables, subscribed by thirty thousand shareholders.” They 
constituted “a very important and essential department of the telegraph 
system of this country.”39

Anderson implicitly argued that he was not merely protecting his 
company’s capitalist interest in dividends and making profit, but also 
protecting the investment of thirty thousand British shareholders worth 
several million pounds. Not only did this make up an essential part of the 
British gross income, but also the shareholders were an important sector 
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of the voting public. Anderson turned attention away from the question of 
financial output to set up the companies as the true representatives of the 
people.40 Later on, Anderson became even more explicit as to the impor-
tance of submarine companies for Great Britain: these were “a credit to 
the nation—not excelled in either respect by any Administration in the 
World—equally by few, if any.”41

This is probably the key quote for understanding the cable agents’ 
self-image. Not only did Anderson name private undertakings alongside 
government administration, but he clearly assigned them even greater 
importance for the progress of the nation and the world. In his attempt to 
bully the GPO official into concessions, Anderson plainly suggested that 
the submarine cable machinery with its worldwide reach was superior 
to the national network of the British Post Office, because it provided 
for global growth and progress and administered the wealth and well-
being of millions of Euro-American citizens. He was not only making a 
strong and certainly exaggerated statement of power, but also signifying 
the radical change that had been taking place concerning the carriers of 
global “progress” and authority. Implicitly, Anderson proved that Man-
chester Liberalism, which was at the same time abandoned in the course 
of the Pender-Siemens controversy over a monopolistic market structure, 
could yet again be used as a strategy to argue against state involvement. 
At a time when states attempted to control their local communication 
system, either by nationalizing the lines, as was the case in Europe, or 
by proposing antimonopoly laws, such as the National Telegraph Act of 
1866 and the Butler Amendment of 1879 in the United States, the ocean 
cable companies fought and won to keep the role of the state at a mini-
mum.42 Almost in a friendly voice, Anderson closed the letter expressing 
his hopes of being “allied” with the GPO and that they “might depend 
upon [its] support and vote at the conference” for this “invaluable deep-
sea department of England’s telegraphy system.”43

Although Patey’s response is unrecorded, we can presume that 
Anderson’s argumentation, in addition to the adoption of a joint threat-
ening position of most of the ocean cable companies, was effective. In a 
subsequent letter written a month later by representatives of five of the 
largest submarine cable companies, the Eastern Telegraph Company, the 
Indo-European Telegraph Company, the Direct-Spanish Telegraph Com-
pany, the Anglo-American Telegraph Company, and the German Union 
Telegraph Company, Anderson’s point was further enforced.44 During 
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the next meeting between the GPO and the submarine cable companies 
in February 1879, Patey not only refrained from his initial proposition, 
but informed the gentlemen present that he would now even support 
an increase in tariffs, but only on extra-European routes (which were the 
routes of importance to the ocean cable companies).45

The London conference of 1879, which lasted several weeks, was 
another demonstration of the cable companies’ and, in particular, the 
Pender-Anderson consortium’s power. Although they had no voting 
rights, the sheer presence of the cable representatives at the conference 
was almost oppressive and illustrated how fervently they attempted to 
steer ITU decisions. Of the sixty-eight delegates, thirty-five were govern-
ment officials, three came directly from the ITU, and thirty came from 
the cable companies.46 The important social events, during which pro-
posed legislation could be discussed in a private manner and which were 
stages of backdoor diplomacy, were primarily organized by the ocean 
cable companies headquartered in London. Indeed, they were “busied,” 
as the Daily News pointed out, “in organizing fêtes of various kinds to 
make the sojourn of the delegates as pleasant as possible.”47 After the 
conference, Emma Pender reported in a letter to her daughter that she 
was exhausted from her duties of hospitality: “[The conference] has sat 
nearly six weeks & been feted to its heart’s content!”48 

One of the social highlights was a banquet at the Freemason’s Tav-
ern given by the Joint Reception Committee of the GPO and the cable 
companies. The chair of this banquet was taken by John Pender, and 
not the secretary of the GPO, who was the president of the conference. 
Pender used this position to bring the other delegates in line with his 
point of view. In his opening address, he reminded the delegates of their 
duties and their responsibility toward the ocean cable companies. The 
conference should, given that the submarine connections were so “vitally 
essential to telegraphs, well consider the position which the companies 
occupy.” This particularly concerned conditions “which affect them most 
materially,” namely telegraph rates. Confirming Anderson’s argument 
on the companies’ indebtedness to its shareholders, Pender made it 
clear that tariff reductions, which had been urged upon the delegates by 
London’s Lord Mayor only a few days earlier, were out of the question.49 
In the end, the conference delegates found an ostensible compromise. 
No reduction of tariffs had been decided upon, but concessions as to the 
form of the telegram had been made. These confirmed, for example, the 
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word rate and the abandonment of a twenty-word minimum, because the 
cable companies had already introduced the word rate in 1872. The vari-
ous decisions made about the form of the message certainly impacted 
the ocean companies, but only to a negligible degree. They had won their 
battle. Seeing the obvious, the Daily News concluded that this interna-
tional conference’s result was “the destruction of any hope of cheap and 
popular international telegraphy.”50 Over the years this power constella-
tion within the ITU hardly changed. ITU decisions on tariffs or codes 
generally favored the ocean cable companies, which continued to extend 
their power through their sheer presence at the conferences.51

The relationship between the submarine cable companies and the 
respective governmental institutions was highly complex and interde-
pendent. Through questions concerning landing rights and interna-
tional regulations, the respective nation-states did play a decisive role 
in the system of submarine telegraphy, despite the fact that after 1866 
governments predominantly did not own or finance submarine com-
panies. These were private companies. Negotiations took place almost 
on equal footing as the cable agents marked their high (and according 
to Anderson and Pender, even superior) standing, referring to the ben-
efits for national as well as global progress that they had made possible. 
Indeed, from the very beginning, the cable agents knew how to agitate 
governments, as well as the public, and to sell them the cables as national 
necessities.

THE POLITICS OF CABLE DIPLOMACY

Internationalism, in the form of regulations, organizations, and inter-
state relations, shaped the system of ocean telegraphy. In the communi-
cational linkage between two nation-states, the private cable companies 
represented the “neutral” party, equally providing both nations with the 
advantages of a global network without interfering in matters of jurisdic-
tion or government. From the cable agents’ perspective, cable neutrality 
and guaranteed friendly relations between the two cabling nations were 
essential for their businesses’ success. Friendly relations, or as others 
called it “universal peace,” were, in the eyes of the cable entrepreneurs, 
a prerequisite for the maintenance and development of commerce and 
global telegraphic traffic. Consequently, the great men of ocean cabling 
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acted as cable diplomats to restore or maintain friendly feelings among 
the world’s few capitalist nations. They used their excellent connections 
to the global business and public elite, which came with the nature of 
their cosmopolitan social and business lifestyle. Also those employed at 
the cable stations were cable diplomats. The relationship between for-
eign locals and the cable stations and their staff all around the globe 
was equally important for the stations’ well-being as for business per se. 
These two aspects form the politics of cable diplomacy.52

The Class of 1866 formed a particularly important group of cable 
diplomats, composed of the companies’ managers and directors and 
all those that could establish personal ties across the world’s oceans by 
means of frequent transatlantic traveling. They were, according to James 
Anderson, “something of an ambassador, seeking to carry feelings of 
good fellowship.”53 The most vivid example was Cyrus W. Field. Through 
the success of the first Atlantic cable business, he had taken on such an 
outstanding position within the Anglo-American world that he was fre-
quently asked to mediate conflicts between the old world and the new.

From the beginning of Atlantic cabling in the 1850s, the American 
businessman Cyrus W. Field had to negotiate between the British and 
the American side. To Field’s surprise, he met considerable resistance 
and skepticism among the Americans with regard to the cable project.54 
Instead of rejoicing at the possibilities of foreign markets for American 
agricultural products, national representatives were skeptical about such 
a close connection with its former mother country. During the congres-
sional debates of 1857 on the Ocean Telegraph Bill, Congressman William 
Smith of Virginia exclaimed in his vigorous speech against the under-
taking that “[e]very consideration, whether [one] regard[ed] it in a busi-
ness light, or as a question of power, or as a question of dignity, ought 
to restrain [the U.S. Government] from the passage of this bill.”55 Oppo-
nents of the cable saw its greatest danger in the fact that both its termini 
were on British territory and that the British “would have control of it, 
and by it could control the trade of this country, and aid in speculation.”56 

The background of such openly expressed distrust in Great Brit-
ain lay in the strained relationship between former colonial power and 
colony. Anglophobic rhetoric and actions were a common characteristic 
of the U.S. American antebellum, or rather postcolonial, period. Instead 
of growing closer to Great Britain, its former colony sought to break 
free. Anglophobic rhetoric in the United States ranged from notions of  
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British cultural hegemony to trade imperialism. Congressman Smith’s 
objections drew from the notion that Great Britain could not only injure 
the United States but also threaten “to hold back, thwart, or dispute 
the establishment of America’s political, economic, or cultural mani-
fest destiny.”57 Former wartime and present territorial tensions, such as 
the dispute over Oregon Country in the 1840s and 1850s, fed American 
Anglophobia. Early land telegraph schemes along the ocean coast were 
also discussed as an early warning system against foreign, i.e., British, 
attack.58 The debate on the ocean cable bill was permeated with such rhet-
oric. Even ardent supporters of the cable, such as Congressman Lewis D. 
Campbell of Ohio, spoke of England as the “ancient enemy.”59 In the final 
days before James Buchanan succeeded President Pierce in office, the 
U.S. Congress finally passed the bill, granting U.S. governmental sup-
port for the undertaking.60 The fierce debates preceding it had given Field 
a taste of what was to come. When in 1866 the Atlantic cable was finally 
laid, American enthusiasm was nowhere near the festivities of 1858. 
There existed a general skepticism that the cable was only “the product 
of British work and capital.”61 The general tone in public statements was 
reminiscent of Senator James C. Jones’s statements in Congress, namely 
that they “didn’t want anything to do with England or the Englishmen.”62

Field, however, believed in Anglo-American kinship. He repeatedly 
took on the role as mediator in the development of Anglo-American 
special relations, that is, the exceptionally close political, cultural, and 
economic relations between the United States and Great Britain. His 
excellent relations with the British and the American establishment 
helped him in his performance. Field enjoyed a close relationship with 
British Prime Minister William Gladstone, as well as several members of 
the British Parliament, such as Lord Clarendon, and James Wilson, Sec-
retary to the Treasury in the 1850s.63 Field’s diary is filled with appoint-
ments during his time in London in 1868. One day he had breakfast 
with Captain Galton of the Royal Engineers; second breakfast with Mr. 
Collett, traffic manager of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company; 
and lunched with Lord and Lady Russell. In the evening, he visited the 
House of Commons and heard Shaw Lefevre, Lord Stanley, W. E. Forster, 
and others speak on the Alabama Claims case, a particularly bitter legal 
dispute between the United States and Britain growing out of the Civil 
War. Field subsequently had the speeches cabled to the United States in 
full.64 It was in between these engagements that Field was “attending to 
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telegraph business and the ladies to shopping.”65 In the United States, 
Field was comfortably situated at Gramercy Park, which symbolized his 
membership in New York’s elite. In Washington, one of his closest allies 
was Henry Seward, the American Secretary of State.

Field knew of his favorable position within Anglo-American networks 
and employed it accordingly, in particular during the period of the Ala-
bama Claims negotiations in the early 1870s. These were a series of 
demands put forward by the American government against the British 
Empire given its aid to the Confederacy during the American Civil War. 
The British had sold warships such as the CSS Alabama to the Confeder-
acy and so aided the buildup of the Confederate navy. The Treaty of Wash-
ington of May 8, 1871, between Great Britain, Canada, and the United 
States, established the basis for a settlement for the Alabama Claims, as 
well as allegations made by the British concerning Fenian raids from the 
United States into Canada. In 1872, the International Tribunal of Arbi-
tration at Geneva endorsed the position of the United States. They were 
awarded $15,500,000 in 1872 dollars pursuant to the terms of the treaty, 
and the British officially apologized.66

Upon the signing of the Treaty of Washington, Cyrus W. Field held a 
dinner in New York for the English commissioners who had been negoti-
ating for the British side. Although Field officially only represented a pri-
vate citizen of the city of New York, the banquet was perceived as highly 
political. Justin McCarthy, an Irishman, edited the proceedings of the 
banquet. In his introduction, he stated that although the banquet “was 
indeed private in its origin,” its object of celebration and the character of 
the guests removed the dinner “out of the category of mere private enter-
tainments.” Rather, it was “thoroughly representative in its character” 
and had “so profound an international interest.”67 McCarthy unwittingly 
exemplified the role that the transatlantic telegraph agents had taken 
on as informal mediators between Great Britain, the United States, and 
Canada, and their achievement of a truly hyphenated Anglo-American 
character. Finally, it was no coincidence that Field had picked McCarthy, 
novelist and former editor of the London Star, to edit the proceedings 
for the British audience. Already in 1869, Field and Peter Cooper had 
invited Justin McCarthy to speak on “England and the Alabama” before 
the New York public at Cooper Union, a college founded by Peter Cooper 
and dedicated to the advancement of science and art, thereby marking 
their continuous commitment to international understanding.68
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McCarthy’s talk in 1869 was ill-received by an American public dis-
interested in an Englishman’s opinion on the Alabama Claims.69 Nega-
tive public reactions illuminated the difficulties faced by Field, Cooper, 
and others in their mission to translate between the countries. Often they 
failed and misread their own countrymen. In the 1880s, Field got into 
trouble, overstepping the boundaries of American patriotism by erecting 
a monument to an English “spy” from the Revolutionary War. Major John 
André was a British army officer who had been captured behind Ameri-
can lines on his mission to aid the American general (and traitor to the 
revolutionary cause) Benedict Arnold’s attempt to surrender West Point 
to the British. He was tried and executed as a spy. In 1821, his remains 
were removed to Westminster Abbey. The Dean of Westminster Abbey, 
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, when visiting his friend in Tarrytown, New 
York, called Field’s attention to the very spot where André was caught. 
Field consented that if Dean Stanley would write the inscription, he 
would buy the property and erect a monument.70 The inscription reveals 
that both men understood their act as an expression of Anglo-American 
special relations. It was a sign “not to perpetuate the record of strife, but 
in token of those better feelings which have since united two nations, 
one in race, in language and in religion, in the hope that the friendly 
understanding will never be broken.”71 To some Americans, however, it 
was an affront against their patriotism and a betrayal of their history and 
their nation’s very foundations. The nationalistic Washington Heights 
Century Club condemned Field as Anglophile and utterly unpatriotic. In 
their eyes, the act of erecting a monument to a spy “who was aiding in 
trying to defeat the struggle for American Liberty” was only an attempt 
“to please the English nobility” and a great “insult” to the memory of the 
founding fathers. Field had made himself “ridiculous by toadying to the 
British aristocracy” and was setting an example that could not be “too 
strongly denounced.”72

Three times, people attempted to destroy the monument.73 “Mr. 
Field’s Pet Memorial,” as the New York Times called it, came to signify his 
utter estrangement from his fellow countrymen. In a letter, Alexander 
Hamilton, grandson of the same-named hero of the Revolutionary War, 
called the monument “a sham and a fraud” and the inscription “senti-
mental nonsense.”74 Field’s attempts to restore the monument time and 
again and to protest against its destruction through “indignation meet-
ings” in Tappan were at best laughed at.75 Hamilton was convinced that 
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there was “not another citizen with sufficient audacity to outrage a just 
national sentiment as Mr. Field [had] done in this instance.”76 Even resi-
dents of Tappan, most of them close friends of Field, realized that “the 
monument would never be allowed to remain whole in Tappan.”77 Field’s 
inability to comprehend this fact relates to his social frame of reference. 
Due to his frequent Atlantic crossings, he was a truly hybrid figure.78 
Most Americans, however, were anchored in their local, regional, and 
increasingly national frame of social and historic reference and not in 
Field’s global one. Even Field’s plans to finance a monument for the Rev-
olutionary War hero Nathan Hale or to build a Washington Park around 
the spot of André’s execution could not appease the American majority.79 
In the end, the André monument remained in ruins.

From the American Cyrus W. Field, who represented a rather unique 
and elitist example of cable diplomacy, let’s now turn to the actual cable 
engineers and electricians paying out the ocean cables as well as the cable 
workers at the various stations throughout the globe. Over the years, the 
procedure of cable laying was increasingly standardized. This concerned 
not only a standardization in technology, but also the development of 
rituals and sequences making up a distinct cable-laying protocol obeyed 
in all parts of the world. It involved festivities and dinners, which had to 
be given and received, as well as a routine of calling on distinct people.80 
The cable festivities in particular played a decisive role in the process of 
interconnecting the various parts of the globe via ocean cables. Such rit-
ualization of social relations not only expressed a sense of the recently 
achieved telegraph union, but was also part of peace negotiations. The 
rituals were, according to Charles Bright, a firm “feature in cable expe-
ditions” pointing to the “necessity of ensuring friendly relations with 
those to whom the cable ha[d] been taken.”81 Over the years, banquets cel-
ebrating the laying of new cables or remembering the laying of old ones 
became an important and distinct part within global ocean cable politics. 
At Heart’s Content, the successful laying of the Atlantic cable was cel-
ebrated anew every year, renewing also the friendly alliance established 
with the Newfoundland public (elites).82 Similarly, the frequent meetings 
between cable and public officials, usually upon the opening of a cable 
station, followed a distinct routine of visit and countervisits.83

Once the cables were laid, their stations remained a source of influence 
on the local surroundings. This influence was not so much economic or 
political, as the stations did not represent a great source for employment 
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and its staff was advised to stay out of local politics, but rather cultural. 
The cable companies exported a large number of British exiles with their 
cultural traits and global imaginaries all across the earth, thereby aiding 
British imperialism, yet also furthering the peaceful constellations neces-
sary for the success of ocean cabling.84 Whereas Cyrus W. Field was the 
man of the unofficial banquets negotiating on the international level, 
these cable operators were the men on the ground negotiating on the local 
level; both actions were taken unofficially, not directed or initiated by a 
nation-state, and it is this very nongovernmental character that character-
izes cable diplomacy. For the success of the global undertaking of ocean 
telegraphy, ambassadorial characters such as Cyrus W. Field and James 
Anderson were as important as the diplomatic cable operators, such as 
Ezra Weedon and James Graves, at their remote rural stations, such as 
Heart’s Content in Newfoundland or Valentia in Ireland.

Almost all submarine cable stations represented British microcosms 
dispersed all around the globe. Until the late 1880s, the cable companies 
brought their British staff with them, manning even the “French” and 
“German” sea cables. Locals were only gradually employed and, in the 
beginning, solely on the landlines. At Heart’s Content, for instance, for 
almost twenty years after the opening of the station in Newfoundland in 
1866, “men from England were brought to work the cable while New-
foundlanders and Nova Scotians were found on the land lines.”85 This 
seemed to have been as much a security issue as one of education on the 
working of the cables. Only in the late 1880s did this distinction “between 
‘natives’ and men coming from England” slowly start to dissolve.86

But it was not only the British staff who were exported; with them, 
they brought British manufacture, clothing, games, and money. London 
architects were sent out across the Atlantic to make changes to the 
houses. Similarly, furniture was shipped out from Manchester. Superin-
tendent Weedon complained that “[t]hese people [the Newfoundlanders] 
kn[e]w nothing about Earth closets,” that is, lavatories in which dry earth 
is used to cover excreta.87 For the staff’s well-being, even the station’s doc-
tor was sent out from England.88 In their free time, the men engaged 
in cricket and curling, and throughout the nineteenth-century tenure  
of the station, they received their payments in British sterling even though 
the local currency was the Canadian dollar.89 Establishing themselves as 
the new elite in Newfoundland, the predominantly British staff also dis-
tanced themselves from the local “others.” In the beginning, they mixed 
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little with the locals; the Anglo-American Telegraph Company provided 
them with their own church as well as their own school.90 Over the years, 
they increasingly opened up to the locals, employing them in their ser-
vice and allowing them to send their children to the station’s school.91

Yet, even in the initial phase of minimal interaction between natives 
and staff, the company followed a diplomatic strategy. They realized that 
for the station’s well-being, their men had to be perceived as civilized 
and friendly and had to stay out of trouble with the native population. 
Although in Newfoundland a company’s employee did not necessarily 
run the risk of being killed by the natives, as happened to Edward Graves, 
younger brother of Valentia’s superintendent James Graves, while 
inspecting the lines of the Indo-European Telegraph Company in Persian 
Baluchistan, establishing friendly relations with the locals was vital.92

In the mid-nineteenth century, Newfoundland had a population of 
barely 100,000; most of the people were English or Irish or descendants 
of these immigrant groups apart from the inhabitants of the so-called 
French shore at the island’s west coast, where French settlers originating 
from St. Pierre and French North America dominated. The great majority 
of people depended on marine resources for their living, and fishing rep-
resented the island’s only industry.93 One of the central themes of mid- 
to late nineteenth-century Newfoundland was an ongoing struggle for 
the poor island’s progress, with varying governments trying to introduce 
new technologies such as the telegraph or the railroad or, alternately, try-
ing to keep them out and concentrating on the fisheries. The majority of 
Newfoundlanders appeared skeptical at best toward the new revolutionary 
technology that had found its terminating point at their shores. When 
in 1857 the landlines to connect the Atlantic cable with the commercial 
hub of New York were laid, they protested, occasionally even by cutting 
down telegraph poles. They opposed the Newfoundland government’s 
enclosure of woods for the telegraph company as part of their landing 
contract. Whereas the government saw it as “waste land,” the fishers, 
who had always used it for materials for the fishery, saw their livelihood 
encroached upon.94 To win local sympathy, the station’s superintendent 
Ezra Weedon extended the company’s own development projects, such 
as running water, waste management, or the local school, to the “outsid-
ers,” the immediate local population surrounding at Heart’s Content.95 
The most important of these measures was allowing their doctor an “out-
side practice” among those who were not company employees. In a place 
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where during some days in the winter “no sum of money could get a doc-
tor” to the area, this action meant the difference between life and death.96

Apart from these development projects, a strict code of moral behav-
ior was enforced at the stations. According to the Anglo-American Tele-
graph Company’s book, General Orders, Rules and Regulations, this code 
was to be observed by all officers, clerks, and servants in the company’s 
service, regardless of where they were stationed around the globe. For 
the Anglo-American Telegraph Company, it was utterly important that 
its employees were civil and served as role models. Apart from the proper 
sending and receiving of telegrams, the guidebook also discussed the 
social behavior expected: gambling or betting of any kind was “absolutely 
prohibited” and so was alcohol in the staff’s rooms. Rule 31 read that “[a]ll  
persons employed by the Company [were] required to conduct themselves 
with civility; incivility or rudeness [would] never be overlooked.”97 When 
in the 1880s a telegraph operator at Heart’s Content took to drink and 
spousal abuse, superintendent Weedon threatened him with instant dis-
missal. He would “not have the Company’s houses disgraced by any such 
proceedings.”98 “Wife beating coupled with turning wife and child out 
of doors” was bad enough among “‘navvies’ ‘costermongers’ ‘coalheav-
ers,’” but such practice “amongst a class whose education should teach 
them better [was] simply unpardonable.” Moreover, the disgrace attached 
to it extended “to the whole of [their] little community.”99 It was only due 
to the wife’s incessant pleading that this particular employee did not 
get turned out of service. The telegraph stations were neither tools of 
the British Empire enforcing British law and order, nor an official ele-
ment within Euro-America’s civilizing mission, and yet they indirectly 
and at points unwittingly served both ends through their policy of cable 
diplomacy. By importing not only the staff but also British culture to the 
remote stations, they were perceived as British exports and, as such, rep-
resentatives of the British Empire. By aiding the development of their 
immediate outside and the company’s emphasis on its staff’s devotion 
to civility, they were indirectly part of a civilizational discourse and so 
agents of Euro-America’s civilizing mission.

However, superintendent Weedon’s attempts at winning the hearts 
and minds of the locals by development projects, medical aid, and civil-
ity did not show early success. As he reported to London in 1877, more 
than ten years after the cable station had been set up, the Newfound-
land public and local officials still had a rather negative and, as he was 
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convinced, absolutely faulty impression of them. Moreover, he claimed 
that the public was purposely kept in the dark on “how much this island 
has benefitted by the cable’s coming.” It was high time that they came up 
with a strategy so that the “Anglo Co should be shown in its true colours 
to the public of Newfoundland.”100

Much of this public dislike derived from the skepticism mentioned 
earlier toward a modernization that did not seem to be beneficial for the 
local fishermen and the tokenism of the topic in local politics.101 Unwill-
ingly, the cable station was dragged into it as Newfoundland politicians 
either claimed credit for or verbally abused the cable line at a time of 
fierce political disputes in the 1870s and 1880s on how to best develop the 
poor colony. How decidedly the entire colony was against the cable com-
pany and its station in Newfoundland was best documented during the 
preemption scandal of 1873, which happened shortly before the finan-
cial panic of 1873. Upon establishing the landlines in the 1850s, the New 
York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company had in its char-
ter conceded the right of preemption to the Newfoundland government, 
meaning that after twenty years the government could purchase the land-
lines at their original cost. Now in 1873 with the deadline drawing near, 
stock market speculators and cable opponents in London, such as Henry 
Labouchere of the DUSC, successfully convinced the liberal Newfound-
land government of Charles Fox Bennett to help manipulate the price 
of shares. According to contemporary historian Prowse, the government 
sent a telegram “at the moment that it suited the stock-jobbers” saying 
that they would not wave their right of preemption.102 On the stock mar-
ket, the effect was “immediate and disastrous” as the value of the com-
pany’s shares went down from £20 to £14, which amounted to a loss of 
£1,000,000.103 According to Prowse, “nearly all the influential men in the 
Colony [were] drawn into this clever, unscrupulous game” as they were 
monetarily compensated for “working out this great financial dodge.” 
Additionally, also the entire “unpaid and disinterested” Newfoundland 
public worked against the company and aided “a great stock-jobbing 
trick.”104 Superintendent Ezra Weedon repeatedly reported on these local 
developments in his correspondence with the London headquarters. 
If he had already been quite enervated by the scam of 1873, in 1877 he 
was fervently put out by the conservative politician William Whiteway 
who “in addressing his constituents at Trinity sa[id] ‘I have given you this 
line.’”105 Weedon was right in his indignation, because Whiteway, who 
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was to succeed Sir Frederick Carter as Premier of Newfoundland in 1878, 
had little influence on the cable laying, but Whiteway was entangled in 
his own political controversy on Newfoundland’s development.

The first to voice the idea of developing Newfoundland by means of 
telegraphy was the local head of the Roman Catholic Church. In a letter 
to the St. John’s Courier, Bishop Mullock suggested in 1850 that St. John’s 
should be the landing place for a possible transatlantic telegraph, thereby 
envisioning bringing his “neglected island” into the beneficial “track of 
communication between Europe and America.”106 The bishop calculated 
that such a cable would bring steamers, news, and commerce, none of 
which occurred when it finally landed on Newfoundland’s shore.107 Quite 
similar to the Bishop’s theory of progress through technology, a group 
of young politicians emerged in the 1870s and 1880s who believed, con-
trary to the government of Bennett that had carried out the preemption 
scandal, that “landward industrialization would make Newfoundland 
a neighbor of consequence to Canada and the United States, and one 
that Britain would have to treat better.”108 They were facing an opposition 
that thought that Newfoundland’s future lay in fishing and that its gov-
ernment should rather see to securing sole rights for its island’s fishing 
grounds. 

During those turbulent times, despite Weedon’s conviction that they 
should “do far better by leaving politics alone,” the station was caught up 
in the political struggle.109 Directives to the cable station usually came 
via London from St. John’s where Alexander Mackay resided as overall 
superintendent for the land and ocean lines connecting at Heart’s Con-
tent.110 During the election campaigns of 1873 and 1877, he repeatedly 
gave orders to Weedon to support the candidates telegraphically by let-
ting them use the lines free of charge. The Anglo-American Telegraph 
Company must have even sponsored some of Whiteway’s running 
mates because superintendent Alexander Mackay gave all candidates for 
the opposition “full power . . . to send . . . election reports free by wire,” 
much to the dislike of station manager Weedon. Nevertheless, Weedon 
vowed to be “civil” to the candidates of the opposition, “as [he was] to the 
other side,” but certainly he would have “nothing to say about politics.”111 
Sources are scarce on how far the Anglo-American Telegraph Company’s 
engagement actually went beyond providing free communication and to 
what degree they were successful. Yet, it is undisputable that the com-
pany influenced the local elections in Newfoundland, attempting to help 
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into office a government that would be more favorably disposed to them 
so that the debacle of 1873 should not be repeated.

While the company jumped in on the fight between conservatives 
(pro-modernization) and liberals (pro-fishery), it attempted, if at all pos-
sible, to stay out of another hot issue—Newfoundland’s Irish question. 
A common theme in Canadian history is that of transatlantic Ireland, 
which encompasses a story of religion as much as one of mass migra-
tion. Newfoundland was the site of the first large-scale permanent Irish-
Catholic settlement in North America in the early modern period, and 
Irish migrants remained the largest group of immigrants to the island 
until 1830. At that time, the collapse of the provision trade for fishing 
products between Newfoundland and the British Isles nearly entirely 
halted Irish migration. However, by that time, some 30,000 Irish, most 
of whom were Roman Catholic, had permanently moved to Newfound-
land. They primarily settled along the shores of Conception Bay, one of 
the cable landing places, and at the capital, St. Johns.112

Religious denominations played an important part in Newfoundland’s 
local politics. Bishop Mullock, in particular, exerted great influence on 
political issues, demonstrating the great power of the Catholic Church. 
In 1867, Newfoundland declined to join the Canadian Confederation for 
fear that it would mean domination by the Protestant Irish (immigrants 
or descendants of immigrants from Northern Ireland) of Ontario.113 By 
the 1880s, ethnicity had become “a significant ‘competitive strategy’ for 
negotiating power and access to resources” in Newfoundland. And as the 
vast majority of the Protestant population of Newfoundland had its roots 
in the west of England and the Catholic population its roots in the south 
of Ireland, “religion became inextricably linked with articulations of eth-
nicity.”114 While the Catholic Church attempted to establish authority 
over the Irish-Catholic population, previously mixed living areas became 
increasingly homogenous. In addition, settlements in the Conception 
Bay area of Newfoundland, one of the cable landing places, became 
increasingly ethnically segregated. This ethnic dichotomy between 
English Protestants and Irish Catholics fueled a conflict that was yet to 
come.115 The station was stuck between the Old World Irish National-
ism pleading for Irish-Catholic independence and Orange Unionism 
protecting Irish-Protestant interests as it played itself out in the locale of 
New World Newfoundland. While Field was negotiating on the interna-
tional level between Great Britain and the United States on the Alabama 
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Claims and Fenian raids, Weedon and his staff were asked to handle a 
quite similarly situated problem on the local level.

First, let’s return to the Newfoundland politician, William White-
way, the cable station’s desired candidate. After Whiteway took office, 
he turned, as had been hoped, away from the question of fisheries and 
its regulation to interior development by means of telegraphs and rail-
roads.116 Despite fierce opposition from the mercantile community, the 
Newfoundland Railway Company began construction in 1881. The oppo-
sition feared that the expenses of the railway project might bring the 
colony into bankruptcy and ultimately raise the taxes on their goods to 
finance the scheme. Opposition soon aggregated behind the New Party 
of Walter Baine Grieve and James J. Rogerson, which brought another 
element into Newfoundland politics, namely religious denomination. 
Although Whiteway was a Protestant, he won on the railway issue due 
to the strong support of the Roman Catholic Church. Thanks to Bishop 
Mullock, the Roman Catholic Church had always played an important 
role in local politics. Countering not only the railway issue but also the 
strong Roman Catholic support for Whiteway, the New Party’s new leader 
aligned himself with the forces of Orangeism.117 As the political lines 
shifted from one of railway versus fishery to Catholics versus the Orange 
Order, thereby reproducing the Irish question in colonial Newfoundland, 
the situation grew alarming for the telegraph station at Heart’s Content.

Superintendent Weedon was convinced that staying out of politics was 
the best way of handling things in Newfoundland, in particular when it 
came to questions of religion. In 1877, the community at Heart’s Con-
tent received its own little church, which was open to everybody living 
at Heart’s Content and the surrounding area.118 Members of the Angli-
can Church, Roman Catholics, and Wesleyans indiscriminately used the 
building for services.119 In 1881, however, Weedon and the station found 
themselves in the midst of the seething conflict between Catholics and 
Protestants, when one of Weedon’s cable hands who had been trans-
ferred from Valentia, Ireland, got into trouble with the locals over the 
Irish cause. Alarmed, Weedon reported to the office in London that since 
“the orange feeling [t]here (among the natives) [was] so very strong” and 
this particular cable hand was “a bigoted Roman Catholic far on the road 
to Fenianism” who had already “collided with the Orangemen,” he would 
“never have any years” at the station.120 Instantly, Weedon asked the 
London office to transfer the said operator either “to one of [their] other 
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stations or .  .  .  to some other company.”121 Although Weedon showed 
clemency in other cases of fights, drunkenness, or even domestic abuse, 
this case was different: he was determined that this Irish operator was 
not to remain at Heart’s Content and get the cable station mixed up in 
the turmoil of local politics. In 1882, Weedon reported to London that 
he would prefer “not to have any more VA [Valentia] men” from Ireland. 
The last consignment had already been “a little too much for us & it’s 
only by a lucky chance we are getting clear of them.”122

Weedon proved far-sighted in immediately sending his cable hand 
away from Heart’s Content. On Boxing Day in 1883, members of the 
Orange Order marched through a Catholic neighborhood in Harbor 
Grace, a town only some twenty miles away, where the station received 
most of their supplies. A conflict followed that ended in an open street 
riot leaving three Orangemen and one Catholic dead. The subsequent 
trial investigating the deaths of the Orangemen called on Whiteway as 
well as the Grand Master of the Orange Order as prosecutors and popu-
lar Catholic politicians as defenders; it was a grand political show. For 
fear of additional riots, a British naval ship stood by at St. John’s, the capi-
tal of Newfoundland, where the trial took place.123

In conclusion, cable diplomacy predominantly entailed various means 
and methods of conflict resolution, be it Cyrus W. Field’s banquets or 
superintendent Weedon’s development projects. On the international 
and local levels, the cable agents attempted to keep relations running 
smoothly because good relations were vital for the businesses’ success. 
The 1873 preemption scandal demonstrated the result of local opposi-
tion. As the support for Whiteway showed, partisanship was helpful to 
a certain degree, yet not overemphasized. Moreover, as the conflict over 
the Irish cause exemplifies, clear political or denominational stances on 
the side of the staff or the entire station were prohibited. Until the begin-
ning of the twentieth century and the commencement of the First World 
War, it all came down to one aspect: neutrality.

CABLE NATIONALISTS AND STRATEGIC NATIONALISM

Loyal primarily to their profession, the cable agents worked with, around, 
and at times also against the respective national representatives. The 
cable agents appealed to national sentiments or to those of transnational 
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Euro-American kinship, depending on whether the obstacle in the field 
was another rival, government intervention, or international tensions. 
Generally, the relationship between a cable company and local, national, 
and international representation was highly complex and changeable. 
Yet, all in all, those working in the cable industry, such as John Pender, 
James Anderson, and Cyrus W. Field, employed various strategies to keep 
those relations smooth and cooperative. Their interests were grounded 
in their conviction that peace was beneficial to commerce, and hence to 
their own business, and that ocean cables were means of commerce and 
not of war. Until the 1890s, the negotiating parameters of the relation-
ship between the international, transnational, and national dimensions 
of the submarine cable business remained relatively stable. This equilib-
rium was disturbed at the turn of the century as several things happened 
simultaneously: the expansion of the world’s economy on a global scale, 
a growing pluralism in the submarine cable system, and a new period of 
territorial expansion of the Western countries. All contributed to a grow-
ing discourse on “cable nationalism.”

One significant factor in this shift was the development of the world 
economy. After the period of the Long Depression between 1873 and 1879 
or, for Great Britain, of the Great Depression of 1873–1896, the economy 
had again started to grow rapidly. Moreover, the global economy had geo-
graphically broadened its industrial basis, as countries like Sweden, Rus-
sia, and the Netherlands, as well as North America and to some extent 
Japan, were undergoing an industrial revolution. In particular, the eco-
nomic power of Germany and the United States seemed to be bypassing 
Great Britain: “[t]he Age of Empire was no longer monocentric.”124 There 
was also a growing pluralism in the submarine cable business, which 
was no longer solely bound to the banks of the Thames. The advantage 
of cable firms registered in Britain had so far been that they had had 
the field all to themselves. Now Germany and France had become “fully 
competitive in manufacture of electric equipment, cables, and cable 
ships.”125 Aside from the French manufacturer Société Industrielle des 
Téléphones, it was the German cable manufacturer Felten & Guilleaume 
that came to play a central part.126 The last external factor for the chang-
ing discourses of cable nationalism lay in the territorial expansion of the 
Western countries. The economic and military supremacy of capitalist 
countries was now systematically translated into formal conquest, annex-
ation, and administration. In the period between 1880 and 1914, which 
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is often called the phase of new imperialism, the world outside Europe 
and the Americas was “formally partitioned into territories under the for-
mal rule or informal political dominance of one or other of a handful 
of states.”127 These were Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, the Neth-
erlands, Belgium, the United States, and Japan.128 It was in this period, 
characterized by a growing pluralism of both the economy and the sub-
marine cable business, in addition to enormous imperial expansion, that 
a discourse targeted at the cables as symbols of national progress shifted 
to a discourse of national necessity and imperial defense.

At the turn of the century, it was hardly a novelty that cable undertak-
ings and their personnel were embedded in stories of nationhood. From 
the beginning of submarine cabling, its actors had had to face and react 
to national sentiments connected to their achievements. Most of the 
time, these dealt with questions of how these cables were represented as 
national achievements and were debated in the respective national pub-
lic press. With their success, the ships, the cables, and their engineers 
were claimed for, and woven into, narratives of national progress and dis-
tinctiveness. The cable ship Great Eastern, for example, was considered 
to be a “national property,” which was to England with its “monumental 
structure. . . what a pyramid was to Egypt—a practical trophy of art and 
power, a grand illustration of science and wealth, a prove [sic] that [they 
were] still moving in advance of every nation.”129 All over Euro-America, 
technological artifacts, such as steam engines, bridges, buildings, and 
cables, played an important part in narratives of technological nation-
alism. They assumed the nature of national icons and were consumed 
by the urban masses.130 Although in the case of submarine telegraphy, 
nationality markers were not as clear-cut. Because the cables established 
connections between two countries, the public, the press, and the gov-
ernment representatives usually settled the issue by assuming that, 
because the various cable companies were registered in Great Britain, 
they had to represent Britain. Thus, contemporary public debates not 
only shaped an entire historiography, but also influenced later histori-
ans to focus strongly on the cable business’s administrational London-
centrism. In these recurring disputes on the respective cable’s nationality, 
the cable agents themselves were usually strangely absent, concealing 
the multinational character of their companies while letting themselves 
be claimed equally for various discourses. They knew that a certain align-
ment to a national government, in particular the British, was extremely 
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helpful. As a consequence, the submarine cables throughout the world 
carried a distinct national marker from the beginning, making each 
one a British, French, or American cable, without much disturbance to 
the daily business of submarine telegraphy. Matters changed toward the 
turn of the century when the nationality of the cable companies became 
essential beyond the narratives of nationhood.131

Two wars with colonial motives initiated the shift from a discourse on 
submarine cables as symbols of national progress to a means of national 
security. They exposed the cable actors’ efforts at peacemaking as failures 
and the pacifist rhetoric as hollow. The years of 1898 and 1899 marked 
not only the Spanish-American War as well as the start of the Second Boer 
War, but also the end of cable neutrality and cable protection in times 
of war, which had originally been secured under the 1884 International 
Telegraph Convention. During the Spanish-American War, the U.S. gov-
ernment “panicked” upon finding that it had no U.S.-owned cable to 
Cuba. Using a loophole the ITU convention of 1884 offered with its state-
ment that the convention would not “in any way restrict the freedom of 
belligerents,” the U.S. military had cut cables in the Philippines—unfor-
tunately the wrong ones. Soon after it had erroneously cut the British 
Eastern and Extension Company’s cable, the U.S. government asked the 
company to repair the line. However, the company refused, obeying the 
terms of their license from the Spanish government that its cables could 
not be used against Spain. Only after the military and political situation 
had changed in August 1898 in favor of the United States was the line to 
Manila reopened.132 

U.S. actions during the Spanish-American War with regard to cables 
revealed that the previously cherished belief that privately owned cables 
would be neutral in times of war was obsolete. As a consequence, access 
to cables as well as the ability to cut them “became a military impera-
tive and the avoidance of such action became a strategic necessity.”133 
Whereas the British governing elite considered the London-centric sys-
tem of submarine cables a means of imperial defense, other national 
governments considered it a monopolistic tool that allowed Great Britain 
“control of information, of propaganda and censorship.”134 In his 1901 
article “The Influence of Submarine Cables upon Military and Naval 
Supremacy,” the American George Squier warned against British con-
trol of nearly four-fifths of the world’s cables, which were “woven like 
a spider’s web” and in which all other nations were caught up.135 As a 
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consequence, those national governments that had beforehand been 
content with using “British” cables increasingly sought to influence their 
ocean cable companies and simultaneously attempted to break free from 
the Eastern and Associated Companies, or, as they perceived it, the Brit-
ish monopoly. From the 1880s on, Heinrich von Stephan, Postmaster 
General of the German Reich, pushed for a German transatlantic cable 
via the Azores, mirroring the attempts undertaken by the French gov-
ernment along the same route.136 German and French competition with 
the British was helped by the growing pluralism of submarine cable 
manufacture and the fact that landing concessions and contracts, such 
as between the German government and the Anglo-American Telegraph 
Company concerning German Atlantic traffic, were coming to a close or 
needed renewal.137 In 1891, the French government invited tenders for a 
cable from Marseille to Oran and Tunis and, for the first time in history, 
excluded British contractors altogether.138

The British response to these changes was the all-British or All Red 
cable system, a network scheme of submarine cables touching only upon 
British territory. In the period prior to the First World War, this scheme of 
“imperial telegraphic communication” busied many British cable strat-
egists and reformers, such as Charles Bright, Sandford Fleming, and 
Henniker Heaton.139 As a consequence, longer distance lines with less 
economic value were laid for political reasons.140 Upon the outbreak of 
the Second Boer War in 1899, for instance, the British government had a 
cable laid from Great Britain to the Cape of Good Hope via Porthcurno in 
Cornwall, Carcavelos in Portugal, Madeira, Cape Verde, Ascension, and 
St. Helena.141 The “epitome of strategic cables,” however, bound into the 
scheme of an All Red route, was the Pacific connection. In the late 1890s, 
after decades of unsuccessful attempts to attract government interest, a 
Pacific cable was finally taking shape.142 For 45 years after the telegraphic 
breakthrough on the Atlantic, the Pacific Ocean was still “as innocent of 
cables as the pond of a country village.”143 But now with the British and 
American governments discovering their imperial and economic inter-
ests in the Pacific Rim, two cable schemes were brought to completion 
in 1902 and 1904. One connected Canada with its sister British colonies, 
Australia and New Zealand, and the other connected the United States 
with its newly acquired possessions in the Pacific and further on to the 
coast of Asia. Both are excellent examples of the underlying strains of the 
imperial discourses.
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After the success of the Atlantic cable, contemporaries around the 
world were relishing the idea of a Pacific cable. In 1870, Cyrus W. Field 
and his American Atlantic cable business partners incorporated the 
Pacific Submarine Telegraph Company and obtained a landing rights bill 
from the U.S. Congress that granted naval support in laying and ocean 
sounding, as well as a payment of $100,000 in government bonds.144 
However, Field’s Pacific plans were just as fruitless as those of the Euro-
pean, American, and Asiatic Telegraph Company, incorporated in Feb-
ruary 1871 by an Anglo-American consortium, or the scheme brought 
forward in December 1871 by a group of U.S. politicians and entrepre-
neurs, including John F. Miller, U.S. Senator from California, Bradley 
Barlow, U.S. Representative from Vermont, and railway magnate William 
G. Fargo. The U.S. Congress had given each one of them only a year to 
find suitable investors.145 During the Forty-Third Congress, 1873–1875, the 
Committee on Foreign Affairs dismissed three additional bills on ocean 
cables in the Pacific.146 Without proper ocean soundings, costs for a sub-
marine cable could have easily skyrocketed; later estimates speak of costs 
around $3,000,000—much greater than those of the Atlantic route.147 
From the American government’s view, at that time, there seemed to be 
little reason to undertake such a commercial risk, and interest did not 
revive until the turn of the century.

At the end of the 1870s, Sandford Fleming, a Scottish émigré to Can-
ada and railroad engineer, moved to the foreground of these initiatives 
with his advocacy for a Pacific cable from the west coast of Canada to 
Japan, China, Hong Kong, Australia, and New Zealand.148 From the Cana-
dian point of view, there were two advantages to a Pacific cable: Pacific 
trade and the promotion of a closer union among the “sister colonies” of 
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, and thus an interimperial federa-
tion.149 Both of these goals would aid Canada in ensuring for itself greater 
economic and political influence in the Pacific region. For the British 
metropole, there initially seemed to be little benefit in a Pacific connec-
tion. For more than twenty years, it kept thwarting Fleming’s plans. The 
reasons were straightforward enough. The telegraphic shortcut via the 
Pacific would not only bring Australia and Canada in direct communi-
cation with each other, but would do that by omitting London. Conse-
quently, the cable would not only promote a new, if small, center of trade 
and communication in the Pacific region, but also tremendously change 
the entire global communicational network structure. So far, London 
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was the uncontested center of communication; now there would be a 
girdle round the world allowing messages to go in all directions, possibly 
without a detour through Europe. This would leave British merchants 
bereft of their centralized position and its associated benefits. In a letter, 
John Lamb, director of the General Post Office’s telegraphic department, 
reveals that British government officials were particularly concerned 
about the advantage of the Pacific cable for American commercial cen-
ters such as Chicago, San Francisco, and New York. Without it, all mar-
ket-sensitive information “must reach England before it [could] be sent 
to America”; however, if the Pacific cable scheme were to be carried out, 
“England would . . . lose the advantageous position it . . . occupie[d].”150 
This reinforced the General Post Office’s view that “London should 
remain the center of world communication.”151 Despite various scenarios 
of a French threat, the Pacific still seemed to be strategically irrelevant 
to the British government, and they had no interest in a new center of 
power within their empire, especially one that lay in the Pacific and was 
led by Canada.152 For years, the admiralty refused to undertake necessary 
ocean soundings.153

Finally, the British government’s lack of support for Fleming’s 
endeavor was motivated by its support for John Pender. Playing the 
national card, Pender managed to convince the government that any com-
petition on the connection to East Asia would be detrimental to his cable 
consortium and, ultimately, the British people. In a memo from 1897, 
Treasury Official Hamilton explained that since Pender’s cable compa-
nies “represent[ed] a real British interest, and one entitled to great con-
sideration from the Imperial Government,” it was “a matter of no small 
importance that the Government should continue to maintain friendly 
relations with them.” Such consideration “could hardly be expected if the 
Government were to take an active part in the establishment of a cable 
in direct competition with the Eastern Company’s system,” meaning a 
Pacific cable.154 Whenever possible, John Pender tried to thwart Canadian 
Pacific cable schemes, discouraging them openly or acting behind the 
scenes.155 The highlight of Britain’s policy of cable protectionism was a 
secret agreement with John Pender. As the New York Times reported in 
1899, “a bombshell was hurled . . . at the promoters of the Pacific cable” 
when they learned of a private agreement made in 1893 between Great 
Britain and the Eastern and Associated Telegraph Companies guarantee-
ing a monopoly to the Eastern and binding the government neither to lay 
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nor to assist any one to lay, and to not permit anyone else to lay, a cable to 
Hong Kong or Singapore.156 With this agreement, Canadian schemes for 
a Pacific cable seemed to be utterly defeated.

Four years later, the Canadian Pacific cable scheme gained needed 
British governmental support, but only when Great Britain started to 
seriously worry about its state of imperial defense in the face of fluctu-
ating alliances in Europe and mounting challenges overseas.157 Flem-
ing immediately recognized the writing on the wall and emphasized 
even more strongly the Pacific cable’s importance for imperial defense 
schemes. He promoted the cable as the “missing link” in Britain’s All 
Red cable, which would sustain communication with the east should 
the cables passing through the dangerous waters of the Mediterranean 
be interrupted.158 Fleming benefited from the fact that his most serious 
opponent, John Pender, had died in 1896 and passed on his cable empire 
to the hands of his son John Denison-Pender. Now, his argument hit a 
nerve. The Mediterranean cable route from London to India and on to 
Southeast Asia, Australia, and New Zealand was, from a military point 
of view, one of the most sensitive connections. Not only were its landing 
points often on non-British territory, but also the shallow waters along 
most of the route made British cables easy to spot and to cut in the case 
of war. Already in 1888, at a meeting convened by the Pacific Telegraph 
Company, the Earl of Winchilsea warned that in times of war the exist-
ing lines would be “absolutely defenceless.”159 Potential enemies made 
similar statements that reinforced these fears. In 1898, the Russian jour-
nal Novoe Vremya concluded that in case of an armed conflict with Eng-
land “[their] first task would be to block England’s communications with 
India and Australia.”160 The Pacific route offered “an ‘All-Red-line’ oper-
ated by British clerks, which would lie in deep waters, far from potential 
enemies, and touch on foreign soil (if at all) only at the Sandwich islands 
[Hawaii, a U.S. possession].”161 Because the British government had at 
last decided on the imperial necessity of a Pacific cable, John Denison-
Pender, who had continued his father’s battle, changed his strategy: if 
there was to be a Pacific cable, it was to be his. Within two weeks, he 
announced that a Pacific cable was already being manufactured and that, 
if the colonies and the government agreed, it could be laid within two 
years.162 On December 7, 1902, a cable was opened connecting Canada to 
Australia and New Zealand. Sandford Fleming had the honor of sending 
the first telegram around the world.163
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In the United States, interests in an ocean cable across the Pacific 
reawakened in the early 1890s with the first ocean soundings in 1892.164 
American interests were strongly connected to Hawaii’s 1893 coup 
d’état when a group of antimonarchists, composed largely of American 
citizens and aided by the U.S. Navy, overthrew the queen. In 1895, the 
new Hawaiian government granted landing concessions to an Ameri-
can consortium and debates were, albeit unsuccessfully, resumed in the 
U.S. Congress.165 In 1898, the New York Times pushed the issue by stat-
ing that, “[a]nnexation [of Hawaii] having been accomplished, the next 
important consideration is the cable to the United States.”166 In 1899, 
newly elected U.S. President McKinley took up the issue. Like German 
and French government officials, the American government also grew 
suspicious of the monopoly of British cable companies in the context of 
mounting nationalism and imperial rivalry. As a consequence, President 
McKinley announced in 1899 that the United States should no longer 
rely on foreign cables. One of his greatest concerns was that access to 
Asia would only be gained at the expense of relinquishing control to 
foreign interests, as the telegraph lines in Asia were controlled by the 
British-based Eastern and Associated Companies and the Danish-based 
Great Northern Telegraph Company. For the United States, a Pacific 
cable would facilitate a prolonged westward expansion as part of their 
policy of colonization and protectionism, especially toward the Philip-
pines, Guam, and Hawaii. At this point, the correspondence between the 
old Atlantic friends, John Pender and the American Abram Hewitt, offers 
great insights into the growing importance of “jingo theory,” or jingoism, 
a form of militaristic nationalism, in the politics of the United States.167 
Naturally, John Pender was of the opinion that although a Pacific cable 
was not wanted, “if insisted on, [he had] the people to do it.”168 During 
the 1890s, he was in frequent telegraphic communication with Abram 
Hewitt, who kept Pender updated on the latest congressional debates. 
Already in 1895, Hewitt warned Pender of the “hostility to England and 
English interests” and advised him to wait and see.169 In the “present 
state of feeling,” it would be unwise to submit an offer because “a pro-
hibition against any contract with foreigners” was most likely. He would, 
however, in case the president should be empowered to make a contract 
“without limit as to nationality . . . communicate [his] proposition . . . and 
secure a fair hearing.”170
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As the Pacific cable turned into a “national necessity,” it became 
equally essential that its manufacture, laying, and operating was “wholly 
under the control of the United States.”171 Many senators argued in favor 
of this kind of model. The initial cable bill sought the cable to be “Ameri-
can made, laid by American ships, and managed by the American Gov-
ernment.”172 Officially, Pender was out of the picture, leaving the field to 
American-based competitors such as John W. Mackay of the Commercial 
Cable Company and James Scrymser of the South and Central American 
Cable systems. Both American competitors “sought to outdo the other by 
wrapping themselves in the American flag and extolling their corporate 
virtues and national purity.”173 Scrymser even negated his own business 
interests and extended arguments in favor of government ownership 
of the cable “citing incidents of the Spanish-American war showing the 
importance of Governmental control of the cable.”174 In all likelihood, 
this was part of his strategy to show off as the better American, as he 
knew that this was Mackay’s weak spot. The nationality question became 
a trying issue for John W. Mackay, as it was extended from the charac-
ter of the cable company to the contractor himself. Some congressmen 
questioned his loyalty considering his status as an “ex-patriated Ameri-
can.”175 Although Mackay spent most of his time in the United States, his 
wife and son had long taken up residency in Europe. In addition, he was 
associated by cable business with James Gordon Bennett Jr., who repre-
sented that class of American expatriates par excellence.

Despite Scrymser’s opposition, in the end, John W. Mackay and his 
Pacific Commercial Company laid the trans-Pacific cable, starting work 
in 1902 and reaching the Philippines in 1904. Two years later, cables were 
laid from Japan and China to the Philippines. Upon drafting the landing 
concession for the Pacific Commercial Cable Company in 1902, Presi-
dent Roosevelt had made “a stipulation that the cable company should 
be an all-American line, and should make no connections with any other 
companies except American companies.”176 This condition posed diffi-
culties regarding not only interior Chinese telegraph connections, but 
also the questions of landing rights at the Southeast Asian coastline. 
Both the Danish-based Great Northern Telegraph Company and the 
London-based Eastern and Associated Telegraph Company held, singly 
and jointly, landing monopolies in Southeast Asia that forbade a cable 
landing of the American Pacific Commercial Cable Company. A solution 
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was found behind closed doors. All along Mackay’s company was mostly 
owned by foreign companies. Therefore the ostensible problem in South-
east Asia was easily, and somewhat mysteriously, solved. Although Ger-
man telegraph engineers and government officials suspected as much as 
early as 1901, only in 1921 did the American government officially learn 
that Mackay’s allegedly American company had been 75 percent owned 
by foreign companies: 50 percent by John Pender’s Eastern company and 
25 percent by the Danish Great Northern company. All but one copy of 
the contract was destroyed. The remaining copy was kept in London in 
a box with six locks that was never to be opened without court order or 
the written orders of all involved companies.177 Such pompous secrecy 
contradicts the communality of knowledge, at least among administra-
tors and engineers, concerning the workings of submarine telegraphy. 
For telegraph insiders such as Carl Wilhelm Guillaume of the German 
telegraph company Felten and Guillaume and board member of the Ger-
man Atlantic Telegraph Company and Reinhold von Sydow, Secretary of 
the German Ministry of Postal Services [Reichspostamt], it was obvious 
that questions of landing right monopolies had to be attended to one way 
or another. In a letter to Sydow dating August 1901, Guillaume reveals 
how both suspected some sort of working agreement between the com-
panies involved. 178 Details on the Commercial’s ownership were kept top 
secret. There were no public statements indicating that the two rivals, 
the Eastern Companies and the Great Northern, both held substan-
tial amounts of shares. Still, at the time of the cable construction, so it 
seems, no American government official wanted to suspect the Commer-
cial of being anything else but an American undertaking. Believing in a 
nationalist mission concerning communications, they turned a blind eye 
to the transnational working modes and mechanisms so natural to the 
technology of submarine telegraphy.179

The Pacific cable undertaking was not the only one where national-
ism had become a strategy. Neither the government’s nor the public’s 
determination on all-British, all-American, all-French, or all-German 
cables could be challenged, nor could the transboundary logic of the sub-
marine cable business be altered. Similar to the Pacific cable case, the 
cooperation between German and Dutch entrepreneurs in the form of 
the Deutsch-Niederländische Telegraphengesellschaft (German-Dutch 
Cable Company) to lay cables in the East Indies or between German and 
French entrepreneurs to lay a cable across the South Atlantic showed that 
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purely national enterprises were not feasible. To circumvent the restric-
tiveness of landing monopolies, companies of different “nationalities” 
were forced to enter into agreements with each other.180 Hence, the cable 
agents settled on a strategy of changing national identity on an as-needed 
basis. In 1910, for instance, the American-based Commercial Cable Com-
pany used its German allegiance, as it owned a stake in the German Atlan-
tic Telegraph Company (DAT), to put the American government under 
pressure. The U.S. government had previously forced the Commercial 
Cable Company as well as the DAT to relay their cables away from New 
York harbor to make room for expansion. Now George Ward, managing 
director of the Commercial Cable Company as well as honorary director 
of DAT, landed a coup. Using O. Moll, the German DAT director as his 
spokesman, he asked the German Foreign Office to intervene with the 
U.S. government on behalf of the two companies because genuinely Ger-
man interests were at stake.181 Diplomatic notes were sent back and forth 
between the German imperial representatives in Washington and Berlin 
debating how to proceed before, in the end, they declined to act. Yet, as 
Duke von Bernstoff, German ambassador to the United States in Wash-
ington, admitted, it was exceedingly clever and certainly comfortable for 
Ward to bring the German diplomats into action.182

This strategic nationalism applied as much to the companies as to the 
agents themselves. Following a similar philosophy of changing national 
alliances, former Commercial Cable and now Siemens Brothers man-
ager Georg von Chauvin switched nationality as late as November 1914. 
He simply renounced his German citizenship, dropped the particle from 
his name, and utterly undisturbed, continued working for the Siemens 
Brothers in London until 1925.183 Chauvin was not the only one among 
the cable agents to switch nationalities to meet working place require-
ments or retain personal benefits. Other cases include William Siemens 
and Ludwig Löffler, another Siemens Brothers engineer.184 Once the 
cable agents had to give up their claim on cable neutrality, they opted 
for nationalism as a strategy to disguise their working structure. This 
was not necessarily done out of cosmopolitan conviction, for some of the 
agents were fervent patriots, but for business necessity stemming from 
the indisputable landing right concessions and monopolies of other 
countries, and their companies, in certain regions.

The relation between governmental representatives and cable agents 
over the means of global communication within local, national, and 
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international settings was highly complex and changed over time. To 
protect their business interests from rival companies, as well as from 
government control, the actors switched between the strategies and 
rhetoric of cable diplomacy and cable nationalism. Generally, these stra-
tegic interventions can be divided into two periods, with 1898 and the 
Spanish-American War and the Fashoda Crisis as the decisive dividers. 
From the beginning of ocean cabling, national governments played an 
important role in the system of global communication. They gave out 
landing rights concessions and financial and material support. Through 
the ITU, they decided on cable rates and transmission policies. Neverthe-
less, their influence on John Pender’s cable empire in that period was 
minimal. This was based on the economic principles of Manchester Lib-
eralism and its focus on minimal state involvement, the fact that cable 
concessions were a one-time issue, and a general belief in cable “neutral-
ity,” which furthered ocean telegraphy as a private business. This gave 
the cable agents space to act relatively independently from their position 
in maritime space. People like James Anderson successfully developed 
a strategy of playing on national or international sentiments to influ-
ence government officials to act in the companies’ interest, and on their 
behalf, in situations when officially they had no say, such as during the 
ITU proceedings or landing rights’ negotiations.

Their great independence and the transnational character of ocean 
cabling, on behalf of which its managers, engineers, and operators 
moved about the globe and built up a variety of social networks on a trans-
national scale, helped their engagement as cable diplomats. Grounded in 
their belief that peaceful relations on the international level enhanced 
world trade and thus their global business, various actors, such as Cyrus 
W. Field, embarked on the project to secure and develop friendly interna-
tional relations. In the eyes of Charles Bright, they fulfilled that position 
so successfully that their opposition to all-British or all-American gov-
ernment cables was grounded in the fact that “[h]itherto, the companies 
[had] acted somewhat in the capacity of diplomats” and thus would lose 
this position.185 However, the cable agents engaged in cable diplomacy 
on the international level as well as the local level. The primarily Brit-
ish operators brought their British culture with them to the remote cable 
stations and were certainly, if unwittingly, perceived as intermediaries 
of the British Empire. In addition, the cable stations’ development proj-
ects, such as water and sewage disposal systems or schools, in which the 
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natives from their immediate surrounding were included, and the com-
panies’ emphasis on its staffs’ civility made them part of Euro-America’s 
civilizing mission.

Matters changed with the Spanish-American War, which had exposed 
the cable agents’ belief in cables solely as a means of commerce as largely 
an illusion and one they abandoned when the nation called for them to 
take sides; thus the war sounded the death knell for cable neutrality. The 
growing world economy and the development of industrial powers that 
could compete with Great Britain, a growing pluralism in the ocean cable 
system, and the period of new imperialism additionally influenced the 
new situation for the cable agents in the period prior to the First World 
War. From then on, submarine telegraphy was seen as a question of 
imperial control and national security, which resulted in various govern-
ments striving for all-national cables. It seemed as if the actors’ business 
interests had to accept a subordinate role to these strategic imperatives. 
Their response, however, to this paradigmatic shift was the employment 
of nationalism as a strategy. Officially they tied themselves closer to one 
particular national discourse, thereby disguising the financial and work-
ing setup of their company, which was not congruent with principles of 
all-national submarine telegraphy. This strategic nationalism was only 
partially due to the agents’ cosmopolitan conviction; more importantly, it 
was driven by the transboundary logic of the submarine cable business.





To the promoters of the Atlantic Telegraph belongs the credit of having given 
the original impetus to [the wiring of the world]; and to you gentlemen, as 
inventors, as electricians, as manufacturers, as financiers, as journalists, as 
statesmen, is due . . . the great expansion of submarine telegraphy. . . . You 
have covered both earth and sea with a subtle and instantaneous means of 
intercommunication which is destined, in its far-reaching consequences to 
bind together all the branches of the great English-speaking family, and to 
play an important part in advancing the general well-being and progress of 
mankind.

Cyrus W. Field, Twenty-Seventh Anniversary of the First Atlantic Cable, August 5, 1885.

WITH THESE words, Cyrus W. Field asked his roughly 250 
assembled guests at the Richmond Star and Garter Hotel 
near London to raise a toast in commemoration of the lay-

ing of the Great Atlantic Cable. Similar in spirit to the previous cable 
banquets and telegraph soirées as well as the much bigger world exhi-
bitions of the era, this gathering in August 1885 served to celebrate the 
century’s course of progress and mankind’s assumed mastery over 
nature; most important of all, the event represented an occasion to cel-
ebrate the actors of the various telegraph enterprises in a well-staged 
form of self-aggrandizement. Admittedly, the men assembled had rea-
son to be proud. Already in 1879, experts estimated that about 100,000 
miles of ocean cables were in operation, “more than sufficient to make 
three entire circuits of the globe.”1 By 1900, this number had almost 
doubled to 190,000 miles of ocean cables, and by 1923, the worldwide 
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cable network consisted of roughly 366,000 miles of cables.2 This com-
munication network facilitated world trade and politics and allowed for 
a greater group of people to experience a unifying globe. A newspaper-
saturated Euro-American public lived through every stage of U.S. Presi-
dent James Garfield’s death struggles in 1881 and every minute of the 
excitement of the America’s Cup in 1895. In 1895, ocean cables and 
landlines carried some 15,000 messages a day around the globe, and 
ever new records of speed and “instantaneity” confirmed the notion 
of a global simultaneity.3 The latter half of the nineteenth century was 
a period of changes that succeeded so rapidly upon each other that to 
contemporaries the “miracles of yesterday,” such as the Great Atlantic 
Cable, soon became “the familiar facets of to-day.”4

The prime movers of these changes in the field of global communica-
tion were Cyrus W. Field’s listed actors of globalization: the inventors, 
electricians, manufacturers, financiers, journalists, and statesmen who 
had promoted the wiring of the world. In addition, there were numerous 
small shareholders who carried the system financially and many face-
less telegraph operators and postal administrators who ensured its daily 
operating. Navigating in and benefiting from a world shaped by global 
coloniality, these Euro-American actors structured and constructed the 
global cable system. They functioned as mediators of exchange, trans-
fer, and translation in the expansion of a world-spanning ocean telegraph 
network. Continuously, they battled over the means and ends of global 
communication. Various and, at points, conflicting visions of an electric 
globe in union were tested and negotiated in cable wars, disputes on the 
relationship of science and business, and almost constant, albeit unsuc-
cessful, attempts to make it possible for larger populations to use the tele-
graph. Previous works have portrayed the wiring of the world as an issue 
of technology, an issue of imperialism, or as driven by transcontinental 
business networks. This book inserts these men and women as actors 
of globalization. Through the actor networks’ perspective, this study 
links macro-structural processes of imperialism and capitalist expansion 
with micro-structural processes of transfer and translation with regard 
to global communication. In the end, social and cultural considerations 
alongside political and economic issues played an equally important role 
in understanding the course of the wiring of the world and ultimately 
globalization processes.
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THE GREAT ATLANTIC CABLE, NETWORKS,  
AND GLOBALIZATION

Technology was king in the mid-nineteenth century. The time of the wir-
ing of the Atlantic, 1854–1866, was also the time governed by the engi-
neering giants. Isambard Kingdom Brunel, Joseph Lock, and George 
Stephenson, for instance, built bridges, railways, tunnels, and ships, 
such as the Great Eastern, of gigantic reach and premises. It was an era 
when technology strongly connected with notions of progress. Indeed, 
contemporaries’ technological optimism was rampant. The Euro-American 
world celebrated accomplishments in technology and “civilization” with 
the Crystal Palace Exhibitions in London and New York in 1851 and 1853, 
respectively. Ever since the laying of the first commercial submarine 
cable across the English Channel in 1851, many a mind was employed in 
finding the telegraphic passage across the Atlantic. Engineers and entre-
preneurs proposed routes hopping from island to island in the north or 
the south of the Atlantic, as well as the direct crossing along Matthew 
F. Maury’s Atlantic plateau. It was the Class of 1866, an Anglo-Ameri-
can group of engineers, entrepreneurs, journalists, and financiers, that 
finally landed the coup. In 1866 they durably connected the Old World 
and the New by electric wire. Their success with the Great Atlantic Cable 
enabled them not only to work on many additional cable projects around 
the earth, but also to determine the course of telegraphic science. More 
generally, it provided their passport into the globe’s ruling elite. As their 
scientific and business networks, such as the Society of Telegraph Engi-
neers or the Atlantic pool companies, dominated the global cable sys-
tem, they emerged as gatekeepers of the wiring of the world. Based on 
their notions of monopolistic business structures, professionalism, and 
a Eurocentric and gendered worldview, they determined who and what 
was part of the world of telegraphy.

Wiring the world was essential for globalization processes. The grow-
ing networks of the Class of 1866, the Eastern and Associated Telegraph 
Companies, the Society of Telegraph Engineers, or those codifying the 
cable business according to standards of international law were manifes-
tations of worldwide integration and coordination. These various social, 
technological, economic, and political networks were part of a more gen-
eral growth and densification of international networks and spaces of 
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transnational interaction in the nineteenth century. Yet, what does the 
actor networks’ perspective tell us about the nature and course of global-
ization processes in the nineteenth century?

First, the network analysis unveils the intricate connections between 
actors whose intertwined lives scholars have previously left unexplored. 
It demonstrates that particular social networks that functioned on a local 
level directed transnational movements. Neither the lone entrepreneur, 
like Cyrus W. Field, nor ingenious inventors or engineers, like Samuel 
F. B. Morse or Charles T. Bright, can be credited with directing globaliza-
tion processes; their success depended on transnational networks that 
relied upon preexisting local connections. Personal networks stemming 
from business and neighborhood relations or friendship and family ties 
played a central role in the success story of the Great Atlantic Cable, the 
buildup of the Eastern and Associated Companies network, the Siemens 
Brothers, the Society of Telegraph Engineers, and the creation and dis-
persion of knowledge about electric telegraphy. Moreover, these networks 
also represented an important source to fall back on in times of difficulty. 
Without the advocacy of John Brett, Cyrus W. Field’s ambitious plans for 
an Atlantic cable would have failed in the early 1850s. Brett’s far-reaching 
network, which reached into the fields of politics, finance, science, and 
ocean telegraphy, and the support of the American expatriates in Lon-
don helped Field secure much-needed financial and scientific support 
from Great Britain. Without these preexisting local networks, the cable 
would have suffered the same fate as its rival enterprises. The idea of a 
North Atlantic or a South Atlantic route, for instance, never got beyond 
the initial planning stage.5 In the end, the cable established connections 
between local networks instead of singular nodes. In the words of con-
temporaries, the cable brought two worlds and not solely two cities, New 
York and London, into instantaneous communication with each other.

In the case of the Class of 1866, initial business or neighborhood 
relations were essential for their success. Moreover, the emotional con-
nections that held together the small community of British submarine 
telegraphers and the enterprising Americans of New York’s Gramercy 
Park resembled, in their own words, that of family ties. With this term, 
its members alluded not only to the prevalent concept of Anglo-American 
kinship but also to the then still dominant form of enterprises as family 
undertakings.6 The joint experience of twelve strenuous years of fighting 
for a scheme that ranked in public opinion “only one degree in the scale 
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of absurdity below that of raising a ladder to the moon” had formed the 
Class of 1866 into a close(d) group.7 After 1866, the “old Atlantic friends” 
carefully guarded access to their enterprise and created a distinct and 
exclusive group narrative. In the 1880s, new competitors, such as the 
American entrepreneurs Jay Gould and Western Union or James Gordon 
Bennett and John W. Mackay and their Commercial Cable Company, suc-
cessfully entered the Atlantic market. Yet, they did not become part of the 
community of the “cable kings” of their time. They were neither invited 
to one of the many commemorative banquets and telegraph soirées nor 
considered for a telegraph memorial. This rank remained exclusively 
reserved for those early cable pioneers, who excelled not only in master-
ing the Atlantic but also in mastering their own historiography. Indeed, 
one of the reasons for the enduring legacy of those “old Atlantic friends” 
was their success in steering public commemoration. They orchestrated 
acts of commemoration and renewal of their communality through din-
ners, anniversary celebrations, and objects of material culture, such as 
framed sections of the original Atlantic cable. To this day, this shapes the 
remembrance of the wiring of the Atlantic.

In a second step, the network analysis illuminates the social dimen-
sion of globalization processes as it reveals the social background of 
those involved in globalization processes and so regional differences 
within the Euro-American setting. Although crowned as “cable kings,” 
these predominantly male actors of globalization were part of the emerg-
ing European middle classes. Similarly to other industrialists in Europe 
or Meiji Japan, these middle-class entrepreneurs and engineers gained 
commercial and political importance and thus helped to steer the course 
of the respective nations as well as the wider world. On the British side, 
those engaged in the wiring of the Atlantic did not initially belong to Lon-
don’s gentleman’s clubs, but were outsiders, geographically as well as 
socially. They were not part of the land-owning gentry that formally ruled 
the British Empire, but the sons of chemists, merchants, or schoolmas-
ters. Regionally, many of them, such as the merchant John Pender, the 
scientist William Thomson, and the politicians John Bright and Richard 
Cobden, originated from Britain’s industrial north and the Manchester 
area, Scotland, or even Ireland.8 Strongly influenced by the industrial 
setting of Britain’s north, the philosophy of Manchester Liberalism, 
and the high level of Scottish education, they joined the ranks of many 
other Scotsmen moving the course of the British Empire at the time as 
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merchants, missionaries, or soldiers.9 Matters were similar in the case 
of the German actors. The Siemens brothers and the various German 
engineers connected to the Siemens brothers’ cable undertakings, such 
as George von Chauvin or Ludwig Löffler, were important players in the 
British-dominated world of cable engineering. Moreover, similarly to 
their German peers, such as the Krupp or the Thyssen families, the Sie-
mens brothers represented a new type of transnationally active engineer-
entrepreneurs who economically and politically influenced the course of 
the German Empire in a global world.10 From a European perspective, 
representatives of the middle classes, and not the land-owning gentry, 
were the movers of globalization projects. Their success furthered their 
upward mobility into the ranks of the globe’s governing elite. After 1866, 
many members of the Atlantic cable undertaking enjoyed the benefits 
that came with carrying the title Sir or Baron, the distinction of the high-
est decoration in France, the Légion d’honneur, or the Order of Saint Jago 
da Espada from the Portuguese king.

The situation was slightly different for the American protagonists. 
They emerged from a national context in which a broad bourgeois con-
sensus blurred social distinctions and seemingly allowed for greater 
social mobility. Certainly, Cyrus W. Field, Abram Hewitt, and especially 
Peter Cooper, who had been born into very poor circumstances, would 
have considered themselves part of a middle class and archetypes of the 
self-made man. Nevertheless, already before 1866, they represented the 
elite of American society. It was only in relation to Europe that they were 
not received on equal footing with the land-owning gentry. Furthermore, 
the exclusion of the Irish-American cable entrepreneurs John W. Mackay 
and James Gordon Bennett from New York’s gentleman’s clubs showed 
that American society could be even more restrictive than the old peerage 
systems of Europe. Still, the Class of 1866 exemplifies how the pioneers 
of globalization projects, such as the wiring of the world, were initially 
outsiders to Europe’s ruling class but soon moved into its circles as that 
ruling class itself expanded.11

Finally, the actor network perspective reveals some of the logic of the 
mapping of globalization processes. It provides answers to the question 
of why these preexisting local networks went global and not national or 
regional and thus supports the thesis of early global modernities.12 The 
case of the wiring of the Atlantic suggests a combination of economic, 
political, and cultural reasons interrelated with the fact that they already 
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were connected: John Pender traded as a merchant in U.S. cotton, and 
Samuel F. B. Morse had studied art in London and spent time as an artist 
in Paris and Italy before he embarked on the project of transatlantic tele-
graphy. Although global entanglements attained an entirely new quantity 
and quality in the nineteenth century, they followed well-trodden paths.13 
In 1914, A. W. Holland argued that a cable between Greenland and South 
America would have been just as feasible as one between Great Britain 
and the United States. But most likely the cable would have remained 
unused and allowed to rot away because no common cultural, social, or 
political codes existed: “The Eskimos in Greenland would not want to 
know anything about the tall and strange and copper-coloured inhabit-
ants of Tierra del Fuego, and even if they did, they would not be able 
to understand each other’s signs.”14 Until the Pacific cables in 1902 and 
1904, the ocean telegraphs were never a means of exploring new connec-
tions or markets, but only instruments to accelerate existing economic, 
political, and cultural connections. Globalization in the nineteenth cen-
tury followed global maps of earlier times.

THE 1870S AND THE CONSTRUCTION  
OF A GLOBAL NETWORK

The story of the wiring of the world commences in the 1870s when a cable 
boom and rapid network expansion followed the Great Atlantic Cable; in 
this decade, ocean telegraphy established itself as a key technology for a 
unifying world. Moreover, in this period, important systemic decisions 
were made, and alternative concepts of how to govern the global com-
munication system became institutionalized. Most of all, the Class of 
1866 ruled the global communication system in the 1870s. In this period, 
the business consortium around Atlantic protagonists John Pender and 
James Anderson outran almost all competitors on the global market, and 
the Atlantic engineers, such as Charles T. Bright and Samuel Canning 
and scientist William Thomson, excelled as consulting engineers and 
presidents of the newly established Society of Telegraph Engineers. The 
“cable kings” of the time extended their influence and consolidated their 
telegraph empires.

The prime mover during this time was the former cotton merchant 
and cable financier John Pender. Together with James Anderson, former 
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captain of the Great Eastern, as well as a group of other businessmen 
from the Class of 1866, he set up a series of companies that later merged 
as the Eastern and Associated Telegraph Companies. Operating from 
London, which came to be the center of ocean cabling, they facilitated 
communication with India, East Asia, Australia, and South Africa. By 
1900, their business consortium controlled four-fifths of the world’s 
ocean cable traffic. The remaining connections were under the control 
of a number of smaller rivals, such as the Great Northern Telegraph 
Company, or national governments. These connections predominantly 
covered shorter state cables, such as those across the English Channel 
and the Irish Sea, but also the Atlantic pool’s North Atlantic connection, 
which was by that time leased to the American-based Western Union. 
In the end, after 1866, these actors had built up a monopoly, which had, 
“like a huge octopus, fastened its tentacles upon almost every part of the 
eastern and southern world.”15

Two factors were essential for this success story of the Eastern and 
Associated Companies: the social network of the Class of 1866 and the 
vertical business network established on behalf of the Atlantic connec-
tion. The rapid expansion of ocean telegraphy in the 1870s was an under-
taking carried out by some of the key players of the Atlantic connection. 
Multiple directorships within the Pender-Anderson business consortium 
demonstrated that the system was managed by a small group of former 
Atlantic entrepreneurs, such as John Pender, William Montague Hay, 
Daniel Gooch, and James Anderson. Besides their Atlantic fame, their 
success stemmed from the creation of a vertically integrated business 
network during the Great Atlantic Cable enterprise that controlled all 
processes of ocean telegraph communication: cable manufacture, laying, 
and operating.

The 1870s also witnessed the rise of the Pender-Anderson consor-
tium’s most important rival: William Siemens and the Siemens fam-
ily’s cable manufacturer Siemens Brothers. As a subcontractor for R.S. 
Newall, this Anglo-German engineer company had manufactured parts 
of the 1858 Atlantic cable and, between 1868 and 1870, established a 
rival connection to India via the land route. In the 1870s, Siemens rec-
ognized that the Class of 1866’s main market advantage was based on 
their control over a vertical business network. The only way to beat the 
established players was to offer not an alternative provider of communi-
cation using cables laid by others, but an alternative network with its own 
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capabilities to manufacture, lay, operate, and finance an ocean cable. For 
this purpose, Siemens Brothers had their own cable ship, the Faraday, 
constructed and fitted solely for the purpose of cable laying. Although the 
Siemens brothers’ attempt to establish a rival cable company, the Direct 
United States Cable Company, failed, the success of future rivals on the 
Atlantic market relied upon their approach of business diversification. 
The Americans Jay Gould and John W. Mackay, James Gordon Bennett, 
and also French and German state enterprises employed alternative cable 
operating companies as well as manufacturers and cable layers. In this 
way, Siemens Brothers laid eight of the thirteen Atlantic cables that were 
in working order by 1900.16

The cable war between John Pender and William Siemens in the 
1870s, however, did not just affect the business of submarine telegraphy 
and access to the Atlantic market; its outcome also defined the market 
and scientific structures as such. John Pender and William Siemens not 
only headed rival enterprises, but also stood for opposing market ideolo-
gies and different professional fields. Primarily, the cable war installed 
what the Glasgow Herald called a system of ruinous competition followed 
by amalgamation.17 This pattern repeated with every new rival on the 
Atlantic market until the 1920s: through the employment of various tac-
tics, such as price wars, buying up shares, or public denouncement of 
the rival, the Anglo-American Company forced all new competitors on 
the North Atlantic market into a joint working agreement, the Atlantic 
pool, and a monopoly. On a systemic level, this cable war represented 
a “drama of progress” between a system of monopoly aiming at capital 
accumulation, as pushed by John Pender, and a system of competition 
allowing for technological progress, as proposed by William Siemens.18 
The year 1877 marked the final break with the market liberalism of Atlan-
tic cable supporters John Bright and Richard Cobden. After the financial 
crisis of 1873, market liberalism had seen its prime. The cable business 
was increasingly in “visible hands.”19

This systemic change in entrepreneurial structure did not influence 
the cable agents’ attitudes toward state involvement in the cable business. 
According to them, states could play a role in providing infrastructure 
through landing rights or ocean sounding data or coordinate technologi-
cal and user standards through the International Telegraph Union (ITU), 
but they were not to regulate the ocean cable business through tariffs or 
taxes. The entrepreneurs remained against any kind of state involvement 
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if it meant an infringement of their rights. When C. H. B. Patey, secretary 
of the British Post Office and designated president of the ITU’s London 
conference, attempted to pursue an independent tariff policy in 1879, he 
met harsh opposition. James Anderson, in concert with other telegraph 
company managers, made every effort to deter Patey from enacting indi-
vidual state policies and to minimize the Post Office’s influence in gen-
eral. In the end, they were successful. Patey decided to drop policies that 
antagonized the companies and instead mediated between them and the 
ITU. The 1870s marked a period of a trial of strength not only between 
different market systems but also between the British Post Office and the 
submarine machinery in London, and hence between the state and the 
market. Although, apart from the United States, most landline systems 
were run as state enterprise, the ocean cable business remained firmly in 
the hands of private entrepreneurs.

Additionally, when Pender took over the Siemens’ Direct United States 
Cable Company in 1877, this victory not only installed a monopolistic 
market system but also disconnected the engineer from the enterprise 
of ocean telegraphy. In his war with Siemens, John Pender was stern in 
his opinion of the scientists; they were “all very well in their place, but 
their place was in the laboratory, or at any rate not in the directory of 
big business.”20 As a result, the importance of research and development 
dwindled in the ocean telegraph business. Soon after its breakthrough, 
submarine telegraphy became a stagnant technology, if only seen in 
relative terms.21 But how much did the entrepreneurial decision for less 
research and development play into the British industrial decline? Com-
mencing in the 1870s, British industry was overtaken by Germany and 
the United States, and the world became increasingly multicentered. 
Prima facie, the example of the Siemens-Pender controversy confirms the 
arguments of scholars in favor of the decline. It supports the notion of 
an “entrepreneurial failure” based on a British industrialist who did not 
innovate new technology with the alacrity of foreign competitors, in addi-
tion to British scientists and engineers who did not run an enterprise.22 
Although the technology of submarine telegraphy changed very little 
over time, the Eastern and Associated Companies was very successful as 
a result of its monopolistic structure. Moreover, Pender was quite inno-
vative as an entrepreneur, as the launch of the Globe Trust and Telegraph 
Company in 1872 showed. The Globe was an investment trust company, 
which spread its shares over a number of companies and weakened the 
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financial risks of cable laying. It was an important entry point for many 
small investors into the world of global ocean telegraphy. From a techno-
logical point of view, there was no need to innovate. Even rivals, such as 
the Commercial Cable Company, that employed the “latest” technology 
and provided faster cables did not manage to bypass the Anglo-American 
Telegraph Company. Market positions were negotiated via a monopolis-
tic system of landing rights and not by deploying the latest technology. 
When ocean telegraphy became outdated after the First World War as 
the dominant means of global communication, it was not surpassed by 
a more innovative rival but by an entirely different technology, wireless, 
which allowed participants to disregard the question of landing rights.

At a time when the economic and political structuring of the global 
communication system was contested, its cultural and legal premises 
were also put to trial. The 1870s were a foundational period not just tech-
nologically and economically. The decade also witnessed the institution-
alization of two alternative ideologies on how to govern the world as a 
whole: cosmopolitanism and internationalism. In the 1850s and 1860s, 
there were two dominant explanatory models for a unifying globe and 
its peaceful implications. Within the European context, contemporaries 
believed in the peaceful forces of Manchester Liberalism and a world 
ruled by international trade and dependencies. In the American setting, 
by contrast, the more cosmopolitan idea of a Societas Christiana pre-
vailed. The decisive decades in terms of “governing” a global system of 
submarine telegraphs were the 1870s and 1880s. The ideologies of cos-
mopolitanism and internationalism were “institutionalized” in the Soci-
ety of Telegraph Engineers, the codifications of international law, and the 
regulations of the ITU.

Almost simultaneously in the early 1870s, three institutions were 
established to conceptualize the electric union: in 1871, the Society of Tele-
graph Engineers, and in 1873, the Institute of International Law and the 
International Law Association. The Society of Telegraph Engineers was 
an association of all telegraph professionals around the world. Its found-
ing in 1871 mirrored the acclaimed importance of ocean telegraphy at the 
time. Simultaneously, it advanced the (ocean) telegraphers’ strategy of 
meeting the challenges connected with the transboundary movements of 
ocean telegraphy, as well as the threat posed by the monopolistic system 
of John Pender, which disconnected them from the business of subma-
rine telegraphy. According to William Siemens, this organization could 
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be nothing else but a “cosmopolitan institution.” It was bound in its pur-
pose to serve the great network of international telegraphy that extended 
“to every portion of the civilized and semi-civilized world.”23 The society 
drew from a transboundary understanding of telegraph engineering and 
its knowledge, following its own policy of globalization. The many for-
eign members and local honorary secretaries dispersed all over the world 
played an important role in establishing a global community of telegraph 
operators and engineers. The society’s president, William Thomson, 
believed that this community of telegraph operators should be employed 
to conduct research on a global scale simultaneously. The network of the 
ocean cables was to be joined into one big research laboratory to explore, 
for example, the aurora borealis. From its London-centric position, this 
“cosmopolitan” community attempted to influence not only the image of 
the telegraph agent but also the generation, homogenization, and regula-
tion of telegraphic knowledge and standards. The society’s ultimate goal 
was to regulate and negotiate through its network all matters concerning 
telegraphy anywhere in the world, scientifically.

The two international law institutions, the Institute of International 
Law and the International Law Association, represented the oppo-
site side. They had been established by a group of law reformers who 
believed that l’esprit d’internationalité would teach the global commu-
nity of states that it was bound by common interests, which needed to 
be regulated by international institutions and, most importantly, inter-
national law. The establishment of these two organizations coincided 
with the launching of a large number of international organizations in 
the second half of the nineteenth century to regulate and structure the 
world as a whole. For the field of communications, the most important 
representatives within this group were David Dudley Field, brother of 
Cyrus W. Field, and the French law reformer Louis Renault, who were 
founding members of the International Law Association and the Insti-
tute of International Law, respectively. Renault and Dudley Field were 
key players in various attempts to codify the global media system and 
transform the world into an international society. The ITU, established 
initially in 1865 to coordinate the landline traffic, represented one of 
the key elements in their theory of an electric union, and Renault wrote 
many of its early contracts. The main focus of these law reformers was 
to regulate the protection of submarine cables in peace and especially 
in times of war; the world was not to be disconnected. Their major, but 
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only, breakthrough was the International Telegraph Convention for the 
Protection of Submarine Cables of 1884.

Neither of these two global visions of internationalism and cosmopoli-
tanism was truly universal for all practical purposes. Both conceptualized 
and enacted a global electric union from the position of Euro-American 
supremacy and its definition of “civilization.” Even within the “cosmo-
politan” Society of Telegraph Engineers, there were very few members, 
except for a select number of Japanese engineers, from outside of the 
Euro-American realm. In contrast to the cosmopolitanism proclaimed by 
the Society of Telegraph Engineers, the two law institutions based their 
model for structuring the world as a whole on the instruments and insti-
tutions that the nation-states provided. Nevertheless, although the 1870s 
and the outcome of the Siemens-Pender controversy marked a milestone 
in forging the global media system economically, the decade was still a 
relatively open period in terms of its ideological foundations marked by a 
parallelism of a Eurocentric cosmopolitanism and internationalism.

THE 1880S AND 1890S: THE SYSTEM’S  
SATURATION AND POPULARIZATION

In the 1880s, the system of global communication via ocean telegraphy 
became ever more defined. The cosmopolitanism of the Society of Tele-
graph Engineers failed as a model to structure the world, and the tele-
graph system as such matured and saturated. At a time when processes 
of global integration accelerated ever more quickly, the system, which 
provided the basis for these processes, became increasingly stagnant. 
No new cable routes of importance were exploited; only old ones were 
duplicated. Cable rates were fixed at a certain price and did not change 
until after the First World War. Yet, the 1880s were still a relatively tur-
bulent time for the ocean cable system because far-reaching decisions 
were made regarding the networks’ ideological structuration as well as 
a merger of content and technology. Decisive events were the cable war 
between the Atlantic pool and the Commercial Cable Company between 
1884 and 1888 and the realignment of the Society of Telegraph Engi-
neers beginning in 1884 and culminating in its renaming in 1889 as the 
Institute of Electrical Engineers. The outcome of the cable war not only 
set an end to tariff changes, but also established a duopoly. In the face 
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of this Anglo-American multicenteredness on the Atlantic market, all 
future rivals had to take sides. Finally, the 1880s were a time when the 
global imaginary, as it was expressed and mediated through the ocean 
telegraphs, started to become popularized. Newsmakers, such as James 
Gordon Bennett, brought the world to their readers, and changes in 
the shareholders’ structure brought the ocean telegraphs as a financial 
investment home to the ordinary public.

Ideologically, the failure of the cosmopolitanism of the Society of 
Telegraphy Engineers overshadowed the 1880s. In 1884, the year of 
the Convention for the Protection of Submarine Cables, the Society 
of Telegraph Engineers altered its program and name, and in 1889, it 
fully realigned itself as the Institute of Electrical Engineers. This move 
secured the survival of the society as a learned institution by broadening 
its membership body and thematic approach. But it also signified a slow 
demise in its claim to worldwide leadership in electric science. The num-
ber of foreign members decreased significantly. In 1911, the category was 
abandoned altogether. By the turn of the century, the Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers was only one among many within an international system 
of science.

The Society of Telegraphy Engineers had failed as a global regulatory 
mechanism. Its cosmopolitan, yet London-centric, structures could meet 
neither the challenges of technological progress and development hap-
pening outside of the British Empire nor the increasing institutional-
ization and internationalization of science or the growing multicentric 
world. In the long run, the engineers lacked the substance to uphold an 
almost supranational standing. In the 1880s, the cable engineers’ mono-
polistic position was weakened not only by their defeat in the Pender- 
Siemens controversy, but also by the deaths of some of their most impor-
tant representatives, such as William Siemens and Charles T. Bright. 
Additionally, they were also overtaken by new inventions and innovations, 
such as electric lighting and the telephone, which weakened them more 
than rival cable companies did. Moreover, unlike the ocean cables, these 
new technologies were not inherently transnational, but found their 
initial applications and scientific organization in the local and national 
realms. With the demise of the society as a global key player, a cosmopoli-
tan worldview gave way to internationalism as the dominant structuring 
ideology of the electric union. Given the vast expansion of international 
organizations to codify time and space and to regulate governments at 
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that time, the internationalist worldview also structured the global sys-
tem as a whole.

In the 1880s, entrepreneurs also made important decisions regard-
ing markers of disconnection and connection. As networks function in 
their constitution through a clear distinction between the net and the in 
between, the actors always also defined the disconnected through their 
decisions with regard to tariffs, routes, and business policies.24 From the 
providers’ perspective, these decisions were taken in the 1870s and 1880s 
and remained, after this relatively turbulent period of systemic negotia-
tions, almost entirely unchanged until 1914. The cable to South Africa 
in 1879 was the last major ocean cable for two decades, and during this 
time, the face of the ocean cable system did not truly change. The lay-
ing of submarine cables across the Pacific in 1902 and 1904 was the 
first new important route since 1879. Before the Pacific cable, old routes 
were merely duplicated or even laid three times over. By 1900, thirteen 
working cables crossed the North Atlantic, making it the densest ocean 
crossing in the world. This relative cessation in ocean cable expansion 
resulted from the entrepreneurs’ decision not to lay cables to places for 
other than commercial reasons unless “Governments care[d] to subsi-
dize them” and the governments’ reluctance to do so until essentially 
1898 and the rise of cable nationalism.25 An important side effect was 
that the world’s coastlines were almost entirely divided up between the 
different cable companies. The policy of giving out landing concessions 
to land a cable lasting several decades furthered a monopoly for a particu-
lar cable company.

The charges for telegrams were another means to steer connections 
and disconnections. The run of cable tariffs illustrated that submarine 
telegraphy never was a means of social or mass communication. Cer-
tainly an intrinsic quality of the medium, its form of brief and public 
cablegrams, did not allow for the same degree of personal intimacy and 
explanatory length as a letter. However, providers also placed restrictions 
on telegraphic usage. They followed, in the words of James Anderson, a 
theory of global communication that stated that en masse social inter-
action decreased in relation to distance. There was no global sociabil-
ity that would make a low tariff profitable for the telegraph companies. 
Throughout the years, tariffs had only been lowered as a means to force 
competitors into bankruptcy and a joint working agreement, not to make 
telegraphy more affordable for larger numbers of people. Indeed, after 
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September 1, 1888, and the setup of a stable duopoly on the Atlantic mar-
ket between the Atlantic pool and the Commercial Cable Company, tariffs 
remained stable until 1923 at one shilling per word. Translated into con-
temporary wages, this amounted to a small fortune for somebody from 
the working or lower middle classes. Even Henniker Heaton’s crusade 
for a universal cable penny post in the 1890s and 1900s remained unsuc-
cessful. He could neither convince the cable companies that the increase 
in traffic would even out their loss in revenues connected to a lower-
ing of rates, nor persuade the governments that the benefits of global 
social communication via cable made the political project of buying out 
the cable companies and nationalizing the ocean lines worthwhile. Con-
sequently, the providers’ establishment of the submarine telegraphic 
system meant that although the ocean cables challenged temporal and 
spatial boundaries of time and distance, boundaries of social hierarchy 
were reinforced.

The wiring of the world further continued in the 1880s. Although 
with regard to ocean cables, decisions over connections and disconnec-
tions were made irreversibly early on, the network still expanded on land. 
New technological inventions, such as the telephone, created ever denser 
local and regional networks that became increasingly intertwined with 
the ocean cables. Atlantic cable newcomers, Jay Gould, John W. Mackay, 
and James Gordon Bennett Jr., had market advantages over the Atlantic 
pool: they also ran a landline system and controlled several newspapers 
in the United States. This way, they could create and direct their own 
customers to the networks that they controlled. Hence, once the oceans 
were spanned, network expansion happened between 1879 and 1902 pre-
dominantly in the local, national, and regional context. Both communi-
cation systems, however, must be seen as part of one system. The spread 
of terrestrial lines into ever smaller communities and the advent of the 
telephone, in addition to developments in international news and the 
cables’ financing structure, allowed contemporaries outside of commer-
cial and political centers, such as London, New York, or Buenos Aires, 
to also experience a global connectivity. They did not need to be directly 
connected to ocean cables.

Indeed, direct access to global telegraphing and the experience of a 
global communication network were two different things. Although the 
providers controlled the access to global communication, they could only 
partially influence, for example by means of press work and selective 
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release of information, the sphere of an experience and understanding 
for the importance of global connectivity among those whom they actu-
ally disconnected. Certainly, the ocean telegraphs were not a means of 
mass global communication and not a Victorian version of the Internet. 
Yet those who could not afford to telegraph were not entirely discon-
nected. News and cable financing still popularized a global imaginary 
connected to the worldwide network of ocean telegraphy. Network struc-
tures were taken to extremes from the 1880s on when the combined use 
of developed social, business, and technical networks truly allowed for 
a worldwide reach. At a time when news became a manufactured good, 
James Gordon Bennett Jr. used his Euro-American newspaper system 
and his personal cable system, the Commercial Cable Company, to make 
global headlines.26 He brought international news, such as the “discov-
ery” of British missionary David Livingstone or the American explorer 
George W. DeLong’s voyage to the North Pole, home to a Euro-Ameri-
can public. Bennett thereby also enjoyed the benefits of vertical control 
over a news-transmitting cable company and a news-making enterprise 
of several papers on two continents and an army of journalists he could 
order back and forth around the world thanks to the technical network of 
cables. Vertical control, however, no longer solely concerned the manage-
ment of the cables but also the management of their content and thus the 
management of news.

However, with the study of news, scholars are left guessing as to who 
actually read their global newspapers. Here lies an advantage in studying 
financial connections and the shareholder lists, which reveal exactly who 
owned company stock. In 1872, John Pender launched the Globe Trust 
and Telegraph Company, an investment trust company that mitigated 
the financial risks of cable laying by spreading it over a number of com-
panies. Thus, cable company shares became an option for the small and 
inexperienced investor of the emerging middle classes. Among Direct 
United States Cable Company shareholders, an increasing number of 
small shareholders with less than one hundred shares came from small 
to mid-size towns, often in agricultural areas, outside of Britain’s indus-
trial and trading centers. They were gardeners, art students, or shoemak-
ers and certainly not among the primary customers of the ocean cable 
companies. Nevertheless, they owned part of the company. Toward the 
turn of the century, another trend emerged: more and more shareholders 
were female. Women had generally been excluded from the system of 
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ocean telegraphy. Although female telegraphers were employed on the 
landlines, this was not the case on the submarine connections. Further-
more, women were also not very familiar with the art of ocean cabling, 
that is, with sending telegram messages. Nevertheless, women became 
one of the most important shareholder groups around the turn of the 
century. Striving to challenge a male-dominated society, they saw the 
stock market as a means for their new freedom and apparently took a par-
ticular liking to the ocean cables. In 1887, 25 percent of the shareholders 
were married women, widows, or spinsters; by 1909, this number had 
increased to 44 percent. By the end of the nineteenth century, the notion 
of global communication as a sound investment had spread beyond the 
capitalist classes directly engaged with, and communicating through, the 
medium. Barriers that had been created by the providers through tar-
iffs, in combination with social structures, were undermined as society 
changed in the late nineteenth century. People consumed global prod-
ucts, such as news or cable shares, in different ways and experienced a 
global connectivity through a variety of channels.

Race remained the only barrier that was reinforced. Contemporaries 
saw telegraphs as an expression of Euro-American “superiority” and “civi-
lization.” In such a technologized understanding of civilization, as pro-
moted by news gatherers like Gordon Bennett, the spread of news and 
information about faraway places through the telegraphs’ instantaneity 
reinforced notions of the “dark continent” or “faraway” places that lay out-
side of the system.27 As a consequence, those who did not belong to that 
“civilized world” were automatically deemed unfit to engage with subma-
rine telegraphy in any way. This unfit status could be applied to the New-
foundland fishermen as well as the Indian colonial subjects. From the 
point of view of communication, the Newfoundlander remained utterly 
disconnected, and it was only in the late 1880s that “natives” were slowly 
employed to work on the “complicated” ocean lines. Nevertheless, those 
“unfit” Newfoundlanders were drawn into dependency on the global sys-
tem, as the preemption scandal of 1873 demonstrated. In a joint effort, 
Newfoundland politicians, merchants, and the general public, including 
the ordinary fisherman, caused ocean cable shares to plummet on the 
London stock market in 1873 only months before the worldwide financial 
crisis. The successful manipulation of London stock from Newfoundland 
caused a great loss in profits for the Anglo-American Telegraph Company 
and large revenues for the Newfoundlanders. Globalization was entailed 
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in active participation in networking and also had taken on the form of a 
perspective.

Finally, the popularity of jokes on “playing chess by cable” around 
1900 illustrated another facet of how far (ocean) telegraphy had become 
popularized beyond its actual use.28 The turn of the century was a time 
when official Anglo-American chess matches across the Atlantic marked 
the technology’s ultimate breakthrough in terms of its incredible speed, 
its technological possibilities, and man’s seemingly absolute mastery 
over time and distance. In 1858, the transmission of Queen Victoria’s 
congratulatory telegram had taken sixteen hours; now move and reply 
were transmitted within two minutes over 3,483 miles.29 These events 
vividly illustrated the vast extent of global integration since the mid-nine-
teenth century and the beginnings of a global communication system. 
Moreover, it also characterized a period when the ocean telegraphs had 
arrived as a technology-in-use in the midst of a Euro-American society. 
Long-distance telegraphy was popularized, if not entirely in the fields of 
social communication, then certainly in finance and news reports. Small 
investors from outside of industrial centers, as well as women, who were 
inspired by the ideals of the New Woman, expressed their understand-
ing of the telegraphs’ importance for global interrelations as well as their 
new sense of liberty by buying ocean cable shares. Served via cable by 
journalists, politicians, merchants, and telegraphers, contemporaries 
learned new conventions of simultaneity and a new sense of chronology 
and could thus grasp the notion of a global imaginary as suggested by the 
cable maps.

THE 1900S: CABLE NATIONALISM REVISITED

The global imagination of the electric union changed again after 1900. 
Spurred on by the Spanish-American War in 1898, Euro-America’s 
industrialized, imperial nations started to conceive of the ocean tele-
graphs as a means of national security and imperial control on a large 
scale. Imperial rivalry started to grow, and mass migration made the abil-
ity to ‘talk’ globally exigent. Consequently, the governments of France, 
Germany, and the United States interpreted matters of ocean telegraphy 
as an integral part of their foreign policy. At the same time, Great Brit-
ain was caught in the debate over a Pacific cable as the centerpiece of 
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an “All-Red route,” a girdle of cables “round about the earth” that only 
touched upon British territory. Ocean cables had always been part of nar-
ratives of national progress, but now they turned into a “national neces-
sity” from a government’s perspective.30 After almost three decades of 
private financing, governments returned to a policy of subsidizing cables 
that the companies considered commercially unattractive. This policy’s 
most vivid expression was the Anglo-American scramble for a Pacific 
cable around 1900. In 1914, this cable nationalism brought to an end the 
international regulatory system of the electric union that had been estab-
lished with the ITU and the Convention for the Protection of Submarine 
Cables in 1884. Immediately upon the outbreak of World War I, the “Ger-
man” Atlantic cables, which actually operated in working agreement with 
the American-based Commercial Cable Company, were cut. This dem-
onstrated that l’esprit d’internationalité could not prevent the entire world 
going to war with each other. The Convention of 1884 had only been an 
ostensible success: it had no power over the belligerents and the ocean 
cables in times of war.

Previous works have portrayed this period through a national and 
imperial framing.31 Proponents of this approach argue that the develop-
ment of submarine telegraphy was primarily driven by strategic purposes 
and that the cables functioned as tools of empire.32 Approaching the mat-
ter from the actors’ perspective, this study showed that this interpreta-
tion works from a government perspective but not from the cable actors’ 
point of view. Given that the ocean cables, in contrast to landlines, were 
predominantly private enterprises, this is an important aspect. Entangled 
in the worldwide reach of the ocean cable system, engineers, entrepre-
neurs, and operators were thinking and acting beyond the nation-state. 
They employed nationalism as a strategy that sustained their system 
despite changing parameters and brought it through the First World War.

From the beginning of ocean telegraphy, the companies and their 
actors took on neutral or intermediary functions between the respective 
nation-states to be connected. They saw themselves as providers of a ser-
vice that could be equally used from both ends. Their loyalty and their 
identity were primarily grounded in their profession, and they acted on 
the proposition that peace was beneficial to (their) commerce and their 
relatively nonterritorialized position in maritime space. Still, the entre-
preneurs recognized nation-states as the fundamental governing struc-
ture, the building blocks of the globe, and acted accordingly. During the 
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Alabama Claims crisis and Newfoundland’s elections, the cable engi-
neers and operators even took on the function of “cable diplomats.” 
Throughout the nineteenth century, there were several instances when 
they would actively seek state support. The entrepreneurs turned to gov-
ernment officials for help to influence the discussions of the ITU, where 
they had no voting rights, or the regulation of landing rights.

This rather loose and laissez-faire relationship between companies 
and national governments changed in the twentieth century. Especially 
after the Spanish-American War of 1898, companies enforced national-
ist strategies. Responding to the notion of ocean telegraphs as a national 
necessity, they painted their international maritime business in the 
most national colors; their response to nationalism, however, looked dif-
ferent with every national context they attempted to serve with a cable 
connection. They found different local translations for a globally applied 
strategy: companies, single cables, managers, and operators, such as 
George (von) Chauvin, changed nationality as they saw fit; nationalism 
was a strategy they employed to sustain and protect their businesses, 
which functioned, due to landing rights questions, along entirely differ-
ent lines. The restrictiveness of landing monopolies secured exclusive 
rights for the individual cable companies for decades. The Anglo-Amer-
ican’s landing right in Newfoundland, for instance, expired in 1904, fifty 
years after the Newfoundland government had issued it. Consequently, 
entrepreneurs had to enter into joint agreements if they wanted to lay 
a cable at all. The most vivid example of such strategic nationalism was 
the Commercial Pacific Cable Company employed to lay the Ameri-
can Pacific cable. It was sold to the American Congress as a genuinely 
national enterprise in the prewar period. After the war, Congress learned 
that 75 percent of this allegedly American enterprise was foreign owned. 
Similarly, the cooperation between German and Dutch entrepreneurs to 
lay cables in the East Indies and between German and French entrepre-
neurs to lay a cable across the South Atlantic showed that purely national 
enterprises were not feasible.33 Although the cable agents may have been 
privately patriotic, they were certainly not nationalistic.

The entrepreneurs’ market advantage was maritime space. Laying 
and operating ocean cables, they were taking a middle-ground, or mari-
time, position, from which they recognized the international, but not 
the national, system as their frame of action on a global scale. It mat-
tered little for their scope of action what kind of governmental regulatory 
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apparatus they were facing: that of an empire such as Great Britain, a 
nation-state such as the United States, or a colonial government such 
as Newfoundland. Within this international system, the various nation-
states represented other actors with which to act in concert or to act 
against. Strategic nationalism, especially after 1900, was their response 
to a shift in the authoritative discourse within that system, but it neither 
changed their working methods nor truly infringed upon their realm of 
action within that system.

The entrepreneurs were not the only ones to employ nationalism 
as a strategy. Many cable reformers in the 1890s and 1900s argued for 
the nationalization of ocean cables, but they did not necessarily do so 
to further nationalistic notions. Henniker Heaton, for instance, was 
truly cosmopolitan in his crusade for a universal cable penny post. In 
his view, ocean cables should first be nationalized to break the compa-
nies’ monopoly. Then, as a second step, he wanted to eliminate national 
borders within the global media system and the various tariffs and taxes 
applied and regulated by the ITU. These were “[t]he chief obstacles” in 
his fight for affordable global communication for all.34 Sandford Fleming 
employed nationalism in a similar matter. For more than two decades, 
the Canadians fought for a Pacific cable connecting the imperial sister 
colonies Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. While Fleming argued for 
interimperial union, Canada’s main motive was to strengthen its position 
in the Pacific as a means to maintain its ground against U.S. westward 
expansion as well as to emerge as a British junior partner. For a long 
time, Fleming’s most ardent opponent was cable magnate John Pender, 
who in turn convinced British government officials that such a cable cer-
tainly was not part of his or national interests. The cable nationalism of 
the 1890s and 1900s was a question of point of view and local embed-
ding. In the case of the global media system, processes of globalization 
and nationalism were not opposed to each other or mutually exclusive. 
Rather, there existed an interdependency as one was employed to sustain 
the other.

The end of the ocean cables and the monopoly of the cable compa-
nies within the system of global communication came neither because 
of internal rivalry nor because of mounting nationalism and the divisive 
effects of the First World War, but essentially with the advent of a new 
technology: wireless telegraphy.35 After the technology’s development 
in the 1890s by Guglielmo Marconi and Ferdinand Braun, it was soon 
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widely used. In 1902, Marconi sent his first transatlantic radio message.36 
In 1903, the German company Telefunken was established, and in 1907, 
the French Compagnie Générale de Radiotélégraphie was established.37 
As early as 1900, Guglielmo Marconi occupied an important market 
niche by offering wireless ship-to-ship and ship-to-coast communica-
tion, something the cables could not provide. In fact, this “niche of the 
sea” was wireless’s biggest potential market.38 Wireless entirely changed 
the construction of maritime space in interrelation with the global com-
munication system. Simultaneously, it allowed for a denser structure of 
ocean space by control over ships in mid-ocean and yet made maritime 
space irrelevant.

This redefinition of maritime space particularly affected the agents’ 
position. For more than half a century, the protagonists of ocean telegra-
phy had acted from their intermediary position between the continents 
and the nation-states in maritime space. The Class of 1866 lived off its 
fame as “conquerors” of the Atlantic and so controlled this maritime com-
municational space. With wireless, maritime space was not conquered, 
but transgressed. In a certain sense, maritime space became irrelevant. 
The messages were no longer bound to the routes of the cables on the 
ocean floor and their landing upon rocks in mid-ocean or the ocean 
shores; wireless communication was dematerialized and also undirected 
(hence Rundfunk, meaning broadcast). This also meant that the course 
of communication and the structuring of the system became less easy to 
control, as anyone, from the amateur radio telegrapher to government 
institutions, could tap the wireless or employ their own wireless sys-
tem. Germany’s initial interest in wireless had been to circumvent Brit-
ish cable routes. During the First World War, the German news agency 
Transocean worked with wireless transmission to successfully broadcast 
its news between Japan and the United States.39 With these new techno-
logical developments, the telegraph companies’ spheres of influence and 
the course of nationally defined communication were no longer regu-
lated through landing right monopolies, cooperation among themselves, 
and the agents’ position as neutral intermediaries or diplomats between 
two shorelines. In fact, from a systemic point of view, it was wireless that 
allowed for the nationalization of international news by returning the 
power over news back to the hands of the various nation-states. For the 
ocean cable system, in the end, wireless led to the (un)systematic change 
that they could not cope with.
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However, it was not until the 1920s that the cable companies 
acknowledged radiotelegraphy as a serious competitor. But eventually 
they had to face the fact that their cables were getting old. In 1920, nine 
of the seventeen cables across the Atlantic were more than forty years 
old. Due to the fateful decision in 1877 to reestablish the Society of Tele-
graph Engineers as the Institute of Electrical Engineers, science had 
played only a minor role in the technology of submarine telegraphy. The 
makeup of the cables had changed little. In a frenetic attempt to keep 
up, the cable companies conducted new research targeted at making the 
cables faster without making them necessarily heavier. In 1926, when 
the Pacific cable was duplicated, it could handle 250 words per minute 
and was ten times faster than the old cable.40 Nevertheless, especially 
after the successful implementation of short-wave radio technology, the 
cables could not compete with wireless, which was not only cheaper 
but also faster. By 1927, about half, and in some places even two-thirds, 
of the cable traffic had migrated to wireless transmission. As a con-
sequence, the Eastern and Associated Cable Companies announced 
that it would sell its ocean cables and go out of business. To forestall 
the financial collapse of the cable companies, the British government 
invited them to an imperial cable and wireless conference in January 
1928, where the merger of the cable and wireless systems was decided. 
In 1929, the newly formed Imperial and International Communications 
Ltd. took over the business of Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, 
the Pacific Cable Board, the Imperial Atlantic cables, the Eastern and 
Associated Companies, and twenty smaller companies. In 1934, the 
company was renamed as Cable and Wireless, and by the outbreak of 
the Second World War, it possessed “the most extensive system of world 
communication ever to exist under control of a single body.”41 In 1932, 
the ITU also acknowledged this systemic change and renamed itself as 
the International Telecommunications Union.42

Today, in the age of Web 3.0 and satellites, ocean cables, in the form of 
fiber optics, have gained new relevance. Moreover, the wiring of the world 
is, as the example of the recently laid ocean cable between the Arabian 
Peninsula and East Africa illustrates, far from over. As in the previous 
centuries, a global communication system plays a central role for facili-
tating processes of globalization and allowing not only for economic and 
political, but also for social and cultural exchange and interdependence. 
Today, however, people do not play chess via cable, but online and in a 
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virtual global community. In the nineteenth century, this virtual global 
community was strictly defined according to Euro-American conceptions 
of race, class, and gender. Weingärtner’s vision of a “Torchlight Proces-
sion Around the Globe” with Caucasians, Asians, Africans, and Native 
Americans dancing around the globe with a telegraph cable was highly 
deceptive. And yet, as this book shows through its actor networks’ per-
spective, there was never just one vision of whom or what a united electric 
world should entail. Various actors, such as Cyrus W. Field, John Pender, 
William Siemens, and Henniker Heaton, battled over the ends and means 
of global communication. Their respective national, professional, and cul-
tural backgrounds played an important role in shaping their interpreta-
tion of Weltcommunication. In the end, processes of globalization in the 
nineteenth century, as part of the world, depended just as much on a 
global coloniality driven by imperial and commercial interests as on its 
actors. These actors moved within this world and employed their respec-
tive cultural and social interpretations to shape it.





william adams (1807–1880), United States, Presbyterian Minister
William Adams was a Presbyterian clergyman and close friends with Cyrus 

W. Field and Samuel F. B. Morse. He was also a member of the Evangelical Alli-
ance and in 1871 visited Russia to plead the cause of the Protestant dissenters in 
the Baltic provinces.

sir james anderson (1824–1893), Great Britain, Mariner, Telegraph Manager
The Scotsman James Anderson joined the Merchant Navy at sixteen and in 

1851 entered the service of the Cunard Steam Ship Company. In 1865 and 1866, 
he directed the Great Eastern during its Atlantic enterprises. In 1868, he became 
superintendent of the French Cable Company and thereafter general manager of 
several companies of the Electra House Group.

james gordon bennett (1841–1918), United States, Newsmaker, Cable Entre-
preneur

James Gordon Bennett was born to Irish immigrants in the United States but 
spent most of his life in Europe. His father, James Gordon Bennett Sr., was not 
only the owner of the New York Herald but also a key player in the development of 
yellow journalism and the penny press. In his own news reporting, Gordon Ben-
nett made headlines with stories of discovery, such as the search expedition for 
the missionary David Livingston, and stories of speed, turning car or air balloon 
races into media events. In the 1880s, together with John W. Mackay, he launched 
the Commercial Cable Company.

john w. brett (1805–1863), Great Britain, Art Collector, Telegraph Engineer
John Brett initially aimed at becoming an artist. In the 1840s, he and his 

brother Jacob became interested in electric telegraphy. In 1845 they registered a 
company for uniting Europe and America by telegraph but failed to find support. 
In 1850 and 1851, they laid a cable across the English Channel. He was one of the 
key contacts for Cyrus W. Field in Great Britain.
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sir charles t. bright (1832–1888), Great Britain, Telegraph Engineer
Charles T. Bright was one of the most eminent telegraph engineers of his 

time. From 1852 on, he worked for the Magnetic Telegraph Company and laid 
many of Great Britain’s terrestrial lines and early submarine lines. In 1856, he 
founded, together with John Brett and Cyrus W. Field, the Atlantic Telegraph 
Company and was knighted upon the first cable’s success in 1858. In 1860, he 
formed a partnership with Latimer Clark as consulting engineers. Together, they 
laid cables in the Mediterranean, the Persian Gulf, and the West Indies. After he 
contracted malaria, he abandoned his cable work and turned to mining. In 1865–
1868, Bright was a member of Parliament for Greenwich. He was a member of 
the Society of Telegraph Engineers and in 1887–1888 served as its president.

sir charles bright (1863–1927), Great Britain, Telegraph Engineer, Writer
Charles Bright was the son of Charles T. Bright and himself an eminent 

expert on submarine telegraphy. He wrote numerous articles and books and was 
knighted for his achievements.

sir john bright (1811–1889), Great Britain, Politician
John Bright was, together with Richard Cobden, the spearhead of the Anti-

Corn Law League of 1840. The success of their campaign marked both their fame 
and their rise to key figures of the philosophy of Manchester Liberalism. He was 
close to Cyrus W. Field and supported the cable project.

sir samuel canning (1823–1908), Great Britain, Telegraph & Consulting Engineer
Samuel Canning commenced working as a railway engineer before he turned 

to the telegraphs. In 1852 he entered the service of the cable manufacturer Glass, 
Elliot & Co. and laid the landline connection between Newfoundland and the 
United States in 1855–1856. During the Atlantic cable enterprise, he served as 
assistant to Charles T. Bright and in 1865 was appointed chief engineer of the 
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company. In 1866, he was knighted 
and received the Portuguese Order of St. Jago d’Espada. After 1866, he worked as 
a consulting engineer and laid cables in the Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and the 
Caribbean. He was a member of the Society of Telegraph Engineers.

george von chauvin (1846–192?), Germany/Great Britain, Telegraph Engi-
neer, Manager

George von Chauvin probably came as a Siemens Brothers employee to Eng-
land in the 1860s. In 1873 he became managing director of the newly established 
Direct United States Cable Company and between 1879 and 1880 served as 
engineer-in-chief for the French PQ company. In the 1890s, he became a repre-
sentative of Western Union in London. His main employer, however, remained 
Siemens Brothers, for which he worked as managing director until his retire-
ment in 1925. In 1914, he became a naturalized British citizen.

latimer clark (1822–1898), Great Britain, Telegraph Engineer
Latimer Clark began as a chemist before he changed to railway surveying 

in the 1840s and to telegraphy in 1850. For some months, he was employed as 
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engineer to the Atlantic Cable Company and in 1860 served on the committee 
appointed by the government to inquire into the subject of submarine telegraphy. 
In 1861, he entered into partnership with Charles T. Bright, and after it was dis-
solved, he formed the contracting firm Clark, Forde, and Taylor. Under Clark’s 
supervision, some 50,000 miles of submarine cable were laid. He was a member 
of the Society of Telegraph Engineers and in 1874–1875 served as president.

richard cobden (1804–1865), Great Britain, Politician
Richard Cobden was part of the Anti-Corn Law League from 1838 on. This 

established his association with John Bright and his national fame. Cobden is 
seen as the most important representative of Manchester Liberalism. He was also 
a leading supporter of the Peace Society.

peter cooper (1791–1883), United States, Entrepreneur, Philanthropist
Peter Cooper was the stereotypical American self-made man. Born into poor 

circumstances and with only one year of schooling, he made a fortune with a 
glue factory, iron works, and a wire production plant. Cooper was also engaged in 
various projects of public service, such as the buildup of professional police and 
fire departments, public education, and clean water supply for the city of New 
York. In 1859, he launched Cooper Union, which offered scientific and artistic 
teaching, lectures, and concerts free to the public. In 1876, he ran as presidential 
candidate for the Greenback Party. Cooper was one of Cyrus W. Field’s early sup-
porters. He belonged to the Cable Cabinet, which in 1854 endorsed the project of 
an Atlantic cable. He was the father-in-law of Abram Hewitt.

baron emile d’érlanger (1832–1911), Germany/Great Britain, Merchant Banker
Emile d’Érlanger was one of the most successful financiers of the second half 

of the nineteenth century. In 1859, he established his own banking house in Paris 
and in the 1860s moved his business to London. In 1864, he received the title of 
baron as a reward for securing a loan for the Swedish government and its railway 
construction projects. Together with Paul J. Reuter, he set up the French Atlantic 
Cable Company in 1868 and from the 1870s on served as director for several tele-
graph companies of the Electra House group.

george william des voeux (1834–1909), Great Britain, Colonial Governor
William des Voeux was an agent in the British Foreign Service. In 1875 he 

married John Pender’s daughter Marion Denison. In 1877–1878, des Voeux acted 
as governor of Trinidad and thereafter as governor of Fiji. In 1886, he became 
governor of Newfoundland, and from 1887 until his retirement from the service 
in 1891, he was governor of Hong Kong. His correspondence with Emma Pender 
reveals much about the inner life of the Pender family.

cyrus w. field (1819–1892), United States, Cable Entrepreneur
Cyrus Field was the son of a Congregationalist minister and made a fortune 

with paper wholesaling. From 1854 on, he was one of the most ardent promoters 
of a transatlantic telegraph cable, the success of which made Field an interna-
tional celebrity. He used his position to engage in transatlantic “cable diplomacy.” 
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In the 1870s, he lobbied unsuccessfully for a Pacific cable. Throughout his life, 
Field remained engaged in cable matters. He served on the board of directors 
of several ocean cable companies as well as the Globe Trust. In 1887, Field lost 
almost his entire fortune in one single day in a complicated financial maneuver 
against Jay Gould.

david dudley field (1805–1894), United States, Lawyer, Law Reformer
Cyrus W. Field’s older brother was a renowned lawyer, law reformer, and codi-

fier. He codified the entire body of law in New York and developed an American 
civil code. In the 1850s, Field supported Abraham Lincoln’s presidency, which 
probably influenced Lincoln’s appointment of his brother Stephen J. Field to the 
U.S. Supreme Court. In 1873, Field served as first president of the Association of 
International Law and in 1872 published his Draft of a Code of International Law. 
Dudley Field was a supporter of l’esprit d’internationalité and served his brother 
Cyrus as legal advisor in his cable work.

sir sandford fleming (1827–1915), Canada, Engineer
Sandford Fleming was born in Scotland but moved to Canada in 1845. 

Throughout his career, he played a central role in the railway development of 
Canada. From the late 1870s on, he became engaged in the project of an imperial 
Pacific cable. After almost three decades, he successfully convinced the colonial 
governments of Canada, New Zealand, and Australia as well as the British impe-
rial government to carry out the scheme. In 1902, he was the first person to send 
a telegram around the world.

sir richard a. glass (1820–1873), Great Britain, Cable Manufacturer
Richard Glass was a wire-rope manufacturer before he entered the subma-

rine cable business. In 1852, he set up Glass, Elliot & Co., which became one of 
the most important cable manufacturers of the early period. In 1864, his firm 
merged with the Gutta Percha and Co. to form the Telegraph Construction and 
Maintenance Company, probably the most important cable manufacturer of the 
nineteenth century. In 1866, he was knighted as a reward for his engagement 
with the Atlantic cable.

sir daniel gooch (1816–1889), Great Britain, Railway Engineer, Cable Entrepre-
neur

Daniel Gooch was a noted railway engineer when he became engaged in the 
Atlantic cable project in the 1860s. He served as director of the Great Eastern 
Steamship Company and the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Com-
pany and was one of the key figures in this vertical business network. In 1866, 
he was awarded with a baronetcy. Despite his new position and his wealth, Gooch 
continued to work in business. He was one of the major figures behind the sub-
marine telegraph expansion in the 1870s.

jay gould (1832–1896), United States, Entrepreneur
Jay Gould is remembered for being the “robber baron” during America’s 

gilded age. He made a fortune with stock speculation and the America railways 
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before he turned to telegraphy in the 1870s. He was the largest shareholder of 
Western Union and also controlled several New York newspapers. In 1880, he set 
up the American Telegraph and Cable Company and had two Atlantic cables laid 
by Siemens Brothers, which he leased to Western Union.

james graves (1833–1911), Great Britain, Cable Operator
James Graves was from 1858 to 1909 superintendent of the Valentia Telegraph 

station, the landing place of the Atlantic cable. He was engaged in research, cable 
testing, and repair. In 1882, when the German Union Telegraph Company laid 
a telegraph cable from Emden to Valentia, they also appointed Graves as their 
superintendent. He was a member of the Society of Telegraph Engineers.

robert charles halpin (1836–1894), Ireland, Mariner
Robert Halpin was born in Ireland and went to sea in 1847. In 1865/1866, he 

served as first officer on board the Great Eastern during the laying of the Atlantic 
cable. Thereafter he was promoted to captain of the Great Eastern and laid several 
ocean cables to India, Australia, and Brazil and across the Atlantic. In 1874, he 
became marine superintendent for the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance 
Company.

sir henniker heaton (1848–1914), Australia, Newspaper Proprietor, Media 
Reformer

Henniker Heaton was an important media reformer. As a young man, he 
immigrated to Australia, where he took up the newspaper business. In 1884 he 
returned to England but maintained close ties to Australia. In 1883, he repre-
sented New South Wales as commissioner at the Amsterdam Exhibition of 1883, 
and in 1885, he represented Tasmania at the Berlin International Telegraphic 
Conference. He secured an imperial penny press in 1898 and an Anglo-American 
penny press in 1908. For twenty-five years after 1885, he served as a member of 
Parliament for the Conservatives. In 1911, he accepted a baronetcy.

abram s. hewitt (1822–1903), United States, Entrepreneur, Politician
Abram S. Hewitt owned an iron manufacturing business and introduced the 

first American open-hearth furnace. In the 1870s and 1880s, he was a member 
of the House of Representatives and Lord Mayor of New York. He was the son-
in-law of Peter Cooper, whom he supported in the buildup of the Cooper Union. 
Through his engagement in the Atlantic enterprise, he formed a lifelong friend-
ship with John Pender.

george kennan (1845–1924), United States, Explorer, Journalist, Author
George Kennan commenced his working career as a telegrapher in the Amer-

ican Civil War. Thereafter, he led Western Union’s surveying team in Siberia in 
the 1860s to prepare the laying of the Collins Overland Line to Europe. This laid 
the foundation for his career as an expert on Russia. In the 1870s and 1880s, 
Kennan was assistant manager of the Associated Press and in 1881 oversaw all 
telegraphic reports on the condition of President Garfield. During the Spanish-
American War, he served as a correspondent in Cuba.
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john w. mackay (1831–1902), United States, Entrepreneur
John W. Mackay was born in Ireland but immigrated to the United States in 

1840. In the 1850s, he moved west to try his fortune with mining. In 1873, he 
struck, together with four other miners, “the big bonanza.” This made him a 
millionaire overnight. Mackay was involved in several development projects in 
the midwest; he was a director of the Southern Pacific Railway and organized the 
Bank of Nevada. In 1883, he established, together with James Gordon Bennett, 
the Commercial Cable Company and remained engaged in ocean cabling. He 
successfully managed to establish a duopoly on the Atlantic market and had the 
American Pacific cable laid.

matthew f. maury (1806–1873), United States, Naval Officer, Oceanographer
Matthew F. Maury joined the U.S. Navy in the 1820s and became superinten-

dent of the U.S. Naval Observatory and Hydrographic Office in 1842. He acquired 
renown with his various publications on winds and currents, which effected 
great savings in sailing time between ports on the Atlantic. In 1854, he discovered 
the Atlantic Plateau, along which not only the old Atlantic telegraph cables but 
also the fiber-optic cables of today are laid.

henry a. moriarty (1815–1906), Great Britain, Mariner
Henry A. Moriarty served in Great Britain’s Royal Navy and was, in the 1850s 

and 1860s, “leased” during several of the Atlantic cable enterprises to the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company to serve as staff commander on board the Great 
Eastern.

samuel f. b. morse (1791–1872), United States, Artist, Inventor
Samuel F. B. Morse initially aimed at becoming an artist, but then turned to 

electricity. He was one of the inventors of an electric telegraph in the 1830s and 
also developed the Morse code. In 1844, he sent the famous message “What hath 
God wrought” through the first landline telegraph. He was one of Field’s early 
supporters and served as honorary electrician to the Atlantic cable undertaking. 
In the 1860s, however, he also supported the Collins Overland Line. Otherwise, 
he only played a minor role in the succeeding history of the telegraph.

emma pender (1816–1890), Great Britain, Lady
Emma Pender, née Denison, was born in Edgehill, Lancashire. In 1851, she 

became John Pender’s second wife, and together they had two sons, Henry and 
John, and two daughters, Marion and Anne. Emma Pender was a fervent letter 
writer and a shrewd observer of her time. Her letter books and diaries give valu-
able background information on her husband’s business dealings and also offer 
great insights into the life of a lady at the time.

sir john pender (1816–1890), Great Britain, Merchant, Entrepreneur
The Scotsman John Pender was a textile merchant in Glasgow and Manches-

ter, engaged in trades with China, India, and the East, before he turned to ocean 
telegraphy. In 1856, he became involved with the Great Atlantic Cable project and 
in subsequent years built up the Eastern and Associated Telegraph Companies 
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network, which by 1900 controlled four-fifths of the world’s ocean cables. Pender 
also was involved in the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, concerned with 
the electric lighting of London. He served as member of Parliament for the Lib-
eral Party and was knighted in 1888.

frank perry, (no dates available), Great Britain, Telegraph Operator
Frank Perry served as telegraph operator at Heart’s Content, Newfoundland. 

In 1884, upon the death of Weedon, he became superintendent. He was close 
friends with James Graves.

sir william henry preece (1834–1913), Great Britain, Engineer, Administrator
William Preece was an important telegraph administrator of his time. He 

commenced working as a telegraph engineer in the 1850s and in 1877 became 
electrician to the General Post Office. He spent the next two decades directing 
the expansion and improvement of the British telegraph network; in 1892, he 
was promoted to engineer-in-chief. He was a member of the Society of Telegraph 
Engineers and served as its president in 1880 and 1893.

louis renault (1843–1918), France, Law Reformer
Louis Renault was professor of law at Dijon and Paris and an important law 

reformer. He was a member of the Institute of International Law and wrote many 
international law codices, such as the early International Telegraph Union con-
tracts or a draft for the International Telegraph Convention for the Protection of 
Submarine Cables of 1884. He served as legal advisor at the Hague Conventions 
and was awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace in 1907.

paul julius reuter (1816–1899), Germany/Great Britain, News Agent
Julius Reuter was born in Germany but moved to Great Britain in 1845. In 

1851, he set up a small news agency, which developed into the famous Reuters 
news agency. In 1870, Reuters formed a news cartel with Havas and Wolff, 
which lasted until the 1930s and divided the globe into three spheres of news 
influence. In the 1850s and 1860s, Reuter became involved in submarine 
telegraphy: he laid his own news cable from England to Germany and in 1868 
launched the French Cable Company. In 1857, he became a naturalized British 
citizen and in 1871 was ennobled by Ernst II, Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, 
as Baron von Reuter.

william siemens (1823–1883), Germany/Great Britain, Engineer
William Siemens was born in Germany but moved to London in the 1840s 

searching for employment as a civil engineer. In 1847, his brother Werner Sie-
mens (1816–1892) had established the Company of Siemens and Halske of which 
William was appointed agent in London. They served as subcontractor for the 
cable manufacturer Newall & Co. before they became independent as Siemens 
Brothers in 1858. Siemens was one of the most important antagonists to John 
Pender and the Eastern and Associated Companies. In 1872/1873, he became the 
first president of the Society of Telegraph Engineers. In 1859, he became a natu-
ralized British subject.
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willoughby smith (1821–1891), Great Britain, Telegraph Engineer, Electrician
Willoughby Smith commenced working as a telegraph engineer in the 1840s 

and was engaged in the manufacture of the English Channel cable. He was part 
of the Atlantic cable enterprise and in 1866 appointed chief electrician at the Tele-
graph Construction and Maintenance Company. In 1881, he additionally became 
manager of the Gutta Percha works. He was a member of the Society of Tele-
graph engineers and served as president in 1882–1883.

george spratt, (no dates available), Great Britain, Telegraph Operator
George Spratt was the assistant superintendent at Porthcurno cable station 

between 1871 and 1909. Throughout his entire career, he kept a diary, and his 
papers are some of the most important sources with regard to life at a cable 
station.

william thomson (1824–1907), Great Britain, Scientist
William Thomson was professor of natural philosophy at Glasgow University. 

Aside from the important work he did in the mathematical analysis of electricity 
and in thermodynamics, he was also an eminent telegraph engineer and inven-
tor. He was involved in the Great Atlantic Cable and many subsequent ocean tele-
graph undertakings. In 1866 he was knighted and in 1892 made Baron Kelvin of 
Larges. He was a member of the Society of Telegraph Engineers and twice served 
as its president.

henry weaver, (no dates available), Great Britain, Telegraph Administrator
Henry Weaver served as general manager of the Anglo-American Telegraph 

Company. One of his tasks was to supervise the superintendents at the different 
cable stations on both sides of the Atlantic.

ezra weedon, (no dates available), Great Britain, Telegraph Operator
Ezra Weedon was superintendent at Heart’s Content cable station from its 

opening in 1866 until his death in 1884. He stood in almost constant rivalry with 
James Graves.
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